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ABSTRACT 

 

The Lives We Tell: Sikh Identity and Collective Memories of the Great War in Britain 

 

by 

 

Elizabeth Ann Weigler 

 

This dissertation analyzes the connection between Great Britain’s and diasporic 

Sikhs’ support for “new histories” of the First World War during the centenary (2014–

2018) and the contexts that have created such spaces of ethnoreligious formation, 

challenge, and inquiry. Central to these articulations is historical consciousness—an 

individual’s relationship with and use of the past—in the construction and maintenance of 

diasporic identities. The research is primarily concerned with the relationships between 

individual and collective memory systems, the valuation of heritage, and the situational 

nature of subject formation. As such, I primarily engage with and contribute to 

scholarship in four fields: diaspora studies, Sikh studies, public history and memory 

studies.  

My analysis follows the historical narrative of Sikh participation in the First World 

War as it became contemporary heritage. These histories, bodies, and artifacts entered not 

just public consciousness but also many participants’ individual historical consciousness 

simultaneously and were unexpectedly given new weight as the concept of empire 

pointedly entered the civic and political debates that culminated during and after the 



 

 ix 

Brexit referendum. This history is one aspect of ongoing grassroots conversations that 

firmly root diasporic Sikh identities and Punjabiness within European space and that 

mediate and make visible the colonial processes which undergird the formation of 

ethnoreligious British subjects and the diaspora’s materiality.  

Data, which includes public historical phenomena such as museum exhibitions, online 

engagement, history day-tours, domestic curation, and daily discourse, was collected 

primarily in London, England. I served as an intern for the United Kingdom Punjab 

Heritage Association’s (UKPHA) grassroots project, Empire, Faith & War (EF&W), in 

2013 and during my fieldwork from March 2016 to March 2017. Working within the 

organization as participant-observer, I interviewed and regularly visited “citizen 

historian” volunteers who provided interpretation and family-based historical materials 

for EF&W. I met other groups who provided interviews and access to ethnographic field 

sites through centenary events that spanned Gurdwaras (spaces of worship), 

governmental and corporate organizations, museums throughout the UK, conferences, 

and schools. These groups broadened the scope of histories and South Asian communities 

I worked with throughout my ethnographic fieldwork.  

In the dissertation, I illustrate that public historical engagement produces new spaces 

to enact desirable identities while it further fuels heritage formation through new 

vocabularies for and reasons to construct the past. Data further indicates a shift in cultural 

memory production to better socially reproduce and relocate Sikh selves and an 

overarching focus on futurity via nostalgic processes. Participants’ daily experiences are 

integrated into narratives of the First World War and mediated by materials—family 

relationships, labor, and space. Further, heritage production and maintenance is marked 

by the movement of a Sikh-specific sovereignty into the self—affects, efforts, and 



 

 x 

ethnoreligious markers. Finally, these ethnoreligious encounters with history are civic in 

nature and recount (or re-create) the publicness of the diaspora’s racialized selves; 

participants reinvent, root, and (un)perform racial identities by framing them in more 

desirable ethnoreligious terms. Thus, participants navigate the contradictions of Western 

national belonging—in economy, citizenship, and daily life—through the pursuit of 

hidden and shared histories that might find overlap in those tensions and which promise 

to represent the subtle discomforts and empowerments of their ethnoreligious 

subjecthood.
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 1 

Introduction 

This dissertation focuses on the Sikh diaspora in Britain and community members’ 

participation in the nationwide First World War centenary commemorations that occurred 

from 2014 to 2018. Considering public historical phenomena such as museum exhibits, 

online engagement, day-tours, narratives, and everyday practices, this ethnographic 

project reframes diasporic identity vis-à-vis its relationship with historical 

consciousness—an individual’s relationship with and use of the past (Crane 1997). I 

situate and problematize processes of cultural memory production, heritage production, 

and ethnoreligious subject formation through the new memorial spaces of the centenary 

and other grassroots public historical endeavors. In this dissertation the assumptions, 

motivations, and perceptions of participating Sikh individuals—as volunteers, parents and 

children, tourists, and practitioners—come into explicit dialogue with wider discourses of 

British colonial history, its legacies, and participants’ current status as both British 

citizens and South Asian ethnoreligious subjects through telling, reorienting, and 

materializing these histories.
1
 

The Sikh community in the UK has demonstrated a disproportionately high interest in 

centenary commemorations and was awarded significant funding from public institutions 

to create historical narratives and displays from the community’s existing memories and 

materials relating to the First World War. Despite the broad base of national engagement, 

94 percent of early funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF)—the UK’s leading 

funder of and advocate for heritage—accessed as “South Asian” was garnered by Sikh 

                                                 
1
 Most individuals are given pseudonyms to preserve anonymity; they are marked with an * when they first 

appear in the text. Other individuals are two or more similarly positioned interlocutors; they are marked ** 
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initiatives through stand-alone projects or allied, nonminority, usually borough-based, 

projects (Interview HLF Advisor, September 2015). The British state has therefore 

implicitly solicited and marked such voices as appropriate additions to the master 

narrative of British involvement; they have funded over five hundred religiously- and 

ethnically-grounded organizations and community-based public history projects 

throughout the United Kingdom.
2
 As I will illustrate, the projects I studied 

overwhelmingly sought to reorient that perspective, producing histories that place an 

ethnoreligious Punjabi-Sikh self—through individual soldiers, existing memorial space, 

and materials—at the center of action and agency, rather than ancillary to British 

metanarratives, especially within European space and, at times, in alliance with Western 

interests broadly conceived.
3
  

By design or default, the grassroots public historical projects I worked with seek to 

represent Britain’s Sikh community and their interests through their publicness. The 

United Kingdom Punjab Heritage Association (UKPHA) is one of many organizations 

writing a specifically diasporic story of the Sikh community through engagement with the 

First World War centenary. The UKPHA’s Empire, Faith & War (EF&W) is the first, 

largest, and most-funded exhibit of Sikh participation in the First World War, namely 

through the HLF. With an existing portfolio of Sikh heritage projects that have both 

mobilized their communities and collaborated with authenticating institutions like the 

National Army Museum (NAM) and the Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A), the 

                                                                                                                                                 
when they first appear in the text. Dates or places have been changed to preserve this anonymity when 
necessary. All of Rav Singh’s tourists have been given pseudonyms.  
2
 Here one can see the emphasis extends to other underrepresented groups, as well, such as women, 

ethnicities of the British Isles (e.g. Welsh), region-specific perspectives (e.g. boroughs), and non-
combatants. 
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UKPHA have use these resources—financial and social capital—to recruit volunteers. 

These volunteers, termed citizen historians, research and create “new histories” of the 

war. Citizen historians can be family-based volunteers providing materials, UKPHA 

affiliates that assist with interpretation, or core volunteers that do the majority of day-to-

day operations. Once a citizen historian submits their narrative, a UKPHA-appointed 

mediator edits the piece to meet government-informed valuation criteria—including 

interpretation (Clark and Maeer 2008).
4
 Publicly archived online, narratives and materials 

are synthesized by the UKPHA into exhibits, mobile recruitment roadshows, lesson plans, 

coffee table books, and other public-facing materials—the epistemological basis for 

further discussion and deployment.  

The fieldwork for this dissertation was undertaken between March 2016 and March 

2017 in London, England, during which time I primarily worked with the UKPHA. I 

began working with the organization in 2013, during a break from my PhD program, as a 

remote “volunteer curator.” During my dissertation fieldwork in London, I was 

introduced variably as “volunteer researcher,” “oral histories consultant,” or simply “an 

American,” but my activities with UKPHA all fell under the rubric of intern. Like many 

other core volunteers, I made myself available to fill any gaps in trenches—traveling to 

the North and the Midlands to promote our primary and secondary school modules at 

history conferences, signing up citizen historians at various local and national events such 

as London City Hall’s Vaisakhi celebration, and attending occasions like film screenings 

                                                                                                                                                 
3
 This is also characteristic of the First World War’s memorialization in Britain write-large, which focuses 

on the trenches of the Western Front, “largely disregarding events in Mesopotamia, Turkey, Africa, and 
Ireland, and largely ignoring air and naval warfare,” (Fussell 1974). 
4
 During the centenary these were written on their website, hlf.org.uk, as “The Difference we want your 

Project to Make.” They have since been rewritten for the new website, www.heritagefund.org.uk, as 
“Project Outcomes” under their Funding page. These outcomes still include concerns for interpretation and 
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or lectures as the face of the UKPHA with other members. As volunteers, we were lightly 

subsidized by the UKPHA for overnight trips and long days. We were provided burritos 

for lunch, coffees (to keep tour-guides enthusiastic), and occasional funding to lighten the 

burden of lodging costs. This main fieldwork was bookended by two trips—a pilot study 

in August and September 2015 during the EF&W exhibit, and a follow-up in July 2018 to 

attend the opening of the UKPHA’s subsequent exhibit, the Empire of the Sikhs.  

Methodologically, choosing to work with the UKPHA offered me the opportunity to 

follow a narrative as it became heritage. The realization that colonial troops had served in 

the First World War—notably on the Western Front—entered both public consciousness 

and individual historical consciousness at this time. I could not have realized at its outset 

in 2012 that this heritage would also develop as the concept empire pointedly entered 

civic and political debates, which culminated in a post-Brexit referendum world, mid-

2016 on. I further watched as the memory of colonial involvement (eventually) became 

visually coded as Sikh.  

Interested in the individual’s role in collective memory and cultural memory’s impact 

on the individual, I was able to structure my study partially around the UKPHA’s 

engagement goals, which, as a grassroots movement, explicitly wrote the individual into 

its interpretive frameworks, labor processes, and emotive language. As noted by 

Harbakhsh Grewal—an important volunteer and the public relations manager for 

UKPHA—during an interview with centenary gatekeeper and one of its partner 

organizations, the Imperial War Museum (IWM): 

Engaging communities is at the core of the project. It is a 

partnership with our audience, both Sikh and non-Sikh, to 

                                                                                                                                                 
implicit connections to making better citizens, primarily in numbers 3 through 6 and 8. Their FAQ retains 
the earlier verbiage, referring would-be applicants to “The Difference we want your Project to Make.”  
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collect and share . . . to build up as comprehensive a picture 

as we can of the Sikh experience. (Grewal 2016) 

 

In choosing to work with UKPHA and other grassroots organizations, I was able to make 

explicit the relationships between individual and collective memory systems that are 

present in all cultural memory processes, but which are oftentimes obscured by most 

institutions’ modes of engagement that rely on the binaries and boundaries of outreach 

and hierarchical professionalization.  

This dissertation builds on previous UK-based socialization studies (Hall, K. 2002; 

Singh, J. 2012), theoretical framings that recognize the centrality of historical narratives 

in religious tradition (Hervieu-Lèger 2000) coupled with shifts toward religious identity 

construction in diasporic youth (Jacobson 1997; Shaw 2000), and studies in cultural 

memory that make significant strides in linking cultural memory and identity formations 

with everyday practices (Ammerman 2007; Assmann and Czaplicka 1995; Irwin-Zarecka 

1994; Megill 1998; Radway 1984; Rosenzweig and Thelen 1998). I will often refer to and 

distinguish between semantic memories—culturally objectified bodies of knowledge—

and episodic memories—experiences that are fluidly interpreted in real time by the 

individual. Often conflated in studies of cultural memory, distinguishing between the 

specific forms and functions of these systems is central to avoiding the theoretical 

mistruths of “collectivity” and ultimately resolving “the relationship between the 

individual who does the remembering and the memory of the group,” (Hamilton & 

Shopes 2008, x).
5
 Further, heritage broadly refers to the collective representation of a 

                                                 
5
 The interdisciplinary alliances surrounding the study of social forms of memory may have a role to play in 

this. Psychology and the study of individual memory has often been projected onto processes’ of collective 
memory; studies which gauge the impact of an “individual remembering alone [and] an individual 
remembering in a group,” focus on the effect an individual’s relationship with others and other people’s 
descriptions of certain events has on his/her ability to and process of recall (Barnier & Sutton 2008, 177, 
178; Roediger & Wertsch 2008; 322). These studies are largely within episodic memory systems. 
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group’s past. As the objectification of cultural memory, it denotes the texts, objects, 

physical places, and attendant memories that make up a group’s past—a projection of 

“valuable” memories onto material objects which necessitates group consensus and 

individual assent. Always a selection and deselection process, “structures” like 

monuments and rituals must be tempered with the understanding that cultural memory is 

informed by the “productivity and mutability of past-consciousness,” (Hancock 2008, 

214). 

To further clarify the reasoning for this theoretical and methodological framing, the 

next section presents the context that my interlocutors will call upon in the following 

chapters to structure their motivations and engage their material realities. The 

Background section provides the history of the British Sikh diaspora; the role of caste in 

migration and in the trajectory of Sikh religious tradition; and introductory information 

on Sikhism and the Sikh community’s relationship with British culture, colonialism, 

Muslim identity, and martial tradition.  

Background 

South Asians and people of South Asian descent represent the largest ethnic minority 

group in Britain today (Fisher et al 2007). Over three million individuals of Indian, 

Pakistani, or Bangladeshi origin make up this category, of which the Sikh community 

from the Punjab region of India constitutes approximately 16 percent (Office for National 

Statistics 2011). Sikhs comprise a politically conscious, established, and highly visible 

component of an important demographic community that has challenged the implicit 

assumptions of white, Christian-based citizenship in Britain (Colley 1992, 328; Paul 

1997, 22), largely through educational projects and by embracing multiculturalist 
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channels of governmental recognition (Singh & Tatla 2006, 3, 33, 55; Modood 2013).
6
 A 

long trajectory of colonialist economic and political projects—including the 

categorization of peoples into distinct religious and ethnic groups for governance and 

resource allocation—racialized assumptions surrounding those relations, and the concrete 

needs of reconstruction after the Second World War provides the context that has allowed 

most South Asians and Caribbean peoples to enter and make lives in Britain (Ballard 

1994, 6; Cohen 2008). Historically, the Second World War—the “post-war boom”—

serves as the main dividing point of these migrations, with “colonialism and elite 

settlement, on the one side, and decolonialisation and mass immigration on the other,” 

and it is the moment that most tourists’ migration histories will have begun (Singh & 

Tatla 2006; 35).
7
 

Migration routes have been heavily impacted by caste- and Punjabi village–

affiliations. My participants in London inhabited two main caste groups: Jat migrants 

who were part of this “post-war boom” migration, and “twice migrants” who found 

opportunities as part of the labor migrations from India to Africa during the colonial 

period and arrived in the UK after Kenyan independence during the 1960s (or to a lesser 

extend for my participants, from Uganda in the 1970s) (Bhachu 1985; 21, 22). The 

educational and economic opportunities offered to these migrants in East Africa as 

middling, skilled classes in the British racial hierarchy subsequently afforded them a 

cultural currency that allowed for upwards mobility in Britain, which was not typically 

                                                 
6
 The community is entering its fifth generation in Britain at the time this dissertation was being written. 

7
 The earliest Sikh settlers in the UK were Bhatra caste Sikhs who migrated to Glasgow from Ceylon, 

eventually extending their networks to the Midlands in Britain and later to London throughout the 1920s 
and 1930s. They were later accompanied by Jat Sikhs from the same area of Jullunder Doaba. Interestingly, 
there is a common misconception among Sikh interlocutors, however, that First World War soldiers were 
the first permanent Sikh migrants; this narrative surrounding the sepoy serves to erase the earliest peddler 
castes, and replace them with a (assumed) Jat Khalsa progenitor. 
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afforded to the Jat industrial workers also migrating prior to and during that time. Twice 

migrants consisted of skilled artisan castes—mainly Ramgharia, who were originally 

carpenters and ironworkers with slightly higher status, and smaller numbers of Ramdasia 

(weavers) or Chimbas (tailors) (R. Kaur 1986, 222). Jats typically come from landed 

families of farmers in Punjab—they are an agricultural group who “became Sikhs in large 

numbers during the seventeenth century”; initially nomadic, they tended to convert to the 

dominant religion of the areas they settled in: Sikh, Muslim, or Hindu (Asher & Talbot 

2006; 4693). 

Sikh studies scholars have consistently emphasized and defined their community sites 

around caste affiliations. However, as the Sikh community in Britain moves into its fifth 

generation, it has become a segmented (complex) diaspora with nuanced and varied 

connections to caste-mates, the Punjab as both geography and homeland imaginary, and 

Punjab culture/categorical meanings writ large.
8
 In the diaspora those early movements 

based on caste are now often read within features of class: a complex of hierarchical 

socioeconomic statuses, historically rooted in caste, but now qualitatively cultural and 

economic renderings primarily articulated within Britishness.
9
 Sikh studies has sought to 

address this through generational studies; a number of essays in the field of Sikh studies 

have noted the growing generational gaps between Punjabi- and British-born Sikhs in the 

diaspora (C. Ballard 1979; Sikh Formations 2018, 3–4), which have led to a growing 

concern in the literature surrounding appropriate and effective transmission.  

                                                 
8
 In a special issue of Diaspora 9:1, Werbner (2000), in association with Leonard (2000), repeatedly points 

to, “the growing consensus [in Diasporic studies] is . . . that such imagined attachments to a place origin 
and/or collective historical trauma are still powerfully implicated—“deeply entrenched in a shared history 
that unites or divides segmented (complex) diasporas in their formation (Werbner 2000; 6). 
9
 I am indebted to Eleanor Nesbit for working through the connection between caste and class in the British 

context with me during an informal meeting in February of 2017, as well as her extensive work on the 
subject (Nesbitt 1995, 1997; & Jakobsh 2010).  
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Importantly, and perhaps accounting for much of the emphasis on caste in Sikh 

studies, the Sikh community has a unique and fraught relationship with caste. General 

understandings of Sikh religious teachings claim there is no caste, although it is a salient 

social category in Punjab (Hershman 1981). McLeod (1996) has pointed to the 

hermeneutics of caste meanings for the early Gurus, distinguishing between its vertical 

and horizontal implications: 

We can affirm once again [the Gurus’] apparent acceptance 

of the horizontal relationship [of caste], an acceptance 

unmistakably demonstrated by their willingness to observe 

customary marriage conventions. What they were 

apparently concerned to deny was the justice of privilege or 

deprivation based upon notions of status and hierarchy. 

They were, in other words, opposed to the discriminatory 

aspects of the vertical relationship while continuing to 

accept the socially beneficial pattern of horizontal 

connections. (McLeod 1996, 90–91) 

 

McLeod’s emphasis on this dual understanding in commensality practices versus 

marriage patterns is important to note.
10

 In this context, the dissertation takes caste as just 

one of many ways that the boundaries between Sikh religiosity and Punjabi culture are 

being tested and rewritten in the UK.  

For my participants, Sikh identity was more often constructed in relation to Islam. 

Many grew up in a context of white- and Muslim-majority schools and workplaces, and 

as part of a minority in the South Asian community, they were thus embedded in contexts 

and discourses that sought to delineate Sikhs from Muslims. Community projects often 

                                                 
10

 Caste is still important. Several participants were committed to caste-based arranged marriages, 

particularly between British Sikh men and Indian Sikh women. For the younger generation, these marriages 
were most often in response to being part of Sikh-related sects with fewer potential partners in the diaspora 
to choose from. Typically, the narrative was one in which the individual had searched for a marriage partner 
previously, but after several disappointments or simply a lack of time to devote to dating the individual had 
gone to their parents with the simple resolution, “Ok sure, I’ll do it your way.” One young man further 
noted that his British and European work colleagues had been supportive of his decision, more so than his 
South Asian friends. 
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focus on educating white British about the differences between their religions, 

campaigning against school cafeterias’ use of halal (“ritually sacrificed,” elaborated 

below) meat introduced to meet the demands of the majority, or responding to their 

community’s worries of intermarriage between the communities (Lord Singh 2018; 

Parveen 2016; Hundal 2015). Thus, in structuring my research around heritage 

production, I turn an eye to the demographic realities of life outside the Punjab, which 

make the Sikh diaspora in Britain a minority within a minority, categorized within and 

against a Muslim other in Western frames of securitization and desirable citizens (Saeed 

2016).
11

 

Historically, caste has played an important role in many other aspects of diasporic 

life and identity for Sikhs. Specific to the martial traditions that are coded into 

commemorations of the First World War, Sikh studies has explored the importance that 

caste demographics played in the historical trajectory of Sikh religiosity. Over time, the 

Sikhs quickly moved from a small and diverse sedentary religious community in the 

1500s to a system of complex military governance, based in the values of a powerful Jat 

majority. This shift is termed 

the “transformation of Sikhism” theme. The question of 

why a tradition built on Nanak’s interior practice of nām 

simaraņ (meditation on divine Name) should have become 

a militant community and proclaimed its identity by means 

of prominently –displayed exterior symbols. (McLeod 

1989, 35–36) 

 

While McLeod perhaps overstates the division of these two concepts (i.e., Sikhism 

retained an emphasis on worldly religiosity and individualized self-actualization, 

rearticulated in new power relations) and the degree to which the Sikh community relies 

                                                 
11

 For a discussion of the demographic logics of ethnocidal violence and the nation-state, see Appadurai 
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on “militant” ideology (rather than military history and the mobilization of associated 

symbols to a myriad of ideological ends, as this dissertation illustrates), the 

transformation is a significant one.  

Now seen as the representational norm, exactly how the militarized male body came 

to be associated so singularly with Sikh identity, especially in the diaspora, has a long and 

winding history; it rests on the moment that a Khatrīs-based (the caste of the Gurus) 

leadership was subsumed in importance to a Jat-majority Khalsa. In 1699, Guru Gobind 

Singh created the system of amrit (baptism) for a set role, named the Khalsa. Initiated 

males became Khalsa members, who took on a military role as one group within a 

multicultural and multi-caste community of faithful, the panth (“path”).
12

 Although open 

to all groups, the Khalsa was dominated by minor Jat gentry and peasant-warriors; thus, it 

incorporated many of the caste’s cultural practices.  

When taking amrit, the Khalsa pledged their allegiance to the Guru Granth Sahib Ji 

(eternal, textual, and final Guru) and to the panth, who would—after Guru Gobind 

Singh—hold communal authority to act in the best interest of the Sikh community. This 

effectively ended the line of living guruship for an eternal, community- and text-based 

one. The panth and the Guru Granth Sahib Ji would guide one another while the Khalsa 

would serve as an elite force: “the brotherhood of the pure,” whose exact role today is 

contested (Wood 1966, 43). To express this belonging, members of the Khalsa changed 

their last name to Singh and were to keep five external symbols (5Ks)—unshorn hair, 

comb, dagger, steel bangle, and drawers—to remind them of their commitment to their 

                                                                                                                                                 
2006. 
12

 For a discussion of gendered identities and the role of women in the early Khalsa, see Dhavan 2010. 
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vision’s values, concretized in rahit-nama or manuals that espouse a code of conduct.
13

 It 

gradually developed “into a more complex and gendered code of behaviour” that 

increasingly drew parallels between masculinity and martialness (Dhavan 2010, 75).
14

 

Early rahit proscriptions sought to delineate the Sikhs from a powerful Muslim other, 

the Mughals. The distinction between Sikh and Muslim is a long and complicated one. It 

stems from the experiences of Sikhism’s founder, Guru Nanak, with the invasion of the 

first Mughal Emperor Babur in the 1520s, and extends into the first half of the eighteenth 

century in Punjab, where the Sikhs generally and the Khalsa specifically were forged in 

opposition to most of the imperial Mughal rulers and subsequently replaced them as 

authorities.
15

 Muslim imperials denoted a very real threat to Sikh communal and 

individual sovereignty, and were coded in early rahit as turak in a nod to Mughal 

Emperors Indo-Turkish roots (McLeod 2004, 39). In making sense of the brutality that 

came from the power vacuum of Mughal decline, the rahit-namas of the time emphasize 

prohibitions on “consuming meat killed in the Muslim manner . . . sexual relations with 

Muslim women and smoking the hookah,” (McLeod 2004, 38–39; also see Asher & 

Talbot 2006).  

                                                 
13

 The 5Ks—five external symbols—are the kara (steel bangle) to symbolize strength, kaccha (underwear) 

to symbolize readiness, kanga (comb) to symbolize cleanliness, the kirpan (small dagger) to symbolize the 
defense of justice, and kes (uncut hair)—with the associated turban—to symbolize an undefiled bodily state 
of being and, to some, royalty. Importantly, the 5Ks were not synonymous with Sikh identity until the 
British took them up in the nineteenth century to more clearly promote a bounded Sikh military personhood. 
Prior to those British colonial projects and Sikh nationalism projects at the turn of the century, a Sikh could 
cut kes and still be considered within rahit in his actions. As illustrated below, this is still the case for the 
majority of practicing Sikhs that accept, but do not necessarily adhere to a Khalsa identity to express Sikh 
teaching. 
14

 Contemporarily, this parallel has been read by many women as desirable and has been de-gendered under 

the rubric of martial and religious. This has obscured the implicated “maleness” of desirable subjecthood.  
15

 When the founder Guru Nanak Dev ji returned to the Punjab in the 1520s, central India was undergoing 

significant political shifts. Babur, the central Asian prince, defeated the last Emperor of the Lodi dynasty, 
Ibrahim, at the Battle of Panipat in 1526 (Asher & Talbot 2006; location 2314). Although Babur only ruled 
for four years, until his death in 1530, his campaign had a very negative effect on Guru Nanak, who was 
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These prohibitions persisted after Mughal decline in the Punjab. The Punjab was 

briefly ruled as a Sikh sovereignty, primarily under Maharaja Ranjit Singh who 

consolidated existing local Jat polities.
16

 The empire lasted from 1799 to its annexation 

by the British East Indian Company (EIC) in 1849. With the arrival of the British, 

colonial policies projected religion as a category modeled after European conceptions. It 

rested squarely on the othering of South Asian traditions that did not share a reliance on a 

sacred text, monotheism, and other “rational” aspects (Ballantyne 2006; 48, 49).
17

 In a 

sense, alliances were forged not just between the Sikhs and the British but also between 

their religious histories, which were pulled apart from their Muslim associations and vice 

versa.  

Under colonial policies, the Sikhs were labeled one of several “martial races” (most 

of whom resided in the Punjab and North-West Frontier) and given a somewhat 

privileged status as soldiers and security personnel within the British Empire, such that it 

was the main avenue for early diasporic migration. At the outset of the First World War, 

the Indian Army consisted of approximately 150,000 troops; about half of these troops 

were recruited from the Punjab. By the end of the war in 1918 an additional 657,739 men 

                                                                                                                                                 
shocked by the carnage and courtly “hedonism” that ran counter to the sanctity of familial life (Grewal 
1990; 9). 
16

 Given the minority status of the Sikhs, the court and ruling infrastructure of Maharaja Ranjit Singh was 

quite diverse; he developed a system of administration based in Sikh religious principles of equality, similar 
to the succession strategies of Guru Nanak, but the nature of this rule was very similar to that set out by the 
successful Mughal Emperor Akbar, offering patronage regardless of religious affiliation (although Sikh 
institutions received a majority of funding). 
17

 It is important to note the implicit theoretical approaches of historians and lack of Punjabi sources 

available to them while analyzing the trajectory of marital race ideologies. In this case, mapping “points of 
recognition” are especially helpful. Ballantyne (2007) and Jakobsh (2003) have pointed to those positons 
which serve(d) to draw parallels between British and Sikh conceptions of the world. In such a sense, 
without a number of Sikhs being able to recognize themselves in the categories that the British put forth, 
these constructions would not have been as successful and the Sikhs would have been called up to serve 
other projects within the empire. Also see Bar-Yosef 2007.   
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had been recruited, 88,925 of whom were Sikh (Omissi 2012; van Koski, 1996).
18

 All 

Sikh recruits, regardless of traditions and caste affiliations, had to adopt the Khalsa 

identity and take amrit when they joined the military. As a result, every Sikh sepoy 

(infantryman) and sowar (cavalryman) of the First World War wore a turban and kept the 

5Ks because they were required to in order to reap the benefits of military service in the 

British Indian Army, standardizing one Sikh tradition as Sikh under the auspices of an 

important economic and social institution.  

From these projects that turned the people of Punjab (and elsewhere in India during 

the colonial period) into “martial race,” “criminal tribe,” and “agrarian caste” (Oberoi 

1994, 423), the Singh Sabha Movement emerged as a critical period of this development 

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (McLeod 2005). The movement 

ultimately further reified Sikh tradition around the Singh (Khalsa) identity.
19

 Reformers 

targeted rahit as a mean of religious purification. In the goal of, 

…eliminating the diversity of practices among the Sikhs by 

formulating an undefiled Sikh code that concurred with the 

reformed worldview of the early twentieth century… In 

1915, a prescriptive manual known as the Gurmat Prakas 

was produced which delineated an amended and ‘correct’ 

order of rahit for Sikhs (Jakobsh 2004, 183).  

As the Singh Sabha movement further sought to promote casteless social relations as 

one of the main differences between themselves as Sikhs and others as Hindus, they 

attempted to bring additional members into a Khalsa by recruiting large numbers of low-

caste individuals to become amritdhari (Puri 2003, 2693 & 2698). These actions further 

subsumed what was previously a variety of practices under this new rahit written by a 

                                                 
18

 They remained a minority to a Muslim-majority in both the army and Punjab. 
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majority Jat culture. In this way the spread of “Khalsa identity” signposts the diaspora’s 

ongoing conflation of religious identifiers with what were originally largely “Jat” cultural 

practices.
20

 Khalsa Singh identity became the main currency for mobility in the Punjab 

and, in turn, abroad.  

Those delineations of rahit developed during the Singh Sabha Movement persist in 

part due to the history that followed. The postcolonial period would see a number of 

monumental events that changed the course of diasporic religiosity. When the British Raj 

turned power over to the Indian National Government on midnight August 14, 1947, the 

Punjab region was split—abruptly and haphazardly—between Muslim-majority Pakistan 

and Hindu-majority India. Approximately 11.2 million people were displaced at this time, 

resulting in the loss of property and lives for all Punjabis. It is estimated that between 

200,000 and 500,000 people died (Ballard 1994, 19; Hajari 2015; Singh, K. 2004).
21

 

Partition was a driver of migration abroad and its trauma—and the religious rhetoric of 

nationhood it engendered—helped lay the foundation for a nationalist movement, 

Khalistan. Khalistan was imagined as a sovereign territory in Punjab for the Sikhs based 

on pre-Partition discourse of religious rule: majority Muslim Pakistan and majority Hindu 

India. However, Khalistan would not become widely acknowledged by the Sikh 

community until the late 1970s (Tatla 1999; 101–3). The movement’s growth was largely 

in the diaspora, driven in part by growing racial tensions in the West. Disempowerment 

                                                                                                                                                 
19

 In addition to colonial projects of race and religion, the movement was a response to other, similar 

religious and religious-national movements such as Brahmo Samaji, Arya Samaj, Christian proselytizing, 
and Ahmadiyah. 
20

Jat Sikhs have been known to have more leeway in their expressions of religiosity since Jat is a powerful 

ethnic identification that allies them with their Sikh identities outside religious adherence (R. Kaur, 1986). 
21

 Grassroots organizations in the diaspora are trying to bring to light the disproportional burden of izzat on 

women during this conflict and the range of gender-motivated transgressions that took place in the name of 
honor. It is typically acknowledged that during conflict in Punjab it is the “turbaned male” that is primarily 
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abroad and removal from the realities of life in the Punjab were the initial impetus for a 

romanticized, nostalgic version of a sovereign Punjab that could serve as a safe haven for 

the interests of Sikhs that were not being met by host-nations.
22

  

Tensions in the Punjab between the local Sikh majority and the Indian government 

steadily rose during the early 1980s. In December 1983, a Khalistani leader, (Sant) Jarnail 

Singh Bhindranwale, began to barricade himself in the Akal Takht of the Golden Temple 

where temporal authority resides for the panth.
23

 The Indian National Government under 

Indira Gandhi launched Operation Bluestar in attempts to capture him and his 

paramilitary forces. From June 3 to June 6, 1984, government forces—led by a Sikh 

general—bombarded the entire complex. The indignation of having the Golden Temple 

destroyed was such that Indira Gandhi’s two Sikh bodyguards assassinated her on 

October 31 of the same year in retaliation. The resulting riots in Delhi and government-

dominated neo-martial law in Punjab, which immediately instated curfews and halted 

judicial proceedings, left between 8,000 and 17,000 Sikhs dead or missing (Sandhu 1997; 

P. Singh 2017). In the diaspora, this has largely been described within the political arena 

as the Sikh Genocide, with calls for state recognition of the label.
24

 

                                                                                                                                                 
targeted; however, social pressures more readily work to silence crimes against Kaur individuals (e.g. 
systematic rape), while accepted migration norms facilitate male cries for asylum.  
22

 These disquietudes were associated with race-based immigration policies, such as the 1962 and 1968 

Commonwealth Immigrants Acts, the Immigration Act (1971) and finally the 1981 British Nationality Act 
(Paul 1997, 171–2; Singh & Tatla 2006). 
23

 Not the temple, Harmandir Sahib, where spiritual authority resides. 
24

 In April 2017, the Ontario legislature recognized the anti-Sikh violence as “genocide,” amidst concerns 

of Sikh extremism in Canada (J. Singh 2018a). Britain has seen a similar rhetoric; though less popular, the 
1984 Remembrance (March and Freedom) Rally, which snakes through Hyde Park down through Central 
London to Trafalgar Square has typically drawn their increasing numbers from the Midlands via Gurdwara 
connections—labels there have more prominently included “Sikh holocaust” (Prestidge 2019). News 
reports are likely inflated about the popularity; e.g. attending in 2017, a friend noted during the Rally, “a 
tweet went out saying there was supposed to be 10,000; there’s no way. Nowhere close.” I agreed.  
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From the shock of 1984 and the visibility of Singh identity, “calls for a revival of 

ethnic consciousness,” emerged in the diaspora (Tatla 1999, 200).
25

 The term Sikhi has 

gradually come into use in the diaspora post-1984. The term expresses these concerns and 

conflations within an ideology. Initially understood as a reaction to the reification of the 

Sikh tradition under the rubric of “religion” during the colonial period, the “ism” was 

dropped in favor of a term that would reflect Sikhi(sm) as a way of being rather than a 

“dogmatic doctrine” (Takhar 2014). This conception has its hidden seed in essentialist 

movements, such as the Akhand Kirtani Jatha movement (AKJ).
26

 These groups had an 

existing institutional infrastructure abroad at the 1984 moment, and as a result have had a 

significant influence on the practice of Sikhism in the diaspora as youth searched out 

avenues of learning how to enact this new call to ethnicity through religion, mainly kirtan 

and the 5Ks (Purewal & Lallie 2013, 399–400). The underlying practices inherent in the 

term Sikhi can be tied to these groups’ emphasis on the body—on an embodied, ethicized, 

and sovereign self—such as turbans for both men and women and unrestrained affective 

kirtan (devotional music, here denoting meditative embodiment).
27

 These embodiments 

socialized many youth during the 1980s and 90s into being Sikh. Although dismissed by 

many of my participants as, “AKJ-types,” practices like this have quietly percolated 

                                                 
25

 The proliferation of Khalsa-centric narratives and identifiers that emerged from this call could be seen as 

part of a larger recent trend in religious ideologies among diasporic populations in the United Kingdom 
(The Economist 2014; O’duffy 2008), as well as the Christian majority (Modood 1998). Reclaiming the 
turban abroad has been seen as a duty to early settlers who necessarily shed this external identity to avoid 
being targets of hate crimes or to comply with institutional policies. In India, it has been somewhat 
dubiously claimed that after the Delhi Riots, Sikhs again abandoned the turban in “an active effort to say: 
We are very loyal citizens” (Appadurai 2004, 126-127). 
26

 Other groups that influenced the revitalization of Sikh religiosity in the diaspora during that period 

include the Nanaksar movement, Guru Nanak Nishkam Sewak Jatha, Sikh Dharma of the Western 
Hemisphere, and smaller but growing influence of Damdami Taksal. Each espouse difference variations of 
embodied kirtan and intensive meditation, purging the rahit of external influences, strict vegetarianism, and 
a gamut of gendered discourse that is outside the scope of this dissertation.  
27

 However, it should be noted that these are sometimes seen as supported by the gender-neutral phrasing of 

the Sikkh Rahit Maryādā (J. Singh 2014, 4). 
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through diasporic understandings of religiosity, and they are just one example of how 

these cultural and religious norms are able to move together through the diasporic 

imagination.
28

 

Some members of the UKPHA are closely aligned with Nihang Sikh tradition, which 

also saw resurgence in the British diaspora, primarily, if not exclusively, among young 

men. Keeping a form of Khalsic identity, Nihangs closely ally themselves to a Sikh 

history prior to colonization by the British and after the Khalsa was instated, a history that 

represents an authentic warrior lineage prior to the rupture of British colonial identity 

politics. The tradition is said to have been passed on via oral history and in embodied 

skills and ritual practices such as shastar vidya (weapons-based martial art) and shastar 

puja (weapons-veneration) (S. Singh 2015). Nihangs generally embrace a sanatanist 

stance (a broad inclusion of Sikh roles and traditions) and a contextualizing approach to 

Sikh history that acknowledges Sikhism’s intimate relationship to Hinduism, primarily, 

and Islam, specifically Sufism. This view is looked down upon in “mainstream” or Singh 

Sabha/Tat Khalsa Sikhism (S. Singh 2015).
29

 In keeping with a Sikh “warrior-saint” 

tradition and aesthetic, many Nihangs further embrace the use of bhang (marijuana, 

which they drink) and meat consumption as necessary for the warrior spirit. The tradition 

seems to easily draw young men, and their turban styles have become fashionable in 

                                                 
28

 Founded by Bhai Randhir Singh (1878–1961), a Jat from Ludhiana who fought against British imperial 

rule, the AKJ believe that both men and women should wear small turbans (keshki) and keep kesh, and hold 
Khalsa identity as the highest and “true” form of Sikhism. The AKJ have added to the rahit with an 
additional set of codes; they interpret the rahit’s prohibitions against kutha meat, which is typically read as 
halal (“the Muslim way”) preparation as a proscription against all meat, which temporally correlates with a 
growing dedication to vegetarianism in the diaspora. Further, the AKJ consider the word of the Guru Granth 
Sahib to be that of the one Guru, and emphasize kirtan and the recitation of God’s name, Wahe-Guru, as an 
affective mediation, helping explain this central and sacrosanct emphasis on bani in Sikhi popular usage. 
Also see Barrow 2001.  
29

 This is the perception of the community, but the Nihangs I worked with tended to describe themselves as 

“sanatanan” as a shared language that others might see them categorized as, rather than any formal 
affiliations.  
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Central London. As such the tradition can be subtly seen as an undercurrent throughout 

this dissertation.
30

  

With this embodied emphasis in the UK, Sikhi is often translated by most Sikhs 

simply as “Sikhness” (P. Singh 2013). This does not fully articulate how Sikhi acts in the 

minds and bodies of adherents.
31

 The term denotes a holistic understanding of the 

religious as permeating the mundane; this means infusing God’s name into doing dishes, 

learning history, or performing daily hygiene routines.
32

 “Practice” (under this rubric) is 

considered a more accurate reflection of the Guru’s teachings. Thus, Sikhi has an essence 

of its own, a thingness that interacts with the individual; one does Sikhi or maintains 

Sikhi, but practitioners can also know Sikhi in both a scriptural (bani) recall and a 

metaphysical sense—they “connect with Sikhi,” (Sikh Research Institute 2016).
33

 In 

practice, these understandings of Sikhi find expression in civic society, where one lives 

out an individual’s “role as a good citizen,” as expressed through seva (service—in the 

diaspora, public volunteering) (Takhar 2014). It is further championed within a discourse 

of linguistic authenticity: “the Punjabi term Sikhi means to learn and unlike the term 

Sikhism, it does not represent an object but a process of self-transformation,” (SikhNet 

2015). 

Given the emphasis on codes of conduct that attended this adoption of amrit, the 

frame of the Muslim other within early rahit literature has been interpreted to further 

                                                 
30

 As such, please see footnotes 57, 63, 104, 157, 194, and 253. Also see Nihang & Singh 2008 for a 

comprehensive history of the tradition.  
31

 Methodologically, it is necessary to take a situated approach given this mutability.  
32

 Sikhism is generally understood to have been influenced by bhakti and sant traditions within Hinduism 

and Sufism within Islam, religiously. Further considerations in early Sikh development include Mughal 
(Mongol) imperial encounters, a highly diverse community of early followers, and the strong agrarian base 
of the region that remained an important common denominator and source of independence (Asher & 
Talbot 2006; location 4648).  
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distinguish between Sikhs and Muslims in the UK. This historical continuity importantly 

speaks within Western national discourse that securitizes racialized (brown) bodies—

regardless of religion—under the blanket assumptions of Muslim “threat” (Saeed 2016, 

29–33). Thus, when redefining themselves for a white audience—an audience whose 

readings of them are sometimes unpredictable—the language of the eighteenth-century 

rahit of the Khalsa and its continued thread under Sikkh Rahit Maryādā lends itself well 

to the rhetoric of securitized boundary-making in contemporary Britain. 

This is not the only way that the realities of life in Britain have influenced the 

construction and maintenance of ethnoreligious practice and boundary-making. In a 

process of nostalgia, as noted above, the Sikh community abroad have tended to project 

the realities of their own nations onto India, as was the case in 1984 (Fenech & Singh 

2014, 551). Protests in Britain regarding the political climate in the Punjab largely denote 

the British Sikhs’ commitment to the Punjab within the frames of the British 

government’s responsibility to them as citizens.
34

 However, these rights and 

responsibilities are also closely allied with Sikh-specific conceptions of sovereignty. 

Tellingly, the Sikh community reinstated the Sarbat Khalsa in 2014, which denotes an 

egalitarian meeting of the entire Sikh sangat (congregation) to make important political 

and spiritual decisions for the community, often in opposition to established Sikh 

institutions. It is the physical enactment of the power placed in the community by Guru 

Gobind Singh when he named the panth and the Adi Granth as his successors.
35

 Sarbat 

                                                                                                                                                 
33

 See the language used by Prill 2014, as well as the unproblematized rendering by Takhar 2014 and J. 

Singh 2014. 
34

 They could also be broadly seen as part of the increasingly militarized defense of the boundaries of a 

majority Britishness in a post-7/7 and -9/11 world (Gilroy 2006). It is rare, but some protests have resulted 
in violence (The Telegraph 22 Oct 2015).  
35

 It is, in many ways, also assumptive of a pan-Sikhism that transcends very different geographic, caste, 

class, gender, and racial experiences.  
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Khalsa was last held during significant trauma and socioeconomic upheaval in 1986 when 

the resolution was passed that the Akal Takt (seat of temporal authority) would be rebuilt 

by community participation (kar seva) (Sandhu 2015). The call for the meeting in 2014 

likely originated from diasporic communities and was kickstarted in the United States 

under the Sarbat Khalsa USA campaign from October 16 to 25 (L. Kaur 2015).
36

 Through 

Sarbat Khalsa, conceptions of panth sovereignty, seva, assertions of Sikh “Britishness,” 

and common religious identity span geographic boundaries but are dictated by the very 

real movement of social and financial capital, media access, local laws, and defenses 

placed at the boundaries of citizenship. I see Sarbat Khalsa 2014 as an initial wave of 

diasporic Sikh discontent with their governments as their concerns were pushed aside. In 

the Brexit era, discourse now turns to increases in racial violence towards Sikhs and 

South Asians, economic disparity, and “racial harassment” toward Sikhs, especially 

turbaned males (British Sikh Report 2018, 11; Institute of Race Relations 2019).  

History and tradition has been made and remade in response to the imagined panth 

community and their “co-responsibility, imaginatively grounded in ideas about a shared 

past/future,” (Werbner 2000; 7). This is the context in and mode by which my 

interlocutors engage with heritage. Even if they do not ascribe to Sikhi as a way of doing 

religion or to the underlying assumptions about Sikh difference from other South Asian 

communities, they are inundated with and may mobilize counter to these contexts. The 

affective charge they bring to these understandings of self-sovereignty outside the Punjab, 

its focus on the material, the inextricable links between religiosity and civic service, and 

                                                 
36

 Media sources responded with sensationalized option pieces and associated press accusations; 

intensifying headlines ranged from “India is being ruled by a Hindu Taliban” (Kapoor, The Guardian; 
November 12, 2015) to the response of “Classes to radicalise Sikh youths being held in UK: Intel 
Agencies,” (Hindustan Times; November 13, 2015) in India. Other media sources in India ran similar 
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the embodiment of authenticity in the rubrics presented above are important in 

understanding my participants’ positionality. This dissertation investigates these many 

logics that code the narrative of the First World War and embodies sovereignty in 

individual Sikh selves. 

Dissertation Outline 

This dissertation consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 offers a walk-through of the 

UKPHA’s EF&W exhibit. Other groups often reference this project as informing their 

own historical narratives and explanations for commemorative efforts’ importance. It 

illustrates the uneasy, contradictory relationship that the exhibit creators, funders, and 

viewers have with the colonial projects that produced, in part, current Sikh (martial) 

identity, avenues of migration and upward mobility, and the presence of the British Indian 

Army on the Western Front in 1914. The global war held gendered, civic, and racial 

logics of its own. The chapter interrogates the situational representation of Sikhs in 

Britain and introduces the sense that historical accuracies, if decontextualized from their 

cultural practices and ideological underpinnings, can unintentionally naturalize past 

inequalities and their current expressions, even as they empower.  

Chapter 2 uses case studies primarily surrounding public-facing media productions to 

focus on the role of affect and labor within processes of historical consciousness, 

including a musician, marathon runner, podcaster, and UKPHA-founder media 

appearances. Focusing on the UKPHA as an affective institution, the chapter emphasizes 

the centrality of individual episodic memory-work and the lens of lived experience to 

produce productive tensions in and changes to semantic memories in situations of low-

                                                                                                                                                 
headlines; The Times of India reported, “Intel reports indicate radicalization of UK Sikhs; PM Modi moots 
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intensity memory production. It makes visible the nodes of transmutation that take 

individual experience/desire (affect) on the one hand and collective concern on the other 

and joins them in a material, narrative, or place (heritage) through labor (action/striving). 

Chapter 3 focuses on the UKPHA’s citizen historian volunteers. In four main 

volunteer case studies, I explore the domestic spaces of cultural memory production and 

organize historical consciousness maintenance around familial relationships. I posit 

heritage maintenance as a new kind of domestic piety and kinship work in the diaspora 

that is enacted through curation, display, and interpretation. As a practice of rigorous 

study, this shift illustrates the agency of some Sikh women to formulate familial 

responsibilities within a process that satiates self-actualization, while as a way of being, 

this labor is seen by participants as key to the social reproduction of desirable Sikh selves 

(often coded between “male” and “martial”). The memories of citizen historians are 

strategically translocal (specific to diasporic need) and profoundly embodied (specific to 

contexts of domesticity); they hang together as messy memories that simultaneously voice 

multiple concerns and are left unresolved in the present.  

Chapter 4 focuses on materiality, space, and place via Rav Singh’s Little History of 

the Sikhs day tours in Central London and Europe. These tours illustrate the subtle ways 

that public historical tourism remakes and confronts the colonial—its historical content 

and legacies—via London’s existing memorial spaces. In this chapter, I begin to unravel 

the active reframing of (public) Sikh identities from racialized readings in (hierarchical 

white Christian) space toward desired ethnoreligious ones. Taken together, tourists’ 

actions emplace the individual in Europe, specifically Central London, and, as such, they 

                                                                                                                                                 
talks with Cameron,” (Jain, November 12, 2015).  
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engage in intentional, engineered interruptions to civic systems (Mercer 1988)—an 

assertion of rights to public places as British citizens.  

Finally, chapter 5 focuses on the politics of recognition that accompany 

multiculturalist approaches to diverse governance—“a special relationship” expressed in 

“Anglo-Sikh history,” as it has been described to me. In seeking to understand the 

previous chapter’s movement toward ethnoreligious identities, it frames the securitization 

and performance of (brown) bodies in the context of Brexit and Western Islamophobia in 

Britain—the construction of a Sikh self within and against the Muslim other. Looking at 

the national stage through explicit performances, including military reenactments, the 

arts, and politicized commemorations, the chapters seeks to better understand where the 

militarized (male) Sikh body is welcome and where it is not in public/national agendas. 

Sensitive to the liminal place of the Sikh community in racial hierarchy, it interrogates the 

spaces of empire that both benefit and debase Sikh citizen participants. 

In sum, the First World War was an historical moment in its own right with lasting 

implications for race, gender, and citizenship relations. This is seen in the decoupling 

gender from citizenship in Britain (Gullace 2002) and the highlighting of categories of 

racial purity/supremacy through gendered relationships between India and Europe as 

states, as much as Indians and Europeans as individuals (Das 2018). Contemporarily, the 

public historical projects surrounding the First World War’s memory are similarly fraught 

with and seek to reshape competing frameworks as the individuals involved work to 

resolve current dissonant conceptions and expressions of identity, authority, religiosity, 

gender, and citizenship through their historical narratives and selected materials of the 

First World War (Glassberg 2001).  
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I. Empire, Faith, and War: A Walk through Heritage in 

Britain 

On September 19, 2012 the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF), the leading funder of and 

advocate for heritage in the UK, announced on its website that it had awarded the United 

Kingdom Punjab Heritage Association (UKPHA) £488,200 for their project entitled 

Empire, Faith & War: The Sikhs & WWI (EF&W). It was to be one of many community-

specific centenary projects—£6 million worth in HLF-pledged funding—during the 

course of the one hundred year anniversary of the First World War, celebrated from 2014 

to 2018 (Hyslop 2013; Heritage Fund 2012).
37

 The article featured the same black-and-

white image as many subsequent UKPHA materials for the project: a French woman in 

profile, dressed in black, with her back turned from the camera, pins a flower to the chest 

of a tall, turbaned Sikh soldier with a greying beard as he marches past on the streets 

outside Paris in 1916.
38

 His eyes are downcast, in stark contrast to his nine or so Sikh 

peers who stare boldly at the camera—a youthful soldier smiling from the edges of the 

photo, a pensive older gentleman with furrowed brows, a man in his prime with shoulders 

back and chin upturned to peer ever so slightly down his nose—each forever marching to 

the Western Front.  

 The headline that accompanied these stark realities—names, figures, faces—declares,  

Empire, Faith and War will focus on the physical and 

intangible heritage of Sikh combatants during the First 

                                                 
37

 “Community-specific” labels can take on a number of permutations. In example, boroughs constitute are 

justified through geographic-based stakes and membership, whereas ethnoreligious communities are 
justified along perceived shared identity characteristics, ideological or embodied membership, and histories 
that can transcend space.  
38

 This is how the context of the scene is described in media; in example, “A French lady pins a flower on 

the Sikh saviours of France, Paris, 1916, Toor Collection” (Manzoor 2014). 
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World War and their families, which have been previously 

neglected by official records and the mainstream media. 

(Heritage Fund 2012) 

Thus, through HLF funding, a gap in knowledge surrounding a specific ethnoreligious 

community’s engagement with the First World War was identified. This assertion was 

accompanied by the UKPHA’s promise to fill that gap. However, what were the specific 

outcomes and content? How did that goal occur and how does it continue to be 

mobilized? How was that “neglect” perceived to have been rectified and through whom 

(targeted and actualized audiences and volunteers)? Which threads of knowledge were 

selected and de-selected for view?  

This opening chapter forecasts many of the issues that will be elaborated upon in 

subsequent chapters. Here, I will offer a background of the UKPHA as both exemplary 

for and indicative of the journey that many grassroots historians make in creating a 

public-facing organization: the gatekeeping institutions they encounter, those 

institutions’’ overarching attitudes toward heritage and their contributions as 

nonprofessionals, community support and scorn, and the ways that grassroots 

practitioners position their own interests, desires, and messages within that context. Next, 

I will offer a walk-through of the UKPHA’s EF&W exhibit as the most influential display 

of Sikh participation on the national stage. Through an analysis of its content, I will 

signpost the tensions and silences that the First World War centenary produced in matters 

of colonial practices and their legacies, especially for the formation of Sikh identity as 

well as the racial, religious, and gendered categories that were presented and read through 

its retelling on the centenary stage. As the dissertation continues, the reader will see that 

these initial messages are read and mobilized by a number of Sikh communities of 

heritage, who communicate with existing and form new local ecologies of emotion 
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(White 2005). Finally, this chapter sets the stage for the integral role of place and its 

articulations with affect and futurity in these narratives and commemorations (Appadurai 

2013). The galleries, the neighborhoods, and the primary place of material representation 

are impactful and enduring, regardless of meanings on the exhibit mounts that accompany 

them.  

EF&W is a fairly extensive, three-year project that began with an exhibit by the same 

name as the overarching endeavor. The exhibit ran in the Central London’s Brunei 

Gallery—attached to the University of London’s School of Oriental and African Studies 

(SOAS)—from July 9 to September 28, 2014. The hope was that “the exhibition [would] 

serve as the project’s recruiting sergeant, which [would] lead to people from a wide range 

of audiences being signed up as the first batch of Citizen Historians,” (UKPHAs HLF 

Funding Application, “3a: What is the Project?”). “Citizen Historians” were identified as 

the main volunteer force for the project’s other primary output—to collect and share 

family histories and encourage community members to research individual Sikh 

soldiers.
39

 “Citizen Historian” also glosses the role of the core volunteer who gave exhibit 

tours, recruited potential families with histories to share with the project, or represented 

the UKPHA at events. The social-civic contours of this engagement and 

actionable/agentive connotations of the term citizen historian are specifically what drew 

most to participate in the latter capacity. Over 850 individuals signed up to be citizen 

historians over the course of the project, and the UKPHA continues to take volunteers.  

                                                 
39

 “A core aspect of the project will be the creation of a database of WW1 stories developed with the help 

of members of the community in their role as citizen historians,” (Empire, Faith & War 2016a). Elsewhere, 
they were the vanguard—“to protect [those histories] for future generations," (Exhibit Tour, September 
2014).  
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In addition to recruitment, the exhibit was intended to attract attention to the 

anticipated fruits of those endeavors, which constitute all other EF&W products—a 

website of “new histories,” showcasing the citizen historians’ collected stories and family 

archives, article links from around the web, lectures from collaborating historians, 

primary school materials
40

, and short videos (including archival and third-party footage 

shown during the exhibit), as well as a documentary film and book—all free to the public 

through their empirefaithwar.com website.
41

 One of the founders of the UKPHA 

explained the intent for citizen historian interaction with the exhibit thus, 

So the legacy we want to leave to the world is a database 

that describes the Sikh experience during the First World 

War.
42

 And the way that we’re doing that is we’re tellin’—

we’re asking people who come to the exhibition [to] 

interact with us on the website, to tell us their First World 

War stories. So—and if they don’t know them, we’re 

helping them carry out their research. So they can—they go 

onto the website, they register their details, tell us what 

information they do know, and then we work with them to 

try to fill in those stories. We’re also going to go around the 

country and try to collect— 

 

before he was stopped short by the interviewer with, “Fantastic!” and an abrupt cut to the 

next segment (Madra 2014).
43

 Throughout the exhibit, the call to citizen historians was, 

“with your help, they will be remembered,” (Exhibition Guide 2014). This call was really 

the first indication that empowerment—the call for their participants to take ownership of 

their history through citizen-historian volunteerism—is a core project of the UKPHA. 

                                                 
40

 A module for Key Stage 2 (pupils between 7 and 11), and Key Stage 3 (pupils between 11 and 14) (Wren 

Interview 2016).  
41

 The book was not announced to the public, but you can obtain a copy by emailing info.ukpha; I have yet 

to receive a response requesting one.  
42

 These products focus on consumption and pedagogy. 
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That sense of empowerment, as will be seen, is carried through in soldier narratives, 

citizen-historian recruitment rhetoric, and the exhibit space itself. As a central goal, it is 

continued in the identity projects and assumptions of other Sikh-specific public historical 

projects examined in later chapters.  

The website through which potential citizen historians and other interested parties 

interact with the UKPHA has undergone a significant transformation since this early stage 

exhibit. Though visually appealing and professionally presented, earlier iterations 

primarily held third-party information links and a simple forum for users to notify the 

UKPHA of their interest in becoming citizen historians and elaborate on the types of 

archival materials they may be able to provide the project. It is now primarily designed 

around a searchable Soldier’s Map, an interactive, crowdsourced map of the Punjab 

region of India (from which most men were recruited during the war), which was 

launched July 1, 2018 (email correspondence, Dr. Bikram Singh Brar). It organizes 

citizen-historian recruitment and research spatially—a geographic representation of the 

database. Each deceased soldier, as identified and uploaded by the UKPHA from the 

(public) Commonwealth War Graves Commission’s (CWGC) records, is indicated by a 

pin on their home pind (village). The pin is linked to a form where citizen-historian 

researchers can fill out details of the soldier they know from familial materials, personal 

collections, or have discovered during archival research. For potential citizen historians 

without a familial history to contribute, they may “adopt a hero . . . maybe because you 

share an ancestral village or first name” (Empire, Faith, & War 2016b).  

                                                                                                                                                 
43

 Amandeep Madra was likely elaborating on plans to canvas Sikh communities outside London—

Scotland, specifically. However, 90 percent of the UKPHA’s recruitment and exhibition activities must take 
place in London, in accordance with their three-year funding contract—2014 to 2017. 
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Individual citizen-historian research usually begins from an aforementioned CWGC 

record that the UKPHA has uploaded to the map. However, there is a hope that the public 

will provide familial knowledge from which a new record can be created, adding men 

who survived the war to the UKPHA’s Soldier Map. The men who returned home do not 

appear in official military records in clear ways, as the fallen do. The CWGC records are 

essentially death certificates that have been assigned a physical grave or commemorative 

space for the un-cremated. (Commonwealth War Graves Commission 2019). 

Additionally, the Mesopotamian theatre has very few public records from which to work, 

but it was the most active front for the British Indian Army. The UKPHA provides 

additional instructions on how to contextualize and categorize the grave record, mainly 

through war diaries (also public information) (Empire, Faith, & War 2016c).
44

 According 

to the website, they take an explicitly “collective” approach, primarily targeting families 

for this information through the rhetoric of amnesia: 

We want to build the biggest database on the Sikh 

experience during the First World War and we need your 

help to do it. To achieve this we have created an exciting 

interactive Soldier Map that displays the records of 

approximately 8,000 Sikh soldiers. We want to enrich the 

records that already exist and add as many more as possible 

to preserve vital information that is at risk of being lost 

forever. By combining family memories and memorabilia 

with archival records, we have the opportunity to 

collectively create the definitive database of the Sikh 

experience of the Great War so that their sacrifices and 

                                                 
44

 In reality, there are not many additional details that the UKPHA can provide. The following example, 

taken from a social media site, is indicative of most exchanges between the UKPHA and excited potential 
citizen historians: After posting a photo of the EF&W launch to celebrate its anniversary in 2018, a Sikh 
male in his late fifties living in California posted the comment with an accompanying photo of the grave, 
“My grandfather’s brother died in WW1 (East Germany)” to which the core volunteer replied, “he is listed 
as coming from [pind], is that right?” Man: “Yes” followed by the post, “Died in POW camp near Zossen 
(Berlin)” then “I am looking for his military record & medals,” and, “Do you know anything about him[?]” 
with a final note on the soldier-relative’s regiment and division. The core volunteer replied about an hour 
and a half later, “Not really any more than is what is on the CWGC database (name, fathers name, village),” 
(posted and retrieved 1 May 2018).  
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suffering will never be forgotten again.
45

 (Empire, Faith, & 

War 2016b) 

 

For most of my research participants—citizen historians, volunteers, and target 

audience members—the exhibit truly did serve as a catalyst for further engagement with 

the Sikh-specific memory of the First World War, though most often not in the manner 

the UKPHA had hoped: the exhibit did not trigger rigorous archival research from the lay 

public. It did achieve the desired audience experience and reach, both from the initial 

exhibition mounted in London and many subsequent “roadshows” of the displays.
46

 As 

one mother from the Midlands noted,  

Preet: We were there for a long time and everyone really 

liked it and I—I didn’t hear anything negative even when—

because we were there obviously as a group, and even the 

general public were commenting, as well.
 
And there was 

just like—just a buzz around it and there [were] loads of 

people coming on tours and all that… 

It would have been nice if it has been a bigger venue, as 

well. Because it got really like, um—because it was really 

busy; it was a Sat—was it Saturday? It was just really busy. 

Which was good, you know, better than it being not busy. 

But I thought it was a brilliant, brilliant exhibition. 

Absolutely brilliant. And then the tour and the big display 

boards were at the [Museum]. 

Elizabeth: Oh, ok. So they toured it to here as well, then? 

Preet: Ya, just—I think it was just the big boards and stuff. 

It wasn’t everything [out—artefacts]; I think. (Preet* 

Interview, June 2016) 

 

                                                 
45

 While this seems to have resonated with participant citizen historians, as many cited public posterity as a 

main reason for volunteering their story, it does not feature as the most prominent reason for engaging. 
Most cited primarily “a selfish angle,” (or similar phrasing) centering on familial obligations or personal 
curiosity (Inderpal, personal correspondence, June 3, 2016). The rhetoric of amnesia was taken up in 
personal terms by volunteers. 
46

 In one UKPHA analysis, it was noted, “A real mix of ethnicities attended and we might have to rethink 

how we present this [exhibit] (one person [responded] ½ Liverpool, ½ Sikh[;] make of that what you 
will!).” 
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Here she alludes to two important points: (1) the composition of the audience and (2) the 

visibility of the Sikh sepoy. The baseline value seen in this visibility is taken up in 

subsequent chapter—the normalization of the Sikh self in British space—but the 

composition of the UKPHA’s target audience is what makes this perceived normalization 

possible. Here, judging by the context of our interview, she marks whites or non-Sikhs]” 

as the “general public.” Therefore distinct value is placed on non-Sikhs being exposed the 

exhibit. There was a single white British man on her bus from the Midlands to the exhibit 

whose great-grandfather and grandfather were British officers in the British Indian Army, 

but the rest of the people on her tour were Sikh. However, the multiethnic audience 

members, their comments, and their approval, were immediately apparent and important 

in her recollection of the exhibit.  

To that end, the UKPHA did reach the “diverse” audience of its grant proposal from 

its survey data, drawing both white British and Punjabi or Punjabi-British individuals (see 

figure 1A and 1B below). They also reached audiences that would not typically engage 

with public historical events: 72.9 percent of those surveyed self-reported that they had 

not attended any type of “organised heritage-related events or activities in the last 12 

months.”
47

 Interestingly, they attracted an audience representative of British age and 

gender distributions. However, women were overrepresented as citizen historians, and 

men were overrepresented as core volunteers in subsequent engagement.
48

 Finally, the 

UKPHA was aware of barriers such as travel and leisure time in constraining certain 

segments of the Sikh community in engaging with the exhibit (see figure 1C). These are 

                                                 
47

 It should be noted that there was likely a wide variance of interpretations for this question. Additionally, I 

found during research that participants did not typically consider spaces where these narratives occurred, 
such as religious events, television shows (e.g. Who Do you Think you Are with Anita Rani), or cultural 
public celebrations (e.g. Vaisakhi City Hall 2016) as “public historical” events.  
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conceptualized in terms of finance, leisure, and familiarity with the area—which they 

aptly extend as cultural comfort with space, language, and transportation.  

4. What is your ethnicity? Responses 

Options # % 

White 103 12.3 

Black (Caribbean, African, 

other) 

8 1.0 

Asian (Indian, Pakistani, 

other) 

595 71.1 

Asian (Chinese) 4 0.5 

Mixed ethnic group 14 1.7 

Other (specify) 79 9.4 

TOTAL RESPONSES 803 95.9 

No Response 34 4.1 

TOTAL COMPLETED 

FORMS 

837 100.0 

Figure 1A: Courtesy of Dr. Bikram Singh Brar of the UKPHA (Brar 2016a).
49

 

                                                                                                                                                 
48

 This is an important consideration, which is elaborated on in collective identity building in later chapters.  
49

 There were a notable number of mixed-ethnic families with children; as such, I suspect that “mixed 

ethnic group” may have skewed slightly higher for the “under 18” age-range, which I do not believe to be 
represented in the self-reported data above.  
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5. Would you describe yourself as a Sikh or 

Punjabi? 

Responses 

Options # % 

Sikh 508 60.7 

Punjabi 35 4.2 

Neither 152 18.2 

Both 103 12.3 

TOTAL RESPONSES 798 95.3 

No Response 39 4.7 

TOTAL COMPLETED FORMS 837 100.0 

Figure 1B: Courtesy of Dr. Bikram Singh Brar of the UKPHA (Brar 2016a). 
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6. Did you face any significant barriers when visiting this 

exhibition? 

Responses 

Options # % 

Travel costs 43 5.1 

Parking charges  10 1.2 

Other costs 2 0.2 

Unsuitable days and times 15 1.8 

Unfamiliar location 12 1.4 

Too far to travel 6 0.7 

Language barrier 5 0.6 

Other  18 2.2 

Parking charges and Other 1 0.1 

Parking charges and Too far to travel 1 0.1 

Parking charges and Unfamiliar location 1 0.1 

Parking charges and Unsuitable days and times 1 0.1 

Travel costs and Parking charges 1 0.1 

Travel costs, Parking charges and Language barrier 1 0.1 

Travel costs, Parking charges and Unfamiliar Location 1 0.1 

Travel costs, Parking charges and Unsuitable days and times 1 0.1 

Travel costs and Too far to travel 2 0.2 
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Travel costs and Unsuitable days and times 1 0.1 

Unfamiliar location and Too far to travel 3 0.4 

TOTAL RESPONSES 125 14.9 

None/ No response 712 85.1 

TOTAL COMPLETED FORMS 837 100.0 

Figure 1C: Courtesy of Dr. Bikram Singh Brar of the UKPHA (Brar 2016a).  

The historical narratives presented in the EF&W exhibit continue to move through the 

consciousness of other British Sikh public endeavors—explicitly public historical, 

professional, political, and deeply personal—for these same audiences and ends. This 

dissertation is dedicated to how elements of these histories have since been extracted, re-

organized, and circulated in the production and claims of British Sikh identities. Here, the 

content of EF&W from which these other assemblages are partially drawn, the constraints 

of their production, and how they came into being are brought into focus. 

The Heritage Sector 

In 1994, the UK National Lottery was established with the express intention of 

generating tax revenue and funds for “Good Causes;” the latter coming to 28 percent of 

the total revenue generated. The HLF—UKPHA’s main funder and the author of this 

chapter’s opening media examples—is responsible for allocating money earmarked for 

heritage, which has hovered between 16.5 percent and 20 percent of that 28 percent in the 

past twenty years (Maeer 2017, 40). It is one of several area-specific organizations that 

determine how to distribute its government-allotted portion. As the “largest dedicated 

funder of heritage in the UK,” this has come to £7.7 billion in heritage awards to over 
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42,000 projects in past twenty years according to the HLF’s website under About Us.
50

 

Through its advocacy and grants, it has become the largest player in determining, 

valuating, and supporting heritage in the UK. It’s difficult to walk into a museum in 

Central London or a gallery in Birmingham, for example, without seeing a plaque 

thanking the HLF for its “generous support.” In addition to this broad reach, it provides 

all of the government funds for centenary endeavors. The HLF’s support is undeniably 

ubiquitous in public historical projects surrounding the First World War. 

Although it is funded by the government allocation of public lottery participatory 

funds, the HLF generally understands itself to have “an ‘arms-length’ relationship with 

central government.” While the Department of Digital, Culture, Media and Sport has a 

sizeable say in the HLF’s goings on by issuing “policy direction,” it is not obliged to carry 

out any “statutory responsibilities” towards government, which does, in practice, allow 

for latitude in defining the parameters of its funding (Maeer 2017, 39–40).
51

 The 

definition of “heritage” is left largely up to the organizations that submit funding 

applications (A Centenary & Anniversaries Adviser interview, September 2015). 

However, grassroots heritage enthusiasts are restricted to types of funding based on their 

affiliations with formal organizations, their goals—which must align with government-

informed criteria on heritage, anniversary, and desirable/popular modes of community 

                                                 
50

 I have briefly interviewed several centenary Advisors and run into many more HLF workers at events, 

but I also draw heavily from Gareth Maeer’s work for empirical data, as he has been the Head of Research 
for the HLF for the better part of 20 years and a key driver of the organization’s approach. His articles (and 
Kate Clark’s) offer an “insider” analysis on the motivations expressed by the HLF team members I’ve 
briefly known.  
51

 In 2017, the Department of Culture, Media and Sport conduced a “Tailored Review” of the NHMF and 

HLF; the HLF were directed to clarify their goals in order to continue, “operating within the context of 
reducing National Lottery receipts and local authority funding” according to their website’s review 
information under Our Strategy. 
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involvement—and their pragmatic ability to create and manage volunteers and processes 

within project parameters.
52

 

Since the start of the centenary, the HLF has introduced small grants in an attempt to 

create a more inclusive and individualized national heritage, which intervenes at an 

interpersonal, community level.
53

 Longitudinally, in the past twenty years, the HLF has 

purposefully moved towards “a people-centered approach to heritage,” in that it extols an 

ethical responsibility “to connect the projects they [are] funding to the people who, 

through their purchase of tickets, [has] paid for them,” (Maeer 2017, 38–40). The public 

in this sense, however, is necessarily multiethnic (reflective of Britain’s demographic 

composition), and some grassroots project leaders—a term I will use to denote amateur 

historians who have started heritage projects—have struggled to reach across the 

boundaries of Sikh-specific concerns to speak to the “British public” of the HLF’s 

framing: a multiethnic community demographically, but in many ways subsumed within 

an implied “white” British public, as seen below.
54

 To sustain any project through its 

nascent stages, grassroots historians must meet certain criteria as organizations—which 

requires a significant amount of leisure—as well as benefit from cultural capital that 

creates an existing understanding of the types of projects Britain seeks to fund through 

                                                 
52

 “Heritage enthusiasts” was a term used informally by many participants from various ideological 

commitments and projects, both Sikh and non-Sikh. It denoted non-professional, amateur historians, and in 
this dissertation will be used interchangeably with grassroots historian or heritage practitioner.  
53

 £1 million of the aforementioned £6 million has and will continue to go exclusively to small grants, The 

First World War: Then and Now program funds projects from £3,000 to £10,000. This is part and parcel of 
a broader HLF strategy, “the gradual shift in the profile of funding, and the trend over time towards smaller 
grants . . . [which] has increased access to funding for a much wider set of organizations, and expanded the 
variety of heritage that HLF supports, from museums, archives and historic buildings, to increasing amounts 
for natural heritage, to the intangible heritage of customs and traditions,” (Maeer 2017; 41). 
54

 However unequal in the Sikh community, this is a much more relevant concern for other communities, 

meaning the appropriate responses in British-Sikhs (or British-x communities) are “nurtured beforehand; 
more so than groups with low-capacity, such as blacks,” (A Centenary & Anniversaries Adviser, September 
2015). 
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educational opportunity, language, and generalized enculturation (A Centenary & 

Anniversaries Adviser, September 2015).  

Within this latitude, the HLF is very explicit about the value of EF&W and other 

projects it chooses to fund because funding projects is how it has and continues to “make 

a difference.” The HLF website for What We Fund states, “Heritage is really wide-

ranging. We support all kinds of projects, as long as they make a lasting difference for 

heritage, people and communities.” Under this heading, a picture of a man and woman at 

one of UKPHA’s research seminars will lead the navigator to the subsection, “Cultures 

and Memories—our traditions, memories and family histories all makes us who we are.” 

The operative “as long as they make a lasting difference” is categorized in three areas: 

heritage, people, and communities. These outcomes follow the format, “with our 

investment, heritage will be better managed,” “in better condition,” “better interpreted,” 

and “identified/recorded,” (Heritage Lottery Fund 2016; also see footnote 4). Similarly, 

“Outcomes for people,” focuses on learning skills or information, changing “attitudes 

and/or behaviours,” and having an experiential connection, while community focuses on 

fostering diversity, controlling environmental and economic impacts, and generally 

increasing a community’s quality of life. All these outcomes have measures for “how you 

will know what you have achieved,” and all are clear social engineering projects—the 

ways that normative “British values” find their way into a national framing of heritage 

(Young Citizens 2019; Heritage Lottery Fund 2016; Ofsted 2018). In particular, 

cultivating and educating a citizen into a “good” citizen by changing behaviours and 

attitudes, encouraging volunteerism, and providing/evoking an emotional connection to 
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justify, manage, and catalyze these changes is the social project that is the primary 

concern of this research.  

Heritage in the UK has generally moved from a focus on materials and built 

environment—architecture, memorials, and artifacts—to “a people centered approach.” 

The first organization responsible for distributing heritage lottery funds, the National 

Heritage Memorial Fund, was founded in 1980 and focused more or less on these material 

concerns. Interestingly, it was founded itself “as a memorial to those who have given their 

lives for the UK,” an important nod to the underlying assumptions of sacrifice that 

permeate approaches to the “past” and structure the meanings/citizenship messages 

implicit in the construction of heritage (Maeer 2017, 40; also see the National Heritage 

Memorial Fund website). The National Lottery Act of 1998 was an important turning 

point in the types of heritage the HLF could legally fund. It included “intangible heritage” 

(such as language or “memories”) as a fundable category for the first time (Clark & 

Maeer 2008). Thus, heritage in Britain has shifted from an emphasis on architecture to 

one on intangible heritage, with the added result of opening the racial and religious 

assumptions that initially accompanied the term, albeit unevenly (Crang & Tolia-Kelly 

2010; Pendlebury et al 2004). 

This highlights the interpenetration of national projects and heritage endeavors 

(above), and how they are informed by international regulatory bodies (Clark 2014)—

such as the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), 

which launched its Memory of the World Programme in 1997 and developed guidelines 

for intangible heritage throughout the late-1990s (UNESCO 2003). In the HLF’s records, 

EF&W is officially listed as an “intangible heritage” project; although it concentrates on 
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interpretation and narrative, it also archives family photographs, era letters, military 

medals, and other relevant materials, which is signaled by the project’s “material” label in 

the announcement. It serves de facto as a contrast to the other Sikh projects, which are 

small grants labeled “community heritage” according to the HLF website under 

Community Heritage, heritage that “bring[s] people together and increase[s] their pride in 

the local area.” 

The UKPHA in Context 

The UKPHA is one such successful organization to have emerged since these shifts 

from the singular conception of heritage as built environment. EF&W, as a project, is a 

heavy hitter in a small pool of Sikh and South Asian heritage endeavors. In total, EF&W 

received 77 percent of the £634,800 that the HLF allocated to six Sikh-specific projects, 

which is a sizeable sum for Sikhs in general and the UKPHA in particular. Sikh-specific 

funding accounts for 94 percent of the £674,400 total allocated for thirteen “South Asian” 

projects related to the centenary as of September 2015. EF&W had a significant head start 

over other projects thanks to this funding opportunity. 

The UKPHA is a public historical organization and registered charity—complete with 

a nonprofit publishing wing, Kashi House—begun by Amandeep Madra and Parmjit 

Singh (Charity Commission 2018). The story of the UKPHA is remarkably consistent 

across multiple government and personal media platforms, and one-on-one interviews. 

Although from the same West London neighborhood, the two founders met in the early 

1990s when Parmjit’s older brother and Amandeep attended university together. As 

Amandeep recalled during an interview with me:  
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So I had this kind of bug, working with Parm—like I said, 

very informally, it was just he and I collecting things, 

finding things, sharing things together. In the pre-internet 

days, you did that by talking to each other rather than 

writing things down (ha)! And then 1999—in the run-up to 

April 1999, which [was] the celebration of the three 

hundredth anniversary of the Birth of the Khalsa, there 

were various cultural things happening in London. 

Predominantly with the [Victoria & Albert Museum] 

V&A’s exhibition, The Arts of the Sikh Kingdom. So 

there’s kind of two things that came together there—one 

was this kind of personal quest, which was really in 

physical, material heritage, was the thing that really turned 

us on,[emphasis mine] and then it happening at a 

professional level, and um… we brought it together just by 

reaching out to the V&A! And really, just out of curiosity 

more than anything else. And found we actually had quite a 

lot of value to add to that.
55

  

 

Fast-forward from there a couple of years, because we got 

deeply involved with the V&A and what they were doing. 

What we realized is that we wanted to do similar things for 

ourselves and to do that, you need an organization. So it 

was the [pause] it was [pause] to try to do that under the 

auspices of a thing.  

 

They had been engaging in original archival work in their free time leading up to 

1999. The product of this was their first book, Warrior Saints, published in November 

1999. In reaching out to the V&A, they entered a network of professionalized heritage 

practitioners, and, importantly, they brought their own networks of amateur collectors and 

historians of Sikh history into the professional heritage sector.
56

 However, their value as 

practitioners, per funder criteria, was as “additions” to other projects rather than to create 

their own. During the same interview, Amandeep continued: 
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 This “personal quest,” this allure of the material object—and consequently its physical presence in 

Europe—is a prevalent and important theme when understanding Anglo-Sikh engagement with the First 
World War. 
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So we created the UKPHA. But around, I’m going to say 

2000, 2001—I think it was kind of formally constituted in 

2001. We did a big kick-off thing. A conference at the 

V&A, actually. Just kind of building on the momentum that 

they’d gained in ’99; that still has some resonance, because 

we were working with them post—post the exhibition we 

were working with them, just as an extra pair of hands, if 

you like, to try and sustain that Sikh audience and we did 

um, we did some work to get the community into the V&A, 

and did some lectures in the evening. . . . 

 

And at the same time the UK was setting up their Heritage 

Lottery Fund [pause] for, to funnel some of the money from 

the National Lottery into herit—into community groups! 

That [was what] we were doing, so [pause] doing heritage-

related activities that was engaging the community. I was 

like, “it’s perfect! It’s almost like [it was] written for us,” 

because it was perfect; I was in the perfect place. So that 

was quite good; we did a number of projects off the back of 

that, like a V&A type—V&A type things. 

 

Thus, in becoming an organization, the UKPHA was given the opportunity to make Sikh 

history and identity a central component and perspective, rather than an addition.  

Furthering those relationships, the UKPHA mounted “the 2011 exhibition on the 

Golden Temple of Amritsar[, which] was hugely successful attracting a remarkable 

23,000 visitors,” (Points of Light 2016). The Brunei Gallery, which hosted EF&W, 

hosted the Golden Temple exhibit as well: “in partnership with UKPHA, it is now poised 

to host its very first Sikh exhibition,” (GT1588 2011). Indeed, the UKPHA has many 

multiethnic partnership and audience “firsts” to its credit in the heritage sector and 

cosmopolitan sphere.  
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 The V&A itself continues to generate commentary around the under-representation of minorities in the 

museum professions, as well as the necessity of transitioning from an institution of Empire to one reflective 
of multicultural Britain that directly addresses that lineage (Adams 2010).  
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The UKPHA and EF&W may have been conceived by Amandeep and Parmjit, but 

members like Harbakhsh Grewal packages UKPHA for the masses and Juga Singh maps 

and illustrates its histories in virtual space. These volunteers act as translators and 

creative drivers, choosing their own or making the best of funder-required mediating 

tools. The ongoing assemblages of material heritages, historic narratives, and attendant 

understandings of what makes one Sikh within and outside Britishness swirl around 

several levels of motivation. As noted in the introduction to this dissertation, there is a 

pragmatic consideration in focusing on the centenary, which relates to national funding 

bodies and publically decipherable “British” and “Sikh” relationships. But there are two 

levels, more deeply connected to personal affect in identity creation: (1) a community-

based understanding—the ideological commitment “to create new history: a people’s 

history” (Grewal 2016) and (2) a deeply personal desire “to find out what we were” and 

to discover an authentic/original Sikhness in the past (Madra interview, 2017; P. Singh 

interview 2017).
57

 This chapter will investigate the former through audience reception—

the personal relationships forged with past—while paying an overarching attention to the 

form and content of final material productions—the empirical production, mediated by 

artifact availability, colonial practice throughout history, HLF valuation criteria, 

community expectations, and volunteer commitments, regardless of UKPHA curators’ 

intentions or motivations. 

                                                 
57

 It is interesting to note the ways in which those motivations differ. At times, they must be negotiated 

between the two founders—Kashi House is one way that Parmjit finds an outlet for his projects of 
authenticity, publishing In the Master’s Presence: The Sikhs of Hazoor Sahib with the controversial Shastar 
Vidya (weaponry-based martial art) gurdev (teacher), Nidar Singh Nihang.  
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Empire, Faith and War 

EF&W ran from July 9 to September 28, 2014, in Central London’s Brunei Gallery of 

SOAS, “an exciting venue in central London that hosts a programme of changing 

contemporary and historical exhibitions from Asia, Africa and the Middle East,” whose 

“aim is to present and promote cultures from these regions and to be a student resource 

and public facility,” (SOAS 2019).
58

 Getting there via Tube was quite easy; Russel 

Square on the bustling Piccadilly line is the closest Tube stop and opens to an expansive 

leafy (upscale) park with historic stone and brick row homes and offices surrounding it—

quintessentially London. A short walk would take potential exhibit-goers to a courtyard 

nestled between the facing Brunei Gallery and SOAS buildings of the University of 

London campus, filled with students headed to study inside or queued up to enjoy free 

food from one of many campus organizations. The choice of this space is important: the 

Sikh sepoy’s presence here both strikes at the heart of symbolic Britishness and 

normalizes it. It increases the likelihood that non-Sikh audiences will attend and 

implicitly communicates an ideological connection to a department at the forefront of 

colonial critique.  

The Brunei building has an atrium, which ushered viewers forward into the Ground 

Gallery with the help of pop-up advertisements for the exhibit. Upon entering the gallery 

itself, instructions to turn left were marked with a display of the same nine-paragraph 
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 The UKPHA has since planned and executed another exhibit “Empire of the Sikhs” from 12 July to 23 

September 2018, also in the Brunei Gallery. They are still learning from their experiences with EF&W; in 
making “Empire of the Sikhs” they experimented in color psychology, visitor flow, and rolling back the 
amount of information they presented in lieu of objects to cut down on “visitor fatigue.” They also traveled 
to the US, in example San Francisco East Asian Art Museum, to understand other approaches and explain 
their own of engagement in an effort to create a broader network. Finally, they shortened tours—“fewer 
panels, more objects.” However, they also offered multiple options—a “proper tour” with all the panels, and 
an “object tour.” After showing a few photos of ambiguous ideas, I was told, “That’s the sort of thing we 
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introduction that could be found in the paper exhibit guide. When viewers turned, they 

immediately stood in a corridor between two eight-foot-tall photos facing one another: to 

their right, the seat of dual spiritual and temporal power for the Sikhs, the Golden Temple 

complex, Harmander Sahib, and to their left, the trenches of France’s Western Front. In 

stark black and white with quotes from soldiers’ letters from the front, this narrow box 

encircled and loomed over the viewer. The contrast of Punjab’s power and opulence with 

the dirt—the lowliness—of the men’s suffering abroad were strangely complementary in 

their juxtaposition (EF&W tour 23 Sept 2014). After this “juxtaposition” was pointed out 

by an interviewer for a television program on the exhibit, Amandeep Madra noted, 

This is the great arc of the story we’re telling. This is where 

they came from; the city of Amritsar, for example, [at the] 

turn of the century. And the trenches; these are the 

depressing trenches in the Western Front and this is a 

British trench that was abandoned and it’s being looked 

over by German cavalry. But this is the kind of world that 

these men who had never left their villages ended up in, and 

of course for many of them, they returned, but not all of 

them because some died. (Madra 2014)
59

 

 

These images set the tone that cast the Punjab and Europe as contrasting points of 

light and dark in the soldiers’ lives (more so than as opposing experiences of war—e.g., 

Punjab is explored as a homefront of shortages and disease as well as a frontline in the 

struggle for independence, national and communal). They also serve to reinforce a 

Punjabi rural pind imaginary, by juxtaposing the urban spaces of present British Sikh 

                                                                                                                                                 
would discuss now—what kind of message do we how [pause] how that image will fit amongst other 
[things] we have on that page.”  
59

 Amandeep will be cited often in this manner; he is the chair of the UKPHA and, although Parmjit now 

does the majority of archival work and project management full-time, Amandeep is considered by UKPHA 
members as having the presence and bearing needed to be the “face” of the organization. His voice is most 
often heard as the collective “UKPHA,” although Harbakhsh Grewal increasingly takes on this role for 
high-stakes engagements like news, movie, and museum interviews, while several other men speak for the 
UKPHA in smaller settings such as conferences as volunteers.  
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experience with an “agrarian” Punjabi origin. The ongoing portrayal of the sepoys as 

bewildered “men who had never left their villages” added to this duality throughout the 

exhibit. These are common ways of discussing the sepoy experience in academic and 

popular literature, and they represent the sepoy experience abroad as the moment of 

colonial rupture that catalyzed a Bharat national consciousness for the soldiering classes 

(Soboslai 2018; Omissi 1999; Holland 2015; Weigler 2017).
60

 

Thus primed, the viewer would move forward towards a black and white photo—the 

photo’s sky artificially illuminated with an abstracted Union Jack in muted blue and red 

(the hallmark look of EF&W in print and online). In the photo, Sikh sowars (cavalry) 

charged off in the direction of the main exhibit. Reaching the sowars, the viewer was 

directed to the left down a set of stairs to the Lower Ground Gallery and the main exhibit. 

An arrow at the top of the photo pointed down to “EXHIBITION[,] CITIZEN 

HISTORIAN SIGN-UP” in boldface lettering, while to the right, an arrow with small 

print pointed to the other ground-floor components of the exhibit: the gift shop, 

interactive children’s area, and a crowdsourced remembrance wall of drawings and letters 

to and in honor of the sepoys or other exhibit subjects. 

Descending the stairs into the Lower Ground Gallery, each of a series of turns held a 

similar photo—full-wall, black and white photos with the clean lines of the Union Jack 

outlining the soldiers’ forms and landscape features. Key takeaways from the exhibit were 

lettered on the photos. The first held the same image of the greying soldier and French 

woman in the HLF’s initial announcement, this time with the EF&W logo and phrase, 

“SIKHS AND WWI [–] WITH YOUR HELP THEY WILL BE REMEMBERED.” The 
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 This has, in many ways, been overemphasized and couched in ethnoreligious communal terms, to the 
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next was an “image [of] Sikh infantry carrying maxim guns into action, Flanders, France, 

October 1914, courtesy of Nanki and Sahib collected works,” with the boldface caption, 

“At the outbreak of the war Sikhs were 1% of British India’s population[,] but nearly 

20% of the British Empire’s Indian Army.”
61

 Finally, “men of the 45
th

 Sikhs [Rattray] 

march with the Guru Granth Sahib at their head, Mesopotamia, by Captain Ariel Lowe 

Vargas, 1918 [courtesy] IWM” greeted viewers just before entering the gallery, and 

“Empire, Faith & War” was emblazoned on the wall above the men’s heads. This caption 

read, “Sikh volunteers in World War One fought in Mesopotamia, Turkey, Egypt, 

Palestine, German East Africa, Russia and China.” All served to highlight the global 

nature of the conflict (and, as will be seen in subsequent chapters, of the Sikh community 

writ large), the sense of a Sikh-specific and demonstrably more significant stake in the 

military as an overrepresented minority, the centrality of religion to the men’s experience 

and movements, and, finally, the inclusion of the viewer as an active part of this 

narrative’s retrieval from oblivion.  

The winding nature of this walk continued in the Lower Ground Gallery, the main 

exhibit hall. Touring viewers would first enter the windowless but well-lit room through a 

small, square vestibule. Here they began their walk through seven thematic sections: (1) 

Warrior Saints (1469–1914), (2) Fighting the World’s War (1914–1918), (3) Faith, Art 

                                                                                                                                                 
detriment of discourses on individual and intra-group diversity.  
61

 The website now prominently states, “At the outbreak of war Sikhs were 18 percent of the Indian Army's 

combat force soldiers yet made up just 1 percent of the total Indian population,” (Empire, Faith & War 
2016f). However, in their Introduction under About, it states, “Although accounting for less than 2% of the 
population of British India at the time, Sikhs made up more than 20% of the British Indian Army at the 
outbreak of hostilities.” According to some other accounts, this may still overstate the demographics of Sikh 
participation, but the disproportion is still quite clearly understood despite specific figures (which are very 
difficult to research and come by). Harbakhsh has championed his own statistics, “1 in 6 soldiers fighting 
for Britain were from India,” and that, “[o]verall [S]ikhs comprised around 10% of all Indians who served 
as there were around 125/130k in total,” (personal correspondence 4/30/2018).  
.  
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and Propaganda (1914–1918), (4) Families Left Behind (1914–1918), (5) Aftermath of 

War (1919–1947), (6) Cinema Zone, and—outside the exhibit hall—(7) Citizen Historian 

Sign-Up. Directed to their left, viewers started a square circuit—a right turn into the first 

two sections, a right turn into a portion of the second section, and a final right turn into 

the second, third, and fourth sections. Two central rooms for sections 5 and 6, 

respectively, were accessible only from this last space. A final turn would take viewers 

back into the vestibule, past volunteers asking them to take an exit survey and provide 

their email addresses for information on the citizen historian program, and finally back up 

the stairs to the shop and interactive components (see Figure 1D below). 

 

Figure 1D: (Right) Gallery Map, reprinted with permission from UKPHA 
Photo (Left): EA Weigler; September 23, 2014 
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Colonial Legacy 

To speak of the First World War is to speak of colonialism in many ways. At the 

outbreak on August 4, 1914, when Britain declared war on Germany, empire was the 

currency of political power and economic prosperity in Europe. Great Britain, Germany, 

Austria-Hungary, and Russia all had colonial territories, and tensions rose as the economy 

globalized between 1881 and 1914. In Britain, the war itself marked an historical moment 

that decoupled citizenship from masculinity and recoded “civic worth” more concretely 

through the rubric of sacrifice and service (Gullace 2002).
62

 In India, ideas of masculinity 

and sacrificial citizenship took on their own, racialized tones during the colonial period, 

as the British Raj adopted the “martial races” theory, which concretized and labeled the 

Sikhs, Rajputs, Punjabi Muslims, and Nepalese Gorkhas as “naturally ‘warlike’” after the 

Indian Rebellion of 1857 (Omissi 2012, 37). The postwar era upset colonial binaries of 

“loyal” and “disloyal” (G. Singh 2014) that were further fueled by colonial projects to 

“effeminize” Indians against English masculinity (Sinha 1995).  

The UKPHA understands this intimately and with nuance. For most project leaders 

with whom I spoke, colonial encounter is seen explicitly as a rupture in the chain of Sikh 

being.
63

 The Punjab region was formally annexed in 1849 after the Second Anglo-Sikh 

War, ushering the Sikh and larger Punjabi community into the vast research project of 

restructuring the subcontinent after the Sepoy Rebellion of 1857, undertaken by the 

British Raj (Metcalf 2007; Oberoi 1994). Part of this project was to categorize the types 

of communities now under British control, singling out those groups that would be 
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 This is a sweeping literature, outside the scope of this dissertation, but important in justifying the 

intersections of gender and citizenship found in centenary narratives. See Gullace 2002, 199–200, number 5 
for additional sources. 
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appropriate for specific roles. The people of Punjab and elsewhere in India became 

“martial race,” “criminal tribe,” and “agrarian caste,” while “overlooking the immense 

variation and complexity of Indian religious experience,” (Oberoi 1994; 423). The 

projection of religion as a category modeled after European conceptions onto the 

subcontinent had lasting implications, and an alliance was built, not just between British 

and Sikh peoples, but between their religious histories. This rested squarely on the 

othering of South Asian traditions that did not share a reliance on a sacred text, 

monotheism, and other “rational” aspects of religiosity (Ballantyne 2006; 48, 49). The 

concrete delineation of Sikhs as especially “warlike” and their practices as a bounded 

“religion”—and all the attendant formal practices and ideologies upon which that rests—

dramatically changed Sikh normative identity and brought them, ever so slightly, into the 

perceived fold of a Western normativity. Thus, to speak of colonial history, in turn, is to 

speak of identity politics. 

The British Indian Army during the First World War was very much a product of and 

embroiled within these processes of empire. When I speak of the “legacies of 

colonialism,” I refer to this past project of colonial endeavor, lagging ever into the present 

through the selves of current Sikh community members and by continuing practices of 

formalizing and “othering,” (Kholi 2016; Saeed 2016). While the critical interrogation of 

this encounter with colonial project is precisely the underlying motivation of most project 

leaders I worked with during fieldwork, the preferred readings of these points of 

recognition in current identity expressions have a wide breadth of interpretations—

disquietudes and empowerments—from audience members. The exhibit material 
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 As addressed in the introduction, the Nihang tradition marks many of the UKPHA and their secondary 

volunteers ideological underpinnings also takes colonial rupture as its central logic.  
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presented here will focus on their two most prominent colonial categories for present 

relations and senses of self in multicultural Britain: race and religion. This is necessarily a 

selection on my part and the part of participant recall during discussions of the First 

World War under the auspices of other narratives (many of which have their origins in 

colonial-era justifications of these categories). While these two concepts undergird the 

exhibit and the British Sikh experience, a breadth of information was presented by the 

UKPHA, interpreted by tour guides during the exhibit, and continues to be mobilized by 

other projects and individuals in diverse ways.  

However, to address race and religiosity in the exhibit, the first step needed to 

delineate a Sikh identity—“the great arc of the story,” that rested on a Sikh-specific 

relationship with empire. As seen above, this was expressed partially through 

demographics—e.g., the overrepresentation of Sikhs as a minority. Religion and ideology 

were the core of this distinction, however, and the sometimes interchangeable use of 

“Sikh” and “Punjabi” throughout, though intended by the UKPHA to lend a sense of 

historical correctness/objectivity, in many ways unintentionally subsumed a “Punjabi” 

contribution—which includes martial races from Hindu and Muslim communities—into 

an assumed “Sikh” identity. This was the product of the exhibit’s title, Empire, Faith & 

War: The Sikhs & WWI, and certain imagery—the body of the specifically Sikh sepoy so 

prominently displayed in exhibit photographs—during audience reception. It strongly 

indicates the messiness of and need to problematize the perceptions, histories, and 

constructions/formations/contingencies of religious and ethnic identities.  

As noted, the UKPHA roots these boundaries in empire, specifically the Sikh Empire. 

This first section of the exhibit was actually part of the aforementioned earlier project of 
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the UKPHA, Warrior Saints, named for a coffee table book it produced with the same 

title as one of the products of Parmjit’s hunt for an authentic Sikhism.
64

 The exhibition 

guide codes this in blue as “1. Warrior Saints (1469–1914),” noting in the introduction 

that the exhibit, “begins in the 15
th

 century with the emergence of a universal spiritual 

philosophy, which eventually gave rise to a Sikh Empire that stemmed the tide of foreign 

invasion into India through its bloodiest gateway, the Khyber Pass,” (Exhibition Guide, 

2014). If there were any doubts as to this “universal spiritual philosophy,” a gray plaque 

with white lettering immediately greeted viewers with a translation from the Guru Granth 

Sahib Ji, “Recognise all humanity as one. All are of one form and all are the creation of 

the One,” (Exhibit Tour, 20 September 2014).
65

 “Faith” would not be explicitly picked up 

again until the end of the exhibit, but the quote offers an introduction that is undeniably 

recognizable as “Sikh.”  

One of the favorite and often mentioned aspects of the EF&W exhibit was the full 

wall timeline, which after the Mul Mantar, was the first display to greet visitors in the 

exhibit hall. Austerely formed in three parallel lines, about nine or ten feet in length, the 

histories of the current British Sikh world read from top to bottom as “Monarchs and 

Rulers,” “The Sikhs” (at eye-level), and “World Events, Culture, and Monuments.” 

Often, when a participant recollected the exhibit hall, they placed this timeline in the fore 

of their minds: 
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 These panels were never a stand-alone exhibit as EF&W was. The panel content came from the book, 

originally published in 1999 and reprinted in 2013. The exhibit content was used in “pop-up” exhibit 
banners (soft screens, rather than mounted boards) for the relaunch party in May 2013, and was 
accompanied by artwork by popular Sikh artists, such as Inquisitive (GT1588 2013). Those panels, 
reprinted for the EF&W exhibit and given added context for the physical materials on display, have since 
been added to the EF&W touring exhibit in their original form.  
65

 This is a translation of Ek Omkar, the opening of the Mool Mantar (root verse) from which Sikhism 

derives its ideological base. Ek Omkar (ੴ) is often used symbolically to denote the Sikh faith.  
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You know when you first walk in and there was thi—I’m a 

very visual person—that timeline. There is was, Henry 

VIII?? You don’t think about that. . . . They should put that 

on their website! I would put that up in the home. Do you 

have that? Oh, I would love to have that; I could frame it 

easily. . . . [And] you know, with Guru Gobind Singh or 

whatever. (Jinder* Interview, June 13, 2016) 

Jinder is a professional woman in her forties working in Central London. She has an 

assertive and confident demeanor and spoke during our interviews in stark statements. 

She had contributed as a citizen historian with the intention of immortalizing her great-

grandfather (and family as an entity writ large). This timeline was the main takeaway 

from her experience of the exhibit retrospectively. It triggered a new way of organizing 

her community’s history—“you don’t think about that”—and it had the potential to stand 

and provide its own context in her home and thoughts. The UKPHA offered guided 

exhibit tours that began at this timeline. On most tours, tour guides set the tone for 

audience interactions as they solicited the audience for points on the timeline that 

resonated with or surprised them and made connections between events in European and 

Punjabi history that were most relevant to “the Sikhs.” 

This first section physically overlapped with “2. Fighting the World’s War (1914–

1918),” with propaganda leaflets, specific battles, individuals, and official statements 

vying with the gilded opulence of the precolonial Punjab. Section 2 hugged the wall in a 

linear timeline to the left and front of the viewer before curving around and out of sight to 

continue on in a more clearly demarcated manner. While the mounted boards of section 2 

covered the walls, the main space and right wall (even parts of the ceiling) featured 

artifacts, including intricate textiles, paintings and drawings, a jeweled turban ornament, 

interpreted in the caption as: “Colonel Francois Henri Mouton’s Sword (Taliwar): mid-

19
th

 century” in “steel and gold,” and a similarly captioned artifact of the original “Sikh 
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Battle Standard from the Battle of Gujerat [sic] (1849)[;] Silk with Gold Blocking, 

Lahore, c. 1845–49.”  

A turbaned King George V began the gallery for “2: Fighting the World’s War.” This 

section’s poster was presented as a blowup of the original, entitled “Loyal India,” and 

viewers could read the impossibly small print of his “message to the Princes and People 

of India, September 10
th

, 1914,” (Exhibit Tour, 21 September 2014). The section title was 

written above this poster, and below it was a gray board with the white lettering of earlier 

plaques simply highlighting a quote from King George V: “Give me your men, money, 

and materials.” Moving from the stand-alone recruitment posters, viewers would see a 

map of northern South Asia and photos of a 1914 parade. The bejeweled men on 

elephants—Sikhs flanking in guard—in the photos were explained with the headline, “In 

the early months of recruiting in Punjab, Sikhs of fighting age readily flocked to enlist.” 

Smaller letters elaborated, 

Some were enticed by the desire to enhance their 

community’s martial prestige or by a sense of loyalty to 

King Emperor, others by money and opportunity for foreign 

travel. 

This enthusiasm, however, was soon replaced by reluctance 

as the reality of modern warfare filtered home through 

letters sent by the wounded at the front. (Exhibit Tour, 21 

September 2014)
66

 

It went on to describe the institutional tactics—elite exchanges of money, jobs, and 

titles—to meet “strict recruitment targets[, and that] Darker tactics included coercion and 

threats.” The interpretation concluded with statistics—“by November 1918 about 60% of 
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 These letters mainly come from a collection edited and translated by David Omissi, Indian Voices of the 

Great War: Soldiers’ Letters, 1914–18. The letters themselves come from a censorship scheme by the 
Indian Army and Indian Civil Service at both the regimental and broader governmental levels via the Indian 
Base Post Office at the Western Front (Omissi 1999, 4–6). Scribes for illiterate soldiers, Army intelligence 
commands, and regimental- and governmental-censorships all stand as “layers of filtration [that] come 
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the 683,000 combat troops recruited in India were Punjabis. Of these, approximately 

65,000 were Sikh,” (Exhibit Tour, 21 September 2014). In this way, the UKPHA 

attempted to highlight the perspectives of the Sikh soldiers themselves through offering 

multiple explanations to mirror a multiplicity of perspectives.  

Between these broad contexts, EF&W presented the timeline of specific Sikh 

regiments’ engagement in the war itself. The timeline included battles and individuals 

and centered on newspaper quotes, awards, and casualties. Among these, they presented 

the story of Lieutenant John Smyth and “his” ten Sikh “Supermen” (as the newspapers at 

the time stated). The eleven soldiers volunteered to carry ninety-six bombs to “men 

stranded in a captured section of a German trench” through no-man’s-land. This story 

ended with the awarding of medals: “for their gallantry, Smyth received the Victoria 

Cross, Lance-Naik Mangal Singh the Indian Order of Merit, and the others 

[posthumously] the Indian Distinguished Service Medal.”
 67

 Other stories included, “The 

Flying Sikh[-] Hardit Singh Malik,” the Battle of the Somme, and overarching practices 

and numbers surrounding the “Casualties of War” (Exhibit Tour, 21 September 2014). 

This story continues to find resonance; it was a tour destination during a UKPHA trip to 

the Western Front in Belgium and France. (Its unmarked site is all the more relevant to 

the citizen historians’ sensitivities to “forgetting.”) It is often popularly linked to “The 

Sikh Grenadier” commemorative statuette within NAM productions. Hardit Singh Malik 

also finds wide currency through artistic and popular productions, such as the artist that 

painted his portrait live during Vaisakhi City Hall 2016. These (re)mobilizations will be 

                                                                                                                                                 
between the thoughts of the sepoys and the surviving evidence,” (Omissi 1999, 4). A Sikh soldier stands 
alone, at attention on the latest 2014 edition of the book. 
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 Indian soldiers had their own medal system, but the Victoria Cross—the highest field decoration—was 

opened to Indian troops in 1911, with the first awarded in 1914. 
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touched upon in later chapters as examples of building and exchanging public history-

informed identities.  

The timeline of participation was skewed towards the Western Front. This is a matter 

of pragmatism given the poor documentation of the Indian Army on other fronts. 

However, despite the fact that the majority of Sikh and Indian participation took place 

outside Europe, the Western Front has an added resonance among British Sikh viewers as 

geographically immediate and meaningful to their own presence on the continent. The 

geographic rooting of First World War narrative of the Sikhs is an important component 

of identity spatialization and collective place-making taken up in later chapters. Overall, 

the other theaters of war were included and emphasized as “truly global”: “From Flanders 

Fields to the Oil Fields of Basra,” and “The Gallipoli Campaign.” They also featured 

information on laborers who were casualties in their support of combatants in “Through 

the Holy Lands”: 

Another ambitious plan was developed: to attack the 

Ottoman Empire from Egypt, advance from the Suez Canal 

across the Sinai Desert and to move up the coast of 

Palestine. . . . Over 100,000 Indian soldiers and labourers 

toiled in the desert heat to build a pipeline for fresh water 

and a supply railroad to support the 200-mile march. 

 

This experience was set in contrast to when, “Gaza was finally captured . . . [and] 

thousands of Sikh soldiers poured into the walled city, part of a conquering force.” 

(Exhibit Tour, 21 September 2014).  

While addressing gaps in understanding other theaters of war and Sikh-specific 

experiences that lend nuance to the “Indian” experience of the First World War, it is also 

important to note that these sections served to set the boundaries of the “Sikh” experience 
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as key to that nuance and diversity. The Sikh perspective is specifically cast as 

empowering (across different social scales), namely in the community’s understanding of 

the British perspective and its ills and its simultaneous choice to engage with it to their 

own material, spiritual, and self-fashioned ends. Although specifically painted vis-à-vis 

the Sikh male combatant, this was, at times, contrasted by a passivity marking other 

Indian participants’ experience of war—in their role as noncombatants and the 

implications of socioeconomic status that accompany the label laborers—intentionally or 

not.  

Extending Racial and Religious Category and Addressing Gender 

While the stories of John Smyth and his Sikh “Supermen,” Hardit Singh Malik, the 

“Flying Sikh,” and Maharaja Bhupinder Singh of Patiala are often used in stories of the 

First World War, told before and after EF&W, two interpretive stories that linked the 

Western Front with other theaters also received a lot of participants’ attention during 

tours: (1) the British Indian Army soldiers who convalesced at Brighton Royal Pavilion 

during the war and (2) Sikh German Prisoners’ of War (POWs). These two panels offer 

examples of the way that racial identities were distanced from both the British (vis-à-vis 

the Germans) and from the contemporary period. Each of these was explained through 

multiple panels, some through facts and figures and others through highlighting an 

interpretive aspect of the story. Although the participants rarely remembered anything 

more particular than the fact of the stories’ existence, the UKPHA provided a breadth of 

information and interpretation. These panels’ content and reception denote a theme 
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throughout this dissertation: participants’ desire to distance themselves from race, and 

reframe their identities as primarily ethnoreligious.
68

  

Brighton Royal Pavilion is more closely allied with space and historical narration, 

similar to the Western Front. The story itself has taken on many lives prior to and since 

EF&W, including a parallel exhibit within the current Royal Pavilion museum space, a 

marathon and other activities connected to the Sikh sepoys, an annual commemorative 

event that takes place outside Brighton at the Chattri Memorial where Hindu and Sikh 

men were cremated, and the dialogues of viewers retrospectively. Given the spatially 

localized nature of this narrative “as meaningful,” I will simply foreshadow the 

continuing role of place (and the emplacement of Sikh bodies) seen in similar spaces, like 

the Brunei gallery above, to focus on the German POWs, whose recordings came to 

prominence through this exhibit and were primarily experienced in the exhibit space and 

the memories of participant interaction there.  

The Sikhs captured as German POWs received three separate panels. In particular, 

“Racial Profiling” told the story of Egon von Eickstedr and how his dissertation, “Racial 

Elements of the Sikhs,” was based on a “group of 12 officers and 64 privates [who] 

ranged in age from 18 to 45 and came primarily from farming stock in Eastern Punjab.”
69

 

The viewer read through the “range of body measurements . . . facial features . . . family 

details, and measures of strength” that the doctor charted onto “Venn diagrams and tables 

after the war.” Standing alone, the story resolved that “ultimately, his project failed to 

produce any conclusive results,” (Exhibit Tour, 21 September 2014).  
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 This tendency is elaborated on in chapter 5 as a response to the securitization of brown bodies, and 

throughout the dissertation as indicative of British Sikh understandings of self—ethnic and religious 
embodiment. 
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Again there is evidence in the UKPHA’s public appearances that its opinions and its 

presentation of the topic of racial categorization contain tensions, or at least an intended 

reading that was not picked up on by most audience members. In many ways, this 

racialization—explicitly noted with regard to German projects, but implicitly present in 

British constructions—is a silence within the exhibit materials. During an interview tour, 

Amandeep noted the following in a particularly tense segment that later flowed into 

conceptions of religiosity:  

Dr. G. Singh: We mentioned earlier on that the British had 

a racial theory of the subjects of the Empire and the Sikhs 

were constructed as one of the martial races. Of course 

there were different interpretations of who could lead and 

who could not lead, but also the Germans and the captured 

Sikhs as well were profiled, so the whole of Europe was 

stuck in phrenology [Amandeep smiles] and all these kinds 

of ideologies of you know peoples shaped head and face 

and these things, so tell us a little bit about the racial 

dimension of the First World War. 

Amandeep: So, you have here um, images of some of the 

2,000 Indian men who were captured by the Germans and 

held in a prisoner of war camp near Berlin. And because 

they were there and because of this German interest in um, 

in profiling people, and they were obsessed about 

understanding what makes these people martial in nature. 

They produced a large, a large study on all of those Indian 

troops and gathered an awful lot of information which is 

invaluable for us today as researchers. They drew no 

particular conclusion from that, but they did conduct an 

awful lot of um, of documentary evidence in terms of 

documenting their lives, as you said, their cranial 

measurements—their height and the weight [Interviewer 

has been looking away]. Ah [pause—Amandeep arching to 

view the interviewer, Dr. G. Singh]. This is early eugenics. 

(Madra 2014) 
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 This is a wonderful and vivid example of the aforementioned ongoing casting of the Sikh sepoy as rooted 

in rural/village Punjab. 
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The discomforted interviewer—Dr. Gurnam Singh, an older Kesh- or Amritdhari 

(turbaned, outwardly identifying) Sikh male—quickly changed the subject, as mentioned, 

to religion, explored below. 

The Sikh Channel, which conducted this interview, has a generally older or more 

recent migrant Sikh audience, so they cater to Punjabi-speaking diaspora members. Here, 

“early eugenics,” is turned into an empowering tool of research by Amandeep. Despite his 

intimate knowledge of racializing ideologies and systems during the colonial era, the 

language used here inadvertently places British conceptions at a distance—“German 

interest in um, profiling people”—and doesn’t necessarily refute the assumed 

“martialness” of the Sikhs as a natural production—“they were obsessed about 

understanding what makes these people marital in nature.” Thus, the UKPHA, even as 

producers of knowledge, is enabled and constrained by certain audiences and their desired 

readings.  

The interview entirely circumvented other materials. These panels moved across the 

back wall and around into the final exhibit space, with the help of handwritten original 

letters in display cases, an officer’s turban, and a book. Originally published in 1913–14, 

the book was entitled The Indian Army A.B.C. The displayed page had three letters:  

“X is an asinine sort of a letter: No words begin with it. (So 

much the better!)” 

“Y for the youth who with pittying sniggers, looks on our 

Sepoys as so many ‘Niggers,’” [and]  

“Z is for zero—the balance of pay I usually draw on each 

reckoning day!” (Exhibit Tour 21 September 2014) 

 

The accompanying cartoon for “X” and “Y” foregrounded a uniformed Sikh (presumably 

a Sikh and presumably annoyed at having been homogenized into a category with 
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negative connotations) looking back at two small and slouched British officers with 

monocles. The cartoon for “X” had a similarly bearded and turbaned man in kurta-pajama 

presenting what appears to be a bill to a British soldier in his undershirt and uniform 

pants, both barefoot. The interpretive plaque explained the book as 

a comical depiction of life in the Indian Army as seen 

through the eyes of a British soldier. Covering themes of 

race, nationality and authority, it mocks contemporary 

attitudes and behaviour through colourful illustrations for 

each letter of the alphabet. (Exhibit Tour 21 September 

2014) 

 

Faced with difficult tensions within the material archive, the UKPHA seemed to have 

taken an approach of, what I will call, rupture. This is done on multiple levels: they bring 

viewers into contact with media that would cause discomfort, but they also bring the Sikh 

body into Central London in a normalizing dialogue in the present. Again, the contrast of 

silence is stark, however. The German endeavors are “early eugenics,” whereas “race, 

nationality and authority,” “through the eyes of a British soldier,” is “comical,” distanced 

from serious intention or possible consequence for the present. Further, the racist remarks 

here are depicted as individual rather than (explicitly) structural. This individualization of 

experience is taken up in later chapters, as both a way refocusing experiences—past 

soldiers and present citizen historians—as empowering. It is, perhaps, a reflection of their 

own reinscriptions of race and racial experience through a desirable Western lens of 

individuality and personal endeavor, seen in many participants (Harvey 2005).  

Intentional or not, these silences reverberate into other projects and produce real gaps. 

I was speaking with one volunteer for EF&W while touring the UKPHA’s newer exhibit, 

Empire of the Sikhs (July 2018). When following up this research in July 2018, I visited 
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the exhibit and reconnected with friends and research participants. One of the men who 

had been a core volunteer for the UKPHA during the EF&W exhibit—giving tours, 

representing them at public events as a speaker, and managing a number of large 

donations to the project—noted that he had recently represented UKPHA at a history 

conference. He was excited to tell me that he had a wonderful time and had learned about 

colonial practices surrounding martial race theory. “I had no idea it was so important! 

Fascinating stuff,” he off-handedly noted. This experience was common during my 

fieldwork and highlights a core silence—in this case maintained for over four years—as 

well as a possible misplaced concern on the part of project leaders concerning the 

public’s reception of such information directly related to colonial racialization. The 

vignette further highlights the contrasting publics that the UKPHA sought to reach.  

The UKPHA faced similar constraints regarding the overpowering voice of white 

perspectives in the written archives available in the next sections. They struggled with 

these newly addressed narratives and the dearth of female and Sikh voices. As “2. 

Fighting the World’s War” ended at the other side of the exhibit space, EF&W moved 

into the same period but through the thematically distinct “3. Faith, Art & Propaganda 

(1914–1918)” and “4. Families Left Behind (1914–1918).” Both sections had fewer board 

mounts than section 2, but the central space of the exhibit housed a bewildering number 

of artifacts that needed extra consideration in order to understand to which thematic 

section they belonged. Many viewers continued around the outer wall, however, which 

led directly through the subsequent sections, turning into the central space on occasion to 

view accompanying objects (Exhibit Tour, 21 September 2014). 
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Art and propaganda are most relevant here, before “Faith” is addressed in the 

subsequent section. While the “Propaganda Machine” (as one section noted) is a widely 

understood and already satirized practice in “Shaping Public Opinion” (as another section 

elaborated), again, the curators chose rupture in mediating white colonial accounts 

(Exhibit Tour, 21 September 2014). Similarly, the artistic works had creators and dates, 

but the content was largely from a white, European perspective. The images displayed 

were diverse, but one stood out to me: an image of “Belgian Street Children” dressed as 

Indian soldiers (Manzoor 2014). The image was used as the cover of the children’s 

activity trail, but its racial dimensions were overlooked by curators and my participants. 

As Amandeep described in solidarity with Dr. Gurnam Singh above,  

Ya, so it’s a peculiar side to an Edwardian war that it 

provided great fodder for artists. So ya, we do have these 

sort of cartoon depictions—I mean, this one’s a wonderful 

one of Belgian street children who are blackening 

themselves up as Indians. They’re wearing these make-shift 

turbans, they’ve got broomsticks as rifles, and they’re 

taunting the German and they’re saying, “The Indians are 

coming.” [ominously] [Both the Interviewer and Amandeep 

laugh] A fantastic depiction! And then more, kind of 

traditional art forms that really flourished in that time, 

because it did form an exotic backdrop for artists. (Madra 

2014) 

Race is seen as the main tool for non-British actors in understanding the Sikhs. Between 

this “blackening” and the acknowledgement of exoticization, “a cartoon strip” of “Cuffi 

the colonial colonel and Sinjun the Sikh” was explained pragmatically as the way that 

most people encountered the Indian Army in Europe, glancing over these images “at the 

breakfast table.” The viewer gets the same sense of temporal distance as before; the 

message is that these images can be approached playfully because they do not reverberate 

with any weight in the present.  
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Why was the interviewer so disquieted by Amandeep’s recitation of colonial-era 

points of policy but entertained by children in blackface? He echoes a reading of race that 

is seen throughout the exhibit and in Amandeep’s response: “Europe was stuck. . . . They 

were obsessed” with race. Between these conceptions of the Europeans, the Sikh identity 

that was forged under those pressures remains unquestioned (not by the UKPHA’s 

individual members themselves but by the material outcomes of their research). Rather, it 

becomes an individualized reflection of those “martial” traits, undeniable in light of the 

evidence of their bravery. The ten Sikh “Supermen” from the first panel are left to speak 

for themselves as superior in their feat and united in being uniquely Sikh. Further, in this 

context the racialization of the Sikhs becomes another kind of empowerment. There is an 

imbalance of power in the exhibit between the soldiers’ knowledge and the Europeans’ 

exoticization. The Sikh community takes the moral high ground, saving Europe despite 

its ignorance, but they are able to still claim their martial prowess outside the racial terms 

of colonial policy. The UKPHA layered additional perspectives during tours, however, as 

will be seen below. Amandeep expresses the “divide and rule-type” motivations of the 

British in constructing the very identity his interviewer espouses. These narratives are 

mapped onto current moments of Sikh racialization, namely through British Sikh 

perspective. 

“Faith” was explored in three panels, which—accompanied by stories of the Punjab—

shored up any lingering doubts that these men’s identities were fixed in ethnic and 

religious frames. “Faith” included a letter written in Gurmukhi without translation or 

interpretation and three interpretive panels.
70

 A photo showing a Sikh regiment following 
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 The Anglo-Sikhs and white British were their main audience. Most of the Anglo-Sikh demographic speak 

basic Punjabi, but most do not read or write Gurmukhi—a Punjabi script—and definitely do not speak, 
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the Guru Granth Sahib in a procession through the deserts of the Mesopotamian theater, 

the context of which was explained in terms of British continuations of “Sikh Empire” 

rituals. A second panel, “Devotion to Duty,” elaborated the distribution and circulation of 

the “sacred scripture” among soldiers during the war—of “prayer books and other 

religious artefacts” as gifts “from well-wishers back home”—and added information on 

how “a central feature of their communal devotion was the singing of kirtan or songs of 

praise of the One Creator,” (Exhibit Tour, 21 September 2014).
71

 The connection 

between martial and religious identities was thus tacitly affirmed.  

A third and final panel explained that “Sacred Hair” (title) was “a distinguishing 

feature of the Sikh soldier.” It went on to explain how the hair and beard were historically 

tied by the soldiers before continuing, “as a member of the Khalsa, a Sikh soldier was 

duty-bound to safeguard his hair at all costs.” The British military policy that dictated 

“Sikhs” be initiated into the Khalsa was noted (above). This policy would be key to 

understanding general aspects of the story of Sikhs in the First World War, as well as the 

development of Sikh normative identity (Fox 1985; Metcalf 2007), but it received 

minimal attention in the exhibit. This is perhaps due to tensions surrounding the effect 

these policies had on the Sikh community. For example, the below exchange between an 

older Sikh male interviewer, Dr. Gurnam Singh, and Amandeep during a tour of the 

exhibit for the Sikh Channel news segment highlights tensions about the UKPHA’s 

understandings of colonial policy, its need to balance the public’s reception of its opinion, 

                                                                                                                                                 
read, or write Urdu—the administrative language for this era. Some stand-alone Punjabi sources would have 
been difficult for this audience, and certainly their white cohort members, to grasp. As times this choice was 
explained as giving the first generation viewers a say in the exhibit as they would act as interlocutors, and at 
other times as an object with interest and allure. Given the intensive labor involved in this production, I 
would assume it was also a strategic decision to extend the exhibit and mitigate resource constraints.  
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 These are very basic and widely accepted Sikh practices of faith.  
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and the inextricable connections between colonial category and present-day practices (this 

continues from the above discussion of the racialization of Sikh POWs in Germany):  

Dr. Singh: I don’t think we’ve gotten any commentary on 

this, but it’s just for something, maybe just for the viewers 

to think about—is that Sikhs all had kesh. [Amandeep 

raises an eyebrow] There were not, as far as I know, there 

were no Sikhs who were recruited who didn’t have kesh. So 

that would have been seen as some kind of property of their 

body that went with them. Was there any attempt to try to 

link having kesh with this notion of martial kind of, you 

know, qualities and things?” [moves his hand over the 

panels] 

Amandeep: So for the British, if you were to be recruited as 

a Sikh into the Indian Army you absolutely had to um, you 

actually have to be baptized into, as a Sikh.  

 

Interviewer: Amritdhari. 

 

Amandeep: You had to be Amritdhari. Absolutely. But— 

Interviewers: So the British totally believed that the power, 

if it was, in the body was derived by the faith derived from 

a particular kind of commitment to a lifestyle? 

 

Amandeep: Ya, absolutely, so um, in their sort of 

recruitment of Indians, they see that the power of the Sikhs 

as a martial people comes from their religious background 

and moreover, maintaining that will just ensure that that 

worked— 

 

Interviewer: And they would have! 

 

Amandeep: Ah— 

 

Interviewer: They would have known about the Sikh history 

of Bhai Taru Singh [walks towards the camera, addressing 

the audience], of the—that the Sikhs were prepared to give 

their lives for their faith. Because, partly how the war effort 

was presented to them was that this was kind of like a, you 

know, a kind of “kēvala yudha”—“just war” theory kind of, 

was it? 
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Amandeep: To some extent, but remember that there’s also 

a cynical side to their view of sort of the spiritual strength 

of the Sikhs because it’s important for them to draw very 

strong distinctions between the various communities, which 

is part of a “divide and rule”-type policy. So that’s very 

important—that Sikhs never merge into a, um, the greater 

kind of Hindu community because as long as they remain 

distinct, they will never find common cause with the greater 

population. One British officer goes as far as to say, “It’s 

only through the British Army that the Khalsic traditions 

are maintained.” Now, you can argue that’s a—that’s taking 

it a little bit too far, but certainly, they felt that it um, it was 

their role. 

 

Interviewer: Now that’s interesting, definitely for a debate 

another time, yup. [moves forward] (Madra 2014) 

The tension here centers on the points of recognition mobilized by each participant 

(Ballantyne 2006). Note, however, that Amandeep mainly refutes British buy-in to these 

Sikh conceptions of self, rather than the idea of his audience that “the power of the Sikhs 

as a martial people comes from their religious background,” per se. We then end this 

section by highlighting the interconnected nature of “religious” and “racial” categories in 

their construction and internalization. 

The block dedicated to “families” emphasized women, and to some degree, children 

in the Punjab during the war. A monitor flashed rough archival footage of children 

laboring with animals and in fields, and of women doing similarly domestic tasks, like 

cooking. The section began with a British officer’s wife’s letter to the editor of The 

Spectator, which was presented in its originality and entirety. It filtered the perspective of 

“soldier’s wives” through her experience, assumptions, and interactions with them. The 

letter begins by framing womanhood across socioeconomic distinctions: “we, who are 

women of the world and of a far-flung Empire” should donate to charities directed toward 

Indian soldiers in particular “for the sake of those other wives—women of the hearth, of 
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clans and castes, of wild hills and remote villages—who are unable to aid their own 

menfolk.” The author goes on in much the same manner, covering purdah (practices of 

cloistering or veiling women), “Hindu child-wives . . . to whom widowhood would mean 

a deprivation of all natural joys,” “brides . . . who face the possibility of childlessness—a 

condition held in supreme dread by every Indian wife,” and the religiously divided nature 

of Indian communities, before signing off, “I am, Sir, &c., AN ENGLISHWOMAN 

(AUTHOR OF ‘SAHIB-LOG’)” (Exhibit Tour 21 September 2014). In addition to a 

sense of “display” that this projects onto the community, the source itself roots the 

community in a rural and colonized space. It furthers a rural/urban dichotomy while 

pointing to the paternalism of colonial endeavor.  

The voice that the UKPHA took in the remaining panels framed the women primarily 

in terms of marriage, presenting “Wives and Widows of War,” and similarly, “’Take the 

Bachelors to War’: Songs of Separation.” Curators creatively presented women’s voices 

through lokgeets (folk songs) of longing in the second panel while the first panel noted, 

“in their absence, wives were often left to single-handedly manage landholdings, finances 

and other affairs, as well as to raise their children.” The panel went over some of the 

hardships experienced on the Punjabi home front such as food shortages and disease, 

before noting that “Sikh women were not always passive observers during the war.” They 

sometimes engaged in interpersonal efforts to help soldiers or dissuade men from joining 

the military (Exhibit Tour, 21 September 2014).
72
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 Part of these hardships included, “for many, the consequences of widowhood.” The consequences are 

unnamed in the exhibit, excepting the editorial example above. Extended family is also largely absent from 
the narrative; the normative practice in Punjab at the time—and largely today—is to have extended family 
households.  
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In the spirit of the overarching project, however, these gendered conceptions have 

been extended in citizen historians’ research. The first letter especially stands in contrast 

to the voices and details of self-sufficiency that can be found in their accounts (and to 

some degree the UKPHA panels) of their great-grandmothers asserting their right to 

control aspects of family lands. One “feisty woman” 

went to someone and demanded her money back. Because 

she’s—like she said, “My husband died for the war.” So 

that’s not changed. It doesn’t matter if she remarried. And 

apparently, the story goes, they gave all her back-pay back 

and, story is, she carried it all in her chuni, like her shawl—

she carried all the coins back to the village. She got her 

pension back. (Simran* Interview, 2016) 

The panels are thus somewhat in opposition to present-day Sikh women’s decoupling of 

“martial” from “masculine” in the cultivation of desirable, self-sovereign traits (a topic 

which will be engaged in chapter 3). These semantic memories that largely conflate 

ethnoreligious martial identity with the male sepoy were likely read much differently than 

intended by these women.  

Taken together, these mounts and discussions illustrate the muddied connections 

when constructing the Sikh throughout the colonial period. They also point to the multiple 

(and contingent) ways in which individuals produce, engage with, and read them, 

especially considering HLF valuation, colonial legacy, and disparate experiences within 

the Sikh diaspora. Overall, EF&W continues to develop this perspective, not just in the 

bounded project, which has since ended. It continues to be a resource of research, tools, 

and narratives that mobilize interested parties in the pursuit of a heritage that puts a 

British Sikh perspective at the center of, rather than as an addition to, British history and 

civic engagement.  
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Reinscribing Identities  

Once a text like EF&W is released into the world, it of course takes on new semantic 

meanings as it comes into contact with many diverse individuals that bring their own 

episodic memories to its reading (Fish 1980). That is what gives it life, productivity, as 

cultural memory. Some viewers were frustrated by the lack of explicit attention to the 

above themes that ran, necessarily, through EF&W. In particular, many intellectuals 

charged the exhibit as having been “celebratory.”
73

 For example, Santanu Das of King’s 

College London led a number of academics into the fray with his critique. He writes, not 

of the EF&W exhibit in particular (although I noted this explicit connection was made in 

two separate colloquiums) but rather the general mood of centenary commemorations in 

the UK:  

There is an understandable impulse to retrospectively turn 

these men into heroes and martyrs, even though many 

enlisted to keep hunger at bay. Colonial war 

commemoration often slips into celebration (and is 

occasionally even used to recruit from ethnic minorities). In 

this narrative, we forget the valuable lessons of the war 

poets or indeed what the women in Punjab sang when their 

men left home in 1915: “War destroys towns and ports, it 

destroys huts / Graves devour our flesh and blood.” While 

it is essential to challenge the colour of war memory, it is 

also important to keep a watch on the way it is being done. 

(Das 2014)
74

 

As Amandeep responded to an interviewer who, as a Sikh, self-consciously noted 

that, indeed, the war was not to be celebrated but rather commemorated: 

Exactly that. And we are absolutely commemorating, and 

not celebrating. And I think that, in this walk through 

you’ve seen the conflicted history that we present, both 
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 In some ways, this is an extension of Germany’s commemorative activities and critiques of Britain’s 

(Copping 2013; Heine 2013). 
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 Another example written in response to the Sikh’s central visibility during the early parts of the centenary 

is Mahmood’s piece on Punjabi as a label and language (Awan 2015). 
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during the war and after the war, as well. It was just a few 

short months after the war ended that the Jallianwalal Bagh 

Massacre occurred. After four years of this expression of 

courage and this expression of loyalty on the part of the 

Sikhs. (Madra 2014) 

 

Amandeep is referring to “6. Aftermath of War (1919–1947)” as evidence against the 

celebratory nature of UKPHA’s endeavor, specifically. This section was housed in an 

open, brightly lit room. Small panels were arranged as a timeline of events, encircling a 

central bench, in front of which a monitor ran a recap of photos from the rest of the 

exhibit and some archival footage relevant to the panels. At the time I was there, two 

children rested on the bench, sliding on its smooth surface in play, and an elderly, clean-

shaven man walked with the exhibit, stopping methodically at each panel. The relative 

solitude to the rest of the sections was striking. The room was cleared of artifacts in 

contrast to the mosaic of the other exhibit components. Statements explained the 

snapshots: 

April 1919: Amritsar Massacre—Brigadier-General 

Reginald Dyer orders his troops to fire indiscriminately on 

an unarmed crowd in Jallianwala Bagh, Amritsar, resulting 

in over a thousand killed and wounded. 

 

August 1919: Marching for Peace—King George V 

authorizes a Victory Parade through London for Indian and 

Gurkha troops. 

 

September 1922: Protestors Beaten in Amritsar—Non-

violent Sikh protestors at Guru ka Bagh (“The Guru’s 

Garden”), Amritsar, are beaten, stripped of their religious 

emblems and jailed by the police. 

 

September 1939: Second World War Commences—Sikh 

veterans of the Great War help to recruit 300,000 Sikhs to 

fight in World War Two as part of the 2.5 million troops 
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furnished by India, the largest volunteer army ever 

assembled.  

 

August 1947: Punjab Partitioned—Britain grants India its 

independence but at a cost of a million lives as Punjab is 

partitioned and the world witnesses the greatest mass 

exodus in human history.  

 

1947: Sikhs in England—Post-war Britain sees a new wave 

of Sikh settlers arrive from India.
75

 (Exhibit Tour 21 

September 2014) 

 

Most visitors wandered in and out of this space. The singularity of voice presented 

would have been apparent, even from a superficial reading. The contrast of this recent 

history, couched in national and transnational terms—brimming with remorse and 

anger—and the individualized desires, longings, and bravery against fears that mark the 

narration of the First World War is notable. As explored in other chapters and signaled in 

the introduction, it underlies the power of the First World War and its position as 

distanced from the “rememberer”—their absence enables the memory’s proximity to the 

contemporary, the hallmark of “low-intensity” memory (meaning) making. It also signals 

the broader meaning of the First World War as an historical moment with important and 

violent ramifications in India and the dismantling of assumptions on which the British 

Raj rested its racial and gendered categories.  

As viewers left the main exhibit space, a final panel, next to a poem commemorating 

the war dead in both Punjabi and English said, 

BEFORE YOU GO 

Don’t forget to 

Sign up as a Citizen Historian or volunteer 

Leave your comments & feedback 
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 This postwar timeline featured a number of events particular to British Sikh diasporic history.  
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Sign up to our newsletter 

Join us on social media (www.facebook.com/GT1588 

Twitter @gt1588) 

Take flyers for family & friends 

Visit the gift shop 

Make a donation (we’re a charity) 

DO YOUR BIT
76

 (Exhibit Tour 21 September 2014) 

 

Leaving the exhibit from the entrance, a number of young volunteers could be 

found—men and women in their early- and mid-twenties—ready to answer questions 

about the citizen historian program, administer an exit survey, and sign people up to share 

their own stories of family members.
77

 They were, in essence, a kind of search party, 

asking for stories and reiterating the list of ways people could become involved from the 

exhibit’s end, serving as the face of the UKPHA.
78

 They were accompanied by two 

posters to draw people behind the stairs for the survey. One had a staged photo of four 

young Sikhs, fashionably and professionally dressed. A young woman and two clean-

shaven men stood a little to the back, with a turbaned young man in the foreground. All 

but the woman’s face were covered by an explanation, noticeably different in its use of 

the first person: 

We felt it was important to make the commemorations 

more inclusive. . . . This project will remind our own 

community and especially our younger generations, as well 

as the wider world, of who we are as a people and the role 

we played in shaping that history.
79

 (Exhibit Tour 21 

September 2014) 
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 Thank you to Dr. Hancock for pointing out how oddly evocative this slogan is of those used to recruit 

during the First World War.  
77

 There was a core of approximately 25 volunteers that the UKPHA drew from during the run of the 

exhibit. This was in addition to those older individuals, all of whom were men, that gave exhibit tours.  
78

 These individuals were the majority of volunteers for EF&W—they are also called “Citizen Historians” 

by the UKPHA, but to differentiate them from individuals who are primarily involved through conducting 
familial research, I call them “Core Volunteers.”  
79

 Note the agentive tone of the poster.  
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The other poster had a candid shot from outside SOAS depicting a swirling sea of 

multiethnic students swirled with the only noticeable individuals being three black 

students smiling prominently in the foreground in conversation. The short caption that 

accompanied the superimposed EF&W symbol stated, “Remember ‘Your Family Hero’ 

or ‘Adopt a Hero’ who served in the Great War.” The two options were bolded with a 

request below, “Help us bring to light and share the untold stories of Sikh soldiers and the 

families they left behind,” (Exhibit Tour, 21 September 2014).
80

  

As noted above, volunteerism is one of the core ways in which the HLF determines 

whether a project is meeting its goals.
81

 As such, the UKPHA was under quite a bit of 

pressure to prove effect by producing and sustaining a somewhat arbitrary number of 

volunteers, more so than to create original productions of heritage, which is where their 

interests as individuals primarily lay. The language they use to recruit and the types of 

individuals that ended up contributing to the project says a lot, not just about the 

assumptions and target audience of the UKPHA but also about the volunteers themselves, 

who this heritage speaks to. As already mentioned, although audience members were 

fairly representative—if not skewed slightly toward young adult females—of general 

demographics in the UK (51 percent female to 45.8 percent male audience members; 47.4 

percent of audience members falling between the ages of 26 and 45) (Brar 2016b). Core 

volunteers tended to fall within the demographics that EF&W imagery portrayed: young 

professionals, upwardly mobile and university-educated, many of whom had an interest in 

                                                 
80

 By and large, the volunteers were jovial and outgoing—they were able to collect 842 exit surveys, though 

only 24 were initially set aside as “interesting” by the volunteers, to which core UKPHA members added 56 
during analysis. In addition, 838 visitors signed up to receive the UKPHAs newsletter or volunteer in core- 
and/or citizen-historian-capacities. 
81

 It also happens to be a core tenant of the Sikh faith (seva) 
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or engaged with fluid conceptions of Sikh religious and Punjabi cultural practice (e.g., a 

Nihang-identifying young men and career-oriented young women).  

We will set aside the “Children’s Area” and “Remembrance Wall.” The former was a 

space for families to have an interactive experience, and the latter was a space for 

audience members to respond to the exhibit through drawing and messages. (They are 

taken up in chapter 3.) Instead, the focus here will be the ground-floor gift shop. In the 

gift shop, viewers were met with an array of small posters and large books. The posters 

included Punjabi paintings from the Mughal era onwards, travel advertisements for and 

vintage photos of the Golden Temple, and some religious quotes mounted and framed. 

Images of the sepoys were conspicuously absent. The UKPHA had their three books for 

sale: Warrior Saints: Four Centuries of Sikh Military History (vol. 1), In the Master’s 

Presence: The Sikhs of Hazoor Sahib (vol. 1), and the popular The Golden Temple of 

Amritsar: Reflections of the Past (1808–1959).
82

 They had non-UKPHA books there, as 

well, between two general themes of the Sikh diaspora and history: Sovereign, Squire, 

and Rebel: Maharaja Duleep Singh, The Sikhs in Britain: 150 Years of Photographs, and 

Islamic and Oriental Arms and Armour: A Lifetime’s Passion. Most of these choices 

stemmed from the other projects of the UKPHA rather than EF&W itself. They were still 

perceived as relevant. A husband and wife told me, “Our children identify as British and 

Sikh. . . . [But they have] less connection to Punjab.” As a result, they “collect our 

children’s heritage,” part of which was purchasing the UKPHA’s books at the exhibit 
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 Neither of the first two books currently have second volumes, though one can preorder Warrior Saints, 

vol.2 on Amazon.com for December 2018 (as of April 2018). These are also considered to be more 
controversial than The Golden Temple in their historical narrative by the majority Sikh community in the 
UK.  
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shop so each child would have access to a copy in the future (three books for each of 

three children, nine total copies) (Exit Interview 21 September 2014). 

However, it is important to note that the decision to display and sell prior work, likely 

a pragmatic decision rooted in time and resources, has been seen by some Sikh 

community members as contentious. Despite the “politics” surrounding other projects, 

such as Warrior Saints, EF&W is welcomed into Sikh spaces as a favorable and 

important representation of the community. An interesting example of this 

compartmentalization within community perceptions is the EF&W review by Jay Singh-

Sohal, an active project leader who works primarily with the British Army and on his own 

visual productions. He wrote the following about EF&W:  

Finally, I so wanted to take something away with me – in 

the form of a book – of their research and images on the 

WW1 Sikhs and the behind-the-scenes story of how they 

made such a wonderful exhibition happen. Perhaps this is 

something they are working on – I'd love to buy it. There 

were books on sale, but some of these have been a turn-off 

for me because of the connection they've had with the 

sanatanist [a term associating Nidar with Hinduism] Nidar 

Singh.
83

 Though that should not in any way impact upon 

the view of UKPHA as the pioneers of bringing Anglo-Sikh 

heritage to the masses. (Singh-Sohal 2014)  

 

The material productions of EF&W are fascinating examples of explicit 

rearticulations of British Sikh identity through the memory of the First World War and 

their compartmentalization within and against other heritage identity projects. Identities 

here are formed and fill the past under the auspices of “objectivity.” The UKPHA spoke 

to a broad range of the Sikh community’s ideological commitments. To some audiences, 
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 See footnote 57 regarding Kashi House; Sohal is referring to In the Master’s Presence: The Sikhs of 

Hazoor Sahib (vol. 1). 
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it is an identity building tool within Britishness while to others it is a positive 

development for Sikh-British relations. Both are in many ways rooted in the gaze of “the 

masses” to which Sohal refers above. Each typically finds it empowering in its historicity, 

but the struggle to parse out, make sense of, and reinscribe current “racial,” “ethnic,” and 

“religious” affects, commitments, and experiences bubbles to the surface of the viewer 

experience throughout. Each panel of information, each turbaned form, makes strategic 

and not-so-strategic alliances, contingent on the viewer—producer, funder, subject-

audience relations—but materialized in the exhibit for future permutation and 

contingencies.  

Conclusion: Translating Colonial Histories and British Sikh Identities 

My description is based on notes that I took over the course of three days of visiting 

the exhibit in 2014, shortly after it was mounted, but I was privy to its creation with a 

very small role on the “Curatorial Team.” My name appeared in the exhibit just above the 

very influential “Harbakhsh Grewal” in an alphabetized list (by first name) that ended the 

exhibit on the Ground Gallery, along with a list of financial sponsors and object lenders.
84

 

After offering to volunteer, we were sent the raw materials that we were to use to 

construct the panel. These were essentially packets of relevant sources, assembled by two 

or three UKPHA members via archival research and shared sources that were already 

known to curators at NAM or IWM. The curatorial volunteer would comb through these 
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 These were public institutions in the UK and private lenders in both the UK and India. The IWM, NAM, 

and individual Toor collection were popular sources, though the latter two stem, at least in part, from 
private relationships. The prominence of the Toor collection did not go unnoted; as voiced by Jay Singh 
Sohal, the Anglo-Sikh historian and public figure from above, “The splendid and abundant Toor Collection 
makes up the bulk of the physical heritage on display of that period, from an extremely rare coin of the first 
Sikh kingdom to the Maharajas sword and shield.” To Sohal, this was somewhat ad hoc; he contrasts these 
immediately to artifacts from the war, “Yet it is the fascinating X-rays of the wounds Sikhs suffered during 
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materials and synthesize a short narrative. The same two or three UKPHA members 

would then edit the submitted panels for content and continuity in a “second round.” 

Other volunteers took part through translating or transliterating (for easier processing) 

primary source materials provided to them by the UKPHA. Still others located in London 

were charged with proofing the edited panels for language and grammar, performing 

aesthetic graphic design tasks from the finished narratives and final photograph selections 

of UKPHA’s second round of edits, or taking these assemblages to print. In total, the vast 

majority of labor fell to a very few individuals at the UKPHA that drove content and 

vision at each editing stage. In some cases, the volunteering aspects were built on the 

emotional labor to support key individuals in their efforts, frustrations, and 

conundrums—an extension of the camaraderie felt by Amandeep and Parmjit in their 

initial framing of how and why to approach Sikh heritage. 

The exhibit itself held more artifacts and panels than I have selected to represent here. 

The overarching goals and tone have been filtered through my experience, but they are 

primarily those of my participants—erring on the side of their interpretations, memories, 

and emotional responses—and of public media that helped shape the ethos of what it 

meant to be a part of that moment during the centenary. Finally (and primarily), selection 

was necessarily based on the material basis that had finally been produced by the 

UKPHA, through various capacities and roles, in their EF&W exhibit: the photos and 

narratives that greeted viewers from the context of HLF and other funder’s goals, the 

archival materials available to be loaned and exhibited, and the impetus of what the 

UKPHA “does” through the exhibit. As such, in speaking for the UKPHA, Amandeep 

                                                                                                                                                 
the war, graciously lent from the Royal Collection by Her Majesty, that one gets a truer sense of the scale of 
this exhibit” here, “truer” being the operative sentiment in the experience (Singh-Sohal 2014). 
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stresses, “We don’t show shells and firearms; we show stories of people. We talk about 

people who were imprisoned, people who were hospitalized”—for other ends iterated 

over and over throughout—“[to] bring to light and share the untold stories of Sikh 

soldiers and the families they left behind” (Exhibit Tour, 21 September 2014). 

Specifically, the idea of a Sikh-specific stake in the military (the central importance of 

military service and the sacrifices by which such service is valorized) and its inextricable 

link to Sikh religiosity is taken a priori by EF&W viewers, both Sikh and non-Sikh. The 

value of a Sikh history of the First World War is assumed, and the implied values of that 

narrative are taken as currently relevant. Broadly, the British Sikh community is reaching 

the threshold of its growth within “model minority” mobility. These narratives of the First 

World War are one way in which the cosmopolitan Sikh community interrogates the 

ongoing projects of empire that undergird its current presence and experience in London 

and expresses its desire for a future of true civic representation without the politics of 

recognition.
85

 Through HLF funding and the social capital needed to read and interact 

with an understood “British” audience, the UKPHA and its volunteers are able to work 

slowly towards presenting the(ir) Sikh perspective as central to a heritage assemblage, 

rather than as an addition. These are young men and women who seek something more 

than a contingent sense of self. The panels express disquietude with racializing frames 

within and between acknowledgments of their current salience, other Sikh communities’ 

engagement with them, and personal internalization.  
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 Another mode is to engage in the racialization of other, bounded groups, in a bid to maintain a relative 

position of power within existing racial structures, rather than the gamble of dismantling them, which would 
unequally implicate more vulnerable individuals outside the fold of cosmopolitan London in those shifts. 
The search for autonomy within the valuations of recognition in multiculturalist politics is part and parcel of 
the UKPHA’s desire for autonomy within heritage productions about themselves. In both instances, white 
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In the following chapters, I will unpack the issue that have arisen from this tour of 

EF&W through (1) the memories of citizen historians—offered to the project after the 

exhibit had been put away, (2) the experiences of heritage tour participants in Central 

London and on the battlefields of Europe, (3) the rearticulations of EF&W materials in 

other contexts and projects, and (4) the myriad performative behaviors—costumed 

reenactors or marathon runners, wreath laying, internet searches, storytelling—that 

accompany the act of memorializing the First World War and of articulating the self.  

The visibility of Sikh bodies in Central London and their reception has become both a 

daily and contingent occurrence. The next chapter is placed within these processes of 

engagement and the experiences of racialization for British Sikhs will be explored 

primarily in chapter 5 as unpredictable moments in which their identity as “British” is 

called into question—subsumed within religious, ethnic, and racial category. Further, 

their experiences of religiosity and searches for authentic articulations therein (be it 

ethnic, religious, racial, class, or all the above) are explored in the frameworks of 

“objective” historicization. Projected into the past, the sepoy experience finds meaning in 

the current British Sikh experience. How to express a past, present, and future of racial 

and religious contingencies and categories becomes the core of this exhibit and its 

afterlife—the continued salience of the public historical projects of the UKPHA to the 

British Sikh (and in some ways global Sikh) communities.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
British ignorance often leaves intelligent (or confident) maneuverers unchallenged, except where white 
British interest are at stake.  
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II. Viewers and Volunteers: Communities of Historical 

Consciousness 

In the last chapter, I presented a temporal, material view of the UKPHA: their history 

and productions, how they came to be and how they began to circulate in multiethnic 

Britain, and to whom they speak/are presumed to speak for by the public. That narrative 

was surprisingly challenging to coax from participants and difficult to piece together. The 

institutional framing did not seem to hold members’ attention, nor did they invest it with 

meaning outside the ends they sought.
86

 Rather, in both public and private interviews 

with six administrative members of the UKPHA (formally and informally), five core 

volunteers, over twenty secondary volunteers, and seven other Punjabi heritage project 

leaders outside UKPHA, most spoke of themselves and their participation in heritage as 

ideas, as catalyzed moments marked by emotions (encounters), and as desires, at times 

tossed in unexpected directions on the seas of national and personal pragmatism.
87

 These 

affects were enabled by and embedded in concrete socioeconomic exchanges, marked 

more by a kind of familial relationship (between core members, especially) than a 

bureaucratic hierarchy of fixed job titles and wages.  

This chapter focuses on the role of affect and labor within processes of historical 

consciousness—an individual’s relationship with and use of past (Crane 1997). Within 

this process, I seek to emphasize individual memory-work and the lens of lived 
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 This is mirrored in Amandeep’s portrayal in chapter 1 of how the UKPHA began—“What we realized is 

that we wanted to do similar things for ourselves and to do that, you need an organization. So it was the 
[pause] it was [pause] to try to do that under the auspices of a ‘thing.’” 
87

 As elaborated upon in chapter 1, “project leader” is a term I use to categorize those persons, most of 

whom are men, who came to historical research as amateur hobbyists, often looking for some sense of 
meaning or understanding of Anglo-Sikh identity/Britishness and their own belonging within the global 
Sikh community. 
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experience as a space that produces productive tensions and changes to cultural 

memories, their interpretation, value to the present, and content. The First World War is, 

in many ways, a situation of low-intensity memory production:  

rituals and representations of the past that are produced and 

consumed routinely without causing much disagreement . . 

. represent[ing] the common denominator in . . . historical 

taste that are widely and frequently enough disseminated to 

create and maintain group identities. (Kansteiner 2002, 

189–90).  

 

The First World War , having no surviving veterans to remember the experiences and a 

far reach that still touches the landscape with scars (and individuals with hopes of human 

perseverance) is an historical event well situated to do this kind of commemorative 

maintenance work. The maintenance of this historical narrative is done in individual 

endeavors through familial understandings of place, time, and belonging. The goals of the 

UKPHA and other, similar groups have been to capitalize on shared referents within the 

metanarrative of British involvement and national fantasy (Qureshi 2013, 400) while 

incorporating their own conceptions of “Britishness” and “Sikhness” that present new 

meanings for common denominators, meanings that validate membership into these 

disparate identities. The intersection of these frames and the new meanings that arise 

from their articulation create new spaces that have become low-intensity in some ways 

and contested in others.  

In this chapter, I begin to draw on work articulating the psychodynamics of memory 

formation to help explain how individuals create, engage with, and are shaped by the 

shared/learned historical consciousness that is represented in scholarly discourse as 

“public” or “collective” memory (Assmann and Czaplicka 1995; Somers 1994). Diasporic 

groups—with histories, memories, homelands, and overlapping interpretive 
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communities—problematize collective memory. Within the overarching framing of 

collective memory, which denotes the totality of institutional and individual conceptions 

of formative and normative ways of acting within and belonging to a group, scholars have 

parsed out two distinctive capacities of individual remembering. On the one hand 

semantic memory (Schacter 1996; Roediger & Goff 1998) or cultural memory (Assmann 

2008; Schwartz 2010)—objectified bodies of knowledge that constitute a group’s outlook 

on the world and understanding of how they came into being and should act within it—

provides an interpretive framework for individuals to chart their initiation into and 

ongoing roles within a group. On the other hand, episodic memory or communicative 

memory denotes experiences that are fluidly interpreted in real time by the individual and 

communicated between them on a day-to-day basis. This memory type, though based in 

material experience, is informed in its recollection by collectively sanctioned rules and 

regulations of behavior that constitute implicit memory, the capacity of projecting 

embedded impressions onto our interpretations or recall of memory (Schacter 1996).  

Semantic and episodic memory systems both operate, to a greater or lesser degree, on 

the principle that collective memory, the framework in which both reside, acts a system 

outside individual experience. For cultural memory, it denotes a shared past belonging to 

the group before the individual joined. It is incorporated into their own past, the 

contemporary context (Hervieu-Lèger 2000; Zerubavel 2003), and expressed in a 

symbolic, material heritage (Assmann & Czaplicka 1995, 128). This does not mean, of 

course, that there is an entity of collective memory outside the individual. It is to say that 

these conceptions of identity and belonging (cultural memory) circulate between 

individuals. This process creates a framework for present interpretations of biographical, 
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episodic memories, as well as continuity between what has been and what is possible 

within the group.
88

  

This chapter locates these memory systems within the memory-work of the UKPHA. 

Semantic and episodic memories interact on several levels throughout the EF&W project. 

First, these systems meet through the founders—Parmjit and Amandeep—as they create 

the UKPHA as an institution and as they build the narratives (i.e., scripts) for historical 

engagement around their own episodic memories. Secondly, the resulting materials of 

EF&W (which are semantic memories) are interpreted through episodic recall in myriad 

ways by viewers. Finally, participants have biographical experiences surrounding their 

heritage engagement that are, similar to Amandeep and Parmjit, built into semantic 

memories by their interpersonal engagements and episodic retelling of those experiences.  

Thus, in this chapter I present vignettes that illustrate where semantic memories are 

met and how engaging with them further fuels their formation, offereing participants new 

vocabularies for and reasons to construct the past.
89

 Each individuals’ experience is a 

node in the interpersonal dialogues that create/engage/shape the past. In this introduction, 

I will first characterize the UKPHA as an affective institution.
90

 I will then present two 
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 Narratives of semantic memory, in example, “become part of our own episodic memory systems when we 

hear/see them and place them in our own biographies,” (personal correspondence—M.E. Hancock Nov. 
2015). For more information on possibility specifically, please see Appadurai 2003 and Sturken 2007. 
Further, this framing can be understood in relation to Emile Durkheim’s work (1912, 1995 ed.) that posits a 
mutually reinforcing relationship between “individual consciousness”—which takes its categories and cues 
from existing social systems, or the “social facts” which enable and constrain them—and “collective 
consciousness”—which is, essentially, an individual’s projection of the need to acquire acceptance from the 
group writ large via its norms, arrived at by consensus. 
89

 This theme is taken up later in the dissertation, namely chapter 3 and section “History in the Civic Now” 

in chapter 5.  
90

 Geoffrey White’s “emotive institution” is a useful framing here; we are reminded of “the distinctly social 

character of emotion and (241) . . . the social contexts within which people interpret, discuss, and recreate 
those emotions in their own lives (242),” outside binary conceptions of the social and the personal in which 
institutionalized activities surrounding emotion entail, “culturally specified subject positions and 
communicative practices (243),” (White 2005). Here, we see the emergence of new organizing “local 
ecologies of emotion” from desires and experiences embedded in wider political structures and ideologies, 
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case studies as windows into the (deliberate and unintentional) ways individuals 

experience and enact the past. Thirdly, I will elaborate on the UKPHA’s valuations 

presented in this introduction to understand how project leaders’ representations of their 

own historical consciousness through scripted experience take on a life of their own once 

they are made public. Finally, I detail volunteer labor practices surrounding the 

circulation of those scripts in the present.  

I first turn to concrete examples of heritage engagement: Anand, who encounters 

unexpected meaning outside a Belgian cemetery during a tour, and Angad, a young 

volunteer and marathon runner who completes the Brighton Marathon in an historically 

accurate reenactment uniform as a public relations scheme for UKPHA of his own 

making. Occurring within two forms of historical encounter that surround engagement 

with the First World War through the Sikh-specific (historical and ideological) framings 

of the UKPHA, each vignette contains the core mechanisms of belonging, striving, and 

affective experience that make up the meaning/value of past. Anand and Angad 

experience the past, not only through receiving the UKPHA script but also through 

affective moments in the present that move them to action. Both men incorporate and 

draw from biographical experience, episodic reimagining, and larger semantic templates 

that communicate collective religious (humanity to Anand) and national (sacrificial to 

Angad) ideologies within personal interests and desires. 

This chapter next turns to the founders—Parmjit and Amandeep—of UKPHA and 

expands on the values that guide their engagement with heritage as well as their public’s 

reception of that ethos. I seek to emphasize a sometimes contradictory relationship 

                                                                                                                                                 
such as national sacrifice, such that UKPHA membership is defined more by the performance and mediation 
of affect, rather than formal organizational features. 
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between the internalized impetus to pursue a historical consciousness on the one hand, 

and the performative nature of translating affect into bounded communities and 

institutions on the other. The UKPHA’s audience receives Amandeep and Parmjit as 

“pure,” which is manifested in the affective terms “passion” and “sacrifice” that they 

further use to classify both the founders of the UKPHA and the spaces produced by the 

UKPHA. For example, Amrit, (who appears in the last vignette), explains that her work 

with UKHPA “was pure. And it was about the history and it was about passion. There 

was no agenda. . . . We were outside of the protocol of the spiritual space” (Amrit 

Interview, 2019). However, these categories are farther reaching and presocialized.
91

 The 

value of this connection between feeling and doing is primarily rooted in a sense of 

sovereignty that Amandeep and Parmjit espouse and in turn imbue in the structures of 

UKPHA. Self-sovereignty can be made manifest in acts of pasts’ retrieval and display, 

but ideologically, it operates through the transposition of the desire for sovereignty from 

the political/territorial to the personal/embodied individual. Participants consistently refer 

to individuals who participate in this style of sovereignty as “pure.”  

To be sovereign, one puts in personal effort, and through that effort feels a sense of 

pride and, as we will see with volunteers, the feeling that they are justified as Sikh, no 

matter the context. I think the answer lies in the labor portion of the equation. Sovereignty 

is an act, which places the individual’s voice into the material world (in this case, through 

heritage production). Through actions of self-sovereignty while working with the 
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 Within the heritage sector, as well, passion becomes a mark of being deserving of funding; when 

speaking to a heritage group in Scotland, they noted that even though they were unable to secure centenary 
funds, “it’s not about the money [or] the support, but it’s the passion,” further classifying the work of the 
UKPHA as different from theirs, as though the passion was not enough: “what you’re [UKPHA] doing here, 
I mean we wanted to put out something. We did it and then it disappeared. What you’re doing is 
dramatically different.” For the relationship between religious conceptions of sovereignty and socialized 
history, see “Atariwala” in chapter 3.  
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UKPHA, participants feel—in their own words—a sense of pride of ownership, 

validation as Sikh outside traditional spaces, and peace with the knowledge that their 

labor has reconciled dissonances between how they feel their community should be 

represented and how they are labeled by the public (Sikh and non-Sikh alike). Thus, the 

UKPHA has an affective commitment to the sovereign self. But in realizing sovereignty, 

the individual is met with feelings of belonging and recognition specifically as Sikh: the 

sovereign individual works through ethnoreligious commitments outside the trappings of 

Punjabi culture or rote worship when enacted through heritage production. 

Charismatic leaders build credibility with their audiences, enticing them with 

attainable experiences (i.e., emotive engagement) with past.
92

 In this context we begin to 

see the UKPHA and similar organizations as products of desiring pasts. They are shaped 

by exemplary actors, but they are indicative of broad processes of individualized 

historical consciousness and the impetus to actualize that perspective in the world (the 

history of us, existing in the present through us). Thus they belong to some social set 

within the world. Finally, we find that building a sense of belonging to those institutional 

projects which these scripts present involves the circulation/reinterpretation of project 

leaders themselves, particularly through online platforms. I use several online interviews 

as evidence for viewer reception and the further circulation of not just UKPHA scripts but 

also Amandeep and Parmjit themselves as objects of historical consciousness.  

Extending the perceptions of Parmjit and Amandeep’s viewers into a broader picture 

of the roles within the organization, the final section focuses on the specific practices that 

individuals associated with the UKPHA as both core and secondary volunteers, those 

mostly male participants who have been initiated into the UKPHA’s templates of 
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semantic meaning/belonging. Exploring heritage-making, we come to understand the 

central role of labor and the grounding experience of the present as valuable, striving as 

engendering feelings of empowerment and agency and historical retrieval and display as 

both sacrificial and civic in its implications for the future. In this chapter I introduce the 

first female character of the UKPHA, Amrit. She acts as a bridge, together with the first 

woman of the next chapter, Simran, to begin to problematize the use of men’s bodies and 

“masculinities” to build female identities and the contours and considerations of gendered 

labor within heritage production engagement. They are the female voices (family stories 

and creative assemblages) that propel the sepoy into the British public’s imagination, 

behind the visage of an all-male cast of core volunteers. 

As this chapter draws out, episodic memories are made manifest in the acts of 

producing and sharing the past while labor binds individual desire to semantic memories 

within which the individual comes to belong. Centering on in-depth interviews, the 

stories in each section of this chapter illustrate moments of individual contribution to 

collective memory production and those contributions’ continued lives in private settings, 

moments of public historical engagement/reception, peer discourse exchange, and social 

media performance. They are nodes that enact and extend the everyday circulations of 

heritage, providing meaning for participants, whose stories I am privileged to present. 

Thus, the chapter offers four spaces—nodes of historically-informed experience—that 

explicate the use of affect and labor to transliterate a “pure,” meaningful, and individually 

“sovereign” relationship with a past, a process where effort must be put forth to solidify 

and transmute affective experience into something public. Each of the three sections 

elaborated here is one of the nodes of transmutation that take individual experience/desire 
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 Also see Weber’s (1973) classic discussion of charismatic leadership and authority. 
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on the one hand and collective concern on the other and join them in a material, narrative, 

or place (heritage) through labor (action/striving).
93

 These productions do not just 

communicate but also materially manifest new ways of being Sikh from affective 

experience.  

The UKPHA 

It is important to understand how the UKPHA functions, not in terms of its 

relationship with the HLF or other large institutions as seen in the first chapter but from 

the perspective of its internal operations. The UKPHA has a fluid labor structure that is 

enabled primarily by its social networks surrounding Parmjit and Amandeep. On the 

research side, Parmjit leads a very small team as project director with a relatively flat 

institutional structure. People cycle in and out, but Parmjit’s brother, Iqbal; cousin, 

Davinder; and Amandeep maintain strong collaborative support systems with Parmjit. His 

brother, specifically, lives in an extended family living situation, where their parents and 

Parmjit’s wife contribute to and help maintain their domestic space, and Davinder 

promotes heritage through his extensive (and expensive) collection of Sikh and Punjabi 

artifacts (mainly weaponry and art). Harbakhsh Grewal joined the research, UKPHA-

centric side around 2007. He engages in both paid and unpaid labor for the UKPHA and 

is mainly a media and communications manager that handles the day-to-day operations of 

the UKPHA. He was the first member with whom I was in touch about my own work at 

the UKPHA. In recent years, he has come to take on a more public-facing role, appearing 

on the UKPHA’s behalf in a range of media, including an independent documentary 

about a family’s journey through Sikh identity, Under the Turban and an interview with 
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 In chapter 5, this process is discussed in terms of “working towards representative civic futures.”  
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the IWM. He also runs a gamut of conference appearances, public relations, historical 

research, email responses, social media posts, and exhibit design in the day-to-day 

operations of UKPHA. Dr. Bikram Singh Brar joined the team late during EF&W, but he 

takes on a role in research and has used the opportunity to build skills in design and user 

data analytics for the website. His role is indicative of those core individuals that cycle 

through in key but informal capacities: “UKPHA is a charity organization, and I wasn’t 

able to financially support them, but I told the other members that I was always willing to 

help, however I could, [by] using my skills,” (Bikram Interview, 2017). Finally, 

Amandeep is the chair of the UKPHA and, with Harbakhsh, is cosignatory on UKPHA’s 

bank account. He has maintained his job outside the UKPHA as a research and 

development operations director for a pharmaceutical company, and he recently became a 

member of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire (OBE) “for services to Punjabi 

and Sikh Heritage and Culture,” (Gazette 2018).
94

 He primarily engages with the 

historical research and social media, but he also serves in a co-inspirational capacity with 

Parmjit, which is somewhat outside the boundaries of the UKPHA as a day-to-day 

heritage sector institution.  

An extensive support system surrounds the UKPHA’s core individuals. Hardeep, 

Navinder, Anand*, Taran, Thalbir**, Avi, Itty, Amrik and others perform both secondary 

and core functions within the UKPHA. Almost all of this supporting cast are Sikh males, 

typically in their forties and fifties. They are bound by any one of a number of possible 

connections: common villages in the Punjab from which their parents arrived in the 

1960s, experiences of being bused away from Southall to integrate schools as children, or 
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 Amandeep is teased mercilessly for this by his friends—at times in jest, and others in protest. Just like 

any family, these episodes do not seem to effect the basis of their mutual support and aid or the quality of 
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their desire to express broader notions of Sikh spirituality. They donate time, money, and 

skills to facilitate the historical projects on which Parmjit, Harbakhsh, Bikram, and a few 

others work daily. 

The visibility of Amandeep’s nuclear family and occupation is in material contrast to 

the behind-the-scenes work of research-side men who are largely divorced, widowed, or 

never married and whose full-time occupations are the projects of the UKPHA. This core 

also works within the UKPHA’s publishing wing, Kashi House, which enjoys a kind of 

periphery existence more solidly under the auspices of Parmjit. The goal of Kashi House 

is to be a self-sufficient entity, and it has ramped up output recently, publishing a wider 

range of thematic material: histories, works of fiction, children’s books, and more. It’s a 

career move other members and outsiders see as “sacrificial” for these highly skilled 

workers; Parmjit left a high-paying position as an accountant in Central London; Bikram 

has a PhD in sociology, and Harbaksh has worked in public relations and project 

management for politicians, think tanks, and consulting groups in Central London.
95

 

Taken together, the UKPHA operates more like a household, with both financial and 

affective exchanges circulating among the members to support a nexus of domesticity—

Parmjit and his team rent space from a farm in North East London (although most work is 

done remotely online)—that produces the corporate family’s heritage projects. In the 
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 Harbaksh Grewal of the UKPHA uses amni-pro as a way to delineate project leaders who have kept their 

major careers outside the heritage sector (amateur), but continue to move within those historical research 
projects with the verve needed to produce (professional) public historical materials; they necessarily take on 
an “ad hoc” role given their split attentions. In his words, “it’s just in my head [these definitions], but, 
[there’s] the amni-pro, which means [they’re] brilliant, but also sometimes does not understand the 
organizational need.” (Harbakhsh Interview, 2016). I extend his distinction to conceptualize the tension 
from the side of curation teams at places like the below mentioned Victoria & Albert Museum (V&A)—
tacitly understood by all involved—in having individual experts on your projects that are outside the realm 
of professionally credentialed Western academic production of historical meaning. They too are guided ad 
hoc by their funders and mentors.  
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background, it seems mainly mothers and some wives offer support, validation, and 

financial safety nets for these projects.  

The foundations of the UKPHA are routinely narrated as beginning with Parmjit and 

Amandeep finding each other. According to Harbakhsh, “If you go back to pre-us or pre-

UKPHA, it was Aman and Parm” (Harbakhsh Interview 2016). Although they are from 

the same West London neighborhood, the two founders did not meet until the early 1990s 

when Parmjit’s older brother, Iqbal, and Amandeep attended university together. Parmjit 

and Amandeep then became friends and confidants through a shared interest in Sikh 

history, specifically 1699 to 1849, a period that marks a Sikh-specific (but not exclusive) 

sovereignty in the Punjab. “Sovereignty” is a term that is often and consistently used by 

Amandeep, Parmjit, and other core UKPHA members to mark both this historical period 

and Sikhism as a philosophy. Further, “sovereignty” is brought into the structure of 

UKPHA itself. This takes place through a philosophy of individual engagement—which 

is discussed further in the section “Institutions Built on Affect and Labor”—but it is also 

understood as emergent in their familial lives. Amandeep, for example, insists on 

sovereignty as a means of explaining and counteracting mainstream Sikh insularity with 

his children: 

We [UKPHA] don’t promote our beliefs. Set. You know, in 

what we do or we don’t promote anybody else’s either. 

Right? {Amandeep had been quiet; here is a shift, 

reinvigorated} So I think we take very seriously the fact 

that—so the Sikhs don’t have a priesthood, right? That’s 

how I explain it to our kids all the time, because we don’t 

have a priesthood, right? That means the guru made you 

sovereign; that means it’s you—nobody tells you what to 

do; you tell yourself what to do. . . . You pay for the 

consequences of that. What happens is on you and that’s 

actually a really awesome responsibility. But that lack of 

priesthood means that we don’t have a religious hierarchy 

in any sense, so they have to earn your respect; they don’t 
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get it automatically. We pretty much take the same kind of 

approach in our work. (Amandeep Interview 2017) 

 

Amandeep and Parmjit created the UKPHA from this platform of self-sovereignty. 

Although they do not “promote [their] beliefs,” the structures and ethos of the UKPHA 

are imbued with messages that extol and seek to create an affective desire in participants 

for self-sovereign action and thought similar to that of their own lives. Members must 

understand the two men’s experiences to understand the UKPHA. The personalities of 

Amandeep and Parmjit are translated via the narration of their historical encounters (and 

thus increasingly distanced from themselves, made vulnerable to the intents, experiences, 

and emotive ecologies of viewers). Broadly, the UKPHA provides a space for other Sikhs 

that both acknowledges that striving for sovereignty in other registers has been an 

important part of Sikh history, and—in transposing that desire for sovereignty back into 

the generative individual—allows a space for creative assemblage that is validated solely 

by the individual voice and its purity of passion in that space. Unlike other registers, 

UKPHA validations require nothing other than its honest, individual striving.
96

 

This shared desire for sovereignty and emphasis on respect deeply impacts how 

friends or volunteers like Anand and Angad (discussed in the next section) experience 

and remember the heritage presented by the UKPHA. The institutional make-up of the 

UKPHA enables the reach of such affective mechanisms. They are a small organization; 

only two to six core volunteers work on a product at any given point. Among their 

secondary volunteers, they may have upwards of twenty individuals regularly 

volunteering for larger projects. The size and general lack of formal, bureaucratic features 
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 Because of this value system, those seen as “bandwagon boys,” who have come into the UKPHA for 

belonging, visibility, or any other purpose without having done the work for themselves to encounter and 
build their own historical consciousness and attendant personal philosophy are looked down upon.  
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(especially within the upper echelons of core volunteering positions) mean that the 

UKPHA works primarily through the intimate exchange, performance, and mediation of 

affect and experience. Bikram, describes his role within the UKPHA and the ethos of the 

organization as something set apart from other labor options available to him:  

Bikram: I actually prefer just being in the background 

where I don’t have to deal with people. Now, we’ve got 

[pause] we’ve got the researcher of the project—the project 

historian—who’s [pause] it’s his knowledge and 

information—and drive, actually, which has really pushed 

things forward. So, he’s the boss, in effect {smiles}. 

 

Elizabeth: Mm hm! 

 

Bikram: In effect. But we have quite a flat structure. It’s 

Scandinavian-esque, actually. . . . And we have a lot of 

opportunity for a lot of responsibility and to come out with 

ideas and [pause]. 

 

Elizabeth: Ya. 

 

Bikram: So that has been quite fantastic. Um. So I think us 

three have really driven things forward. As for [pause] 

some of the others, I’ve met the designer in a professional 

capacity once and I’ve had email dealings with him. And I 

haven’t in a professional capacity met other core members 

of the team, actually. And part of the reason is because 

generally we work remotely; we have meetings on 

“Hangout,” which is like Skype in effect. We have several 

meetings a week; we have an agile board to keep us all 

organized. We communicate well; we tell each other about 

our difficulties, whether they’re to do with work or on a 

personal level [pause] and communication. I think that’s 

been the key—that’s been the key to success. (Bikram 

Interview 2017) 

 

Bikram points to the opportunities that the UKPHA have given him. He is encouraged 

to enact agency in his tasks; there is familiarity that allows him to choose tasks that suit 

him and his personality. That familiarity and the resulting communication and flexibility 
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were “the key to success.” When I asked Bikram to elaborate on the most important 

aspects of his work, he responded in much the same way as above: 

 

Bikram: Um. It’s the research; the responsibility. That’s 

been fantastic. And it is really, well it’s not “free-rein,” but 

it’s encouragement to do these things, which has been the 

best thing about it. But—and because it partially links in 

with my educational background—but identity. I think 

that’s been a key thing this past year, which is always 

shifting and always fluid, but it’s a [pause] been a chance to 

learn more about myself and what it means to be a Sikh and 

where I fit in or don’t fit in. [pause] Which has also been, I 

think, very very interesting. Challenging. [pause] Yup. 

 

Elizabeth: And then for the role that you’ve taken on—this 

is a quick follow up, but were you kind of—was that role 

suggested to you, or did you choose that role sort of out of a 

list of doing the website and the user interface information 

and? 

 

Bikram: It was suggested.  

 

Elizabeth: Suggested?  

 

Bikram: Ya. It’s [pause]. I’ve known these guys for a long 

time and I think, despite not having a background and all, I 

think they knew where my skills could be best utilized. Ya. 

(Bikram Interview 2017) 

 

Bikram emphasizes his agency, the latitude he was given in taking action, a sense of 

camaraderie and mutual respect, and how access to these have influenced his sense of 

identity. It need not be agency in historical creation or narrative control; rather, it is a 

personal and daily agency in where he works and with whom he engages, building his 

ideal labor situation. It is a sense of community and a sense of agency—“responsibility—

” that emerges as the most salient point of this narrative. 

Finally, it is important to foreshadow the role that the individual voice, as both an 

expectation to achieve and product of sovereignty, plays in the community of the 
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UKPHA. As we will see, there are no off-limits topics with the UKPHA. This has been 

expressed primarily as an ability to question cultural structures vis-à-vis Sikh teaching (a 

common disquiet with Gurdwara engagement, especially among young diaspora 

members). The UKPHA is a newly conceived space where what it means to be Sikh and 

what it means to be Punjabi can be explored outside the confines of the religious, which 

is a quality that is largely absent from (perceived) Sikh social space in the UK. 

Questioning is seen as an extension of passion, and the exchange of passion is a key 

component in binding an otherwise ideologically and socioeconomically diverse body of 

individuals.  

Most participants, however, do speak of growing up outside of the wider Sikh 

community. This is most commonly due to caste status or living/growing up in a 

geographic area without other Sikh families. Importantly, participants either find 

belonging as Sikh in the UKPHA or hope for their narratives of the First World War to 

promote some sense of Sikh community to which they can belong. It is probably helpful 

to their narrative, as Thalbir will say in “Sacrifice,” that Amandeep and Parmjit are, at 

least visibly, “part” of the Sikh community: One is Jat and the other Ramgharia, the two 

most socioeconomically influential castes in the Sikh diaspora. Each grew up around 

other Sikhs, each wears a turban and kesh, each has extended family connections, and 

each speaks Punjabi fluently. These qualities are not shared by their secondary, mainly 

young, volunteers, or their citizen historians. Thus, here I also foreshadow the importance 

of materiality in embodying Sikhness, discussed here and at length in chapters 3 and 4. 

The UKPHA’s size, lack of formal institutionalized elements or bureaucratic positions, 

the desirability that volunteers attribute to project leader’s outward authentication, and the 
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central importance of exhibiting personal labor and “pure” action and emotions that, for 

viewers, communicate “passion” and “rigor” make it an affective institution.  

The Here, the Now, and Historical Consciousness 

I was having coffee with Roop*, a young male professional in his late twenties or 

early thirties—by far the most prevalent demographic for secondary UKPHA volunteers. I 

was, that day, interviewing him specifically because he had stopped volunteering with the 

UKPHA. There had been some tensions and discontentment over the amount of agency 

he felt he had been given in his own heritage production pursuits, which were coupled 

with a frustration that Parmjit and Amandeep were not as transparent in ramping up the 

final production of EF&W as he would have wanted—where was the “leadership?”
97

 

During our interview, he received a call from a core UKPHA member. In the middle of a 

Southall shop, Roop’s face turned from annoyance to excitement and back again as he 

absent-mindedly grabbed a pakora (battered and fried vegetable dish) from the plate 

between us. Hanging up, he responded to my inquiry that it was, serendipitously, the very 

UKPHA that had called. “Damn,” he said, “they know exactly how to get me; they’re 

planning an exhibit on Maharaja Ranjit Singh! Damn.” With a single phone call, he was 

in danger of being pulled back into the clutches of a long and involved process of creating 

something meaningful to him under the auspices of the UKPHA. 

Balancing the expectations of volunteers and the actions necessary to produce 

something for viewers is a ubiquitous tension, and more often than not, it is the defining 
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 This, which I took from context to also denote encouraging and soliciting intellectual inclusion, was a 

fairly common disillusionment with UKPHA where there was tension from volunteers, especially in the 
flurry of activity leading up to producing something public—a timeframe where the uncertainty of volunteer 
labor often left a core few to take labor matters assuredly and silently into their own hands. Balancing 
promised and pragmatic agency in historical production seemed a rather ubiquitous specter.  
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rift between being a project leader or being a part of his supporting cast. The context of 

heritage production is complex, and dialogues between organizations like the HLF, 

grassroots actors like Amandeep and Parmjit, and casual observers can be impossible to 

tease apart. The promises Roop received over the phone to meet HLF criteria are often 

met in unanticipated places or slowly without the volunteer consciously processing them. 

In encouraging agency, the UKPHA enables an incredible breadth of interpretations, 

creative assemblages, and expressions of space, time, and current lived relationships. 

Despite being quite skilled as forecasters—and at this point creators—of topic trends, 

their volunteers most often engage with the UKPHA projects outside the auspices of 

exhibited photos of potential “great-grandfather(s)” or grassroots research. 

This section offers two examples of the emotive engagement that makes up the 

individualization of experience into historical consciousness—a voice not often explored 

and yet to be resolved (Hamilton and Shopes 2008). Much like the moment above, the 

case studies are the prolonged impressions of a process that is deeply personal. In 

encouraging agency, the UKPHA enables some fascinating interpretations and 

expressions of space, time, and current lived relationships even if it cannot always live up 

to the expectations of its admirers. It could make sense to begin this chapter with the 

skilled forecasters—and at this point creators—of topic trends, interrogating how themes 

from Sikh history are placed in the consciousness of heritage-goers by individuals like 

Parmjit and Amandeep. However, the UKPHA’s volunteers most often engage with 

heritage projects outside the halls of exhibited photos and the rigorous grassroots research 
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that the UKPHA implements and the HLF funds.
98

 Thus, I begin this chapter by 

illustrating the processes of individualized heritage production as tangible moments—

privileging participants’ emotive responses as key to volunteer perspective—that I will 

subsequently contextualize and unpack as encounters.  

Anand 

The story of Anand illustrates the ways in which affective experience initiates 

volunteers into and further cultivates a sense of historical consciousness. When I first met 

Anand it was on a UKPHA day-trip to France and Belgium to tour the First World War 

battlefields of Neuve-Chapelle and Ypres. For this tour, I got up well before dawn to take 

a cab to one of the two cars that would take us through the Chunnel. I arrived in North 

London to begin the group trip at 3:35 a.m. This car was packed with four young people, 

and the other held three older UKPHA members; their guest of honor, a young Sikh man 

connected to the British Army; and Anand. I was the only woman on the tour and the only 

non-Sikh. Our guide, who works with his wife giving personalized tours of the area based 

around the World Wars, was non-Sikh and male. The day was strenuous—almost twenty 

hours packed with site visits and long bouts in the car. I found myself wondering why 

Anand would join such a tour. He was not a volunteer with the UKPHA and knew very 

little about the First World War or even other UKPHA projects. It was a longtime 

friendship with the founders of the UKPHA and the promise of Belgian waffles rather 

than the history that inspired Anand to brave the tour that day.  
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 This is not to say that the UKPHA do not hold up their end of funded applications—they do and there is 

a long paper trail of reports, receipts, and accolades to prove it. It is, however, to note that the real day-to-
day identity work these projects inspire often occurs outside the projects themselves.  
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We walked the site where John Smyth and his ten Sikh supermen earned their medals 

posthumously, ate burgers (some veg, some not—each tourist was left to their own 

convictions without comment) near the Menin Gate, and saw several cemeteries and 

village monuments to their fallen young men, in addition to the tour stop at Neuve-

Chapelle’s India Memorial.
99

 Anand, a cheerful man in general, was quite talkative for 

most of the stops. I was not privy to the conversation of the other car, but every time they 

would get out, he was cracking jokes and speaking on unrelated topics. Stopping at 

Grootesbeck cemetery so our guest could lay a wreath on behalf of the UKPHA, Anand 

approached me noting, “I’m immediately struck by—you see there are these graves and a 

lower dip and the Indian soldiers just there? I’m thinking they were never integrated. 

They died and were never [pause] equal at all!” He immediately and confusedly 

continued, “That’s just what I immediately think, I could be wrong,” as a younger man on 

tour approached (UKPHA Tour 2015). (To be honest with myself, his response was likely 

due to my own reaction, as well. As noted in chapter 1, questions of colonial race 

relations are rarely taken up so openly, especially by audience members. My surprise at 

the comment was probably misinterpreted as disagreeing with a taboo observation. As a 

young woman touted by the UKPHA as an expert in a male-dominated field, I also 

brought my own fears as to what questions I might receive on a very long and personal 

tour.) Anand made the remark in a less impassioned way to the volunteer, who 

immediately responded that it was actually because “they didn’t want the shadow of the 

cross to fall on them—the Muslims [didn’t].” He was almost positive he had heard that in 

a lecture, and a noncommittal response of “OK, maybe,” from a project leader on the trip 
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dietary practice on-tours such as these.  
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as he passed by momentarily emboldened the young man in the affirmative with promises 

to find the lecture and give it to Anand. Anand was quiet but didn’t seem convinced. 

Taking the tour guide aside a little later, he asked about the equality of the troops in 

hushed tones as they walked away toward the hedge. 

We were walking out of the small, largely unknown cemetery via a narrow dirt path 

between two fields sprinkled with grazing cows. Looking up, I saw that Anand and a core 

volunteer on tour farther ahead had been stopped by two large Belgian men in overalls. 

The back of Anand’s turbaned head was bobbing to and fro in conversation, as the tightly 

trimmed hair and cleanly shaven visage of the core volunteer allowed me to see some 

translation efforts were painfully taking place. When my party reached them, the Belgian 

men had left, but Anand remained holding some photos. Poorly copied from the internet, 

the image of sepoys stared back at me. Anand wiped a tear from his eye, speechless. He 

couched the experience quietly as, “humanity,” and that this is what it means to be 

human—to try to connect with others “no matter the distance.” 

The UKPHA tried to capture the moment on video. What they caught (Anand’s 

attempts to verbalize the experience for social media) paled in comparison to his initial, 

almost silent, reaction. In the fifty-six second clip, he stood facing the camera. Visible 

from the waist up and holding the copied image, he tried to explain: 

Anand: Um, ok? This chap’s just come over from his house 

to give us this picture, which he’s just printed out literally 

[looks at the print-out] Ten minutes ago, and say, “Look 

guys, you know, we collect pictures here of [“old” or 

“our?”] First World War soldiers.” And seeing us as the 

Sikhs coming over here has brought him out, to reach out to 

us and say, “Look Guys, I’ve got a picture for you.” Now 

that means a lot to me. To say that there’s a respect for our 

people wherever we go in the world, and we as Indians 

should be a little bit more respectful of them as well. I, I 

don’t know—just feeling emotional with this, you know? 
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That he [voice quivers]—he’s shown us a picture of young 

lads from India in Poperinge—I can’t even pronounce that 

name properly. And um, within that picture you see Sikh 

guys, English soldiers, and some other lads with their 

turban on [who] probably weren’t even Sikh. [couple 

seconds pause] Is that alright? 

 

Voice off-camera: Ya.  

 

In his initial reaction Anand was confident in the overall concept that he was 

experiencing—humanity. His demeanor was such that the experience—speaking with the 

farmer, holding the remnant of that connective moment, and feeling something that he 

wanted to simply capture and describe—was the emphasis of his reaction. On camera, 

much is lost. He became bogged down in correct, authoritative details. He checked to 

make sure the time stamp of ten minutes was correct, took time to reproach himself for 

not “properly” pronouncing the name of the town, and looked often to the photograph for 

details to uphold his narrative or to try to recreate something that would have been 

recognizable to the men in the photo.
100

 The emphasis of his narrative is on “us, as the 

Sikhs.” He exhibited an awareness not only of his representational nature in the moment 

but also of his belonging to the rest of the group through that recognition. When he gets 

too far into trying to verbalize why it “means a lot,” his voice quivers as he steps back to 

objective names and soldiers’ identities rather than his own. The material loss of their 

lives is denied in the immortality of their present commemoration. Throughout both 

moments and expressions, however, Anand is part of a global Sikh community. In the 

cemetery and with the farmers, the community transcends time and becomes rooted in 

place. It is much like the sepoys—“wherever we go in the world,” including this place. 
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 There is likely elements of both wishing to honor the fallen with correct knowledge, as well as insecurity 

at being singled out to recount something perceived as objective. The tension between the subjective nature 
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Anand’s experience of the past is a specific one that he interprets with an eye to a global 

Sikh community (panth), an emotional institution to which he and others belong across 

temporal locations. This moment seems to have solidified that belonging for him, 

whether bounded by initial terms of “humanity” or cast within subsequent notions of 

Sikh-specific recognition.  

Since Anand is a longtime friend of one of the founding members of the UKPHA, he 

wasn’t affiliated with the UKPHA or deeply interested in the First World War. As a core 

volunteer of the team noted to me during an interview in 2018, “Anand keeps asking what 

was the point of EFW . . . I use [him] as a ‘type’ of Sikh. What is it that he wants to see to 

get him engaged?” However, this same member more recently noted that Anand has 

asked to take on a role in the UKPHA’s research—a core volunteer capacity—and has 

been active in public outreach. It is this experience and others, specifically experiences 

connected to recent travel to India, that have encouraged him to take on a role of labor in 

the organization. I suspect he still works through his own place in that work—his own 

“equality” and “humanity” and how that might relate to “us as the Sikhs” across time and 

rooted in place—as he did in Grootesbeck.  

Angad 

Angad Singh was another man on the same trip. At the time, he was pursuing a 

historical consciousness through Sikh popular culture and personal interests in running 

and seva (community service). My car—with the three young men—was driven by 

Angad. In contrast to Anand, he had been an active member of the UKPHA by signing 

people up as citizen historians, taking researchers and other volunteers (like myself) on 

                                                                                                                                                 
of history and the overarching assumption that it is supremely objective is central in many heritage 
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lunch break for burritos—thus entrusted with the organizational credit card—and most 

notably running in the Brighton Marathon dressed “in full kit” as a Sikh sepoy. While 

I’ve spoken to Angad about his choices, it was with the understanding that his feelings 

would remain anonymous. Here I will draw solely from his public statements and those of 

others, which will allow me to maintain his confidentiality while illustrating the ways in 

which emotive encounters are communicated and performed publically. There are many 

sources I might draw from: his scheme to run the marathon in kit was quite popular in the 

media and promoted heavily by the UKPHA online. Importantly, Angad emphasizes that 

he came up with the idea himself and that it was circulated and publicized through the 

UKPHA.  

Socialization into the existing scripts of the UKPHA was a key factor in the efficacy 

of these publications. The newspaper articles all follow a similar thread; there is the 

coherent message of the EF&W project that uses the same rhetoric of “forgotten” or 

“lost” heritage and the overrepresentation of the Sikhs in the British Indian Army—a 

rhetoric of extraordinary contribution (that I understand as a feeling of influence), despite 

minority status. One apt example comes from the Times of India in Chandigarh for their 

section, “Tracking the Diaspora.” Reposted by the UKPHA on their empirefaithwar.com 

site’s “In the News,” their description reads, “In India’s most widely read English-

language newspaper, Kamini Mehta covers the story of Angad Singh’s attempt to run the 

Brighton Marathon in full WW1 Indian Army uniform.” The emphasis on the uncertainty 

of his feat—his “attempt”—stands out as one of labor (Mehta 2015). Navigating to the 

article, the headline reads, “RUNNING FOR PRIDE [-] Angad Singh’s 42km Run To 

                                                                                                                                                 
encounters—an attendant desire to know more through personal labor.  
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Remember Sikhs Who Fought In World War I.” In the interview Angad, described as a 

“27–year-old entrepreneur,” explains, 

I volunteered with UKPHA’s World War I exhibition and 

was too inspired by the history which brought forward Sikh 

soldiers’ contribution in World War I. Even though they 

accounted for only around 1% of the population, they made 

up nearly 20% of the British Indian Army. The exhibition 

wanted to bring their contribution and that of the Indian 

Army back into public consciousness. I wanted to help in 

all ways and since I like running, I decided to participate in 

the Brighton Marathon. . . . 

I wish to raise awareness in a town [Brighton] that was 

once the location of the hospital that treated Indian soldiers 

during the early years of the war. It is the place where 

injured Indian soldiers were looked after at the Pavilion and 

other sites. It was here that soldiers like Manta Singh, who 

died of his injuries he got while saving the life of his 

British officer. He was cremated on a hill above the city. . . 

. One can contribute by running a marathon or sending us 

information about their ancestors. This is their project and 

is nothing without their participation,” he said. (Mehta 

2015) 

 

In running the marathon, Angad and his companion, Satnam Singh, seamlessly and 

overtly combined the appropriateness of seeing a Sikh in Brighton during the war with 

current popular culture. Fauja Singh—widely coined “the world’s oldest marathon 

runner”—was broadly popular at this time, but as a Sikh, he more narrowly inspired many 

young Sikhs to take up running;
101

 Angad ran the Brighton Marathon just a few months 

after Fauja Ji finished his, and to the British Sikhs I spoke with at events, he was often 

evoked as a symbol of a Sikh-specific adaptability. However, marathons were also 

somewhat popular in the community prior to Fauja Ji’s fame because they provided a 

frame within which to perform seva, as well as the opportunity to challenge stereotypes—
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 Fauja Ji continues to inspire his community. In example, he is the subject of a forthcoming children’s 

book by US academic and public advocate Simran Jeet Singh, illustrated by Baljinder Kaur, by 
Penguin/Kokila, according to S. Singh’s twitter account @SikhProf. It is one example of Fauja’s continued 
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maintaining an ethnoreligious identity while belonging to broader communities in the 

West (Shaker 2014). Here, we see the expression of current identities and social needs 

with a Sikh-specific historical consciousness that plays with anachronisms and historical 

accuracy, but it notably must be rooted in Brighton to make sense to the viewer and, 

seemingly, to make sense for Angad. However, Angad combines his own personal 

interests in pursuing history in a way that benefited him as well as the UKPHA. His 

performance allowed Angad to meet the very popular Fauja Singh. Their photo 

together—Angad in uniform and Fauja Ji in his signature dapperly disheveled style—

graced Angad’s Facebook page prominently and proudly for many months. In this 

particular example, Angad mobilizes his own emotional “inspiration” as well as the 

notion that EF&W creates a people’s history: “This is their project and it is nothing 

without their participation.” Here a call for labor is enacted in and between a sense of 

sacrifice for Britain. 

 

Angad Singh, Brighton Marathon runner, with Fauja Singh Ji (reprinted with Angad’s permission) 

                                                                                                                                                 
popularity in the Sikh (and South Asian) diaspora. He will return as an East London subject in a Museum of 
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 “Sacrifice” is specifically ascribed to Angad by the writer of a second article, 

evidencing not only the sentiment’s wider currency but also the slippery temporality of 

commemoration and the operative role of place in commemorative endeavor. Here, 

Angad himself is painted as the sepoy in the headline, “Meet the World War One Sikh 

warrior running the Brighton Marathon.” Again, Brighton is front and center as an 

appropriate space of commemoration, but Angad’s inspiration is tied further afield into 

the First World War (time) and the Punjab (place):  

Singh's inspiration came following a visit to a UKPHA 

exhibition in the summer of 2011 (entitled The Golden 

Temple of Amritsar: Reflections of the past) and reading 

books on Sikh military tradition.
102

 Through his volunteer 

work, he subsequently discovered a close connection with 

the Great War. A Sikh soldier from his ancestral village in 

India had fought and died in the Gallipoli Campaign. 

“Jivan Singh, from the Malay State Guides, would have 

been a contemporary of my great grandfather,” says Singh. 

“This exciting find stirred a much bigger, and more 

personal interest in WW1 history.” He is one of a growing 

number of volunteers raising the profile of the community's 

historic contribution to the British Army, especially the 

world wars. 

(H. Singh 2015)  

 

In the second article, Angad’s excitement surrounding his historical discovery is at 

once “much bigger, and more personal.” Does it collapse temporal distance as it did for 

Anand? Does it transcend a sense of bounded British Sikh identity? If so, what are the 

vehicles for making something more personal and thus bigger?  

Angad’s pursuit and the “exciting find [that] stirred a much bigger, and more personal 

interest” are part of a larger theme of engagement in the memories of the First World 

                                                                                                                                                 
London painting in chapter 5.  
102

 This hazy line between Sikh military “tradition” and “history” is an important factor to Sikh-specific 

historical consciousness writ large, as well as First World War–specific projects. It ties well into (and 
extends) Hervieu-Léger’s understandings of religious tradition as collective histories.  
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War. His and Anand’s stories illustrate the longitudinal processes of historical 

consciousness formation. Semantic narratives and framings help provide the meanings for 

their historical encounters—global Sikh identity and value as a citizen through sacrifice 

(specifically, to Britain as a kind of desirable young citizen as the reporter reminds us in 

his chosen labels). However, the content of each interpretation is contingent on personal 

interests and desires. In producing past in the world, they continue to offer material for 

others and themselves to write and rewrite their own relationships with the past—new 

knowledge about Brighton’s colonial ties, and new ways of being included in or 

navigating the identities of existing communities.  

When asking ourselves why and how Anand and Angad engage with their heritage, 

we would be correct to note the importance of existing rhetoric of service and sacrifice in 

national memories, especially surrounding war commemoration (Sivan & Winter 1999). 

We might be tempted to dismiss their experiences as an attempt “to weave themselves 

[Punjabis] into the national tapestry,” highlighting the social fact that Sikhs have the 

upper hand relative to Muslim Punjabis in contemporary Britain for arguing for 

citizenship and inclusion via military sacrifice (Qureshi 2011, 400). However, despite the 

ways the media speaks of Angad’s accomplishments or how an onlooker may categorize 

Anand and his comments, to understand what it means to these two men, it is important 

to consider the very specific context of Sikh heritage creation and participation. The 

messages of sacrifice and their explicit connection to sovereignty are particular to the 

actors who shape this grassroots memorialization, and the role that both state and 

nonstate community belonging and labor binds individuals in the present to a lived, 

shared, representative past that transcends many heritage projects. Sikh-specific historical 

consciousness has its own basis for (informed) citizenship and public participation. 
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Therefore, we now come back to the beginning, abandoning the how of heritage 

engagement to explore the why. Why does participating in a heritage activity in a 

particular (commemorated) place make participants like Anand and Angad a part of that 

history, allowing them to live those ideals and have agency over the meanings of that 

place? 

Products of Desire and Exchanges of Belonging 

The content of these episodic memories of historical encounter—how it felt and why 

it was meaningful—are sustained across many platforms. The internet is probably the 

most mobilized and spoken of media forum. Most project leaders have a significant 

online presence, volunteers often speak of the rise of the internet as key to enabling their 

family research. For the UKPHA, virtual spaces are important tools that allow it to 

amplify the work of a few individuals by playing and replaying authentic moments (like 

Angad’s physical completion of the marathon or, as we will see, the hold “Mad Eyes” has 

over Parmjit’s ideals) with connection to the past. Social media posts, blogs, videos, and 

interviews, as well as appearances in movies and other institutions’ newsletters and 

websites augment its more mutable impact at moment-specific professional or public 

historical conferences, roadshows, tours, and community outreach events.
103

 Thus, this 

section explores the scripts used by the UKPHA to express the value of affect and labor 

(usually its own) in historical pursuits and the modes by which those messages are 

disseminated. Although this chapter primarily uses private interviews to inform the 

themes explored, they are confirmed by such public media appearances. 
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 They are typically closed events, organized by the UKPHA for their mediators and citizen historians 

that de facto introduce members to UKPHA goals and procedures. 
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These scripts feel omnipresent in the relatively small world of Sikh heritage. No 

matter who recounted the UKPHA’s origins—and indeed, the origins of Sikh-specific 

historical pursuit in Britain—it began with Amandeep and Parmjit finding one another. I 

had the expectation that whenever I would walk into a public historical event, I would 

find the two UKPHA founders standing closely together, deep in conversation; smiling 

broadly; or whispering about some newly-discovered component of Sikh heritage—all 

eyes on them. Of course, looking back, this cannot be the truth even though I can see it 

clearly in my mind. The physically imposing, yet jovial and charmingly irreverent figure 

of Parmjit with his (now fashionable) akali-style turban rarely stood in confidence 

publically with the smartly suited, traditionally turbaned, and confidently eloquent 

Amandeep.
104

 This image has been produced and sustained for me—and with me—by a 

few experiences and many more stories, told to me by their core volunteers, their 

interviewers, and their childhood friends. It has been reinforced through wearing T-shirts 

emblazoned with “Empire, Faith & War,” in reciting pamphlets explaining to potential 

members who we were and why they should contribute to our project, and—of course—

over the drink or two that accompanies idle chatter after a very long day of explaining 

colonial recruitment practices in the Punjab at the turn of the twentieth century to 

schoolchildren.  
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 This turban style looks similar to the dhamala, both of which are currently popular in London and other 

urban diasporas, namely Canada. It hasn’t always been, however, and men like Parmjit could be seen as the 
first wave of young men who took on the style to note ideological commitments in the ’90s centering around 
Nihang identity and liberal understandings of Sikh belonging, rather than its current broad denotation of 
cosmopolitan belonging and, among other commitments, activism and fundamentalist identities. For the 
dhamala, debates still continue as to how influential the 3HO movement of Yogi Bhajan in the United 
States (members are commonly referred to as “gorré Sikhs”) was to contemporaneous movements, 
including Nihang culture and an explicitly generalized Sanatan Sikhism’s resurgence in the UK, 
specifically, or to current ideological pedagogical endeavors such as Basics of Sikhi. I see these two as 
gradually shrinking in material size into similar looks in the diaspora.  
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The Amandeep and Parmjit we meet in this chapter are not, in a sense, full or intimate 

characters; rather, they are scripted—partial products of others’ reiterated narratives. In 

telling stories that feature their own experiences and interests/interpretations, Amandeep 

and Parmjit themselves become circulated and concretized as exemplars of authentic 

historical consciousness. These scripts are partially framed and sustained by Parmjit and 

Amandeep themselves. Consciously or not, how they choose to highlight and recount 

their experiences and principles (Parmjit’s emphasis), in what contexts, and to whom—

especially in using themselves as the “how to” examples of authentic historical 

consciousness—send specific messages of valuation and authenticity.
105

 However—as 

seen with Anand—such renderings are episodic translations of affective encounter.  

Institutions Built on Affect and Labor 

The UKPHA is an affective institution.
106

 It was born of specific desires that its 

cofounders felt its creation could help achieve.
107

 In turn, those desires were indicative of 

very specific questions pertaining to diasporic experience and its place in existing 

semantic narratives within the Sikh and British communities. When Amandeep described 

his early interest during our interview, he noted, 

Right, Parm. So, I was working very informally with 

Parmjit from the late ’90s [pause] as a sort of personal 

quest to discover our own heritage because it just excited 
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 As elaborated in the introduction to this dissertation, the context of “authentic” engagement is 

contingent and multi-faceted—dependent on viewer perceptions, experiences, and exposure to other 
narratives. Selective heritage production and the extension of correct (authentic, original, true) emotive 
encounters within that heritage help control the contingencies of emotive space—tutelage in how histories’ 
recognition and integration into personal historical consciousness takes place. Yet, authenticity is one aspect 
of larger legitimizing projects—by which, I refer to the varied public and private scales that individuals and 
communities evaluate and participate in to produce belonging—and their performances (performances and 
their projects), both within the Sikh community and British multiculturalist society writ-large. 
106

 See White 2005 (footnote 90). 
107

 As seen in chapter 1, they wanted agency within projects similar to the ones they contributed to during 

their time working with the Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A). 
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us. Really, nothing other than a very personal indulgence 

about [pause] about trying to find out what we were. And 

for me, it was probably prompted more by travel to India 

for the first time in many years without my parents. So it 

was that kind of that personal—just trying to fill in the gaps 

of how; why am I here, exactly? Because it’s not just about 

my dad’s story, there’s something else that’s kind of going 

on. So I had this kind of bug, working with Parm—like I 

said, very informally, it was just he and I collecting things, 

finding things, sharing things together. (Amandeep 

Interview 2017) 

 

Amandeep’s experiences of family and geographic place have directly influenced his 

desires for collectivity—for episodic representation of his rather than/in addition to his 

“dad’s story.”
108

 He also emphasizes striving—the actions necessary to experience that 

closeness to their heritage—in addition to conjuring up images of “travel,” “quest,” and 

the placed-ness of “why am I here, exactly.”  

Questioning “what we were” carries with it a sense of both intrinsic and contextual 

substance to the self as well as a further sense of not just community—his assurance that 

others were experiencing these “gaps”—but of changeability in and through that 

endeavor: what we were versus what we are now after pursuing historical representation. 

In extending the importance of colonial legacies in such pursuits as seen in chapter 1, it 

must be noted that for Amandeep to ask, “why am I here, exactly?” will be to ask 

questions of colonial project, to historically investigate processes that displaced the 

resources of the Punjab (including people) and embedded them throughout the British 
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 Geographical “places” are key in organizing biographical memories—emotions and activities—so much 

so that “our sense of place [is] largely a product of our memories.” It is one form of physicality that makes 
up the material “stuff” of heritage (Glassberg 2001; 115). Space denotes a more abstracted sense of how 
cultural conceptions organize relationships (Lefebvre 1991), and can be conceptualized as something 
populated by ideas, memories, meanings, feelings (Lowenthal 2015; Harvey 1996). This is especially true in 
the diasporic context of imaginings that drive cultural consumption as a fixed experience (Werbner 1999, 
2008), and condenses space in new ways.  
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Empire, including London’s landscape. This is the transnational context with which these 

projects engage and within which they assert themselves.  

In stating that “it was probably prompted more by travel to India for the first time in 

many years without my parents,” Amandeep alludes to the complexity these legacies lend 

to extended relationships—with the wider Sikh community, the Punjab, Britain, and 

India—as a factor in his pursuit of historical knowledge. He also refers to an experience 

that many others share: the displacement from an ancestral home and the decentering 

reencounter with that home (the “imagined pind”). It is a theme consistent across most 

core UKPHA members, and it is wrapped in the self. Parmjit points to 1984, noting that 

people’s reactions around him had a profound impact on how he compartmentalizes fixed 

principles from the changing context around him: “There’s a lot of Sikhs who became 

interested in Sikh culture, Sikhi [after 1984]. The day before they weren’t interested, and 

then 1984 happens and suddenly they wake up, overnight” (Parmjit Interview 2017). He 

further roots the mentors in his life on a transnational scale, specifically pointing to 

Amandeep’s uncle who, in addition to being open to their perspective as youth and 

focusing on their ability to teach one another, “spoke really good English, really good 

Punjabi—he was in both worlds, his uncle” (Parmjit Interview 2016). This post-1984 

shift of sovereignty into the person—a continuity of Sikh teaching within the self and not 

contingent on a volatile politicized geography—is an important one. It is illustrated in the 

aspects of validation and translation that were provided by Amandeep’s uncle.  

This sovereignty is further rooted in the body. Another core volunteer with whom I 

spoke pointed to his own identity of being sajdhari (clean-shaven) and his surprise and 

empowerment in seeing Amandeep and Parmjit in turbans, speaking perfect Punjabi 

(which the volunteer does not speak), and grappling with the same identity issues and 
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broadly ideological/religious questions as himself. The core volunteer assumed a comfort 

with Sikhism from Parmjit and Amandeep’s embodied appearance and language 

acquisition that did not exist for them. These juxtapositions of traditionally turbaned 

authority and the questioning self are operative in drawing viewers, cultivating credibility, 

and establishing a space that is both Sikh and liberal. These are specifically diasporic 

experiences, but they further illustrate the return to the body as generative of the 

sovereignty that was brutally suppressed in the Punjab from the mid-1980s to mid-1990s 

(Axel 2001) as well as the subtleties of inclusion and practices of exclusion in Western 

(British) society at that time (Bebber 2015).  

These desires are rooted in experience and satiated through developing an historical 

consciousness. Desires for camaraderie, meaning, and authentic knowledge expressed by 

the youth (like Angad) that they work with are inscribed in the very fabric of who they 

recall themselves to be: “So I had this kind of bug, working with Parm—like I said, very 

informally, it was just he and I collecting things, finding things, sharing things together” 

(Amandeep Interview 2017). Amandeep is describing the process of developing an 

historical consciousness—the connection between collecting, discovering, and sharing 

historical materials with the express purpose of building a heritage within a specific (self-

contemporary) time and place. These three actions form the basis of historical 

consciousness among Sikh participants in this study. At the core of the EF&W experience 

is a desire that can be (and actively is) translated to volunteers and viewers: finding 

(artifacts of past), collecting (organization of experiences), and sharing (creation of a 

civic project). 

Finally, the goals of the UKPHA are fixed in the desire to further these questions 

explicitly within a framework of community endeavor. Parmjit, for example, knows that 
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he and Amandeep have become objects of circulation in how their audience approaches 

history, but he deeply resents the impact this has on how people engage with UKPHA. It 

undermines his vision of independent labor and striving for “sovereignty” that is 

primarily imagined as an individualized principle, embodied in its external referents. He 

explains, 

The idea is to manifest the word. The message, you have to 

manifest it in your actions, otherwise it’s dead. So 

therefore, it’s not a separate vision of word and action, it 

has to be the same. That’s the aim. Anyway, the whole core 

principle, if you’re got principles, and you understand the 

principles that the gurus gifted or whatever, derived or 

created or whatev—established. Then you are sovereign. 

You’re free. No one can tell you what to do. You can stand 

there, fearless and say, “No, I ain’t doing that bullshit.” 

And that’s a difficult thing to do in a group mentality. . . . 

Now that. That’s what we’re doing. We’re on the search for 

the core principles. And at the end of all this, all we can do 

is say to the Sangat (community), here is what we’ve 

found. Take it or leave it. Do with it what you wish. This is 

what we think [pause] it represents what the gurus were 

going on about. And that’s—all we can do is our effort and 

here’s the gift. We can’t change anything, we can’t tell 

anyone to do anything, we can’t save anyone. That’s all—

we don’t want anyone to follow us, we don’t want anything 

political. It’s all rubbish. We’re just doing our bit and say, 

“here you go, that’s what we found.” End of story. . . .  

I mean, look, what we don’t want to do is lead people . . 

. but here’s our work, and hopefully it can help the next 

person get—group to come along. So we want to take it 

further, that’s all we are. We’re just stepping stones. 

There’s this, we want to be here and we want someone else 

to go, “ok, I’ll go here now based on what you’ve done.” . . 

. 

So we did Warrior Saints, and it changed the way that 

people thought about their identity. And our hope was now 

someone will come along and do better. And no one did. 

And we were so disappointed. No one did anything. They 

sat on their ass.  

 

Elizabeth: But, because you’re doing this, you’re hoping for 

dialogue and you’re hoping that more nuance will come of 

it and are perhaps disappointed when that isn’t the case? 
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Parmjit: Oh ya, ya, ya. Because we say, “Look, don’t look 

to us for the solution!” But people start, you know, putting 

you on a pedestal. No, no, no, no. We’re just normal. We’re 

like you. Anyone could have sorted this; it’s all there. We 

didn’t do anything special. (Parmjit Interview 2017) 

 

The UKPHA was derived from this core goal: to manifest the word in action. Parmjit 

refers to their labor time and again in this vignette, and his disappointment in how their 

work has been circulated rather than engaged. While I argue that Parmjit is understanding 

that identity labor within a very narrow set of history-based engagement practices, his 

words ring true in that the UKPHA was born of the desire to act.  

Scripting Engagement, Experience, and the Self 

We will use the example of the story of “Mad Eyes” to understand how Amandeep 

and Parmjit express this process and the visual cues and bodily referents that 

communicate the audience and ethos of the UKPHA in such scripting. The script below is 

transcribed from a promotional video, in its entirety, which was posted to one of the 

UKPHA’s affiliated websites. It focuses on cofounder Parmjit Singh discussing of a 

moment of clarity in his relationship with the past, but this time to a broad audience:  

The man we now affectionately refer to as “Mad Eyes”; you 

know, the guy with the curled up mustache and the really 

[motions deftly around his own head] compact and densely 

tied turban. And, I remember the moment really vividly: I 

saw it—opened up, saw it, and I just froze in my tracks, and 

I couldn’t take my eyes off of him; he’d fixed me. And it 

was like coming face-to-face with an ancestor. You know, 

someone who’s part of me from my, sort of lineage, DNA, 

you know, school of philosophy, whatever you want. 

There’s a connection, and I immediate felt it. Because by 

that time, I was on the hunt for the original traditions of 

Guru Gobind Singh.
109

 I’d always wanted to know do they 
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 Tenth and final living guru of the Sikh tradition; he named the textual guru, the Guru Granth Sahib Ji 

and entire body of Sikh adherents (Panth) as his successor in 1699.  
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still exist? If they do, who’s got them? [Have] they come 

down to us? You know, is it a pristine tradition or has it 

been, um—has it gone off track, has it been diluted, has it 

been watered down? What’s happened; where do they 

exist? And that was the great [pause] journey of discovery. 

And this image was the thing that crystalized it for me. That 

I saw it in that photograph. (Singh, P. 2013) 

 

In the video, Parmjit sits for the interview in front of a large bookshelf. Various cut 

scenes of Parmjit editing a document, or reading his coauthored book Warrior Saints with 

“Mad Eyes” visible on the pages from over Parmjit’s shoulder are inserted under 

Parmjit’s voice-over. In other scenes, Parmjit is seen speaking to a group of young men 

during a co-curation event with the NAM. Jasdeep Singh, NAM’s community curator, is 

recognizable to most individuals working in the heritage sector as an authoritative 

professional who has helped redefine how NAM curates and displays the World’s 

Cultures collection, effectively diversifying the public image of the British Army and 

attempting to address colonial legacies in collections (J. Singh 2015a/b & 2016). The 

three young men listening to Parmjit as they examine weaponry and armor summon a 

similar picture, which is discernable to those outside the world of professionalized 

heritage: two young Sikh males with turbans styled similarly to the older men and a 

young white male with a headband all nod and narrow their eyes on the artifact with 

intensity. The image is one of pedagogy and liberal multiculturalism. 

Broadly, Parmjit is no less embedded in the social and biographical pulls on memory 

formation than Anand or Angad. Here, Parmjit’s narrative is primarily about his own 

affective experience with this historical photo, which is turned into heritage through his 

subjective interpretation of the image as meaningful. However, Parmjit is unique in that 

his interpretations of how his biographical experiences relate to his pursuit of the past and 

what those relationships should mean for the social future—the content, context, and the 
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promised outcomes of that striving—guide other Sikh participants’ historical 

consciousness. “Mad Eyes” and other scripts are grounded in the episodic recollection of 

a strong emotive moment, coalesced in time (“this image was the thing that crystalized it 

for me”)—biographical moments, surrounded by episodically produced meaning, driving 

the semantic memories presented in the UKPHA’s projects.  

The image of “Mad Eyes” in Parmjit’s narrative is not just an image from history. He 

calls upon notions of endeavor in his “hunt,” navigates his findings into an individualized 

“school of philosophy.” Because of that personal “journey of discovery,” Parmjit stares 

back partially at himself as “someone who’s part of me.” Deeply personal with an 

ineffable quality, Parmjit’s difficulty in describing exactly who or what he sees in the 

image is left fluid within the experiential moment of encounter with the material and the 

feelings that attend its falling into his past. The emphasis is not on the answers—

Sikhism’s status as “pristine” or “diluted.”
110

 The bulk of the story is communicating the 

feeling of enormity of the moment rather than the content that is being crystalized:  

And that was the great [pause] journey of discovery. And 

this image was the thing that crystalized it for me. That I 

saw it in that photograph. (Singh, P. 2013) 

Yet, despite this personal relationship with past, there is a pervasive emphasis on 

community, which is seen here and throughout this chapter by the strategic use of “we.” 

Parmjit begins by noting that “we now affectionately.” In this, he first signals the self-

selecting community who now surround what was initially his experience as well as a 

specific affection that binds them across their own moments with Mad Eyes. He 

immediately signals to the viewer that there is a collective involved and that it is based on 
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 He does not give us the answer here, but it does not negate the importance of his power to set up that 

dichotomy for his viewer.  
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emotion, beginning his tale as though the viewer already knows and feels for “the man we 

now affectionately refer to as ‘Mad Eyes.’” 

By circulating stories like the one about Mad Eyes, project leaders like Parmjit can 

create a template of how to authentically engage heritage for their volunteers and viewers. 

The “Mad Eyes” story tells others how encounters should feel, what materials can and 

should help elicit a response, and the content of that connection.
111

 In this sense, artifacts 

are not “read,” rather they crystalize other emotions surrounding the individuals’ identity 

and the attendant values therein—“philosophy.” The emphasis here is on populating 

“Mad Eyes” as a signifier of experiential meaning, effort, and community belonging in 

the present, and communicating that through spoken and visual imagery to others, such as 

the young men who listen intently to Parmjit and, as such, stand in as the audience for this 

video.
112

 This video and the messages that Parmjit shares in it are a microcosm of the 

ways in which historical consciousness is produced—specific memory processes and their 

nodes of articulation, the sense of communal belonging they can engender—and how it 

takes shape in and shapes the present. 

Camaraderie 

The UKPHA now denotes a community to those that both belong to the organization 

and those that look on as they build Sikh heritage. The lived experiences and desires of its 

founders are inscribed in its structure and communicated to potential members through 

retelling those moments that acted as catalysts for seeking out a Sikh-specific historical 

consciousness. However, “community” is very much contingent on others’ recognition of 
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 Based on Parmjit’s own primary interest in photography.  
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 “Mad Eyes” will return in the next chapter, along with the Kishan Devi Postcard, London’s 

Chillianwalla monument, and the trumpet of Sham Singh (d. 1918) as exemplars of this “material allure.” 
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the importance of these questions. Further, gaining a following for your “principles” 

seems to be in direct tension with those core principles (circulating yourself to inspire 

individual labor). How are these messages of thought and practice heard/communicated 

in the melee of intersecting political actors, historical institutions and funding bodies, and 

the publicness of identity performance? In interviews, Amandeep and other projects’ AEs 

recognized the larger structural need to gain the agency and audience to conduct those 

actions. As such UKPHA brings to itself an existing community bound by specific 

diasporic experiences, such as Bikram’s engagement, that has now been given a new 

shape and voice through historical pursuit. Thus, the group itself is built from intimate 

relationships and is rooted in mutable roles. This is recognized by others looking to join 

the UKPHA as a community, and in the next section we investigate the perceptions of 

those that consume these promises of camaraderie and meaningful labor from the outside 

looking in.  

The Digital Gaze 

As Parmjit laments earlier, his work and communal relationships can take on 

“mythic” qualities for others; although, it is important to note that he does not work 

himself to mitigate this through sharing personal information or familial exchanges that 

serve to make other’s, e.g. Amandeep, seem less monolithic. A good example of this 

script production comes from a public podcast in which Parmjit was interviewed by 

Shabd Singh Khalsa, a (podcaster) personality in his own right. Shabd—who does not 

have the same charismatic role that Parmjit has in the public sphere—recounts his own 

story of growing up outside both national and Sikh communities as a gorra (white) 
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European Sikh early on in the interview.
 113

 In recounting this lack of belonging, he sets 

the stage for the meanings he gives the work of the UKPHA, and as part of this valuation 

he begins to speculate on the relationship between Parmjit and other project leaders—

specifically Parmjit’s cousin, the collector Davinder Toor.
114

  

Shabd: The first time I ever saw—I think the first time we 

ever met was at the expo, the Reflections of the Golden 

Temple, Reflections of the Past. 

 

Parm: Ya, 2011, right?  

 

Shabd: I remember, I think it was Davinder Toor was 

giving a tour and, um, I remember him—just from walking 

around and meeting you—and then over the next couple 

times that we interacted, I [pause] don’t think we ever 

directly spoke about it, but I sort of developed this myth in 

my head that you guys, at some point, kind of had this 

serendipitous “finding” of each other and you became—not 

like the “Jackson5” {Parmjit laughs}—but you know, the 

“Singh However Many” and kind of combined. I have this 

imagination of like, you know, comparing your findings 

and going like, “Oh my God we,” ah, you know. So, so, 

how, [did] it go from being “Parmjit internal discovery—

reading, expanding—” to “I have a community now of like-

minded, inquisitive people” who want to also delve into 

this? (Singh, P. 2017) 

 

In this excerpt, we see UKPHA scripts have drawn potential members into a sense of 

community—the idea that there is a group of “like-minded” men (explicitly men as we 

will see in Amrit’s, a female volunteer, story below) who can offer a sense of belonging 

to those who are also “inquisitive.” As such, Shabd Singh Khalsa’s stance tells a story of 

friendship, but in keeping with Parmjit’s scripting, is unaware of (or finds it unimportant) 
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 Gorè Sikhs is a term used to describe white converts to Sikhism, usually through the Happy, Healthy, 

Holy Organization (3HO) movement—begun in the United States by Yogi Bhajan, starting in 1971 
(www.3ho.org).  
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 The pair have since engineered another exhibit, Empire of the Sikhs, using primarily Davinder’s 

collection and publishing an accompanying book, In Pursuit of Empire (2018; Kashi House). Davinder also 
remembers the Golden Temple exhibit Shabd alludes to as the catalyst of his own historical consciousness, 
as Parmjit urged the then nineteen-year-old to volunteer for the project.  

http://www.3ho.org/
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the familial connection between Parmjit and Davinder. Shabd further sets himself apart 

from the assumed special connection immediately, creating distance and desire. The 

friendship is the main component of his narrative, a “serendipitous” union—two 

individuals “combined” to impart knowledge to the community; Davinder and Parmjit are 

greater than the sum of their parts through this union. He introduces his thoughts on the 

meaning of this union—the movement from individualized passion to possessing, “a 

community now of like-minded, inquisitive people—” a community Parmjit and others 

had to work for, in tandem. The project leaders were never alone, just unaware of others 

who felt like they did.
115

 His narrative points to community as the goal and culmination 

of these individualized interactions. Thus, when Shabd desires historical encounter, he 

sets a community of belonging and a sense of empowerment at the core of that historical 

consciousness process.  

Shabd is just an interviewer—an admirer of the charismatic personalities whose 

pursuits he is on the periphery of, but someone who recognizes himself in the experiences 

and desires that motivate UKPHA’s pursuits. However, volunteers receive similar 

emotive incentives through doing something with history—by making it an object of 

other desires for the sake of the present. Doing in the present becomes another way of 

manifesting what they recognize as meaningful in the past. Similar senses of community 

are derived through action for those on the inside of the UKPHA’s structure. Bikram’s 

emphasis in the introduction was on an individual, daily agency through which he 

constructs a personal sense of accomplishment. The UKPHA’s structure promotes a 

proximity to their work and their work to themselves that volunteers do not seem to 
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 As Parmjit’s cousin, Davinder was actually inspired to start collecting Sikh and Punjabi weaponry and 

works of art during his own time volunteering in the 2011 exhibit Shabd notes.  
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experience (speak of) in other facets of their lives. In validating the long hours and low 

pay, these highly skilled core volunteers turn to the meaning and agency in their labor. 

Again, while this rhetoric is an extension of the sovereignty UKPHA imbued their 

structures with, it also denotes the “What happens in on you and that’s actually a really 

awesome responsibility,” mentality of Amandeep’s philosophy in this introduction. Often, 

that responsibility is seen as “sacrifice,” led by “passion.” They are the two organizing 

labor and emotive practices of UKPHA’s grassroots heritage.  

Sacrifice 

Thalbir grew up in a part of London with very few Sikh families. He does not speak 

Punjabi; his father actively dissuaded him and his siblings from speaking it, feeling that 

English usage would make them more accepted in their quiet, middle-class, 

predominantly white neighborhood—as he called it with more than a hint of annoyance, 

“suburbia.”
116

 When he was in his twenties, Thalbir visited India for the first time with 

his father; his nuclear family were estranged from his extended family (though he wasn’t 

sure why), and his memories of Punjab are thus primarily impersonal impressions of 

positive moments with (near) strangers. The experience looms large as a moment of 

rupture, romanticized in how he understood his current life and possibilities for himself 

within a different frame. This is mirrored in his characterization of Punjabi culture and 

the kind of vague emotive response they hold for him—when I asked him to elaborate on 

how we was using “Jat,” he responded jovially, “You know! Just like, fucking badass!” 
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 Indeed, Thalbir was deeply engrained in the yuppie culture of the late ’80s and ’90s, taking me to Sloan 

Square where he used to drink with other young professionals, all white British and mainland European, in 
his thirties. 
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and he would sometimes say smilingly, “our pind,” (“our village”) when recounting his 

time in the Punjab.  

He noted his particular interest in what he had seen during Hola Mahala. Hola 

Mahala is a Sikh-specific festival that takes place around the same time each year as 

Holi, on the second day of Chet (a month in Punjab’s lunar calendar roughly mid-March 

to mid-April). It was begun by Guru Gobind Singh shortly after the Khalsa were instated 

in 1699, and included competitions for his warriors in both mock battles and poetry; 

today, Nihangs are best known for their participation in and promotion of the festival, 

although it has been steadily gaining mainstream popularity in the diaspora as something 

Sikh-specific, as well as in the Punjab as a tourist attraction. Thus, in response to these 

positive memories, I asked, “So did you have an existing interest in Nihangs before 

meeting Parm[jit]?” who self-identifies as Nihang in many ways. Thalbir replied an 

emphatic “yes!” before continuing more thoughtfully, “I mean, I was interested. It’s an 

aesthetic, really. I like the look.” In this strain, Thalbir mostly told stories of the Punjabi 

men he knew. They were either distant uncles—“I remember, he came to see us when I 

was a boy and I was reading Lord of the Rings at the time and I was like, ‘Whoa! It’s 

Gandalf!’ I mean he had the beard and the staff . . . my mom said he had been very kind 

to her when she was in the village [after marrying his father]—you know, they treat 

women like objects there—and he brought my father soup when he was at home with 

[illness];” and they were young men he had seen around the countryside who were, 

“sweetness and steel; that’s what I like to say. You can’t have that with {Thalbir grits his 

teeth and punctuates} Western masculinity.” Hola Mohalla, the “aesthetic” of Nihangs 

and Gandalf, and the assertion that poetry and battle can and should co-exist as 

“sweetness and steel,” each reach into the Sikh past in deeply embodied ways. Taken 
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together, they illustrate the importance of the space that UKPHA provides individuals like 

Thalbir to express their own understandings of the Punjab, the constraints they feel as part 

of Western culture, and their Sikh heritage and spirituality—most importantly the simple 

validation of those ideas by virtue of their having been striven for by the individual and 

legitimized by their having been felt.
117

  

Now in his fifties, Thalbir drives his parents to Gurdwara often, but is just now 

exploring sitting in mediation there as part of his own spiritual routine. The rest of his 

time is split between managing several properties in London and working with the 

UKPHA and Kashi House as a core volunteer.
118

 Situated in close proximity to main 

players in the organization, when I asked Thalbir to elaborate on Amandeep’s early, 

unpaid volunteer work, he responded, “Ya, that’s indicative of Amandeep’s life. 

Obsession about heritage and the [pause] destruction of heritage.” When discussing 

Parmjit, similar attributes arose:  

Parmjit gave up his life for this. There’s a push and pull 

effect here. I think partly he wasn’t the kind of guy who 

wanted to be an accountant for the rest of his life; wear a 

suit and go into London everyday! And partly it was just 

this [pause] this fascination—this obsession to go over 

everything. (Thalbir Interview 2016) 

 

Here, Thalbir expresses an extraordinary quality to Parmjit’s affect (“fascination” and 

“obsession”) and the rigor it produces. In this narrative Parmjit was not destined to be 

ordinary, and Thalbir effectively obscures the key role that Parmjit’s nuclear, extended, 

and UKPHA homosocial families—of which Thalbir is part—play in enabling his 

pursuits through this individualization. To attain this status, Parmjit must also, “[give] up 
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 In the next sections, we see this come up with Bikram, Harbakhsh, and (explicitly voiced by) Amrit.  
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 The majority of these properties are co-owned with his parents, but he personally owns one on his own 

and manages them all with limited family input.  
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his life for this,” further privileging the sovereign self. There is a sense of—what we will 

later understand as “civic” in nature—sacrifice in the participant’s narrative and an 

emphasis on the actions that must accompany it. Since this is not something that project 

leaders like Parmjit would typically attribute to themselves, the narrative of sacrifice is 

one example of audience reinterpretation. Perceived or actual sacrifice becomes a 

manifestation of obsession. 

The trend of individualizing history, as seen in the individualization of the sepoy in 

chapter 1 to the detriment of a coherent understanding of colonial policies and systemic 

practices, is the same pitfall here in the mythologizing of Parmjit as a discrete sovereign 

entity. This creates the narratives of extraordinary circumstances and perseverance that 

surrounds many project leaders, as though they were destined to become or to produce an 

historical community. The process extends to those that are closest to Parmjit—here we 

will focus on Bikram and Harbakhsh, who are similarly unmarried and the same 

generation as Thalbir. In example, during an interview Harbakhsh noted,  

He’s [Parmjit] still the Don. And he’s still leading the 

research of Sikh history. Certainly as a researcher, not 

maybe [pause] not maybe in an academic way, not in an 

intellectual way, but in terms of pure, simple research [tone 

heightens]. What’s in the archives in the UK and through 

the internet—worldwide? There is no one else. There’s no 

one else [punctuates each word]. And there’s no one as 

good as him, even if there was anyone else. (Harbakhsh 

Interview 2016) 

 

Firstly, I believe Harbakhsh mobilizes senses of the “pure” to denote the authenticity 

of UKPHA’s historical productions, of which he is a key part; he emphasizes the 

exhaustiveness (“worldwide”) of Parmjit’s research, thereby setting him apart from the 

criticisms of manufacture often launched at many grassroots heritage productions by 
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individuals who hold professionalized positions in history and heritage.
119

 Secondly, his 

narrative of extraordinary personality helps mobilize the UKPHA’s volunteer-base. As a 

content manager for several social media platforms and writer for the UKPHA’s exhibits, 

Harbakhsh communicates these points to others when he communicates the value of the 

UKPHA as an organization. Thus, his perception of Parmjit becomes part of the structure 

of volunteer persuasion; it creates a longing for a similar kind of experience—of 

certainty, confidence, and community—which characterize Amrit’s experience as a 

secondary volunteer in the next section.  

What is important to note, however, is that Bikram and Harbakhsh simultaneously 

distance themselves from the motivations of Amandeep and Parmjit, while engaging in 

very similar practices of self-sacrifice—placing value in the endeavor of heritage creation 

and the actions they do. Harbakhsh in particular steps along this boundary, setting himself 

aside in the roles he fills and the qualitative difference in their relationship with history 

and his, but still allying himself within those social networks—“Whereas I am, with 

Parmjit, organizational-based. I am providing a certain role. I’m acting out certain roles 

within the organization,” in and against his later construction, “He probably cares more 

about the heritage, whereas I care—probably more about communicating what we’re 

doing with the heritage[, which is his organizational role].” His belonging in the 

organization becomes a very clear indicator of his belonging in these moods and 

memories, even if he is cut from a qualitatively different cloth than Parmjit. 

Organizational belonging authenticates Harbakhsh and his role as a participant despite his 

lack of heritage-specific passion.  
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 See chapter 1, “Reinscribing Identities.”  
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Despite this distancing, Harbakhsh has had multiple moments of self-sacrifice himself 

that give meaning to heritage as a present endeavor, and I have shared in some myself. 

We have traveled great distances (at least for the Britisher accustomed to a small island 

they were “great!”) to attend conferences and present “our” (UKPHA’s) primary and 

secondary school materials. We used our own money in many cases—worrying about the 

cost of hotel accommodations versus the potential payoff for two days attendance instead 

of one. This has extended to the labor of heritage-making itself: while visiting their 

newest Empire of the Sikhs (2018) exhibit, Harbakhsh (as one of a handful of researchers 

for the project) excitedly pointed down to a decal quote on the floor that had yet to be 

glued to the wall. He took us outside the area of the exhibit set up to look like a Darbar 

(court), wheeling back from where we came, noting that he didn’t know where they were 

going to put “it.” “It?” I asked. He elaborated, “I found this quote!” and excitedly 

explained that it came from Emily Eaton, that he had been desperately searching in the 

final hours of exhibit production for something that worked with the space, and that it had 

serendipitously fallen into place to be in the space that day. I asked where he’d found it, 

and he seemed annoyed at the interruption,  

Just a book I have. She wrote a lot of books, but I was [tone 

heightens] going through and! [smacks the back of his hand 

into the palm of the other]. I showed Parm and we were 

like, “Yes. That’s it.” (Exhibit Tour 2018) 

 

He continued to paint the picture of Parm, as though he were there, as they hurriedly 

tried to find some meaningful and fitting quotes, made last minute changes, and worked 

through pain and tiredness to produce the exhibit. There was a sense of discovery, pride, 

and endeavor that crops up in In the Master’s Presence, EF&W, and now this exhibit on 

Maharaja Ranjit Singh.  
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I had almost the exact same experience with Bikram standing in front of the timeline 

of EF&W; he rushed past to go up the stairs; he was smiling and hurriedly making his 

way to the entrance to personally take an “important guest” around the exhibit. He 

noticed me and quickly leaning in pointed to the timeline, “I did this! I wrote this.” I 

responded that it was well-done before he continued, “And the map—have you seen the 

map??” smiling broadly. Bikram has more recently (and explicitly) called this emotion 

“pride of ownership” as he pointed along the same corridor to another map, this time at 

Empire of the Sikhs four years later.
120

 As Parmjit alluded to in his description of their 

hopes for UKPHA, this individualized “understanding” and striving is exactly the 

affective goal of the organization, and both Harbarkhsh and Bikram root this mode of 

participation in the value of action and agency. 

Purpose and Passion 

We’ve been running for so long 

There are endless migrations within me 

We’ve tried so hard to belong 

Re-incarnations of nations live in me 

I’ve created borders I cannot enter 

I am an earthquake with no epicenter 

. . . 

We are the victims and the crime scene 

I am a people forever in hiding 

Where is the place that gives us shelter? 

Where are the sacred spaces I can enter? 

Chasing a life that doesn’t want me 

It doesn’t want me 

It’s still running . . . . In my bloodline. 

-Lohia 2018 

Twenty-seven-year-old Amrit Kaur Lohia is a singer/songwriter, community youth 

worker, and social activist. She currently runs humanized.org, an award-winning “social 
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enterprise dedicated to humanising history and social issues through the Arts,” (Lohia 

2019). The endeavor explicitly connects enacting social change in the public sphere with 

developing an individual historical consciousness through storytelling and art projects—

connections between activism and a personal relationship with the past that Amrit saw as, 

“very organic and [which] touched all the elements that I [am] passionate about,” when 

she developed the program (Amrit Interview, 2019).  

Amrit also works periodically with the UKPHA as a secondary volunteer. Her story is 

in many ways typical of other young adults’ who work with UKPHA—periods of intense 

engagement followed by long silences, similar childhood experiences (that often extend 

to older volunteers like Thalbir), and ideals that connect multiculturalism, public 

activism, and religiosity to a Sikh past.
 121

 Amrit’s story further illustrates how volunteers 

are often broadly socialized into valuations similar to UKPHA’s before their engagement 

with the organization, how the UKPHA’s public image is shaped by their volunteers on 

an often superficial level,
122

 and how secondary volunteers’ heritage endeavors reach into 

their lives outside heritage projects. Finally, Amrit’s engagement circles back to Angad’s; 

both secondary volunteers illustrate the importance of space and the creative assemblages 

that volunteers construct in pursuing an identity in the present through heritage work. 

With the UKPHA, volunteers have a degree of agency to create and enact the set of 

contingencies that best express desirable identities. As seen with Roop’s breaking from 

UKPHA, this voice is a baseline expectation of engagement. The spaces the UKPHA and 

volunteers construct between them are uniquely Sikh-specific, without (perceived) 
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 Activism and religiosity are often joined under the rubric of seva (service), which we saw in Angad’s 

conception of running for the public good.  
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cultural or religious conventions/constraints. Where existing Sikh spaces like Gurdwara 

and Sikhi Camps are conceived as subsuming the individual voice, the heritage spaces of 

the UKPHA are seen as validating it—these spaces are essential for cultivating the 

sovereign individuals that UKPHA envision, and they attract and validate individuals 

who share particular experiences. Under the auspices of UKPHA, secondary volunteers 

work to assemble the set of contingences that best represent their desired identities, “free 

from constraint.”  

Amrit was born and grew up in the North London suburb of Tottenham—where, she 

pointed out, the majority of the 2011 England Riots occurred—in a working class 

household. Like Thalbir, her immediate family was not accepted by her extended one, and 

the reasoning behind why they were on the outside was never made explicitly clear to her: 

I think I was drawn to people outside my family, because 

my family experience wasn’t great growing up—in terms of 

extended family. We were always [pause] well, I always 

felt like an outcast anyways, just because some families are 

like that and just for some reason [they] had a problem with 

my mom—my parents—and then we weren’t then accepted 

into the family . . . they were horrible to me when I was 

younger. (Amrit Interview 2019) 

 

Tottenham further has very few Sikh, let alone Punjabi, families. Amrit now lives 

about 30 minutes from Tottenham in Enfield, North London; a little more affluent, but 

still, “there aren’t many Sikhs or Punjabis around; it’s very diverse, it’s very 

multicultural.” This positionality in North London (or South West London) is common to 

many participants; I expected to work in Southall, the West London town that welcomes 

you from the train with “Aao ji Aya Nu” (“Welcome”), and where Amandeep, Bikram, 

Parmjit, and many other core volunteers are originally from. Instead, my battlefield tours 
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and impromptu meetings over Greek food with volunteers would begin in multicultural or 

predominantly white areas like Richmond, Mill Hill, Twickenham, and Angel,
123

 and 

participants like Amrit expressed a more tourist-like delight at the aesthetic of turbans 

and brightly embroidered salwar kameez whenever they visited Southall, rather than a 

sense of rootedness there.  

Each social space in Amrit’s oral history is characterized by these moments of 

belonging and dislocation—interacting with her family, in the Gurdwara with her mother, 

in the UKPHA, as an undergraduate and later History Department Master’s student at 

SOAS, and as part of a traveling music group. The music group illustrates many of these 

diasporic dislocations; Amrit began traveling with the Sikh music group when she was 

14, and it deeply characterized her first experience of belonging within a Sikh-specific 

space. The group connected her to an “historical element” as she was a part of 

“representing and reviving Indian heritage . . . [as it was heard] when the Gurus were 

around,” and although she felt a strong sense camaraderie, she also encountered a mix of 

practices and ideas that were both new and familiar, pleasant and off-putting: 

Interestingly, though, it's quite layered because even when I 

was with that group, I didn't fully feel like I belonged there 

either, because they all were West Londoners and have their 

own kind of humor and I didn't grow up around Punjabi 

people, so my humor, my way of being was different. . . . 

There was also that caste element that I always forget 

about that is still there. It's definitely felt, and so I tried to 

make up for that by other means, you know. I felt like if 

people see the other values that I have they won't really ask 

me what caste I am, or focus on the fact I'm not Jat or 

                                                                                                                                                 
volunteer visibility.  
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 This was in contrast to the spaces that citizen historians occupied—West London boroughs where 

Southall apartments overflowed into upwardly mobile, single-family homes in Hounslow and Ealing.  
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Duhan. {pause} So, ya, it's a pretty loaded experience.
124

 

(Amrit Interview 2019) 

 

In the end, she left the group at 16 to continue her education and feel more supported 

in that desire. She joined a youth a group during this important transition, and remembers,  

That was the first place that, after coming out of this music 

group, where I felt strong belonging. [Pause] That this was 

the first time that I was looking for belonging elsewhere, 

and I found it in the ideas that I had to change the 

community and the ideas that I had to work with the people 

around me. . . . 

And I got a lot of confidence from it. I learnt that I could 

just be passionate about something and that was good 

enough—you don’t need to be the greatest public speaker. 

That passion is enough. (Amrit Interview 2019) 

 

Passion fuels UKPHA’s heritage projects, and it comes from individuals like Amrit 

who are not necessarily rooted in the historical the same ways as Parmjit or Amandeep, 

but who nevertheless shape it in their own image and likeness, bring prior experience 

with it to their work with UKPHA, and see the value of embodying it.
125

 Amrit is the kind 

of individual—urban, concerned, seeking, and connected to the self—that resonates with 

the work of UKPHA and their goals for a self-sovereign Sikh community. Thus, Amrit 

drew from a number of previous experiences that primed her participation—that had 

produced a desire and enticed her to further enact change in society.  

Amrit’s painting of the UKPHA is also a nod to what Amandeep stressed as the core 

difference of EF&W in chapter 1, “we don’t show shells and firearms; we show stories of 
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 As noted in the introduction to this dissertation, confusion surrounding caste is very common among 

participants in all the Punjabi organizations that I worked with. Caste-displacement/caste discrimination was 
more common for those participants in their late-thirties/forties. 
125

 An example of this embodied history can be seen in Amrit’s clothing choices for her music career; she 

noted that she always tries to incorporate phulkari (Punjabi embroidery) in her stage outfits because, “The 
phulkari carries its own silent history. It is so important in Punjab's tradition, but more so, women's culture. 
On stage, it enables to be add [sic] a culturally specific aesthetic that fits the origins of my identity and 
music. In a sense it also keep[s] me grounded—I don't try and turn into an alter-ego separate from who I 
am,” (email correspondence, 2/23/2019). 
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people,” (Exhibit Tour, 21 September 2014); when Amrit was elaborating on her 

involvement as a tour guide for the UKPHA, she connected multiple UKPHA scripts to 

her earlier work with the Holocaust Educational Trust:  

And I think it was also more about the passion for the 

subject that allowed me to connect with people [while 

guiding UKPHA tours], as opposed to, “This is Indian 

culture. This is Punjabi culture. You should be interested in 

it.” It was more about [pause]. I’ve always been interested 

in humanizing, and that’s kind of my buzz-word and 

probably the word that defines me and {laughs} everything 

that I do. And I first said the word “humanize” when I was 

an ambassador for the Holocaust Educational Trust, and 

they really—that framework that they used to humanize the 

Holocaust really shaped my understanding of history and 

the way that I knew I wanted to connect people with it. So I 

loved stories and I loved, um, ya {tone heightens} things 

that peop—things that I found, that I was passionate about, 

and kind of just hold on to them and say, “Guys, come and 

check this out!” And I realized it was more the 

performative aspect, as well, that was important. It wasn’t 

about boring people with facts, it was more about how can 

we be passionate about our culture? This is our culture, 

how can we preserve it? (Amrit Interview 2019) 

When I asked the UKPHA to suggest some potential participants for my study, Amrit 

was widely named by core volunteers, in part because of her success as a tour guide, and 

yet despite the fact that she was physically absent from the EF&W exhibit space and team 

meetings. According to Amrit, she served as a tour guide for UKPHAs Golden Temple 

project, “almost every day,” just as her first year of undergrad at SOAS ended, but as time 

passed, she was pulled in other directions. She attended the same tour guide training 

sessions I did for the Empire of the Sikhs exhibit, taking copious notes but never running 

tours herself, and for tours during EF&W she only “ended up doing a couple, but had to 

shoot off; I was in China afterwards,” (Amrit Interview 2/6/2019).  

Like other pursuits, Amrit characterizes her work with the UKPHA in terms of 

belonging and dislocation—she is aware and vocal about gender implications in the 
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organization, but she further characterizes the space as both within and outside 

ethnoreligious terms: 

Amrit: So I think it’s always been really nice for me—for 

example when I used to travel with the music group, I 

found a sense of belonging there because there were people 

like myself and there were jokes that we shared and the 

culture that we shared, and I didn’t necessarily have that in 

school or I didn’t have it at home. The music and—the UK 

Punjab Heritage Association provided that too, but it was 

almost like we—what did make it tangible was that it was 

pure. And it was about the history and it was about passion. 

There was no agenda, there wasn’t—we were outside of the 

protocol of the spiritual space— 

 

Elizabeth: Mm hm. 

 

Amrit: Which meant that it took away the gendered element 

of it—though it was still quite male-dominated. Like, there 

were loads of men working at Kashi House and UK Punjab 

Heritage Association, and I think that’s the first time I 

remember bringing it up with them—that there needs to be 

more women visible. Because it would be me and another 

girl that volunteered. So they were definitely aware of it 

and they tried to make an effort to bring more women in at 

the forefront. [pause]. But ya, so I think that’s a very 

important element too—that it was something Sikhi-

related, but it was outside of the spiritual [pause] confines. 

Of the Gurdwara for example, that has its kind of rules and 

regulations. (Amrit Interview 2019) 

 

Here, Amrit emphasizes the intersectional nature of the spaces UKPHA build—

through dialogues with volunteers like herself—under an umbrella of the space as “Sikhi-

related,” albeit taken a priori as indicative of who self-identifies as Sikh and participates. 

As part of this space-building, she notes that the UKPHA provided something “tangible,” 

and “pure” through their passion. Although, earlier it is worth noting that when I initially 

asked Amrit how UKPHA made the space tangible, she launched into the demographics 

of where she lives (non-Sikh) and the excitement she felt as a child going to Southall and 

pointing out with her sister, “Oh my gosh, there’s someone with a turban! Oh my gosh, 
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there’s another!” (Amrit Interview, 2/6/2019). This emphasis was in keeping with other 

volunteers such as Talbir’s emphasis on purity and passion, but also on the aesthetic of 

the Nihangs he met in Punjab or the validation he felt knowing Parmjit and Amandeep 

were outwardly very Sikh, but inwardly questioning themselves. If the co-founder’s 

positionality as Southall-credentialed Sikhs is important, which it seems to be, Amrit 

does decouple that with regards to “passion” in her initial response to my question about 

her work with UKPHA:  

I learnt so much and Parmjit and Davinder—their 

personalities and their passion was so infectious that you 

can’t not be involved with them. And also it brought 

together everything that I’d learnt at my last year at SOAS, 

and it allowed me a kind of an [pause] outlet. I was able to 

express the things I’d learned with the people that were 

engaging with the exhibition. So it was an amazing space 

and platform for me . . .I was just really passionate about 

getting people connected with the culture as much as I was. 

(Amrit Interview 2019) 

 

Thus, questions remain—what are Amrit, Thalbir, and other volunteers trying to 

communicate when they characterize spaces of heritage-making as “pure?” Why does 

purity set UKPHA apart from other Sikh- and heritage-related spaces? How does this 

purity make volunteers’ perceive participation as qualitatively different than, say, the Sikh 

music group of Amrit’s youth? Her assertion that the UKPHA were, “aware of . . . [and] 

tried to make an effort to,” not so much address gender disparity in participation as to 

bring in women to a space of visibility, yet acted as an organization (or as individuals, 

more likely) without “agenda,” is likely linked to other actions that were taken without 

“protocol” or “confines.” I believe that the assumed objectivity of historical pursuit—that 

heritage consists of facts and that, although they can be distorted, the founders of UKPHA 

are assumed to present them without distortion, in their “exhaustiveness” that stems from 
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individualized passion—works in tandem with the subjectivity of the individual voice 

that is validated within that space. The objective and the subjective co-exist in these 

space-building endeavors through the shared value of the sovereign self—if the projects 

they participate in emanate from the sovereign self, there can be no pretense to agenda, 

and the self is released of confines felt in other situations. The subjectivity of the self can 

be made valid and pure through the rigor of objective history, which oddly enough is 

contingent on a subjective affect—“passion.”  

The sovereign self and its expression is something sought by many secondary 

volunteers and that characterizes their other pursuits as a leisure class socialized in 

(Western) individualism—upwardly mobile young lawyers, academics, marketing 

analysts, and B-corp start-up entrepreneurs. At the core of Amrit’s current work as a 

singer/songwriter, is an experience that she had as a young girl attending Gurdwara with 

her mother. In her story she uses past and present tense interchangeably—herself now and 

herself as a child:  

I didn’t understand the concept of God, or anything like 

that, but . . . I’d just be sitting there going, “I just want a 

voice.” I just wanted to be able express what I’m feeling 

and for whatever comes out of my mouth to be justified. I 

want to be able to justify what I’m feeling inside. That’s the 

only thing that I really think about when I’m writing. . . . 

There’s this amazing documentary that I watched, and it 

was a calligrapher talking [about] art and religion... And he 

said, “A calligrapher practices one brushstroke his whole 

life to the point where you can see his whole life in one 

brushstroke.” And I relate that on a musical level—that I 

know my voice carries generations and silent histories and 

it’s not even about the melody, it’s not even about the 

words, it’s about the delivery of a single note. (Amrit 

Interview 2019) 

 

In the UKPHA, in her musical performance and creative assemblage, and in her youth 

activism work Amrit now finds this voice—this “single note” that carries past and 
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present, and which is justified through its sovereignty and others’ recognition of that self 

as such.  

Finally, we can ask of Amrit’s story, what makes this heritage space religious? How is 

Amrit now free from the confines that drove her prayers in the Gurdwara? The religious 

elements are complex. Through UKPHA, Amrit finds a space outside explicitly religious 

places to express and understand Sikhism, deeply attune to the question of her recent song 

Bloodlines, “Where are the sacred spaces I can enter?” Somewhat removed from the 

cultural practices of the Punjab, the UKPHA and public historical production offers a 

space to explore all aspects of being and becoming Sikh having grown up in the diaspora. 

Unlike the Gurdwara, there are no off-limits topics with UKPHA, and they can be 

expressly rooted in whatever aspects of Sikh identity one finds pertinent. Amrit mirrors 

the language of “passion,” “purity,” “belonging,” and “voice” that many other secondary 

volunteers’ and audience young adult audience members, such as Shabd, use. The 

dialogues between individuals that make up UKPHA actively builds a space through 

belonging outside the auspices of “religious” and therefore socially constrained (along 

gender, caste, and ideology) in which to explore and explicate the cultural, ideological, 

and historical dimensions of Sikhism—of not just acting or seeming Sikh, but of being 

Sikh. Overall, Amrit is indicative of a certain kind of person who is drawn to the work the 

UKPHA—previously socialized into multiple cultures throughout her life, and into 

“passion” and the tangibility of “humanizing” history by the Holocaust Trust, she was 

primed for membership in the UKPHA before coming into their first project. Her work in 

the public sphere shows how historical consciousness reaches out into the other works of 

the people who volunteer with UKPHA. 
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Conclusion 

Why does Amrit cultivate historically-contingent creative spaces in herself? Why 

does Angad runs the Brighton Marathon in full kit? Why does Roop feels bound to the 

UKPHA, despite his disappointed agency? We all have a history that we “belong” to, one 

that was written before us by people other than us. We subscribe to it. Parmjit’s story 

about “Mad Eyes,” Anand’s continuing story that started in Belgium, and our other 

characters narratives all illustrate that, for semantic histories to be meaningful—for them 

to move us to action—they must be materially, psychologically, and spatially inscribed 

with our own experiences. For the UKPHA and their volunteers, the process emanates 

from an agentive sovereign self—experiencing the past through episodic encounters and 

validation of them through autobiographical connection. Thus, we seek the means to 

make the history of us into something that exists in the world through us, and vice versa. 

The linchpin of historical consciousness formation is the production of self through 

history. Within the UKPHA, it functions to produce a specifically British Sikh self—

outside certain reified religio-cultural trappings. Community formation is a pervasive 

theme in each site of this research—critique of existing notions of belonging, aesthetic 

and linguistic symbols of cosmopolitan belonging, and individual aspirations to be 

validated. Further, the communities that public historical projects build (and the identities 

built from those narratives) are imbued with individual agency—a sovereign Sikh self. 

There are, broadly, affective moments that bring personal meaning into historical 

interpretation—affection for Mad Eyes, pride of ownership, or points of recognition
126
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 Ballantyne (2007) and Jakobsh (2003) have pointed to those positons which serve(d) to draw parallels 

between British and Sikh conceptions of the world during British colonization of the Punjab—Ballantyne’s 
“points of recognition” serve to offer a framing that allows dialogue and multi-directional cultural 
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with a tangential ancestor—all of which bring an agentive quality to rewrite the future of 

the narrator’s place in Britain, communicate a relationship with sovereign understanding, 

and make sense of the present. 

Many volunteers engage in overtly embodied modes of connecting with the sepoy and 

their experience. Endeavor and action—the self-sacrifice and perseverance needed for last 

minute research, running 26 miles with the added weight of the sepoy’s burden that is 

now your own to experience—and in general the circulation of these stories does create a 

specifically British Sikh “self,” through meaningful and autonomous labor. In the next 

chapter, we take up the importance of space, place, and expand the concept of 

embodiment when living and enacting these historical narratives into personal identities 

and public futures. 

The desires and experiences that lead to a more intimate relationship with the “Sikh” self, 

however conceptualized by the heritage practitioner, are explicitly formulated through 

historical consciousness. The pursuit, consumption, and reformulation of historical 

knowledge forms the basis for ethnoreligious encounter—projecting desired agency, 

identities, and motivations onto a past that can be actively worked towards and 

understood as “objective.” This striving—and the actions that accompany it—forms a 

mechanism through which the citizen historian expresses and remakes a narrative world 

of “British Sikhness” for themselves from semantic and experiential materials; the stories 

of their great-grandfathers are imbued with themselves and mirrored back to them in a 

concrete way. In the next chapter, we investigate the nature of this concretization and 

what it means for expressions of British Sikh experience in the present. 

                                                                                                                                                 
adaptation. Here, I extend that framing from ideologies into places, materials—the “stuff” of heritage 
production.  
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III. Heritage in the Home: Gender, Labor, and Materiality 

Bikram’s timeline, Anand’s graves, Amrit’s music, Parmjit’s photograph. Each story 

from the last chapter is one where individualized actions surrounding history are 

emotionally anchored within a tangible object, and thus made manifest in the world; it is 

a microcosm of the process of heritage creation and maintenance. Although deeply 

personal, the narrative surrounding each object is enabled and constrained by the 

intersubjectivities of others.
127

 That public world is one of linear temporality—arguments 

and representations are assembled, concretized, and presented. Once displayed, 

assemblages are to be endorsed, refuted, or extended by others’ presentations and 

evidences in a distributed chain that takes place in socially-sanctioned processes of 

(authenticated) exchange. 

This chapter investigates domesticity as a very different space, yet one central to and 

constituent of public historical outcomes. The (majority) women in this chapter produce 

rigorous histories and thoughtful, contextualized interpretations of their families’ 

participation in the First World War, which are made public by the UKPHA. However, 

rather than the linear public engagement of the last chapter—in social media threads and 

exibits—the homes from which these materials emerge are a condensed, unfinished space 

of the present, where disorganized dialogues between intimate actors mediate past and 

future. It is a present resplendent with messy memories where contradictions inhabit the 

same space and can be validated while simultaneously unresolved. Here, domestic spaces 
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 We saw points of tension between Amandeep and an older Sikh interviewer in the first chapter and 

Shabd’s narration of friendship in chapter 2 that each spring from UKPHA’s finished products, but a large 
part of how they come to those ideological commitments that produce such tensions or incite admiration 
occurs in familial settings—how do the founders describe sovereignty to their children? how does Thalbir 
recognize value in a specific quote or a map? 
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serve as the basis of cultural memory production—evidenced in the last chapter by 

Amandeep’s explanations of sovereignty to his children and Thalbir and Amrit’s feelings 

of being an “outcast” through extended Sikh family members/belonging through 

strangers’ Punjabi aesthetics, or by the social networks that enable the labor of key 

UKPHA members—emotional labor and material entanglements.  

This chapter extends the motivations and context of chapter 2—experiences and 

questions of identity, a search for communal belonging, meaning making within episodic 

recall, and a shift of Sikh sovereignty to the self—into intimate space. Here, we look at 

the family histories of citizen historians to extend the narrowly exemplary moments of 

chapter 2 into the everyday contexts they are born from—the daily intersubjective 

dialogues, shared sets of experiences, and overlapping meanings that are central to 

memory production, but up till now have been partially obscured by the seemingly 

monolithic productions of public display. Thus, while citizen historians are very much 

rooted in similar rhetoric—online, their stories are accompanied by the headline, 

“CITIZEN HISTORIANS IN ACTION[:] Uncovering the Unknown Stories of the Men 

and Women who Made History,” (Empire, Faith & War 2016) –this chapter seeks to 

contextualize that “action” within the quotidian occurrences/interactions that make up 

historical consciousness.  

Theoretically, the material, the affective, and the embodied are often discussed 

together because they are so intertwined. As Macdonald (2013) puts it,  

Remembering and forgetting that reach beyond the 

individual are inevitably externally materialized in some 

form, be this speech, text, rituals or objects; and we 

experience them through our senses and in, and usually in 

relation to, specific places. (80) 
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Within this, it can be almost impossible to disentangle, “the embodied, emplaced, 

sensory, material and affective,” (Macdonald 2013, 80).
128

 Thus, in understanding 

processes of historical consciousness, this chapter seeks to highlight their translocal 

(emplaced) and embodied (spatial) nature. For this chapter, I’ve chosen to organize these 

affects—affects in that I still emphasize the emotive experiences surrounding historical 

encounters and their internalized resonance as an important component of seeking out 

historical engagement—around family relationships. These relationships between 

individuals structure the chapter, but achieve a wide-range of citizen-historian goals—

strategically maintain feelings of translocality and geographic connectivity, or embodied 

experiences that confirm ones Sikhness and/or familial responsibilities.
129

 Further, the 

socialization of these embodied forms of materially experiencing history are part and 

parcel of the relocation of sovereignty into the individual panth member—modifiers to 

twin narratives of sovereign/territorial and the Sikh historical imaginaries that bolster 

such claims.  

Overarchingly, the reinstatement of the Sarbat Khalsa (meeting of the pure) and the 

subsequent “global” representational meeting that took place in Amritsar in 2015, should 
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 I have also found Macdonald’s framing of “past presencing” (Macdonald 2012, 12) helpful in framing 

my own understanding of debates around history and memory (Nora 1989), and avoiding psychological 
individualism (Macdonald discussing Richard & Rudnychyj 2009; also see White 2005). As discussed in 
the introduction to this dissertation, see Murphy (2012) for the historical development of a Sikh-specific 
relationship with the past, rooted in the transition to a textual Guru in 1699, which relies on memory and 
representative performance for religious transmission, as well as the underlying “materiality of Sikh subject 
formation . . . in the case of the markers of the Khalsa, the paņj kakkar or ‘Five Ks,’” (Murphy 2012, 20–
66). 
129

 As Ballantyne & Burton (2009) note, space and the intimacies of locale were integral to the historical 

development of Anglo-American imperialism and its resistance. They push for, “a reconceptualization of 
space as a technology of imperial power and anticolonial agency . . . as a constitutive factor in the creation 
and maintenance of social, political, and cultural relations,” (Ballantyne & Burton 2009, 2–3). They further 
point to the destabilizing nature of colonial translocality, and, it should be noted, the term’s power to 
specifically understand gender without succumbing to a local-global binary (Ballantyne & Burton 2009, 
10), and I would add within an agentive frame of (re)making/curating/taming the contingencies of 
postcolonial spatial practice. Thus, my emphasis here on the familial relationships of translocal meaning-
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be signaled, as it informs these changing goals of social reproduction in the diasporic 

context. The call began in and was fueled by the diaspora and denotes, I believe, a desire 

to return (as a nostalgic imaginary
130

) to the sovereignty of the individual as part of a 

panth that votes directly in spiritual and worldly concerns (miri-piri). Although not 

typically represented in official governing bodies, religiously women were given the same 

spiritual privileges and responsibilities as men by the Gurus, which primarily involve 

individualized meditation on the divine Name (McLeod 2009, 156). Socially, Sikh 

women have traditionally had a primary role in “the work of kinship”—preparing food, 

providing other forms of care, and maintaining key social and familial relationships—

which has become more complicated in the transnational context of diaspora (Mand 

2010, 354–5).  

Throughout my fieldwork, this work was often described as a duty to create and 

nurture strong and able panth members—e.g. equality in so much as women as key in the 

production of physically healthy and emotionally confident children through cultivating 

their own spiritual, historical, and martial skills/knowledge.
131

 Thus, although there may 

be increased pressure on women to observe a religious lifestyle, they do not typically have 

the same ritual-based responsibilities on the part of their families that many women of 

South Asian descent—namely Hindu—might have (Hancock 1999; Rait 2015; Gardner & 

                                                                                                                                                 
making and sentiment is one arena where the boundaries of civic futures are negotiated, contested, and 
reaffirmed. 
130

 Nostalgic return can be classified as restorative nostalgia (Boym 2001). Here, it is the restoration of an 

intimate/geographic community of governance and mutual support—1699 as a specific watershed moment 
of self-sovereignty.  
131

 Rait (2005) notes that, “Sikh women in [her] survey regard their religion as simple and practical” with 

women stating that their daily religious practices gave “inner peace,” serenity and contentedness, “strength 
to fight against injustice,” and discipline. In each woman’s’ narrative, there is an emphasis on the 
individualized and pragmatic qualities of Sikh practice (18–19). Sikh studies have emphasized women’s 
labor outside the home; kirt karo (earning an honest living), along with seva and other forms of community 
involvement, are key religious practices (see Rait 2005, 23–25).  
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Grillo 2002).
132

 This chapter thus investigates the temporal and transnational reach that 

women enact and navigate when curating these historical materials—thereby cultivating 

contemporary relationships—in the home. Further, curation and narration of family 

histories illustrate many of these women’s agency to shift social reproductive labor into 

history to satiate their own interests, key relationships, and self-actualizing desires. 

Regardless of their personal motivations, the heritage turn in social preproduction helps 

span temporal and transnational distances and cultivates individualized striving. 

As a bridge between the public and the intimate, this chapter begins with Simran, a 

particularly active citizen historian, to understand her commitment to private 

research/curation and public historical display—discord and consensus between those 

projects’ underlying representations and her own desires for specific civic futures through 

heritage labor. Her motivations ask us to consider when and why this intimate 

engagement with memory production is undertaken more intensively by women and 

how/to whom she is asked to perform her knowledge. In Simran’s section, this chapter 

enters into a dialogue with the preceding chapter to explore the role of gender and 

interrogate the relationships that enable/animate cultural memory.  

Simran’s role is one in which her work is a constituent past of the public-facing 

(male-centric) world of UKPHA. In seeing her rigor and sincerity, as with other citizen 

historians, we ask where the differences between herself and project founders such as 

Parmjit and Amandeep lie—do they primarily stem from (gendered) expectations of or 

desires for content and performance, or in a separate set of individual motivations, 

historical breadth, audience reception, or even process for historical consciousness 
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 Although, this should be qualified, as a number of Punjabi-born women and non-Jat or –Ramgharia 

castes incorporate Hindu religious practices into their daily routines (Rait 2005, 21).  
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formation and use? Simran’s motivations are firmly fixed in her family experiences and 

(female-centric) labor of social reproduction. Whereas Amrit demanded and co-built 

spaces to perform heritage outside the family (and outside the homosocial relations of 

UKPHA), Simran’s public-ness is ever tied to family records, her children’s futures, and 

her relationship with her father. They are not, however, limited to the home—the futures 

she envision seek to ameliorate experiences of racism growing up and express desires for 

a more nuanced label of “Sikh” that her children may someday inhabit.  

The first section follows two other citizen historians to elaborate on the unique ways 

that domestically produced historical consciousness imbues families’ material lives and 

imaginations, as well as the plurality of (diasporic) needs it fills. First, Jinder illustrates 

the strongly embodied nature of, particularly, family narratives. She does not need to tie a 

turban similar to Mad Eyes’ or dress in reenactment gear to evoke past; rather, she relies 

on the rhetoric of blood—an intrinsic part of her and her family’s beings—to explain her 

connections to certain emotions, habits, dispositions, and life experiences, which tie back 

to her formulation of who and what her sepoy great-grandfather stood for. Asa** also 

illustrates the central role of familial relationships in guiding heritage production for 

citizen historians; however, in her case those relations are in the present and tangibly 

embedded in certain material benefits/discontents. Damaged with distance and imbued 

with the traumas of Partition, Asa seeks the agency to reconstitute her family through her 

heritage productions and the meanings she gives them.  

The next section seeks to illustrate the familial embeddedness of citizen historians 

through their family members. Inderpal Bawa* is also a citizen historian, but his UKPHA 

record is more of a family effort. Instead of being the sole curator, Inderpal is part of a 

complex network of family members that take part in research, commemoration, curation, 
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and affective response. In physically commemorating their sepoy relative, the Bawa’s 

communicate both the pragmatic side of familial relations/hierarchies, and the 

strategically translocal nature of citizen-historian work (and diasporic genealogical 

curation in general). 

Next, Natalie*, the fourteen-year-old daughter of an aspiring citizen historian, 

illustrates the disorganized dialogues that guide interactions between family members—

the central role of the present as an unresolved space, where these family bonds are 

forged. Natalie pushes her own considerations into the fore, which are organized around 

two poles—a preoccupation with navigating and understanding race relations in the world 

around her and a desire to assert herself in them, often through her relationships with her 

mother and grandfather. The section offers examples of she and her mother, Preet’s, 

interactions; narratives are pushed, ignored, taken back, and reframed through a mutual 

relationship with Preet’s father/Natalie’s grandfather, as well as in and against public 

institutions of social (citizen) reproduction in Britain—here, museums and schools.  

Finally, the privileging of agency under the rubrics of families (as) and institutions 

versus that of individuals is investigated within a genealogical project of display in Atari, 

Punjab by a citizen historian family. As the section turns to the museumification of the 

family—specifically the ways in which kinship, land ownership, and historical 

representation in the Punjab pulls at the diaspora—it attempts to contextualize domestic 

piety and obligation patterns in diasporic historical consciousness within broader, 

translocal connections to South Asian practice. Drawing from the desires of parents, 

grandparents, and sending communities, as well as the ongoing transliteration of religious 

ideology and practice (Leonard 2007, discussing Spivak 2005), the section offers some 

insights into how miri/piri (the interaction between the spiritual and worldly realms) as a 
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central Sikh tenet informs these semantic memory processes. The idea of the Gurdwara as 

a territorial space and the need to historicized certain locales to be authenticated by the 

colonial state plays a role, as does the shifting conception of the panth (“path;” denotes 

the community) as an individualized/internalized self-sovereign governing body.  

Here, we investigate that shift as decidedly diasporic and disproportionally resting on 

women’s social reproductive labor—curation, research, and how they help 

manage/organize/express familial relationships. Yet, this location, as with the last 

chapter’s, is a site primarily for community members; Sikh-identifying, urban, and 

relatively economically secure individuals with, if not consensus, then the similarly 

structured frames for spatial contexts and material pasts that facilitate shared discussions 

and productions, often aimed at those “others” on the periphery of their localities. 

Taking a broadly material orientation, this chapter moves into the home to offer a 

generative locus to the affective institutions and independent actors of the last chapter, 

and an extension of the individualized nature of heritage experience to investigate the role 

of embodied experiences and familial relationships in historical consciousness 

development. Still attune to affect and labor, the citizen historians and their families 

presented in this chapter illustrate the impressive breath of underlying materiality in 

heritage production to investigate the intimate, transnational, and immediate spaces that 

help generate these productions. Together, their dialogues and actions illustrate the 

affective labor that is involved in heritage production, as well as how familial relations 

organize/the familially-constituted-self embodies the past.  
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Where Memory Resides: Domestic Labor and Gendered Engagement 

On January 21, 2018, a little over three years after Empire, Faith & War presented a 

narrative of the First World War sepoys in Central London, the UKPHA posted the 

following photo and caption on their Facebook page:  

A delightful picture of Jupp Kaur of [Wraysbury] who went 

to school dressed as Havildar Ishar Singh, during her 

school's 'Celebrating British Heroes Day.' We salute you 

Jupp Kaur! 

Havildar Ishar Singh led a unit of the 36th Sikh Regiment 

at the Battle of Saragarhi where 21 Sikhs defended an 

Army post against thousands of Afghans in what is 

considered by some military historians as one of history's 

great last-stands. All 21 were killed and posthumously 

awarded the Indian Order of Merit, the highest award for 

gallantry in the Indian Army at the time. 

 

(This picture is being shared with the kind permission of 

Jupp's parents) 

 

(Sikh Discover Inspire 2017) 

In the photo, Jupp (who appears to be about seven or eight years old) stands in her kitchen 

staring confidently and serenely at the camera. She is wearing a smartly tied khaki turban, 

oversized trench coat, and a paper medal over (presumably) her school uniform. Although 
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this domestic scene was brought into the public gaze by UKPHA and their work with the 

centenary, it was a common one during my fieldwork—mothers researching male 

relatives, more little girls than boys weighing in on their parents’ work with the UKPHA, 

and each participant embodying their historical consciousness through tears, references to 

their “blood” as intrinsic markers of Sikhness, and methodical gestures that 

communicated a similar rigor in their lives that they ascribed to the sepoy, or hands 

bracketed to equate their bodies to past ones.  

This familiarly moment is caught within an array of patterns, themes, and widely 

recognized meanings that individuals take for granted when constructing any historical 

consciousness. On an intimate stage, we see a little girl taking on the personification of a 

number of values—some masculinized by colonial or religious projects, some age-

specific—needed for her to exhibit a mature Sikh-specific self in a future panth. There are 

some clues as to what Jupp is being asked to develop and reproduce in her dress-up. 

Taking place on the Northwest Frontier of India on September 12, 1897, Saraghari is 

demonstrably popular in the Sikh imagination, but not for many citizen historians I spoke 

with. Saraghari has been notably popularized by Jay Singh Sohal through a book—

Saragarhi: The Forgotten Battle—and public lectures, particularly in the Midlands and 

given, partially, in association with the British Army to help recruit more Sikh (lower and 

middle class) youth into the military.
133

 Citizen historians are typically looking for the 

broader audiences that the First World War offers, and Saraghari is currently firmly fixed 

within Sikh ones. Taken together, these deployments denote a more conservative 

                                                 
133

 This is part of an initiative across the armed services to create a military force more representative of 

British society as a whole. Part of this has been a “We Were There Too” campaign that focuses on 
minorities in the military, historically. Jay Sohal also has a First World War–centered initiative called Sikhs 
at War.  
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audience base.
134

 Yet, Wraysbury is closer to Slough (which boasts a large Sikh 

population) than Central London’s commemorative spaces; it is still in a liminal space 

similar to where many UKPHA core volunteers and citizen historians live—

predominantly white, Christian (or claiming non-religious), with a larger-than-average 

number of Sikhs (Wraysbury: 8.4 percent) and affluent demographic base (Lenton & 

Rayner 2016). To put it another way, none of the possibilities of Jupp’s positionality are 

extraordinary, but this photo begs the question: what was being provoked from these 

intimate moments by the broader commemorations of military history by Sikh/British 

communities? 

It may be useful to turn again to Amrit from the last chapter in understanding the 

process of embodiment that Jupp is being socialized into. In her awareness of the 

“confines” of traditionally religious space, she brought up that she wanted to discuss her 

connection to the Sarangi—the instrument she is best-known for and an apt example of 

the wider ethnoreligious boundaries that sneak up on her daily. First, “the Sarangi is 

traditionally played by a man; it's a very male-dominated—there are very few women.” 

There was next a Dharbabi (official of the Dharbar Sahib) who told her, “’You shouldn't 

be playing Sarangi with Kirtan.’ And that was a reference to the fact that Sarangi was 

known to be played with courtesans—in courtesan culture, and they're seen as . . . 

corrupt.” Despite this male-dominated and profane perception, the Sarangi is, “known as 

the closest instrument to a human voice—typically a woman singing. So for me to play an 

                                                 
134

 Sohal is also known for Turbanology, a public campaign that seeks to promote a Khalsic identity as the 

face of British Sikhness. As seen in the introduction, this is problematic for inclusivity in the present day 
and counter to many historical practices; it embraces a colonial formation of Sikhness. Sohal was quoted in 
chapter 1 as criticizing the UKPHA’s affiliation with Sanatan Sikh traditions that embrace a more fluid and 
critically historicize the colonial state’s influence on Sikh identity and sovereignty narratives/practices.  
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instrument that embodies a woman's voice and can mimic a woman's voice is also very 

important.” Finally, Amit loves that the Sarangi is,  

played in both folk music, as well as elitist Indian classical 

music. And it's almost a bridge between those two cultures. 

And that's where I find myself a lot. (Amrit Interview 2019) 

 

With all this, Amrit notes that the instrument, “almost has its own trauma that I'm 

taking on stage and giving it a platform. There's that element.” Amrit’s most recent 

album, Eternally Displaced, takes on these intersectional senses of trauma and boundary-

making in the Sikh community. Amrit noted that these kinds of insights begin as “an 

emotional response, I wasn’t even thinking about it at the time in terms of gender or 

displacement. It was just a response to extreme emotionality. It wasn’t until after that I 

saw how much of those themes had been a part of the process.”  

In cultivating a space where she can creatively address these discontentments, Amrit 

pointed to the poems of Amrita Pritam (a “progressive writer . . . a feminist,”) who 

addressed gendered violence during Partition in her writing, as well as the evocative 

power of women like “Aretha Franklin, [and] Etta James.” These daily experiences—in 

one’s room listening to music or in one’s kitchen posing for a photo—give Amrit and 

Jupp the framing they need to apply meaning to historical signifiers like military medals 

and musical instruments, and to act within the bridging and shifting spaces of diasporic 

materiality.  

The music and advocacy work of Amrit, and her parallel engagement with the 

historical projects of UKPHA are one side of how female visions extend the body of the 

male sepoy into an alliance between all displacements in gendered, racialized, and 

geographic terms; this form of engagement is socialized in Jupp’s home. Firmly fixed in 

the public sphere, Amrit offers a compelling promblemtization of gender-specific 
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performance of familial socialization within public memory production; her creative 

assemblages are cosmopolitan, pan-Diasporic, and rooted in the same style of 

individualized personal philosophy that Parmjit expresses his work within.  

To place Amrit and Jupp in the same spaces of contemporary Britain, the implications 

may speak to connections between gender, social reproduction, the desirability of some 

subjects over others—their traits, qualities, and life-trajectories—and new diasporic 

practices and materialities surrounding these concerns.
135

 Written through pastness, Jupp 

raises the questions: what values are being expressed through social reproductive 

endeavors in the home—especially those that focus on the curation and construction of 

historical narrative and its embodiment? How is she inscribing space through her 

personification at school as a “British Hero” who died on the Northwest Frontier (present-

day Pakistan) in a colonial war intended to subdue the territory? How is she asked to 

mold herself as she matures into a sovereign member of the panth?
136

 

This section consists of three citizen historian case studies that take a more intimate 

approach to the materials of past. All three are women in their late thirties to mid-forties, 

and each are the primary keepers of their family records. The labor that women do for the 

UKPHA is overwhelmingly centered around the family—women in charge of stewarding, 

researching and shaping the image of male family members in the public sphere. In this 

section, we see portions of their labor in organizing and (de)selecting the opinions of 

other family members, sometimes balancing these with others’ expectations, but more 

often sitting with them as unresolved. Further, heritage offers a gendered valence 

                                                 
135

 Werbner’s distinction between the “transnational” who rebuilds the cultural world of their sending 

community and the “cosmopolitan” who engages and embraces otherness should be acknowledged. The 
heritage production that I present here, especially the Bawas as a case study, lends an important lens into 
how history and heritage problematize those binaries of public action.  
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different from the domestic reproductions often studied in diasporic cultural 

maintenance—clothing, cooking, religious ritual, or language centered on the bodies of 

women/wives/mothers (Leonard 2007; Rait 2005).
137

  

Historical consciousness as a form of social reproduction comes with unique sets of 

estrangements from Punjabi culture and identity—along the basis of caste, geography, 

practices and beliefs, or emotional abandonment—where heritage-work is useful, 

mutable, or tangible, both for its own sake and, perhaps, in situations of capitalist 

reproduction where Punjabi food, aesthetics, or language are restricted in the home to 

ensure greater success outside it. Thus, even when performed publically—all three 

women helped provide the material basis for the EF&W project through their family 

stories—these heritage productions’ domestic roots are civic in nature and seek to 

ensure/build/maintain a cultural, not just identity, but as Amrit said, way of being that 

heritage ameliorates across and against geographies, women’s culturally-prescribed roles, 

racial labels, and state structures. It can be seen as a kind of new domestic piety for the 

diaspora—female labor that spans South Asian and British sensibilities of social 

reproduction.  

Sim 

Simran (Sim) is a wife, mother, degree-holder in the medical field, and citizen 

historian. I enjoyed interviewing Sim; her parents—who live down the street from her, 

but spend their winters in the Punjab—were always welcoming and reproachfully joked 

                                                                                                                                                 
136

 I believe the Sarbat Khalsa movement is part and parcel of reimagining Jupp’s relationship with the 

panth that I assert; see introduction to this chapter.  
137

 These embodied forms of social reproduction are further placed within contexts of/considered in 

marking assimilation and integration in the public sphere, and are further connected to multiculturalist 
policy and debates (Modood 2013; Saeed 2016). 
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about my poor Punjabi, her children were engaging and confident—her eldest daughter in 

particular was delightfully irreverent toward her history textbooks and eager to give her 

opinion during her mother’s interviews—and Sim and her husband, James, were easy-

going friends (incredibly blunt about the issues accompanying their inter-racial and –

religious relationship) and voracious researchers. During our first meeting, I had not been 

sitting long (discovering we like the same television comedies) before Sim produced a 

large black binder in response to my enquiry about an article that had featured her great-

grandfather’s participation in the First World War. I was shocked by the magnitude of 

that folder; inside were hand-written research notes, newspaper clippings, First World 

War–era songs and printed internet pictures of the trenches where her great-grandfather 

had been, and an original letter to her great-grandmother from a minor royal written in 

Urdu reassuring her that her husband’s death was nationally meaningful—in no particular 

order. Expressing my surprise (and delight), Sim casually responded, “Ya, I’ll find it 

later; it’s all in here.” 

Sim went on to describe the path that led her to research her great-grandfather, who 

she always calls by his full name—Nam Singh. It began with her father, but also with a 

twinge of unknowing. Her family’s practices surrounding some of the objects from her 

great-grandfather’s military career were featured in the narrative—Nam Singh’s death 

penny and the loving widow who “after his death . . . [would] keep it shiny,” a military 

coat that was later given to a man in need in Punjab, Nam Singh’s dutiful daughter who 

“had all the medals,” and Sim’s father’s memories of those things as Sim’s first window 

into that past. “I’ve always seen it since I’ve been a child,” she noted, “My dad keeps 

everything in a file, and it’s always been there.” 
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Sim: So he used to tell me stories like that, and I was 

fascinated by it.  

 

Elizabeth: Very cool. . . . 

 

Sim: So anyway, I tried searching for him just on the 

normal internet, “Nam Singh;” nothing would come up. I 

did this for years, and then I just kind of put it on the back 

burner. I think having—I can’t remember now whether it 

was last year or the year before—I went to the 

Commonwealth War Graves Commission [website]. And 

then, just on the off-chance I put his name in, and it came 

up! Because prior to that, his name would never come up. 

And he actually came up. And it was him; it mentioned my, 

like, it would be my great-great-grandad—well, Nam 

Singh’s dad’s name, and the village he was from. And it 

matched up with everything my dad had told me.  

 

Elizabeth: Wow.  

 

Sim: I think the reason I couldn’t find him also was the 

name of the village was spelt differently to how we spell it 

now. It was definitely him, and then from that I just could 

keep going. And so, ya, just doing it from that. I was so 

happy! 

 

Elizabeth: {both laugh} Of course! 

 

Sim: It just all lined up. But it was amazing. I found from 

that, obviously, he’s got no known grave, but he’s at Basra 

Memorial, and I’ve got a photo copy of the layout of the 

Basra Memorial, and where his plate is, as well. Just off the 

net.
138

 (Simran Interview 2016) 

It is her labor—“I did this for years—” and excitement—“amazing,” “fascinated,” 

“happy—” that the UKPHA wished to tap into when they conceptualized EF&W as a 

grassroots initiative.  

Several things are striking about Sim’s research. The first is the long-term labor that 

helped produce Nam Singh’s story outside the memories of his family. She recently 

                                                 
138

 An interesting contradiction between the research of families and the engagement of most Sikhs is the 

placeness of their endeavors. Most citizen historians find that their relatives served in the Middle East, 
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contacted me to say they had been invited to go on the news regarding another project, 

but much like EF&W, Sim was the one that took the initiative and reached out, hoping to 

secure Nam Singh’s place in the memories of those projects. The second is that the fruits 

of those labors were frustrated until the collective interest of the centenary prompted 

Government agencies like the Commonwealth War Graves Commission to organize, 

digitize, and make accessible long-held materials. Finally, it is the emotional nature of 

those memories for Sim, her father, and (as we’ll see) her teenaged daughter in particular.  

However, there are a very specific types of (diasporic) life experience that fueled this 

“fascination,” and these experiences lay a foundation that turn this history into an act of 

civic participation for Sim and other citizen historians. She alludes to it by noting the ease 

by which her husband was able to trace his family.
139

 Later, I asked whether her father 

had ever displayed any artifacts growing up; she responded that she had noticed he kept 

them in a lockbox, but he didn’t speak with her about it until she had asked. Pausing, she 

shifted the conversation:
140

 

Elizabeth: That’s very interesting.  

 

Sim: It could have been very good growing up, actually, if 

I’d known stuff like that.  

 

                                                                                                                                                 
whereas most tours and marathons take place in Europe. This dichotomy will be explored in the next 
chapter.  
139

 Tangential to this is the blame that British Sikhs often place on relatives in India for being poor record 

keepers or not having the respect and interested needed to develop an historical consciousness—always 
conceptualized outside the constraints of colonial record keeping practices and contingently, on a story-by-
story basis, outside or within the necessities of Partition migration (although this responsibility is place on 
non-Sikh “Indian” perpetrators, typically).  
140

 Throughout the forty-five-page transcript, Sim was mostly concerned about the evidence she had 

gathered, the “bizarre” connections she had found between her father’s life and that of her Great-
Grandfather, speculations of Nam Singh’s motivations for joining the war effort, and the artifacts she would 
have liked to find. Sim differs from other citizen historians in that she genuinely seems to enjoy the research 
process and the work is motivated internally (rather than familial obligation), even though she is tethered to 
familial concerns.  
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Elizabeth: Do you—do you mind elaborating a little bit on 

that?    

 

Sim: Well ya because um. Ya, it would, because when I was 

growing up, it wasn’t often, but when it did—because 

people are racist towards you, and you get the comment, 

“Oh go back to your country,” and stuff like that. 

 

Elizabeth: But you’re born here. 

 

Sim: Ya, exactly! Actually, if I’d know my great-grandad—

I would have said, “My great-grandad actually fought,” And 

stuff like that. But the weird thing is I’ve always done the 

remembrance ceremony, I’ve always worn the poppy; I’ve 

always done stuff like that. I’ve always [had] an inkling 

towards that, anyway regardless. My dad wore [inaudible], 

but I’ve always done the poppy thing, ever since I was little. 

But that’s part and parcel, I suppose, of growing up here, I 

think [pause]. But it just would be nice—[her voice rises] it 

just would be nice if, during school when we’re learning 

stuff, because here they don’t really teach you [about] any 

other history. Like any other country, they just teach you 

their own history. Because when I was growing up, I 

[remember] my dad saying when we used to go to the 

library, “Get an Indian history book,” and I’d say, “But dad, 

there isn’t any. There is none.”  

 

Here, Sim’s voice took a tone somewhere between pleading with her father and 

resigning to the library. She let the phrase “there is none” linger between her past and her 

present, looking intently through me, before continuing:  

So this sort of stuff, I think—what they’re doing now and 

everything for our future generations, I think it’s brilliant. 

Because I never knew! [Not] that the commonwealth were 

really involved in the First [World] War, or even in the 

Second.  

 

Elizabeth: Ya. 

 

Sim: So, you know, so we’re finding stuff and I think it’s 

amazing. I’m gob-smacked; I didn’t even know! [both 

laugh] But they did! We’ve got the facts. They did this. 

[pause] I don’t know. (Simran Interview 2016) 
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Sim is appealing to her children’s and other children’s futures, on the basis of her 

past—harmful experiences of not belonging through overt racism or the subtle sense that 

you do not belong, which a country’s national heritage can invite through silence—

although she was born in Britain and her Great-grandfather died in Britain’s war, she is 

not a part of “their [Britain’s] own history.” In this project, she has made attempts to 

understand what her labor is doing in that world.  

She notes that it’s really “for our future generations,” that this history is being written, 

but what form does that take? Again, Sim reaches into her own episodic past for clues as 

to her impact in the public sphere. Time and again, she sees that tangibly in the 

Remembrance Ceremonies of her youth. She mentioned herself taking part without the 

knowledge she worked toward in her adult life—that she actually did belong in a fuller 

sense than she was told. In continuing, she noted: 

Sim: I don’t remember any when I was young, but when 

they do Remembrance Sunday and the Prime Minister and 

everyone goes to the Center, I don’t recall—I mean, maybe 

they’ve done it now, but I don’t recall ever seeing a Sikh 

soldier anywhere. Placing a wreath or poppies—or you 

know, the wreath or anything like that. So during the 

Centenary—during the actual 100 years—you’ve seen 

everyone, you know, the Gurkhas and the Sikhs, and, well, 

anyone from the Commonwealth, actually . . . there haven’t 

been anyone in [the] Commonwealth discussed in books, 

necessarily. Or they’re just a footnote. Not in the main; 

they’re just a part of the whole.
141

 So I think, I think it’s 

good for me and I think it’s also good for my children, as 

well. Being mixed, as well, and just in general, just now 

that it’s all going to go anyways—the history is going to go 

anyway, but if you’re interested or you’re not, I think it’s 

going to disappear. But doing things like this, it’s like 

forev[er]—do you know what I mean? (Simran Interview 

2016) 

                                                 
141

 “The whole” is part and parcel of the norms of whiteness—the assumed whole is white and Christian, de 

facto. It is discussed in chapter 1 as the perception of the Heritage Sector that the UKPHA provide 
something periphery—they were “additions” to that core.  
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This sense of visibility also drove audience reception of EF&W in the first chapter—it 

was lovely to have a history rewritten, but it was even more meaningful to be visually 

represented, through the sepoy, in Central London. There is a normalization that takes 

place through asserting space and interrupting it with the brown and/or turbaned bodies of 

men who fought in the First World War and present-day British citizens. Here, inclusion 

in commemoration is “forever.” It is visible, and the reasons why it was enacted—the 

history—eventually becomes secondary to the change.  

Sim quickly went on to describe the labor she puts into making sure this is the case; 

she gave copies of her research to her father, her great-aunt, and her cousins.
142

 She puts 

special meaning into copies for her father because of his interest, for her great-aunt 

because she is the closest blood relation to Sham Singh still living, and for her cousin 

because he has young children: 

Sim: Yes; great-aunt. So I’ve given copies, obviously, to my 

cousin when he came over here to visit. I said, “Guess 

what? I’ve found my Great-grandad.” And he knew nothing 

about it! So I gave him copies. So he’s got a copy, and then 

my older brother. . . .
143

 No one’s actually pursued it! It’s 

just me that’s actually pursuing it, but I gave people like 

copies of everything so everyone’s aware. So even if 

eventually I’m not [doing] anything, then if I stop or get a 

dead-end, there might be someone who can find it and use 

the things [I’ve gathered]. [laughs] They’ll say, “Oh ya; this 

is interesting!” And they can pick it up from maybe where 

I’ve left off. You know? 

 

Elizabeth: Ya. One of the kids? 

 

                                                 
142

 I am not sure whether these were accompanied by summaries/synthesized analysis, but I do know they 

contained photo-copies of primary records and any materials that she had, such as a death penny, War Diary 
entries, and letters.  
143

 Sim’s positionality as a daughter instead of one of two sons is important in gendered labor within social 

reproduction.  
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Sim: After I can’t carry on—ya! Because like the 

Commonwealth War Grave Commission, for years and 

years and years his name wasn’t on, so obviously as they’ve 

gotten information, they put it on the internet— 

 

Elizabeth: Right.  

 

Sim: and then I found it. So I don’t know, maybe years later 

they may put more information on about, I don’t know, the 

[Nam Singh’s regiment] or about the actual, you know, the 

actual fighting, or anything else.
144

 You don’t know what 

people will find later on. (Simran Interview 2016) 

 

For Sim, her heritage is the best way for her to manifest the future that she wants to 

see for her children, nieces, and nephews. It is the best way for her to feel connected to 

not just Nam Singh and her family’s endeavors, but to her own biographical past—things 

she wishes she could have known or experienced growing up in Britain. She recently 

reached out to let me know she had found another project to feature Nam Singh in, this 

time a smaller, local centenary endeavor; in circulating his story, she reaches into her own 

experiences and desires, building her own precedent for self and action in the world. 

Jinder 

I now turn to Jinder, who takes up the concept of blood relations and generational 

distance Sim has just used to organize how she disseminates and values her research. We 

met Jinder briefly in chapter 1, when she mentioned her encounter with the EF&W 

exhibit’s timeline; she had been taken aback by the impact she felt in seeing Sikh 

historical moments lined up within the broader frame of the English heritage she had 

learnt so dutifully in primary and secondary school, exclaiming that she would hang it in 

her home if UKPHA gave her access. This emphasis makes more sense when put into the 

                                                 
144

 The desire to know more about the “actual fighting—“ their actual actions—was very common, and 

comes up again for Jinder, Asa’s husband, and the Bawas. 
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context of her life history and the familial obligations/expectations that followed her 

family from the Punjab to their new home in London in the late 1960s.  

Jinder is a professional woman in her forties working in Central London and living in 

a large, beautifully curated home with leather furniture and small South Asian statuary 

accents throughout—although her current marriage, family’s landholdings in the Punjab, 

and own impressive career gave this current picture of comfort, she had a difficult 

childhood and her parents’ poverty led the British state to place her in foster care several 

times. Between her frustrated affluence, familial prestige, and stigmatized childhood at 

the mercy of state assumptions about her parents’ fitness, Jinder has an assertive and self-

possessed demeanor. She wrote in brief, utilitarian texts and emails, spoke during our 

interviews in stark and easy statements, and I was struck by and envious of how she 

confidently rearranged our meeting environments to fit her needs (lobby tables pushed 

loudly aside, or thermostats silently switched to meet her immediate comfort). We only 

met twice for interviews, and I never saw her at heritage events, but during those 

interviews she jovially filled the space with observations about herself, her longing for a 

Sikh community to which she could truly belong, and an overwhelming number of stories 

about her family history. Her mother, Sukhi*, was present at our second meeting and 

featured prominently in it—she spoke with the same confident authority. Several times 

Sukhi quietly interrupted Jinder’s stories, and Jinder would stop immediately to listen; 

I’m not sure there was ever agreement between the two of them given Jinder’s sideways 

glances my way, but the abrupt and non-confrontational silence that Jinder showed her 

mother would change the tack of our conversations each time closer to where Sukhi 

navigated it. 
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Jinder’s family history narrative was categorized by Sukhi’s voice—the voice of a 

woman who fought to stay in Britain as a single mother after her husband’s death, and a 

voice marked by struggle and vibrato.
145

 The family characterized themselves as part of a 

legacy as rising above—a propensity to “carry on.” This rhetoric reappeared in Jinder’s 

narrative of her Great-Grandfather in the First World War; in discussing a letter that had 

been written to her family from a British officer after his death, she noted: 

He said all these great things [about him]. He had been 

shot, but he carried on and was really an inspiration to all 

the men during that time. He carried on. And I just think, I 

mean—his last day on earth, to carry on like that and know 

[that] he wasn’t a coward. [pause] And the script [of the 

letter] was so beautiful. (Jinder Interview 2016) 

 

Jinder’s conception of family is broader than Sim’s;
146

 it takes place outside of the 

personalization of individual actors to speak to a wider set of obligations and 

expectations, often categorized in herself as “blood—” interchangeably “in our blood,” 

and “in my [Jinder’s] blood.” Notably, this was connected to her simultaneous 

estrangement from and reliance on her Indian heritage: 

I have to accept, you know, I’m Indian, I have that heritage. 

I’m English born and bred, but I have that heritage; it’s in 

my blood. (Jinder Interview 2016) 

  

She used the phrase, “English born and bred,” often, yet her displacement from her 

family and others of Indian heritage loomed large in her narrative. Her family 

                                                 
145

 Many Sikh community members I spoke with, regardless of their involvement with the project, walked 

this line between self-consciousness and pride. I can only speculate as to why, but in part, it must have to do 
with the middling spaces of relative privilege that Sikhs hold in British racial hierarchies, as well as 
expressing the dichotomy between a past that was fairly prestigious (whether they had native servants and 
spacious homes as part of the colonial government in Africa, or whether they were land-owning Jats in the 
Punjab who wielded their power as the dominate caste) and a life in Britain that was often mean and low (as 
menial workers and/or racialized “blacks” in ghettoized housing). See Sato (2012) for a revealing case 
study of caste and power in Leicester.   
146

 Although a full analysis of caste-relations is outside the scope of this dissertation, again, it should be 

noted that while Jinder comes from a dominant caste, Sim does not and as such does not exhibit the same 
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relationships took on a kind of dichotomy—she often attributed her own actions and 

personality traits to those of her Great-Grandfather and earlier patriarchs in the Punjab—

distant, low-intensity memories of male relatives—but within narratives of her mother 

and daughter—intimate characters she interacts with on a daily basis.  

She further set herself, mother, and daughter within a separate set of belonging, only 

once including her sister, as she “and my sister were brought up [by Sukhi] to take on the 

world!” She illustrated this distance from Punjabi culture with several illustrative stories 

of other women in her family, namely her mother-in-law and a cousin in Canada who was 

planning to move in with her in-laws after her marriage:  

She’s a clever girl—a [names medical field], so she has a 

masters and all that, and I’m just thinking, “why?! To serve 

them tea?” I don’t get it. [pause] But that’s the thinking, 

right? That’s not how I was [raised]. That’s like her 

framework, so. But this is what I was saying; this is why I 

don’t go into the community. It’s so judgmental and that 

[she leans forward and whispers] it’s sexism. You know? 

So I just don’t feel like—I’m not part of that. I’m like ok, 

you do that, but I raise my kids. I live my life the way I 

want. (Jinder Interview 2016) 

 

She then went on to characterize herself through her career—her military-like day, 

cast as very different from her cousin’s: “I just come in prepared, not aggressive, but have 

the facts, do your job right, and cut them down [makes a broad sweeping motion across 

her body with her right arm, like a sword].”  

These types of characterizations of female relatives are fairly common among female 

citizen historians and volunteers—female identities built in contrast to other female 

relatives. If we recall, Amrit from chapter 2 always felt like an “outcast” among her 

extended family, but this was described primarily in relation to her female cousins. Where 

                                                                                                                                                 
vibrato. Sim also inhabits a space that is more multiculturally Sikh (multiple Sikh castes and traditions live 
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Amrit has positive associations with going to Southall as a child and excitedly pointing 

out with her sister, “Oh my gosh, there’s someone with a turban! Oh my gosh, there’s 

another!”
147

 she has contrasting negative associations with her own female cousins—

setting herself apart from them in very clear terms on the basis of behavior and ideology, 

just as Jinder does:  

Amrit: I remember growing up, actually, a lot of my cousins 

were girls, and they were a lot older than me too. And I 

remember growing up around them and watching them 

watch Bollywood films. I remember—I have this really 

specific memory in my head of sitting on the sofa with a 

colouring book, and looking at them watching this 

Bollywood film, and I didn’t like Bollywood—and I still 

don’t probably because of them [laughs] because they’re 

associated with it. [pause] But ya, they were horrible to me 

when I was younger—it was like being bullied by your own 

cousins, but um. [pause] I remember in that moment 

thinking, “I’m not going to be like them.” Like, there’s 

something bigger out there for me, and it sounds really 

cheesy, but I genuinely believed that. I believed that there 

was something in me [emphasis mine] that I had to give.
148

 

And that turned out to be music—and I found that out later 

on, but [pauses]. I knew. And even when we were growing 

up, as well, and all of them got married and did the 

traditional way, you know they got married to who their 

parents wanted them to get married to. 

 

Elizabeth: Mm hm. 

 

Amrit: I just knew I wasn’t one of them. So I found that 

community outside and that’s what happened. (Amrit 

Interview 2019) 

 

Vignettes like this are in contrast to the affinity Amrit felt for (presumably) male 

strangers and Jinder felt for the relatives she encountered while researching her Great-

                                                                                                                                                 
in her area), whereas Jinder is, like Jupp, ensconced in the upwardly mobile Jat worlds of West London.  
147

 These “someones” are presumably male given she was in Southall in the 1990s; females wearing turbans 

are a relatively recent phenomenon and are not common in Southall to this day. However, while she may 
not be explicitly focusing on male bodies, the underlying connotation is most certainly male, especially as 
females who incorporate the turban in their religious practice are associated closely with the feminine 
aspects within a “masculine” identity.  
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Grandfather, who, again, demonstrate an affinity for males. Where contrasting female 

characters appear in volunteer stories, alliances with male relatives can later be made. 

Jinder mentioned that her uncle in Canada had done most of the research for EF&W—she 

had merely “filled out the initial application” to participate. Her eyes lit up as she 

described the exchange with him during a visit to his home: 

Jinder: My sister isn’t as interested, but my uncle keeps 

everything so meticulously and detailed. You really should 

meet him! I will set it up.  

 

Elizabeth: So it must be a great bonding opportunity? 

 

Jinder: Yes! [she did not elaborate until we circled back 

much later.] . . . 

My mom’s brother, I was delighted! Even my cynical 

daughter [jokingly]—when she was eighteen we visited and 

she loved him! I just want to cuddle him!  . . .He and my 

mom are very close. They look the same and have the same 

[she makes stiff, parallel lines with her palms inward and 

chops them forward with intense, smooth strokes].” 

 

Elizabeth: Methodical? 

 

Jinder: My gosh, yes! My mother with a military 

background and [as] a teacher [she makes the same 

chopping motion]. (Jinder Interview 2016) 

 

This emphasis on career and the emphasis of a male-centric and translocal past in the 

Punjab and present in Canada is telling. Even her mother’s “military background” is 

actually a blood relationship or perhaps a way of being—she was never a member of the 

military herself, but the male members of her family imbue all of their practices with 

meticulousness. There is a contrasting female present in England for Jinder that is 

mirrored in how she speaks of her mother, daughter, and (more often) self: 
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 This notably seems to entail that her cousins’ life paths do not “give” meaningfully, but rather replicate.  
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Elizabeth: What do you hope sharing your Great 

Grandfather’s story does? 

 

Jinder: [pauses; looks up and to the right, showing me her 

profile and pursing her lips] Hm. No, so. I just hope it’s a 

record for my kids, so they know their blood. It’s there if 

they want it. It’s very personal for me—for the family and 

so the kids know who they are. [pause] So they don’t 

forget. (Jinder Interview 2016) 

 

A little later, she continued unprompted: 

Jinder: If I had it to do over . . . I would love to get other 

letters. I mean, there must have been quite a few from the 

[officer] while my Great-Grandfather was alive and fighting 

because [of] all those great things he said. He was so brave, 

I mean, [the officer] must have noticed and recorded it from 

other battles. . . .
149

  

If I had it to do over again I would get together a Sikh 

community, just [she sprinkles her fingers around her] a 

community around us. And it wouldn’t be judgmental. We 

would be able to talk about this stuff and remember it, just 

our heritage. [pause] I would like to have a community, 

yes. (Jinder Interview 2016) 

 

Jinder’s belonging to a Sikh past is solely based in her family—it is in her blood/her 

respected family members, and she works to accept that. Her family relationships 

constitute a space where she can discuss her heritage and forge bonds on her own terms—

in keeping with how she sees herself and her values. She primarily conceptualizes herself 

as the daughter of brave predecessors, and couches this way of being as an intrinsic part 

of herself. However, where Amrit found belonging in volunteering with the UKPHA and 

where Sim finds a voice for her children, I am left with the sense that Jinder is yet 

unheard outside her sovereign self—“I would like to have a community, yes.” 

                                                 
149

 Here, she assumes the importance of her Great Grandfather as an historical figure—an exemplary 

soldier that must have been acknowledged/recognized. There is an assumed importance/prestige placed on 
all family members by virtue of their belonging.  
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Asa 

Asa is in her mid-thirties and is a stay-at-home mother to two children—a boy aged 

eight and a girl aged four. Punjabi-born, Asa came to the UK in her twenties as a bride 

through an arranged marriage. I appreciated Asa’s deftness at orchestrating our meetings. 

Tea and small samosas were always ready when I arrived, and were served in the formal 

living room with a light chat about current events. We then moved on to the history of her 

family over chapatti (unleavened bread) and subzi (generic term for “vegetable dish”) in 

the kitchen, and ended with brief intimacies from her own life in the family’s living room 

before I was ushered to the door, on my way back to the train. 

Small, quietly anxious, and strikingly beautiful, Asa was the most talkative when 

discussing her family, specifically her daughter; often she and I would sit in her informal 

living room, her young daughter wrapped around me in a sleepy hug, almost weightless, 

as Asa shared some anecdote from the girl’s life, or speculated as to where she had 

inherited her most frustratingly adorable personality traits. Later, as we became friends, 

she primarily asked about my upcoming wedding, specifically about how I got along with 

my future mother-in-law and about any future children we may have of our own. She 

charmingly imparted wisdom like, “Oh yes; fathers are very easy. They can go wherever 

and aren’t busy like women” further warning me in a playfully ominous manner to be 

careful with my new family, “women notice things.” She had her concerns about my 

future husband and I being so far away from our families, which was something she knew 

well as the only member of her own family outside India. “You’ll need someone to raise 

your kids,” she would tell me, before she warmly assured me that my future mother in 

law will, “always be happy to take care of your children.”  
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Underlying these conversations was a sadness that left Asa preoccupied with her 

family in India, specifically her grandfather and her brother; after a little over a decade in 

Britain, her life was firmly rooted in India with them. Asa noted often how much she 

wanted her parents, brother, and his family to be in England with her. The stories 

typically followed the same narrative: she would offer a fond story of her brother—how 

she would look after him as a child, cry when her father tried to discipline him, or how 

intelligent he was even though his marks in school didn’t reflect it—followed by 

something about her family’s lives in India now that he is married with children: 

Asa: But my sister-in-law, she is going to classes. My 

mother takes care of the [children] and is very encouraging 

to her; she tells her she’ll look after the children and she 

should study. She [my mother] is very happy; I think she 

[likes?] the new baby very much. 

 

Elizabeth: Wow. That’s wonderful though, right? I mean, 

not a lot of mother-in-laws are so encouraging, perhaps? 

 

Asa: Yes. [pause] In India it’s more like this though. 

Everyone works together, and here I guess [pause] they 

want to do their own things and cannot be bothered.
150

 

[pause] It is hard on girls. (Asa Interview 2016) 

 

Asa said she had asked her brother to ask her mother to move the family to England, 

but her mother wanted to move to Canada, which Asa could not blame her for (most 

participants believed Canada to be the best diasporic destination for Sikhs). The stories 

she told me were confusing—at some points her family wanted to move to England, 

where she hoped to be able to visit them often; at other times, her mother would tell her 

she just wanted to be with her son and daughter-in-law in India.  

                                                 
150

 Asa is romanticizing what is an often tense relationship of investment in daughters-in-law that is, 

typically, meant more to increase their financial value to the family than as a nurturing act towards their 
well-being (Ramamurthy 2019).  
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What became clear was that Asa’s mother was in control of family decisions, and that 

Asa was not close with her. In Asa’s mind, she was thus excluded from the family—from 

a brother who might intervene for her, given her history of standing by him in childhood. 

That did not seem to be happening, and after several meetings, I was finally able to piece 

together Asa’s motivation for researching her great-grandfather, given these stories of 

familial indifference. A neighbor in London had told Asa that his family came to England 

in the 1920s through a program that allowed veterans of the First World War from India 

to settle in Britain; he told Asa, “your family missed their chance.” Although I checked 

with multiple UKPHA members and did a little research myself at her request, I could not 

find anyone who knew about this scheme.
151

 After no such program was uncovered, Asa 

placed her hopes on people of influence in Britain—Prince Harry (who was more likely to 

care than Prince William) or Mayor Khan might hear the story of her family’s service 

during the First World War, and grant her parents and brother’s family immigration 

rights. Asa drafted a letter, visited a local immigration non-for-profit that offered legal 

advice, and even reached out to her husband about sponsoring her family, which seemed 

the most difficult step for her. She became disheartened, and last I knew she dropped the 

effort when her mother reiterated the family’s desire to move to Canada.  

Asa’s life in England seemed to exacerbate her desire to strengthen those connections 

back in India. She was confused by her husband’s interest in taking amrit, something she 

saw as oddly “English,” which “only old men should [do],” and watched her son’s Basics 

of Sikhi videos (led by a turbaned woman from Norway) that her husband assigned him 

with a look I could not decide was more concerned or comically credulous. Between these 
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 I suggested that she was mistaken, and that her neighbor may have meant that his family arrived through 

informal networks that made it easier for Sikh veterans to get sponsorship/work from British officers they 
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daily confusions around religion, she noted that she wished to go back to school, but was 

fearful her English would not be good enough to earn her the high grades she had earned 

while at college in India. This fear was compounded by her son frequently correcting her 

English in front of me, and Asa would refer me to him to recite facts about the British 

Indian Army in the First World War. Finally, she often apologized for any potentially 

wrong answers when it was just she and I, although she assured me she “would be happy 

to ask [her] family in India,” about any questions that I had.  

Asa’s story is about a feeling of abandonment by her family of origin and a sense of 

cultural estrangement from her family of procreation—but it is also about a feeling of 

disenfranchisement instilled in her by her grandmother, based around the murder of her 

grandfather, Rangbir, and the attendant loss of property during Partition.
152

 Asa carried 

this trauma with her to Britain, and she made the murder and attendant financial losses 

her family incurred a central factor in their current status and—in her mind—inability to 

immigrate to Britain. It was a legacy of loss that affected her loneliness in present-day 

Britain.  

Asa: There were only two people who helped them—my 

grandmother’s friend. Oh, what was aunti’s name? I can’t 

remember. [Asa later exclaimed “[Name] Kaur! That was 

her name.”] And my mom’s uncle, [Name] Singh. The man 

who killed them [Rangbir, and I believe she is referring to 

Rangbir’s daughter’s suicide, below] was crazy; he went 

after them all! He wanted to kill the children and wife. The 

boy was very young and he jumped in a well and someone 

who worked at the well saved him. My grandma [Kartar] 

was injured—she had so many injuries. [she makes slashes 

across her forehead, cheeks, and chest]. She hid under the 

bed because [pause]. Yes, [Kartar] locked herself upstairs 

                                                                                                                                                 
had known through military service. Asa did not believe this to be the case.  
152

 It took a lot of prodding to discover the woman’s name. Asa referred to her has her grandfather, 

Rangbir’s, wife. When I asked further, she said her name had been Kartar, “but she was re-named by her 
mother-in-law when she married,” with a shrug. She continued to refer to her grandmother as “Rangbir’s 
wife.”  
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in a room . . . he chased the daughter first, but he didn’t 

catch her. [pause] 

 

Elizabeth: She was younger and faster, I suppose? 

 

Asa: Yes, he didn’t catch her. . . . 

There was also a doctor who was a witness, and he 

testified to all the violence! There was a sword in 

[Rangbir’s] heart and she [the daughter] had just [pause] 

she had terrible injuries. 

 

Elizabeth: But not your grandma? 

 

Asa: No, workers helped her lock herself in the room. They 

had loyalty because they were working for them. . . . 

But after they [multiple attackers] would still threaten 

them. The boy had mental health issues for 2 or 3 years 

after because he was still scared. [They had him committed 

to an insane asylum?] and the daughter died [committed 

suicide, I believe]. (Asa Interview 2016) 

In addition to the violence, some machinery and money was “stolen” from the 

family’s business by a former partner after Rangbir’s death. These financial losses 

mediate the estrangement Asa feels from her mother. However, it should be noted that 

this story also denies what is very likely gendered sexual violence against Rangbir’s 

daughter—her trauma is left veiled, just as Asa’s is; it is hinted at, but the systems and 

norms that enable its infliction are obscured, and the pain is never allowed a true voice.
153

  

Asa would finish this story, which she told me many times, by noting how her 

grandmother, Kartar, would tell her these stories, and that she was “very close” with her 

grandmother. Kartar died when Asa was 16, and her son and daughter never knew her, 

she would note with melancholy. Kartar had heart problems for about 5 years, and Asa 
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 Just as Amrit notes above regarding the work of Amita Pritam, violence towards women, particularly 

sexual violence, is a taboo subject. The rape of a woman is traditionally tied to her family’s honor in 
Punjab, and is thus kept silent or avoided at all costs—during Partition, this often led to family members 
murdering vulnerable female members of the family preemptively (see chapter 4).  
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maintained that she died because “she kept holding everything inside. I had her picture,” 

she paused, pensively once, “but not here.” Thus, as Asa noted: 

I have a connection with the story of my family, but you 

wouldn’t be able to know everything I want people to know 

from the [EF&W] website . . . so maybe you will see and 

tell people what is important to me?
154

 (Asa Interview 

2016) 

 

When all was said and done, family was Asa’s only motivation in becoming a citizen 

historian. She was primarily interested in the First World War as a way to allow her 

family to immigrate to the UK. Once, Asa sheepishly agreed that the story of her Great-

Grandfather was “interesting,” as I put it, but noted that it was really the life of her 

Grandfather, a veteran of the Second World War, that drove her narrative of the First 

World War; she wished to use the story as a platform to address the murder of her 

grandfather during Partition, and seek immigration benefits for her family to England as a 

kind of solace for the hardship it had caused his wife and children.  

Asa’s motivations and interests in the World Wars provides a stark contrast to those 

of her British-born colleagues, and illustrates the central place that familial narratives and 

national boundaries and bureaucracies play in episodic recall, as well as those memories’ 

connections to heritage endeavors. The profile of her nostalgic romanticization, the very 

central role of her own family in retelling it, and the meanings she assigns to her 

narratives all indicate the importance of the national stage and how the state recognizes, 

labels, identifies, an enables/constrains its inhabitants.  

Finally, we must see that Asa herself was materially circulated in many ways. In the 

home, she was a reminder of the Punjab—a solid and obvious link for her husband back 
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to the towns, family names, and foods that he recited to me as she sat on the couch. Her 

husband also urged her to share her family history, which was now the history of their 

children, too. I can only speculate as to his motivations or interest, but it should be stated 

that without his intervention, Asa would not have participated in a public historical 

project so concretely. As she noted to me with a shrug, she would simply receive the 

materials from her parents when they were ready to pass them on, and would “keep them 

safe,” as her brother was disinterested; her husband, however, noted on a separate 

occasion detailed plans for this preservation, which included the display of Nam Singh’s 

death penny once it made its way from India, and his hopes of finding/collecting other 

materials associated with Nam Singh’s military service. This dissonance between herself 

and her husband, though cultural and tied into systemic conditions, is indicative of Asa’s 

objectified role in the family—her status as a material reminder of familial connections to 

a Punjabi past, that Asa wished to make her present. If I may extend my warrants, it 

seems Asa was in the process of being socialized into a new kind of domestic piety in the 

Diaspora—that which resides in the curation of history, of heritage-making for the sake of 

children’s public futures and the transmission of Sikh identity. Her confusions lie directly 

in the spaces that cultivate an historical consciousness in the household—curation, 

display, and individual labor toward interpretation.  

Displaying, Interpreting, and Materializing the Intimate 

As stated earlier, the citizen historians that offered their family stories to the UKPHA 

were conspicuously absent from my fieldwork at heritage events, Sikh professional 
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 In her examination of Punjabi phulkaris, Maskiell (2010) provides an example of how the reification of 

something as “heritage” can serve to erase its other social functions and the desires of the women who 
create the items. 
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network meetings, and Gurdwara-based classes. Only one citizen historian participated 

regularly in the core happenings of the UKPHA, attending events in Central London that 

took him well out of the way of his daily routine in a Western suburb.
155

 I had to track 

down the five citizen historians presented here, and the interactions I had with them were 

primarily in their homes, with two joining me after our initial meetings at another 

centenary exhibit, per my request—journeys into Central London the families would not 

have otherwise taken. The display and performance they took part in rested in a domestic 

sphere, and aspects of it were satiated by others’ public display of their families.  

What is not immediately clear from how I have presented the women above who 

curate their families’ stories and send reports to indifferent relatives, is that many citizen 

historians root their work within a familial labor system—in Jinder’s case, she references 

the labor of her uncle and showcases the memories of her mother; Sim calls upon her 

daughter and husband to forge Nam Singh as a common interest, which the family 

discusses; Asa often referred me to her son or family abroad to alleviate the pressure of 

authoritative knowledge and mediate family dynamics between two continents. Each, 

though they led their family narration, organized labor—physical and emotional—within 

a familial unit, met with me in their familial spaces, and called upon children, parents, 

siblings, nieces, and nephews to witness these heritages with them.  

Thus the family—rooting interpretations in an affinity for male predecessors and 

framing their motivations within their children’s futures or their parents’ expectations—

serves as the emotive locus of heritage production here. However, those relationships 
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 This routine was still in keeping with the family-orientation of the citizen historians to whom I spoke—

he dedicated his time to the care of his ailing mother for years. Now, with her recent death, he turns to the 
historical communities he is a part of (research, lectures, book launches) to fill headspace and ease the pain 
of newly freed hours.  
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have a decidedly tangible quality to them, as well. In communicating their motivations, 

migration and transnational movements marked most explanations they gave, and were 

enabled through a variety of materials. The material, as the defining aspect of heritage—

the tangible that allows history to be concretized—runs throughout this dissertation; we 

return to it in this section to understand the private commemorations and cultural memory 

(re)production taking place in citizen historian’s homes. 

The museumification of the family that we will explore in this section plays into 

broader heritage practices in the Sikh community that are specifically linked to the spatial 

sovereignty of the Gurdwara; although a Gurdwara is technically any site where the Guru 

Granth Sahib lies (the textual Guru is awakened, served, and put to bed as a human Guru 

would be) (GGS) Gurdwaras are sovereign soil in an earthly/political sense, and each 

raises a nishan sahib (flag) to establish its territorial claim for the Sikhs.
156

 After the 

Gurdwara Reform Movement in the 1920s, the colonial state designated Sikh Gurdwaras 

based on establishing/demonstrating historical links of that site with the Sikh tradition 

(Murphy 2012, 22). The most common historical objects that help establish these sites are 

weapons, but are also commonly household objects—important indicators of the 

householder path that Sikhism espouses, often connected to langer—and clothing linked 

to the Gurus.
157

 Objects and sites are linked in the work they do to establish institutional 

legitimacy, but within religious space, the Sikh community is reaffirmed and produced 
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 The Sikhs employ other material practices to denote this sovereignty—fly whisks, weapons, and other 

historical objects of authority and affluence.  
157

 Many core UKPHA members are also collectors of military paraphernalia such as medals, and were 

drawn to the UKPHA through this initial hobby. It should be distinguished from, but seen as part and parcel 
of some UKPHA members connection to Nihang traditions that practice the collection and veneration of 
weapons (shastar puja) and the display of weapons in front of the Guru Granth Sahib in Gurdwaras. The 
collection and display of weapons in the Sikh tradition holds important connections to Sikh conceptions of 
sovereignty and some of the Sikh historical imaginary discussed here, but is unfortunately outside the scope 
of this dissertation.  
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through remembrance projects—the recitation of the community’s history during 

religious services and the representational nature of the Gurus, which emphasizes 

individual remembrance through meditation.
158

  

A good example of how the religious and historical imaginaries work in tandem and 

are socialized in Sikhism comes from a UKPHA pop-up exhibit with a Gurdwara that I 

attended in 2016. During the service, between readings and lectures, a ceremony was held 

for children graduating from the Gurdwara’s religious education’s history program. Three 

categories of trophies were given to the students as recognition—five children who 

“stood out in Sikh history,” three for their “dedication for Sikh history,” and the highest 

honor for three who had, “passion for Sikh history.” The religious service where this took 

place crescendoed with the Granthi’s (service leader) explicit connection between the 

religious and the historical, imploring, “Learn Gurmuki (the script the GGS is written in) 

and Gurbani (compositions in the GGS) . . . and speak our history!” 

The UKPHA understand and orchestrate this implicit religiosity within the historical 

for Sikhs
159

—the connection between material, affect, and embodiment—and we can turn 

to EF&W to elaborate this core of heritage production and parents’ reception of it. In 

example, the “Sound Archive of the World,” exhibit showcased actual recordings of 

prisoners of war, collected by The Royal Prussian Phonographic Commission during the 

First World War. This portion was most elaborated on by viewers during exhibit exit-
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 As Murphy notes, “Sikh objects do not partake of ‘embodiment,’ distinguishing them from the murtī and 

the Buddhist embodied image. . . . The conceptual category that most fundamentally ‘enlivens’ sacred Sikh 
objects, and their interpretation, is the narrative representation of the past in relation to the constitution of 
the Sikh community, and the participation of these objects and the sites that are related to them as forms of 
evidence in the narrative construction of past. Memory is substantialized through the object and the site, and 
a connection established and attested to through them. The Sikh community is produced through this living 
process of remembrance, the history that is constituted out of this memory,” (Murphy 2012, 30).  
159

 Although, some of their endeavors are products of their relationship with the Heritage Lottery Fund and 

best practices in the Heritage sector that privilege the experience of history.  
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interviews.
160

 Viewers were told they would find “folk stories, morality tales, personal 

reminiscences, petitions, and sacred song” on the tablet; most couldn’t quite make out the 

content, but were impressed none-the-less with, “just bits and bobs and you don’t know 

all of it. But ya, it was—it was like. It brings it to life, doesn’t it??” (Viewer Interview, 

2015). 

Further, upstairs in the Ground Gallery of EF&W, visitors could visit a mock trench. 

It was envisioned as a children area by the UKPHA and served to set apart a discrete Sikh 

sensory experience: 

Amandeep: It’s got sand bags and this fabulous backdrop. 

Um, resources like colouring pencils, ha [yes] and um, [a] 

lot of really innovative ways of engaging children with the 

history of the First World War. So we give them a kit bag, 

um, and they can go through and they can get a sense of 

what a Sikh soldier would have in his kit bag, which is 

distinct to a British soldier[’s]. (Madra 2014) 

 

Labeling the trench as a “children’s area” did not prevent other age groups from 

entering the space and immersing themselves in the experience of trench warfare, or from 

contributing to the Remembrance Wall—leaving drawings and poems (accented with 

sequins and bits of string), and other mementos on small, square pieces of paper in 

colored pencil and crayon (see below).
161
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 In the empirical context of when and where the recordings were taken and by which organizations, 

viewers could listen to “31 [recordings] by 19 Sikhs [recorded] between December 1916 and April 1917 
[emphasis mine],” just some of “over 2,600 recordings of approximately 250 languages, dialects and music” 
on an interactive tablet, mounted to a pedestal. “By Sikhs” is another indication of the individualization of 
agency afforded soldiers in commemorative endeavors broadly and during EF&W specifically, as discussed 
in chapter 1.  
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 Many of these pictures expressed the individualization of soldiers that the exhibit sought to stress.  
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Remembrance Wall (reprinted with permission: Empire, Faith, & War 2016d) 

Some older participants noted that the area was the most memorable for them, if only 

for their children’s engagement with the space; in one case a British Sikh woman in her 

40s noted of her and her tween daughter’s experience: 

Elizabeth: Do you—is there any, like, memory from it that 

stands out? Like a display or— 

 

Viewer: Ya; all the displays were really good and the one 

my daughter—because there’s a bit where I think they have, 

like, the trenches? You know, like the kit bag—and you 

smell [or?] something. My daughter smelt [it], it was vile! I 

can’t remember what it was now. If you open it up it’s a 

smell like old socks or something like that [laughs]. She 

smelt it and she asked—just like strangers! They were 

laughing and I mean, we didn’t know them—she said, 

“Well you smell it!” and they were like, “Oh my God! 

[Elizabeth laughs] Ya, you’re right.” So that bit was really 

good; it was just as soon as—before we went down the 

stairs. 

 

Elizabeth: It’s in the “Kid’s Corner?” 

Viewer: Ya!  

 

Elizabeth: Ok; very cool! 

 

Viewer: Ya; I remember that! But just kind of her face 

really, wasn’t it? But the rest of it—the rest of it was good. 

Some of it I knew anyway, but um. It was just so much 

information. (Viewer Interview 2016) 
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In taking in “so much information,” it was her daughter’s face that she remembers 

most—an embodied experience they shared with one another, sepoys of the past, and 

strangers. Thus, part of historical encounter for citizen historians and viewers is the 

opportunity to create shared biographical experiences that help forge connections between 

family members—specifically children or parents, as we will see—further evidence for 

the social reproductive role of heritage in the diaspora.  

This section continues to focus on the materiality of familial relations within 

domestic heritage production and commemoration, and on the translocal context from 

which a Sikh-specific historical consciousness arises and materials are collected—each of 

which are expressed bodily/practiced. The case studies presented here are loosely bound 

through these concerns; as such, each may seem tangential to one another, but they 

necessarily communicate the emotional bonds that are reaffirmed through 

commemorative activity, and the ways in which the circulation of the material can 

confirm, inter-generationally communicate, or remake geographic-based experiential 

realities, which, without signifiers, are otherwise difficult to consolidate or replicate 

within the frames of cultural memory socialization.  

Inderpal  

Inderpal Bawa was one of the five citizen historians I met often at his family’s homes. 

He had a pleasant, open face—clean shaven with hair parted neatly from the side. The 

first time he picked me up from the tube station to have an interview at his home, he 

brought his parents, noting, “They live at home and get very bore. . . . Very typical 

Punjabi family—they go back to the Punjab every winter!” However, despite his 
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openness to discuss his family’s work with UKPHA, Inderpal’s perception of this 

“typical[ity]” made it so we almost never had that first meeting.  

The UKPHA had suggested the Bawas as an exemplary example of familial 

engagement with their EF&W project, and had put us in touch. I had written Inderpal to 

ask if they wanted to participate in my research. His immediate response was one that, 

while seemingly rooted in humility, has much to say about the differences in labor 

between the UKPHA and the families they work with, the way that families characterize 

their efforts—in the public sphere, but not of it—and the assumptions I carried with me 

into that first meeting. He wrote, 

To be perfectly honest, there was no real passion in Sikh 

military history that was driving us, but rather personal 

reasons of trying to unearth a family secret. So there was a 

selfish angle to this.  

We are grateful to the UKPHA in picking up our story. . 

. . We are indebted to them and academics like yourself that 

are contributing by highlighting the role and sacrifice of a 

small community in such a big way in 20th century 

European, African and Asian military and political history. 

I feel as a non[-]academic that I will not be able to 

contribute anything concrete to your research. I fear our 

meeting may end up being a disappointment.  

[excerpt] (Inderpal Email Correspondence 2015) 

 

Inderpal’s response echoes the scripts and concerns discussed in chapters one and 

two; he is broadly aware of the centenary goals communicated throughout the UK 

regarding his “small community” and the context in which they sacrificed, while the 

pursuit of history more specifically is set up as a service to the Sikh community vis à vis, 

again, “passion”—the UKPHA selflessly contributes to the societal aspects of history, in 

opposition to the citizen historian’s own “selfish angle.” Inderpal had been socialized into 

broader conceptions of public history and its value; the role of “passion” is operative to 

his narrative, and the lack of a particular kind occludes him from civic value. More to my 
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purposes here, he also speaks as a familial whole—us and we—throughout most of his 

letter, in contrast to the individualized personas set up by Parmjit and Amandeep, or 

Angad and Amrit. Inderpal was the face of his family’s narrative of the First World 

War—appearing on local television to speak for his family’s feelings about their sepoy 

relative and the commemorations of the centenary in general, and taking responsibility for 

what “our story” could/could not offer my research.  

Yet, in the course of getting to know Inderpal and his family, there was clearly a 

familial passion being felt, performed/displayed, and reaffirmed. The content of their 

historical consciousness was indeed qualitatively different, however, and they built 

meaning into the biographical memories that they forged together through building 

moments of collaborative historical consciousness. Here, we will investigate their 

collaborative efforts to commemorate their progenitor—an act that spans three 

continents—as well as the role that exchange played in their meaning-building endeavors. 

Thus, the Bawas spoke in two arenas—their commemoration efforts for their (great) great 

grandfather, Nam Singh, and those efforts’ implications for their family 

relationships/interpersonal memories.  

Most citizen historians I worked with found the majority of their information in the 

Commonwealth War Graves Commission (CWGC) archives—as names written on 

memorials. Citizen historians often expressed a desire to touch and see these memorials, 

and some had researched the history of the memorials themselves—how and when their 

great-grandfather’s names had been inscribed in that space, if the memorials had been 

moved, and if they were original. The Bawas used these transnational monuments
162

 to 

express the localities of their lives—they fixed their experiences with those memorials by 
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orchestrating meaningful experiences as a family through their shared past and by 

establishing new commemorative objects to reaffirm those shared experiences later. 

Inderpal: Actually, what I didn’t mention was that in 2008, 

[June 10th] we went to Egypt.
163

  

 

Elizabeth: Ah!  

 

Inderpal: You proba—that’s 90 years, to the day [their 

Great Grandfather died]. And we went to Heliopolis and 

the War Museum in Heliopolis—I’ll show you a few 

pictures later. 

 

Elizabeth: Ya.  

 

Inderpal: To commemorate that day, ya. And what we did 

was, my dad decided to take some soil, you know some 

sand and stuff— 

 

Father: [Village Name]. 

 

Inderpal: [Village Name]—from the village where our 

Great Grandfather was born. And we took it to Egypt, and 

took it to that exact area where they had that plot with is 

name and stuff on it. And we took some soil from there and 

we took it back to our house in India. 

 

Elizabeth: Oh, ok. 

 

Inderpal: Ya ya. So it was [flustered] a sort of symbolic 

thing, you know. Anyway, that’s right.  

 

 

Elizabeth: Do you have it displayed or did you incorporate 

it— 

 

Inderpal: Ya ya! What we did, when that soil we plan— 
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 Each monument was built by the British Government, but in different countries 
163

 This date also carried a significance for the family. On a separate occasion Sher, Inderpal’s daughter, 

noted that it wasn’t just the tree or the memorial, but the dates that also made the narrative special. When 
talking about their archival research trip she noted, “That was a bit eerie too, right? The [10

th
 June] thing?” 

Inderpal began to respond, “Ya, so we went on the [10
th

]to the archives” to which Sher interjected, “But we 
were in Egypt on the [10

th
]”. Inderpal: “No, we—“ Sher: “No?! I thought?” Inderpal: “Ya, no so the [June 

10
th

] ,that was intentional, but [turns to address me—Sher leans in with an intent expression] the National 
Archive, that was all a coincidence. So.” Sher: “See! So that’s eerie.”  
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Father: planted a tree! 

 

Inderpal: We planted a, planted a tree there. 

 

Father: Ya. 

 

Inderpal: And we put that soil in there as well, yes.  

 

Elizabeth: That’s really cool.  

 

Inderpal: So when we look at that tree, obviously kind of, it  

reminds us of that time.  

 

Elizabeth: Very cool; I love it. Now I understand some of 

your references to nature and [light?].  

 

Inderpal: That’s right.  

 

Elizabeth: That’s very cool. Whose idea was the tree—to 

plant the tree? 

 

Inderpal: That was my dad and I, ya. [laughs]  

 

Here, I stumbled through my notes for the next question. As I did, Inderpal’s father 

spoke softly to him in Punjabi, to which Inderpal responded, looking towards me: 

Inderpal: Oh right [to his father]. You know you were 

asking about my children [to Elizabeth]? You know my 

daughter especially, she gets very emotional. So when 

she—when we went there and actually saw the name for the 

first time, you know,  

 

Father: At the memorial.  

 

Inderpal: She got—her eyes welled up and she got really 

emotional and stuff. Ya.  

 

Elizabeth: His name on the war grave? 

 

Inderpal: War grave—ya. Let me show you this. 

 

Elizabeth: Ya, please do.  

 

Inderpal: [Gets up and goes to a bureau in the same 

room—quickly finds a binder] It’s this one, I think.  
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Elizabeth: So it was kind of a family trip, except you went 

specif— 

 

Inderpal: It was a family trip, though specifically for that. 

Obviously when we went there, we also saw the pyramids. 

[Elizabeth and Inderpal laugh] Can’t go there and not do 

that.  

 

Elizabeth: [over Inderpal] Of course, right. 

 

Inderpal: But that was the main purpose of our trip was 

[sic] Heliopolis—The War Museum. . . . 

And there was a book here, as well, ya. It’s got all the 

details, so you can see a lot of “Nam Singhs,” and our one’s 

here. So it says, “Nam Singh; [Battalion Name],” and exact 

date—[June 10] 1918. That’s our Great Grandfather—our 

Great Great Grandfather’s name. That’s our village; 

obviously [Village Name], which was at 

 

Elizabeth: Oh, right 

 

Inderpal: Right, which was at that time, used to be part of 

district— 

 

Father: Sub-district. 

 

Inderpal: sub-district. (Bawa Family Interview 2016a) 

 

In planning and travelling together, the Bawas sought to commemorate the death of 

Nam Singh. Inderpal and his father create the narrative of the trip together. The father 

takes on a role of fact-checker and polices the narrative to ensure the important parts are 

presented; notably the father is interest in his granddaughter’s reaction to their trip. In 

keeping with the roles of other citizen historians, she is being socialized to perform this 

new curation of historical consciousness when she sets up her own home—socialized into 

the new politics of a sacralized domestic labor in the diaspora that surrounds Sikh 

identity’s connection to heritage-making. Further, the tree they planted is a clear 

commemorative effort that incorporates the land from two important nodes of the 

family’s life. Though they live in and are citizens of the UK, land from their home there 
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is not part of establishing the connection to Nam Singh. Yet, the tree itself signifies the 

“time” they spent together touring, rather than Nam Singh, specifically—their present-day 

lives wrapped in moments that acknowledge their translocality, but distinguish between 

the quotidian and the exemplary. It may also signify their family history in another 

translocal sense—although Inderpal’s children are UK citizens too (Inderpal, his wife, 

and his sister are UK citizens), the children were born and lived in the Punjab until they 

were between the ages of two and five. With property, an income-producing business, and 

early memories of family-building centered in the Punjab, it makes sense that the tree 

which stands in for familial relationships should be rooted so neatly in the family’s home 

pind (village). 

The Bawas public outreach and private commemoration really was somewhat 

exemplary given the average citizen historian. In addition to appearing on EF&W and 

telling their story on a local news channel, they expressed gratitude—as did most citizen 

historians—that their great grandfather would be in this dissertation.
164

 However, their 

effort extended more broadly throughout the family, and can be seen as an investment in 

familial relationships resting in biographical memory. The Bawas retained daily 

reminders in their home, as well, that—like the tree—seemed to signify, not so much 

Nam Singh himself, but his connections to the family; in many ways it was the familial 

ties that were celebrated and reaffirmed as one small part of a whole. They kept a group 

photo displayed with the crew from their television appearance, but when I asked if they 

had anything of Nam Singh’s displayed, they said no. Inderpal had a reproduction of the 
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 It is a difficult line for me—most citizen historians wanted anonymity for themselves, but for their great 

grandfather’s name to be in print, and thus remembered or further catalogued for posterity. I feel 
uncomfortable using pseudonyms for the sepoys, but their real names would reveal their family researchers 
in the present.  
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Indian Order of Merit medal that Nam Singh had earned, but it was kept in the 

aforementioned bureau in the living room that held other memories. However, just after 

the family noted this, I spotted something in the corner of the room—a photo of a medal 

photoshopped next to a picture of a young man taken in the 1970s. On closer 

examination, it had Nam Singh’s name and the details of his military career and death 

inscribed below: 

Elizabeth: Um, you said you didn’t have stuff on display, 

but right there. [Inderpal laughs as Elizabeth points to a 

photo on the wall] I just saw it! 

 

Inderpal: Oh ya this one! My dad—this is one my dad’s got 

where he’s, um— 

 

Elizabeth: Can I take a picture of that? 

 

Inderpal: Ya! Of course. We couldn’t find a picture, so this 

one is of my dad when he was much younger!  . . .so we 

keep this here permanently. (Bawa Family Interview 2016a) 

 

A little piece of land—over which the Sikhs sought sovereignty for so long—now lies 

in a grave memorial in Egypt, effectively bringing Nam Singh’s home back to him. The 

land in Egypt that he died to control—with small agencies and large constraints—now 

lies in his home village and nourishes a tree that signifies familial connections that he, in 

many ways, was never a part of. Simultaneously, his military details hang in the family’s 

home in London—visible, but forgotten. 

Sisters and Daughters 

As noted, Inderpal’s daughter, Sher*, was featured heavily in the Bawa 

commemorative narrative. She is the middle child with a brother on either side and 

another cousin brother her age, who is Inderpal’s sister’s, Lal*, son. Sher’s emotional 

reactions to the family’s commemorations seem to be a central part of the narrative that 
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her father and grandfather have built around their efforts. She was also present during 

subsequent interviews, interjecting and asking questions where her brothers and cousin-

brother were not. Further, Lal had done the majority of the archival research associated 

with the creation of the family’s records. As Inderpal noted to me: 

I mean she . . . instigated the research, really. Because 

she’s got um— when she starts something off, she really 

sticks to it. So, really it’s all thanks to her that we got most 

of the information. Later on, I got in touch with UK Punjab 

Heritage Association [because] just by chance I was reading 

through the Daily Mail and I just saw this letter that they 

were getting National Lottery Funding. And um, I got in 

touch with them, told them my story, you know, [inaudible 

word]. Before that, up to the point of discovering 

everything, it was really my sister who did all the detective 

work. (Inderpal Interview 2016) 

 

In addition, much of Lal and Inderpal’s interest centered around their shared 

connection with their father; as Inderpal noted in his initial letter to me, “it was my father 

who was always curious to know about the circumstances of [Nam Singh’s] death in the 

war. My sister and I felt that we owed him at the very least to make an effort to try to find 

out the answers.” So that obligation, that relationship of indebtedness, to their father is 

what primarily motivated their research, although the motivation for Inderpal to reach out 

to the UKPHA is less clear.  

During a subsequent interview, in which Lal and Sher were present, Lal wanted to 

discuss the research portion with me, rather than the trip or the handed down materials 

that interested Inderpal. Inderpal took on the role of authoritatively guiding the set 

narrative in the absence of father (who was outside with his son-in-law at the time) as Lal 

spoke. When Lal described her family’s history, she placed the research materials and the 

emotions in a central position, and focused on her own experience with the effort, 

especially in relation to her interaction with her father and brother. First, there was a letter 
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she had written to the Ministry of Defense (MOD) in the early stages of her research out 

of frustration, it would seem:  

Elizabeth: What prompted the letter to the MOD? 

 

Lal: I was just writing anyone I could think of. There was a 

military historian—um, he must have been, yes?  

[Here, Inderpal responds interjects at several points to 

establish the name of the man who helped them at MOD 

and the general timeline—names and dates.] 

 

Lal: It’s the National Army Museum [they were referred 

to]. So. Right. . . . 

Sure, but it was a military historian there and he told us 

to write the War Graves Commission and they gave us this 

link with 240 names! So I sat down and I had my father on 

the phone— 

 

Elizabeth: Where were you? 

 

Lal: No, I was at home, with him on the phone and we went 

through one by one, each one and he would just say “no” 

and “no.” 

 

Sher: The 94
th

 page! That’s what it was by then you were 

like, “psh!” It was page 94.  

 

Lal: Yes and then I stopped. [makes a dramatic pause, 

looking around at her audience—me, Inderpal, Sher, and 

her son and nephew] It had his grandfather’s name and then 

my grandfathers and I just knew. I just stopped. I got so 

emotional and gave [the document] to Inderpal and he 

confirmed the death date and the theatre [pause]. But, ya, it 

was— [pause; the family is silent]. 

 

Inderpal: Then we went to the archives.  

 

Lal: Yes, we gave them the date and the battalion and 

then— 

 

Inderpal: Within 15 or 20 minutes we had them. What we 

really want to do is if you go back earlier, there may be 

more references—where he was before Basra and what he 

had done. (Bawa Family Interview 2016b) 
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Later, I sat with them as they looked through the newly launched website for EF&W 

that held their family’s narrative, this time just Lal, Inderpal, and Sher were present, as 

the boys had gone outside. The three of them quickly tired of the finicky “Soldier’s Map,” 

where they—at my request—began their search for their (great) great-grandfather’s 

record, and navigated straight away to the “Soldier’s Stories” link at the top of the page. 

At this point, a shift began to occur and the mood grew quiet:  

Inderpal: Oh wow, yes, there it is. 

 

Lal: That’s it, that’s him. [pause] 

 

Sher: Oh, it’s just such a shame we don’t have a photo of 

him, you know? 

 

Inderpal and Lal: Yes . . . (they murmured, trailing off, 

looking intently at the screen, scrolling down together.) 

 

Lal: Oh, this photo, this is at the Memorial in Egypt. That’s 

excellent. 

 

Elizabeth: Were you able to pick the photo? Did UKPHA 

consult you? 

 

Inderpal: No [pause; still staring at the screen] But, it’s a 

good choice. [pause] No, this is great; that’s my father 

pointing to his grandfather. Having his hand in there like 

that, it really [pause] it’s nice, it’s a physical presence from 

someone from the family there. 

 

Lal: Yes, if we don’t have his [Nam Singh’s] photo, then. 

(Bawa Family Interview 2016b) 

 

They continued to quietly and solemnly navigate the site. This is a telling encounter 

with the public account of their private endeavors. The emphasis they place on the 

presence of their father’s hand, the longing for a photograph, and the “physical presence” 

of it all suggests the central place of the material in making these translocal, familial 

cultural memories.  
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The Bawas address their translocality, and strengthen their connections to one another 

and discrete geographies simultaneously through their heritage work. Their familial 

relationships hold the means and meaning of heritage production and cultural memory 

socialization. Inderpal expressed primarily a sense of obligation to his father in his and 

Lal’s pursuit of his great-grandfather’s history. In this “selfish” pursuit, they describe 

family trips to archives of the First World War at home and abroad, emotive connections 

to memorials, pride in resourcefulness in accessing and assessing information, and tears 

while watching the family create spaces in their home to remember a man that died 100 

years before.  

Disorganized Dialogues  

I learnt a lot from the interjections of family members. While Sim, Jinder, and Asa 

drove their familial narratives with episodic interpretations, other family members offered 

details, memories, and experiences that they felt were also valuable to the heritage’s 

meaning. Some mothers and fathers interjected with exact dates, important categories, 

and names of Punjabi villages otherwise unidentified satisfactorily by their adult 

children—“Moga,” “We arrived with 15 shillings only,” “You are very English; you were 

born here, remember.” Other parents were more vocal, driving the conversation more 

often than not to their early experiences of struggle in the Punjab and Britain. They 

exuded a kind of authority of first-hand experience that phased in and out of earlier time 

periods and into the citizen historian’s own interpretations of historical events.  

An interesting example of how the numerous migration stories of Partition and life in 

Southall during the ’60s and ’70s were connected by parents of citizen historians comes 

from one mother. She was recounting the story of her and her husband’s journey to 
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Britain in the late 1960s—prompted by the observation that her adult children did not 

speak Punjabi: 

MataJi: We took a boat to England.  

 

Elizabeth: A boat?! 

 

MataJi: [Laughs] Yes! [Citizen Historian’s sister] was 15 

months old. I was married in 1964—I was 27 years old. . . . 

We took a boat so we could carry more! I had just been 

married and I had my linens and [she makes a large 

rectangle with her hands]— 

 

Elizabeth: Trunks? 

 

MataJi: Linens and—oh you should see them! I still have 

them somewhere and they’re lovely. So we couldn’t bring 

all that on the plane in those days, so we took a boat. 

[Laughs] They had to come with ten or 12 cars! 

 

Elizabeth: You knew people here? 

 

MataJi: Just two friends. We booked the boat from 

Bombay and then there were problems at the Suez Canal. It 

took three months! We left in November ’66 and arrived 

[pause] in [pause] February ’67. It was a French ship, with 

French waiters and I didn’t know French [so] my father 

gave me a French book from [sepoy] Nam Singh.  

 

Elizabeth: Really?! 

 

MataJi: Yes, his name was in it and “Nam Singh” from his 

college. It had French and English translations. “Latte! 

Latte!” [milk]. That’s all they would say. My baby was 

hungry, and I pointed in the book at what I wanted—

“Latte!” So they gave me this basket filled with tiny 

containers of milk, but how to open?? I kept running after 

them. My husband said he wouldn’t and so I would or who 

would feed my baby?? So finally we figured out how to 

open them and she was [MataJi makes her eyes wide] 

asking, “Dudh? Dudh?” [milk] all the time, “dudh dudh.” 

And I said to her, “oh—dudh dudh is in here!” and that 

made her comfortable. Then she was ok because she knew 

it was coming. (Viewer Interview 2016) 
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In MataJi’s story, Nam Singh helps feed her child during an arduous journey. They 

are bound, perhaps, by trials or by their relationship to the Frenchmen they encountered as 

they traveled. It is an episodic memory of what the First World War meant to a worried 

mother in a strange situation—a situation in which she is the main character, supported by 

her Grandfather, the sepoy.  

Natalie 

The children in these families have their own motivations when they encounter these 

heritage productions, of course, and provided a very different set of interjections. 

Between the ages of eight and twenty-five, these comments more often than not served to 

place the family into the broader social fabric that the children were growing up in—a 

very different set of experiences and generational concerns.
165

 There was a kind of 

eagerness to many of their remarks; where their grandparents provided authoritative 

details—their life events to be added to the compendium of the First World War so as not 

to be forgotten, either—their grandchildren were more eager to get my take on the current 

political situation or share their everyday experiences with me. As an American living in 

London during Brexit and the 2016 presidential election in the United States, there was a 

kind of desperation in their attempts to be heard and to make sense of the messages 

coming the from the United States, which they unilaterally characterized as racist. Thus, 

most of their comments were regarding race relations in Britain, which were often 

ignored or diffused jokingly by their parents.  
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 This was the age range of children with substantive and sustained engagement with/understanding of the 

narratives their parents offered in my sample. Parents would include, for instance, a five-year-old daughter 
in their interviews, and how the families engaged one another is quite important. However, here I want to 
focus on the children’s side of that interaction, and there simply isn’t enough material to analyze the broader 
context of the five-year-old’s world when asking why the camels in a First World War–photo were “wearing 
Band-Aids,” (although her mother’s response is an important part of the socialization process, of course).  
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One young woman was especially eager to join in the conversations I had with her 

parents—an interracial Punjabi-Sikh and English-Catholic couple who were, my now 

husband, Tyler’s and my friends—Preet and Charles*.
166

 Natalie was thirteen when I first 

met her. She was very interested in America and was eager to share “British” things with 

us—mostly in the form of food (she was especially delighted any time she got a confused 

reaction from Tyler). The second time we met her, Natalie was wearing Harley Quinn 

Chuck Taylors that she saved money for herself, a flowery skater skirt, a black shirt that 

said “Dead Spice” on it, and a black cardigan. She had recently shaved one side of her 

head and colored the tips of her hair the same electric green as her eyeshadow. She told us 

her dad used to be “punk” as she showed us the guitar he’d decorated in hand-drawn 

skulls for her. It rested under an enormous framed photo of her grandparents—she had 

missed them whenever they visited the Punjab when she “was little.” They provided 

much of her childcare growing-up, and even though they only spoke Punjabi, Natalie 

neither spoke nor comprehended Punjabi. She also shared the room with her little sister, 

whose lower bunk was covered in stuffed animals and surrounded by magazine cut-outs 

of the Disney film Frozen. Natalie is probably one of the kindest and happiest teenagers I 

have ever had the privilege to know.  

Between fairly innocuous observations about wishing she could do a “hijab flip” like 

her friends’ did to dismiss unsavory comments from boys, or that there was still shrapnel 

in a tree at her school from the Second World War (she was very worried they might cut 

it down someday), Natalie also provided responses to her parent’s comments that 

showcased her preoccupation with race and her place in Britain’s racialized society. On 
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 Catholic and Sikh inter-marriages were the largest inter-religious demographic for marriages in my 

sample size. We were also in more contact with or had a greater chance of meeting these married couples 
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one visit in particular, these comments came up as we weaved through stories of my work 

and her parents’. When politics (inevitably) came up, her mother noted that if Hilary 

Clinton were elected, “it could be all women running some of the world’s largest 

countries,” to which Natalie quickly responded, “Yes, but they’d all still be white, right?” 

Her mother slowly replied, “Well, yes,” but dismissed the comment. Later, Natalie noted, 

“People just think I’m white. Then at school, they’re like confused and say like, ‘well 

how can you be two things?’ I have to like explain to them that,” she stared intensely at 

her hands moving them in parallel lines between two imaginary brackets; her father 

simply commented that it was “a really good Catholic school,” and moved on without her 

to discuss the charges her schooling incurred. In addition, Natalie was moved by the 

plight of refugees in Calais and disturbed by her classmates’ indifference, angered by the 

intense scrutiny she received at the French boarder and the Eiffel Tower on a school 

trip—much more than her “white” counterparts—and was interested, not so much in her 

great-grandfather who fought in the First World War and of whom she had heard so much 

about, but his brother who was jailed several times during India’s struggle for 

independence and who she, prior to my interviewing, had never known existed.
167

 

These interests seeped into our discussions about the First World War. Natalie and 

her mother, Preet, were always interested in accompanying me on my side-trips to 

exhibits and events, although they ultimately could only attend a few. Preet and Charles 

had a shared interest in their family histories and would each research their side at the 

same time (tandem, but separate research endeavors), but Preet would take Natalie, not 

                                                                                                                                                 
because both my husband and I identified ourselves as Catholic to potential participants, when asked.  
167

 As Preet said during my interview with her father, “Wow, I never knew this! You [to Elizabeth] should 

come around more often [laughs]! And then I guess last time [Elizabeth was here] you [to her father] were 
saying that some of them [Nam Singh’s brothers] were fighting for independence after? So wow. . . . He 
never tells us this stuff.” 
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Charles, or their two younger children, aged nine and five at the time, to Sikh-specific 

events. Natalie and Preet had gone to EF&W together, and had taken a group tour of the 

V&A through their local Gurdwara, which they only attend for formal/structured group 

trips and not for religious services.
168

 Natalie would always be excited that her mother 

wanted to take her, and Preet, who was researching her great-grandfather at the time who 

fought in the First World War and had applied to be a citizen historian, would often 

evoke Natalie’s interest in the work she was doing.  

On one occasion, we visited the Far From the Western Front exhibit—an example of 

a small HLF-funded exhibit that came after EF&W, using the same human story approach 

(and in the case of Kishan Devi, the same humans), but which was envisioned by the 

creators, Asian Centre, as pan-South Asian, rather than allied with a specific religion. 

Straight away Natalie wished her grandfather could have come too, but her mother 

reasserted that, “all day is just too much for my parents,” adding that she herself didn’t go 

into the city often, “I don’t dislike [Central] London, it’s just not for me . . . been there, 

done that, but I’m too chill for this place now.” Natalie retorted that she wanted her 

grandfather there. His presence would linger in our conversations throughout the day, and 

both mother and daughter chose a favorite exhibit panel based on his imagined presence:  

Elizabeth: And then just one other quick question—do you 

think, um, your grandparents, your parents—so we have 

two generations here [refereeing to Preet and Natalie]; do 

you think that they would of probably liked that type of 

exhibit? 

 

Natalie & Preet: Yes! 

 

Preet: Yes! We said that, didn’t we? 

 

                                                 
168

 In this way, they almost asserted themselves in Sikh space in a non-religious way, harkening back to 

comments in the last chapter about creating secular Sikh spaces through history.  
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Elizabeth: Ya! Did you? 

 

Preet: Especially the rations bit—we said that, 

 

Natalie: Ya, I think he would have liked it, ya cause 

especially 

 

Preet: Cause you said, “We should have brought Grandad,”  

 

Natalie: Especially our Grandad, I can imagine him just 

like tootsing at the amount of food they had like kind of 

thing. [Elizabeth & Preet laugh] And I think it, like—

especially my Grandad cause obviously it was his grandad.  

 

Preet: Ya, you took pictures of the rations, actually 

 

Natalie: Ya 

 

Natalie & Preet: To show him. [simultaneously] 

 

Natalie: But I think that he would have been able to see—to 

see, you know. And I think my Grandmom would have 

been interested in it, cause she actually likes stuff like that.  

 

Elizabeth: And, do you think [they] would have been able 

to talk to you guys about—do you think your experience 

would have been better if he could talk about, like his 

memories of his grandfather? 

 

Preet: He didn’t have much memories, he just knew what 

he was told by his Grandmom— 

 

Elizabeth: Oh, ok. 

 

Preet: —by Nam Singh’s wife. 

 

Natalie: Cause it—he didn’t really 

Preet: He really doesn’t know—so it’s really the other way 

around.  

 

Natalie: Ya. 

 

Preet: It’s us finding information and us then telling him. 

 

Natalie: Cause it wasn’t a big deal to him and his 

generation cause I don’t think they ever really thought 
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about it properly.  

 

Preet: Oh but! 

 

Natalie: Oh, but then they did and when they looked around 

they couldn’t find a lot. 

 

Preet: Around, ya. My dad does—  

 

Natalie: Ya. 

 

Preet: Cause he wants to know more about it.  

 

Natalie: Ya. So now that we’ve all worked together we 

found out like more information. 

 

Preet: [He’s interested?] cause anytime you tell him 

anything— 

 

Natalie: Ya 

 

Preet: Anything we’ve found, he sort of like gets choked up 

and he’s like really really interested in this stuff. 

 

Natalie: Cause it’s his grandad. 

 

Preet: Ya. 

 

Natalie: Ya.  

 

Preet: [Looks at Natalie] It’s the other way around, isn’t it? 

We’re telling him. 

 

Natalie: Ha! Ya.  

 

Elizabeth: So it maybe wouldn’t have been him teaching 

you, but rather maybe helpful to see his reaction to it— 

 

Preet: Ya!  

 

Elizabeth: as well? Ok. 

 

Preet: Ya 

 

Natalie: Ya 
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Preet: He’d probably been choked up on the ration bits 

because he could have then—I think it’s the same as us, 

because he never knew Nam Singh, so I think [he would 

have seen it and been] a bit more closer to him because it’s 

his Grandad. (Exit Interview 2016) 

 

Here, Natalie and Preet are building meanings for the exhibit in concert with one 

another. On several occasions, an interjection from one changes the options of the other, 

more often in Natalie’s responses to her mother’s input; when they discuss the 

intergenerational differences, Preet only has to slightly interject, “Ya, but,” to jog 

Natalie’s memory into a previously agreed narrative where her grandfather’s generation 

were interested in the history of the First World War, rather than not interested as Natalie 

first asserted, but unable to access information. Additionally, more often than not, they 

have an existing vocabulary, set of assumptions about how genetic closeness will effect 

affective responses, and a set of goals for engaging with their father/grandfather—

evoking an emotional response from him. They primarily structure their historical 

consciousness through their shared relationship with him in this example.  

During the same visit, I learnt that Natalie had asked to bring her history lessons for 

me, which Preet agreed to. At the Victoria and Albert Museum, we went through the 

lessons during lunch, and again Natalie showed her preoccupation with race and her place 

as a British citizen with Punjabi heritage. Prompted by one of the exhibit panels at Far 

From the Western Front that touched on the 1915 Singapore (Sepoy) Mutiny, mother and 

daughter searched for the relevant homework assignment in the stack:  

Preet: You don’t hear about it. Actually, you know, Natalie 

was asked to write a letter home from the point of view of a 

soldier.  

 

Elizabeth: Really? Did you try to include some thoughts 

about your [great] great-grandfather? 
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Natalie: No! 

 

Preet: They make them write it from the British 

perspective! They do; it has to be a white British soldier— 

 

Natalie: Ya, it’s because they don’t teach about the Indian 

soldiers in the curriculum. So [my teacher] said it has to be 

that way. Which! 

 

Preet: Yes, but she did ask for the EF&W website, and I 

gave it to her. 

 

Elizabeth: That’s awesome! Is she going to use it? Or— 

 

Preet: Well, we don’t know yet; we’ll see, but I’ve given it 

to her. (Exit Interview 2016) 

 

Preet didn’t seem convinced that anything would happen, and Natalie noted that she 

had that teacher two years in a row “by chance” and so the teacher was aware of her 

family’s history and her own personal interest. Evidence for this could be seen in 

Natalie’s assignments; they were well-synthesized, included remarks from the teacher, 

such as, “Well done for your continued hard work and lovely attitude,” and—for her 

essay regurgitating “Imperialism” and the desires of European powers to claim more land 

as a main cause of the First World War—Natalie had added a small drawing of a stick-

man screaming, “STAY OUT!”  

In a sense, Natalie becomes an amplifier to Preet’s thoughts, but also reformulates 

their shared interests to express her own concerns; Natalie said she continued to question 

the teacher about why the EF&W module wasn’t being included, while Preet moved on to 

talk about how, “it should kind of be that way though.”  

Preet: My dad asked why they didn’t teach it, but it’s 

Britain; they teach British history! 

 

Elizabeth: But, [Britain] had a key role in Indian 

independence [and] Partition wouldn’t have happened if— 
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Preet: Well, I mean, yes. No, growing up, you couldn’t find 

anything on Indian history! I was so interested, but I went 

to library and there was nothing. 

 

Elizabeth: Really? 

 

Preet: Yes, but it’s not like that now, I mean, this was a 

while ago. And they don’t teach it at all in India! I asked 

my dad and he said they didn’t learn anything about it in 

school. 

 

Natalie: There’s a Sikh soldier on the front of my book too, 

but nothing about them in it! (Exit Interview 2016) 

 

Natalie pulled up a photo of the workbook for me on her phone, and was shocked that 

it cost “60 quid?!” Preet did not respond, but noted that that Natalie had gotten to write 

about the Golden Temple last year and had included Indian Independence in her report. 

“The teacher said it was good because they didn’t have enough time to cover it and it was 

important.” Here, Natalie again chimed in, saying as she looked up periodically from her 

phone, “Ya, but they don’t want to look back and talk about that stuff because they were 

really racist and they treated people bad[ly]; I mean they behaved horribly, you know?” 

Her mother was attentive, and tried to interject with “Well—” and “Natalie, you—” But 

in the end, Preet let it go and Natalie trailed off, ending with noting that you could wear 

Khanda poppies for Remembrance Day, to which her mother replied, “Ya and like black 

poppies for the black soldiers too. You can wear those; some kids at school wear those.” 

Still scrolling on her phone, Preet tried to reengage her with, what I suppose, she may 

have been trying to hint at earlier:  

Elizabeth: Have they done the Battle of the Somme?  

 

Preet: Ya, just last week, I think. [looks through the stack 

of assignments] Oh, yes, here it is.  

 

Elizabeth: And did you, sorry, last question, talk at all 

about specific regiments? The PALS maybe or? 
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[Natalie looks up, wrinkles her nose.]  

 

Natalie: No. [pause] We just talked about um, maybe? No. 

 

Preet: There was one. 

 

Natalie: Oh ya, Sulford? Where’s that? 

 

Preet: Manchester. 

 

Elizabeth: Oh ok. So they didn’t talk about how some 

regiments were used or others? It can be a little contentious.  

 

Preet: Oh yes, whole towns signed up; whole factories did. 

And they really just did it [be]cause their pals were; they 

used them. 

 

Elizabeth: On the battlefield too. They made tactical 

decisions, not just on [the basis of] race, but class. 

 

Preet: [nods solemnly] Whole towns didn’t return; a whole 

generation of boys! They just sent the whole factories [sic] 

of guys in just like that. (Exit Interview 2016) 

 

This discussion surrounding Natalie’s school work was prompted by an exhibit panel 

where Preet and her daughter were confronted with silences in their education. Natalie 

seems to be more aware of these silences as part of her day-to-day experience and 

resistance to them, but Preet draws on her own episodic recall—looking for history books 

as a child (much like Sim had) and tying in a limited knowledge of India through her 

father’s information—to make sense of her place within and outside whatever effect those 

silences may have. Natalie roots her interpretation in an “otherness” that does not seem to 

be closely allied with a nationalistic sentiment for Britain, whereas Preet—perhaps 

because she fought much harder to be recognized as a British citizen and experienced 

pervasive racism growing up—takes a stance of alliance between marginalized peoples 

within Britain.  
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Natalie is indicative of a new Sikh self in the landscape of Britain. Young, passionate, 

and empowered—whether her kesh is electric green or kept in a turban, young women 

like Natalie claim multiple cultures haphazardly, by virtue of mixed parentage or their 

status as fifth-generation diaspora members and savvy world-travelers. Whether they 

listen to K-pop that thrusts them into spaces where they unequivocally, “have never felt 

more white!” or enter into school spaces reserved for white-British soldiers in innovative 

ways that assert their agency, girls and young women like Natalie are questioning the 

silences of the national curriculum and projects like EF&W in ways that draw on their 

own episodic experiences and the exuberant optimism of their youth. Their own concerns 

rest beside that of their mothers’ and grandfathers’—unresolved, unabashed, and settled 

neatly into family relationships.  

Atariwala 

SURAT SINGH 

A Subedar in the 53rd Sikhs (Frontier Force)  

who was born in the village of Atari 

 in the district of Amritsar, East Punjab.  

He fought and died in Mesopotamia on 8 March 1916. 

 His life has been researched by his great-granddaughter,  

Citizen Historian Kamal Patheja. 

(Empire, Faith, & War 2016e) 

 

The story of Surat Singh (1889–1916), like other soldiers on the EF&W site, is 

embedded in his family connections, such that Surat is situated primarily through his 

relationships—colonial institutions and families that act as institutions.
169

 He is the son of 

“Chanda Singh [who] was the grandson of the illustrious General Sham Singh 

                                                 
169

 Punjabi families are organized around male lineages that are affiliated with and have obligations 

towards others with their caste, regional, and marriage affiliations. For a discussion on the corporate nature 
of Punjabi kinship relations and their changing aspects in the diaspora, see Helweg 1979 and Singh & Tatla 
2006. For a typology of kinship behavior in the Punjab, specifically Jat Sikhs (ancestor-focused behaviors, 
affine-focused behaviors, and ego-focused behaviors), see Hershman 1981.  
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Atariwala,” and the father of two. Surat is commemorated, in part, because of these 

connections, further described through the places and the institutions that solidify these 

relationships: 

Surat Singh was born in 1889 in the village of Atari in the 

district of Amritsar to Sardar Chanda Singh and Sardarni 

Aas Kaur. . . . 

At the time of his death, Surat Singh and Devinder Kaur 

had two children, a daughter, Autar Kaur, aged five and a 

son, Gurbakhsh Singh, aged just eight days old. 

Like his father, Gurbakhsh Singh was educated at 

Aitchison Chief's College, Lahore and went on to serve in 

the Second World War. 

Surat Singh's family surname is Sidhu. 

Before the partition of Punjab in 1947, Surat Singh’s 

grandson, Colonel Gurbans Singh Atariwala, was also 

educated at Aitchison Chief's College, Lahore, and later at 

Yadavindra Public School, Patiala, and Khalsa College, 

Amritsar. He also joined the Indian Army in 1960, was 

wounded and decorated for gallantry and retired in 1991. 

He now lives in Canada. 

(Empire, Faith & War 2016e) 

 

These relationships organize the translocal nature of Surat Singh’s remembrance in 

the present—his birth and education, his actions and his legacy all occur in different poles 

throughout the Punjab, Middle East, Europe, and North America. One hundred years 

later, they still organize his grandson, Gurban’s, as well; Gurban holds his own military 

honors, individualized actions (“gallantry” and a hopeful life abroad), and a legacy 

education ruptured by the violence of Partition. Each hold him in a kind of stability 

despite his geographic liminality. 

The materiality of Surat Singh’s life is centrally displayed in this rendering of him and 

his family. His online entry begins with images of three letters, a memorial, a 

commemorative scroll, his death penny, and Surat’s own photo displayed next to his 

great-grandfather’s painting—“the illustrious general;” each are archived online for the 
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EF&W collection. There is another photo, uploaded by a user in India to accompany a 

story by UKPHA staff:  

Colonel Gurbans Singh Atariwala (retired) [“He now lives 

in Canada,” above] and other family members maintain a 

museum at Atari. On 8 March 2016, the family 

commemorated the 100 year anniversary of Surat Singh’s 

death by holding an Akhand Path at the Samadh (tomb) of 

General Sham Singh Atariwala and placing a plaque in his 

honour at the family museum in Atari.
170

 

Surat Singh was also honoured by various dignitaries, 

including the Prime Minister of India, to mark the 100 years 

since his death. A pillar with the history of the immediate 

family was displayed at the Infantry School, Mhow.  

Gurbakhsh Singh, the son of Surat Singh and father of 

Colonel Gurbans Singh Atariwala, was granted a ‘Jangi 

Inam’ – a special pension granted to the soldier and their 

next generation – along with 125 acres of land in 

recognition of his father’s sacrifice during the Great War. . . 

. 

Most of Surat Singh's grandchildren live in Canada. The 

eldest grandchild, Mrs Rajbans Kaur Gill, lives in England. 

(Empire, Faith & War 2016e)  

 

The plaque itself is an overwhelming bombardment of photos, captioned via 

photoshop and uploaded by Gurbans (see figure 1) (Empire, Faith & War 2016e). Thus, a 

colonel in Canada runs a museum in Punjab that helps a great-granddaughter in England 

tell the story of, not just Surat, but—as the photo of the plaque notes—“three generations 

in the Army,” honored at the tomb of a fourth. The material is given meaning through 

family relationships, and material exchanges lend these translocal places stability. Here, 

place plays an important role in understanding who the family is—a pillar with the names 

of family living abroad is rooted in Gurbakhsh Singh’s Jangi Inam. As seen with the 

Bawas, these relationships can be almost interchangeable though the institutions and 

places that organize them—faces of grandsons stand in for the personality traits, written 
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in shared lists of titles and actions, of their grandfathers—enabled through Jinder’s 

rhetoric of “blood.” 

 

Figure 1: Attariwala Family Plaque (reprinted with permission: Empire, Faith, & War 2016e) 

I interviewed the great-grand daughter who was the listed researcher and her family, 

Kamal Patheja, and her mother, “the eldest grandchild, Mrs. Rajbans Kaur Gill.” Rajbans 

specifically mirrored these institutional, translocal, and embodied frames, while also 

expressing a similar role of narrative organizer and fact-checker to Kamal’s main story, as 

Iqubal’s father had:  

Rajbans: Chanda made the Gurdwara, he was a high up 

person, and it’s a small village . . . it’s near the station so 

they call it the Gurdwara at Atari station . . . he dedicated it 

in remembrance of Surat Singh. . . . 

 

Elizabeth: If he was a landowner, and no one directly 

before or after joined—Chanda wasn’t in the Army—?  

 

Rajbans: No, he provided 1,000 soldiers a year to the 

British. 
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 Gurbans Singh does not call it “the 100 year anniversary of Surat Singh’s death,” as UKPHA do; in the 

comments section, he notes that it was the anniversary of Surat Singh’s “martyrdom.” 
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Elizabeth: Right, so why did Surat join? 

 

Rajbans: He [Chanda] wanted him to go. He wanted the 

best for his son. 

 

Elizabeth: And what did it provide, then? Because the land 

didn’t matter, he had 700 acres in Atari already.  

 

Rajbans: Just [pause] helping the British. He supplied 

soldiers and donated money. 

 

Elizabeth: So was it—did the service of his son increase 

prestige or [pause] respect?  

 

Rajbans: I don’t know this much, but they wanted the best 

for their children. . . . He sent them to the best schools. His 

daughter went to Queen Mary’s College, like me. It’s for 

girls. (Gill Family Interview 2016) 

 

As stated in the introduction to this section, these practices do not occur in a vacuum 

and the museumification of the family is connected to other spatialized past presencing in 

the Sikh tradition. The dedication of a Gurdwara for Surat Singh by the family (as a 

corporate unit by the patriarch of the time, Surat’s father, Chanda), while common for 

affluent families, signals a kind of place-specific sovereignty that sets the family apart 

from others. Their prestige is expressed through a religious institution—the understood 

sovereignty of Gurdwara land—as well as through service to the government, though a 

relatively privileged position within colonial state-making and land administration could 

not save Chanda’s son from the (systemic) violence of the First World War.  

Rajban’s narrative infiltrated that of Kamal’s, necessarily, and both seemed acutely 

aware of the prestige of her family. The first thing that Kamal mentioned when I asked 

her about her involvement with EF&W was actually her clan’s patriarch, “illustrious 

General Sham Singh Atariwala,” during the reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh: 

She [her mother] always used to tell us about him, you 

know. I was so proud growing up! Seven bullets [the 
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number it took to kill him in action] and all that, you know. 

It’s in our blood. (Gill Family Interview 2016) 

 

The relationships of family members can stand as stable materials, assembled to 

different ends by other members. The parallel between the daughter’s research/curation 

activities that emphasize her embodied traits, and the mother’s emphasis on institutional 

and land connectivity to express such relationships further suggest the shift in sovereignty 

that this chapter has explored, that of the sovereign self in the diaspora.
171

  

Conclusion 

Sim longs for a photograph of her great-grandfather, as does Inderpal and Lal, while 

the face of Asa’s grand and great-grand fathers are too close—reminders of a wholeness 

the family has lost. The material anchors and holds meanings with fluidity and mutability 

for these families and their members—multiple experiences and interpretive concerns 

cradled in a single object, coexisting without resolution. In curating, displaying, and 

interpreting these heritages, family members, specifically women, are performing a new 

kind of cultural transmission. This process is simultaneously individualized and 

collective, sacred and mundane, but always uncompromisingly “Sikh.” 

Throughout this chapter, I have tried to signal that this domestic stage is rooted in 

broader practices that constitute a Sikh historical imaginary for the purposes of panth 

reproduction, and that facets of it are, in many ways, particular to the Diaspora.
172

 The 
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 I do not want to overstate the generational tensions within these narratives, that of Preet and Natalie, or 

that of Jinder and Sukhi. However, most of the literature is tied to the embodiment of generational cohort 
experience as the impetus for these shifts. As Scott (1999) writes that a tradition is dependent on, “an 
embodied argument within—and especially between—the generations over . . . the meaning of the present 
of our past.” Tradition rather is engagement.  
172

 Specifically the UK, but with parallels in the US (www.partitionarchive.org) and Canada (Komagata 

Maru commemorations); I do not know of US or Canadian examples of engagement with history that fit the 
domestic patterns of cultivation, but it should be noted that many UK participants had relatives in Canada 
that provided materials and interpretive lenses, such as Jinder’s Mamaji.  

http://www.partitionarchive.org/
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specifically embodied and translocal placeness of Sikh semantic memory is common to 

the tradition (and indeed, other South Asian religious traditions have similar facets), but 

the emphasis on the sovereign self—the weight put on students to “learn . . . and speak 

your history,” as the Granthi put it, or on Jupp to embody an entire history of 

masculine/desirable traits—is a new way of being Sikh that is being specifically 

expressed in the Diaspora. We saw several practices that enable this process of self-

sovereign responsibility in the panth—the extension of domestic piety for women in a 

South Asian context to historical research and curation, the evocation of familial 

relationships in organizing past/present/future desires, and the imbuing of materials like 

soil, blood, book covers, and death pennies with affective meaning/episodic recall. But 

we further saw how these frames gender that sovereignty and attendant kin relations; 

contemporarily, the parallels between “martial” and “masculine” that were reified in the 

eighteenth century have been read by many women as desirable, have been de-gendered 

under the rubric of martial and religious, and have thus obscured the implicated 

“maleness” of desirable subjecthood.
173

 

This chapter has investigated domesticity through intimate scenes in which 

individuals speak to others like themselves; they engaged in boundary-making and 

belonging within shared frames, experiences, and family members. In the next chapter, 

we investigate spaces of tourism—the stages are once again public, but unlike the 

predominantly Sikh audiences of EF&W or the intimate frames of ethnoreligious identity 

reproduction found in the home, the next chapter asks how Sikh-specific semantic 

memory production claims the city of London and parts of mainland Europe, especially 

when discussing others. How does that process differ? What facets of sovereignty and 
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 Sometimes to the detriment of female kin.  
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subject formation are satiated when engaging with people who are not like themselves? 

How do these Sikh tourists of history shape their own recognition? Are the places they 

inhabit truly theirs? And within these ethnoreligious identities that the families in this 

chapter fostered, where is the civic vs. sovereign/the tourist vs. the pilgrim when placed 

as a minority on a stage of Western national belonging?  
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IV. Space, Place, and the Interrupted Self  

The last chapter sought to understand how translocal lives are lived through their 

material entanglements and the attendant affective embodiment of everyday historical 

consciousness socialization and formation. Organized and understood through familial 

relationships—the content of their exchanges and frames of domestic labor—the case 

studies demonstrated how the processes of historical consciousness creation and 

maintenance are embedded in wider processes of socialization, which cast new forms of 

domestic piety in the diaspora.
174

 Those histories are profoundly embodied and enjoy 

immediate and ascribed belonging, their intersubjective tensions never fully resolved in 

the present. Although citizen historian motivations are firmly fixed in family experiences, 

relationships, and artifacts, they are not limited to the home—they express futures that 

speak to the public and seek to ameliorate experiences of racialization and desires for a 

more nuanced label of “Sikh” that follows their rubrics of boundary-making.  

This chapter interrogates how those goals are articulated more broadly in response to 

public memorial space by a Sikh audience. To that end, it primarily introduces Rav 

Singh’s Little History of the Sikhs (Little History) program, as representative of the public 

historical tourism and commemorative consumption that has been growing in popularity 

among British Sikhs, and as bridge to other kinds of public experiences of heritage, 
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 This chapter explores a similar, public node in the role that vicarious religion (Davie 2007) might play 

as an organizing concept for the civic or “sacrificial” nature of the public’s perception of UKPHA founders 
and other amateur public historians of Sikh history and heritage, like Rav Singh.  
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within which UKPHA productions are embedded.
175

 Here, we look at the ideological and 

historical underpinnings of Little History heritage day-tours that take place in Europe and 

Central London. These tours move tourists around existing memorial spaces like war 

monuments, museums, and churches so the “hidden history” of Sikh participation in the 

place’s past may be narrated by a guide, Rav, and experienced by his audiences.  

Firstly, Little History tours are partially reliant on the places themselves, with London 

holding a unique position as the metropole of Empire and (contested) home (Hall & Rose 

2006)—a spatialized legacy of Punjabi and British colonial relations, and processes that 

redistributed the materials and people of Punjab, and embedded them in London’s 

landscape (Peach & Gale 2003). This chapter will offer a foundational understanding of 

how places can emplace the individual by asserting a sense of meaning on an experiential 

level, versus connote belonging through commemoration on a larger communal level—

highlighting the inter-dependence of semantic and episodic memory systems in forging 

meaning for the tourists.  

Secondly, these themes are partially reliant on Rav’s own goals and frames, as was 

the case with UKPHA in chapter 2; both projects are tied to larger communities and their 

discourses. Rav fixes heritage within an ethnoreligious-based pedagogy, where cultural 

and religious practices are transmitted in the diaspora specifically through knowing a 

specific version of the past. To that end, the chapter will investigate the moral 

underpinnings that guide Rav’s approach to heritage, the shared cultural/religious 

semantic fields of knowledge he and his overlapping “interpretive communities” (Fish 
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1980) use to build heritage, and the material signifiers his audiences use to express and 

identify with heritage.  

In these ways, tourism allows Sikh participants to see themselves as agents in the 

West’s landscape—as key players in the places’ development in the past and as 

foundational parts of its future. In understanding the allure of not just Rav’s British Sikh-

centric narration of the past (casting the Sikh community as the lead protagonist in his 

histories), but of the places he guides them to as themselves episodically meaningful and 

semantically desirable signifiers of metropole this chapter investigates the connections 

between place, identity-work, and a postcolonial historical consciousness, as well as the 

breadth of meanings those articulations produce and highlight. In short, how does tourism 

enable the creation and maintenance of a British Sikh-specific historical consciousness? 

And how is this historical consciousness catalyzed on tours and enacted in individual and 

collective identities? 

Theoretically, tourism has been problematized as an anthropological issue within a 

broad body of literature, encompassing processes from the political ecology and 

economies of the global tourism industry to situating tourism as a cultural practice with 

roots in colonial gaze. Here, I wish to focus on “a sense of performativity as effacing 

something desired . . . the creation of places through tourism,” (Coleman & Crang 2002, 

10, discussing Hughes-Freeland 1998, 21). As Massey has asserted, tourism is necessarily 

an encounter with space—the “placeness” of the experience is mediated by the body 

(Massey 1993)—while the locality of (religious) encounter, “requires a consideration of 

its physical, social and mental dimensions,” (Lefebvre 1991; 11) such that bodies and 

artifacts can inhabit place, reconfiguring it through their relative gravity and gaze. As 
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Knott notes (2009, 156), this necessitates special attention to space’s ability to 

reconfigure places—“its propensity to gather and configure”—especially power relations. 

Here, those are understood intersubjectively, between tourists, as well as through racial or 

cultural belonging to the metropole and its systems. In short, touring bodies are 

considered here as places in and of themselves, subject to the situatedness of place-

making within space. In understanding the role of tourists in these empire-specific place, 

the context of diaspora necessarily problematizes space through a unique emplacement—

not the conviction of a right to gaze and own, but the double-bind that both performs and 

is performed to (DuBois 1904).
176

 

In focusing on space, place, and the materialities that serve as the basis of these 

heritage tours, we ask ourselves, what is the place of these tourists against the backdrop 

of the metropole that they tour? Mercer (1988) has used the term “interruption” to 

describe the attitude of (African) diasporas, a desire that, “seeks not to impose a language 

of its own . . . but to, enter critically into existing configurations to reopen the closed 

structures into which they have ossified,” (Mercer 1988).
177

 In seeking a theoretical 

framing for the push and pull of envelopment and interruption—both intended and 

unintended—Mercer’s summation is quite useful. Yet, we can extend these (mainly 

artistic and aesthetic) practices of interruption to ask where and why critical interruption 

is decidedly embodied (through the tourists’ presence) and directed toward heritage—

clothing, memorials, “objects of Sikh interest”,
178

 and the bodies of past migrants. These 
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 I allude to a conception of the tourist that is rooted in the colonizer and “’his’ gaze [, which] commands 

the fabrications of others,” though this has been problematized in the literature greatly, especially as tourism 
expands with and responds to globalization and its technologies (Chaney 2002, 199). For further discussion 
on the embodied dimensions of place in tourism, see Crouch (2002). 
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 Also see Mercer 1994. 
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 As Rav Singh, our tour guide for the core case studies, will call them. 
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materials are time and again called, “hidden” by tourists and practitioners—implicitly and 

explicitly. “Hidden histories” are an important choice; they suggest “interruption,” since 

something hidden was once and always part of the structure of the assemblage being 

viewed, but now comes alive through the act of engagement to upset what has been 

“ossified” around it. 

Thus, in investigating the ever-widening milieus of Sikh historical consciousness, we 

see the attendant process of heritage creation and maintenance as a foundation of not just 

social reproduction in the diaspora as chapter 3 posits, but as informing the highly 

situational nature of Sikh public identities and civic possibilities. These situations are 

presented here in contexts of tourism—its attendant practices of engineered encounter 

and diaspora-specific interruption of memorial places that are, till that moment of 

touring, implicitly white-Christian British. In its publicness—multi-valenced 

performative gaze—and its mapping of layered meanings—of Sikh, British, and 

individualized belonging—the choice of touring is an important one that allows 

participants to insert themselves in space, while history allows them to interrupt the 

development of civic-social structures. Tracing this interruption and the active reframing 

of racial identities into ethnoreligious ones, this chapter lays a foundation in preparation 

for the next chapter’s emphasis on the daily experiences with and politics of 

representation that seek to reframe systemic racial identities into affective ethnoreligious 

ones. 

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first two sections provide relevant 

background on the ethnoreligious and place-based fields of knowledge that implicitly 

code Little History tours for participants. Each is accompanied by a case study, which, 
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together, offers a comparison of touristic activity and the role of episodic memory within 

the context of placeness. The case studies detail how ethnoreligious- and place-based 

identities are enacted on day-tours in Central London, Sikh History on the Streets of 

London (Streets of London), and on First World War–specific day-tours to France and 

Belgium. Each focus on the “hidden histories” of Sikh activity rooted in the existing 

memorial infrastructure—a Sikh past within Europe and Britain, as constitutive. I seek to 

understand how place solicits different kinds of memory production and structures the 

contingencies of the tourists’ experiences and historical consciousness, and to unpack the 

ideologies that form the underlying semantic fields of knowledge that tourists mobilize in 

their reactions to public memorial space. 

On each tour, Rav guides individuals that can be sub-divided: between one and five 

discrete audiences attend based on their existing relationships with one another. Each 

community based group denotes an interpretive community that has been entrenched and 

made implicit through a history of geographic migration—to London’s receiving 

boroughs and from Punjab’s sending villages—caste networks, kinship belonging, and 

shared experience (Singh & Tatla 2006; 27, 39, 53–4, 73–7). Thus, in these first two 

sections, I explain my use of “cohort” to suggest the religio-cultural-, geographic-, and 

caste-based sets of social and historical commonalities, experiences, and assumptions of 

shared meaning that help each audience code belonging to both one another and 

themselves. Given this context, it is easier to see why, “when asked where Punjabi 

cultural norms end and Sikh principles begin, students [of Sikh Studies] are at a loss,” 

(Jakobsh & Nesbitt 2010, 4). However, Sikh Studies has emphasized caste and class 

conflict. That is not the impression I wish to give here; rather, I seek to illustrate the 

belonging that low-intensity memory engenders, especially between British citizens and 
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within a diasporic landscape where participants are eager to speak past their differences 

for leisure’s sake and against that of homogenizing onslaughts from an ill-informed non-

Sikh public. In the next chapter, chapter 5, this is further problematized between those 

with regular access to Central London, and those without, as well as how each perform to 

a white, Christian, or multicultural public that the metropole suggests. 

The first section returns to popular conceptions of “Sikhi”—a common term in the 

diaspora, and thus used by most of Rav’s audiences, which explicitly provides for an 

expression of Sikhism that is innately practiced—both in that it is seen as innate to their 

persons, and that it is habituated through meditation—as well as implicitly denotes an 

ethnic base for religiosity. The rise in Sikhi coincides with a rise in a discursive attempt to 

homogenize Sikh identity in the UK, which has since increasingly conflated “Sikh” with a 

particular tradition of code-based expression in Sikhism, “Khalsic.” To understand how 

these ethnoreligious understandings are experienced on tour and to what ends, I present a 

First World War–specific day-tour to France and Belgium. Tours primarily use existing 

memorial sites, but resituate their use within the groups’ ethnoreligious understandings of 

practice and self. Prior to touring, Europe holds a low-intensity meaning that is associated 

primarily with historical tourism and leisure; I posit that the temporal and physical 

“distance” of Europe allows tourists to enact being British and Sikh together against an 

audience other who is, by tourists, considered neither.  

The second section investigates the importance of the tacit community geographies 

that have formed over the generations through caste networks, kinship, and shared 

experience that span the transnational poles of London’s receiving communities and 

Punjab’s sending villages. Prior to touring, London itself holds meanings for participants 
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and draws them to the activity—as metropole and periphery. However, these poles should 

not only be read as binary. By bringing the people from the peripheries of East London, 

West London, and the Midland cities to the north and emplacing them in Central London 

via their history and its colonial entanglements, these tours recenter the metropole itself, 

attributing its power and desirability to themselves and their experiences in the periphery. 

This is achieved through various narrative strategies—the case study focuses on Central 

London’s existing memorial structures and the new narratives of home and cultural 

knowledge that drive and refocus those places on the Sikhs. Central London is thus a 

space that tourists have a layered and complicated relationship with, inhabiting it as both 

citizens and ethnoreligious subjects.
179

 

The third section extends these understandings by presenting the development of the 

Little History program, and the experiences of its founder and guide, Rav Singh. Similar 

to the first two chapters, which took the desires and previous experiences of the UKPHA 

project leaders as a constituent part of shaping the resulting emotive institution’s goals 

and warrants for engagement, this section looks at Rav’s outlook, and supportive 

community in creating his project. Rav uses his own experiences to play off and (re)forge 

the identity maps that construct and motivate his tourists—part of his strength is his 

ability to deftly navigate these maps. Implicit in these maps are the moral underpinnings 

of heritage engagement and the religious framing of civic participation that guide Little 

History. These are analyzed through frames of vicarious religion (Davie 2007)—an 

understanding that the practices of a few act in the world to benefit the whole community 

of believers, that forms a kind of ethnoreligious civic imagination—the capacity to 
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 Some examples are given in the second section of the chapter to contextualize metropole and periphery; 

the context of these tours is completed in the next chapter, chapter 5, by presenting two case studies of 
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imagine alternatives to current social, political or economic institutions and problems (see 

Jenkins & Shresthova 2016).  

In Rav’s navigation of the identity maps of his audiences, these Little History tours 

speak to “the growing consensus [in Diasporic studies] . . . that such imagined 

attachments to a place origin and/or collective historical trauma are still powerfully 

implicated,” in diasporic imaginations, such that Rav’s audience is already deeply 

entrenched in a shared history that unites or divides segmented (complex) diasporas in 

their formation (Werbner 2000, 6; see also Leonard 2000). As part of a whole, Rav’s 

tours reach the audiences of EF&W and in some ways speak more directly to them—

more in tune with their frames of desire. His participants mobilize information from 

UKPHA exhibits, but they overwhelmingly did not participate as volunteers; rather they 

make up the cultural substance of the landscape that UKPHA presented EF&W to—they 

are tourists of Central London, Europe and themselves in these new, Sikh-centric publics. 

Through these case studies, this chapter illustrates an overarching proliferation of the 

“religious” into public historical space—London and the European mainland’s existing 

memorial structure—as a means of organizing the contingencies and situational nature of 

the collective (Hervieu-Léger 2000). As such, here we investigate the complexities of 

engineering emotive encounters for the community, in part within the uncertain reactions 

of the tourists’ non-Sikh audiences; tour encounters illustrate the subtle ways that public 

historical tourism remakes and confronts the colonial—its historical content and lived 

legacies. In this chapter, I begin to unravel the active reframing of (public) Sikh identities 

from racialized readings toward desired ethnoreligious ones, keeping in mind that such 

                                                                                                                                                 
Central London tourists and their contingent racialization. 
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places carry implicit white-Christian ownership, values, and identities that dominate how 

class is hierarchically racialized and asserted. Taken together, tourists’ actions emplace 

the individual in Europe, specifically Central London, and, as such, they engage in 

intentional, engineered interruptions to civic systems—an assertion of rights to public 

places as both British citizens and ethnoreligious subjects. By understanding that the 

content of these tours are mobilized from an explicitly religious understanding of ethnic 

identity, we begin to see how the racial frames of the West that Natalie so readily engaged 

with in the last chapter—often in solidarity with her Muslim peers at a predominantly 

white Catholic school—are resisted here and in the next chapter by Sikhs at large. Thus, 

this chapter and the next interrogate the contingencies of Sikh (public) identities and their 

colonial underpinnings. 

A “Sikhi” Perspective of the First World War 

Tour experiences are intersubjective dialogues between Rav, the material, and the 

audiences—individual members and existing and overlapping social groups. Tourists are 

coached by Rav to seek religious understanding through the cultivation of historical 

consciousness prior to touring through WhatsApp messages and during the Little History 

tours circuit. However, this coaching socializes tourists into a preexisting desire—most of 

Rav’s audiences go on historical tours in order to have a “religious” experience. This 

cannot be uncoupled from an ethnic or cultural “British-Sikhness” that informs diasporic 

religiosity and motivates the search for the “religious” in public space, or from a Sikh-

specific conception of history explored throughout this dissertation—“learn . . . and speak 

your history.” Further, the social networks that Rav draws from ensures this mutuality—

the tours build an echo chamber where Rav listens and responds to his communities’ 
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desires for certain types of historical experiences, but his motivations also partially come 

from having been socialized within those groups himself, as I will discuss in the chapter’s 

final section.
180

 These first two sections follow a circuit of history, religious practice, 

embodiment, and back to connecting with history (as a tradition); historical consciousness 

moves through this circuit during tours, but we must first understand what assumptions of 

ethnoreligiosity travel with and through it among tourists. 

In this section, I will briefly revisit the relevant ethnoreligious historical imaginaries 

from the dissertation’s introduction that informs this circuit—constituting implicit 

memory’s role—through an illustrative example of First World War–tours in European 

space; it is a circuit completed in the next section in the metropole and peripheries of 

London. Given the religious- and community-affiliation frames tourists used to structure 

their leisure experiences, the overlapping interpretive communities we encounter here are 

the same multi-generation British Sikh audiences that the UKPHA founders and 

volunteers sought to speak to in earlier chapters. Reading Rav’s tours help us understand 

why audiences read EF&W so habitually as “religious,” even though its creators 

ideologically desired colonial historical nuance, secularity, and an ethnically Punjabi 

audience outside the Sikh community. It invites the question, what specific underlying 

semantic fields of knowledge are being mobilized in the First World War’s heritage 

maintenance, and what are those connections satiating or enacting more specifically 

during the act of touring? 

I choose to use Sikhi throughout this chapter as a term to understand the zeitgeist of 

contemporary British diasporic religiosity. The use of Sikhi as a term has arisen from a 
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 The section A Little History of the Sikhs elaborates on Rav’s assumptions of vicarious religion that seek 

to interrupt the world through a kind of civic religiosity, which he roots in historical consciousness.  
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complex set of relations in the diaspora, which has resulted in, “a renewed emphasis upon 

the importance of maintaining a distinctive Sikh identity in the North American and 

British contexts through observance of amrit,” (Purewal & Lallie 2013, 401).
181

 Thus, my 

goal is to capture the range of practices enacted under the rising preference for the term 

Sikhi in the British diaspora. In doing so, I wish to underscore a breath of sectarian and 

political movements, racializing projects, and historical events that have influenced 

mainstream Sikhism, rather than attempting to label or define each and every expression 

of what is now a very diverse and overlapping landscape of identities that prioritize 

Khalsic, emotive, and embodied expressions.
182

  

As explained in the introduction, the term Sikhi has arisen from the “renewed 

emphasis upon the importance of maintaining a distinctive Sikh identity in the North 

American and British contexts through observance of amrit (baptism into the Khalsa),” 

which necessarily is the observance of Khalsa rahit post-1984 (Purewal & Lallie 2013, 

401).
183

 Thus, there is a prevalent and tacit assumption among Rav’s tourists that their 
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 The emphasis on bodily practice has found expression in the community labeling themselves through 

5K expression; there are five, considered to be distinct “types” (J. Singh 2014, 2). The delineations come 
primarily from McLeod’s work (2005); in my fieldwork, these labels capture attitudes as ideal types, but the 
terms themselves were rarely used, with the exception of Amritdhari and Mona. Amritdharis have been 
baptized into the Khalsa, keep the Khalsa Rahit, and wear the 5Ks at all times; Keshdharis keep kesh—do 
not cut their hair—and may keep other external markers or follow aspects of the Khalsa Rahit, but are not 
amrit; Sahaidharis cut their hair, have a range of rahit adherences, and generally eschew the need for 
Khalsa initiation; Mona Sikhs are clean shaven, but belong to Khalsa families, so typically keep the name 
Singh or Kaur—they may have other, cultural capital such as Jat caste identity; finally Patit Sikhs were 
once amrit, but have violated the Khalsa Rahit. 
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 See J. Singh 2014 for an exhaustive empirical study of contemporary Khalsic identities in the UK. See 

S. Singh Gell 1996 for a reflection on “the extent to which appearance embodies ethnicity as a concrete 
condition of existence for young male Sikhs today,” in Britain (38).  
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 The terms “Sikhi” and “Sikhism” are used differently depending on the demographic setting. The 

(secular/civic) spaces of museum galleries and academic lectures speak of them largely interchangeably. 
UKPHA members would sometimes add Sikhi as a modifier, an after though, if the audience used it; in 
academic settings, it takes on a kind of quotidian connotation, “the way that normal, mainstream Sikhs see 
the religion of Sikhi, Sikhism, whatever you want to call it,” (S. Singh, 2016). However, many touring 
families I worked with increasingly use “Sikhi” exclusively in lieu of Sikhism, and Rav mirrored this in his 
language on-tour. Though some tourist groups are intensively devoted to their Sikhi, for most Sikhs its use 
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ultimate spiritual goal should be amrit, and that there is a kind of hierarchical aspect to 

donning the Khalsic identity needed to be amrit. Today, the Sikkh Rahit Maryādā, the 

rahit-nama, developed between 1945–1950, that many Sikhs use
184

, continues 

prohibitions originally delineating the Sikh community from the Mughals—abstaining 

from meat killed in a ritualist manner (kutha), alcohol, and tobacco (Shiromani Gurdwara 

Parbandhak Committee 1945; J. Singh 2014, 2–4).  

The resulting messages have had distinctively cultural undertones that equate 

Punjabiness (“ethnic consciousness”) and piety for the diaspora. As one tour participant 

noted of Gurdwara committee members writ-large in a diatribe about the value of Rav’s 

tours, “their own children have gone against Sikhi in a big way . . . their kids have grown 

up in a very Western way.” These important religio-ethnic distinctions in the tourists’ 

discourse were centered prominently on a conception of cultural preservation. The 

conflation of Punjabi and Sikh—culture as an explicitly religious endeavor—which was 

(contingently) problematized in the UKPHA’s productions,
185

 was seemingly 

unproblematic for tourists. Indeed, making these equations explicit throughout tours was 

seen as a large part of their value. These conceptions have been linked to the spread of the 

“virtual sangat” where “Sikh history or religious behavior is the primary emphasis,” and 

“form a visual shorthand such that Punjabi = Sikh,” (Prill 2014, 471 & 473).
186

 In this 

                                                                                                                                                 
is a matter of socialization—it has become tacit, and they are largely unaware of the history or embodiments 
that percolate from the expression into their explanations of it. 
184

 Espoused by the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee (SGPC), this is, although powerful, just 

one of “three religious bodies which compete for religious authority within Sikh circles, the other two being 
the Akal Takht and the Sant Samaj,” (J. Singh 2014, 3; Nesbitt 2016, 127).  
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 See chapter 1—although members of the UKPHA problematized these connections, it was only in 

certain contexts with certain audiences, and as Amandeep noted, “Punjabi” was a strategic choice that, 
although the UKPHA felt it would diversify the Sikh perspective, it is typically read in the same, equating 
manner that reified Punjabi culture in the diaspora as something primarily Sikh.  
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 See chapter 1 for a discussion of how UKPHA also does this, but from a slightly different ideological 

basis, albeit to similar ends for their viewers.  
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normative cultural cue, religion and Punjabiness imbue the self and are reified as an 

ascribed ethnic identity that extends into all actions. 

Following the code of the Khalsa, rahit, makes you Gurmat (“wise,” or wisdom in the 

context of “tenets”—see Gurmat Prakas above), and members of the Khalsa were often 

labeled “Gursikhs” during tours out of this assumptive equation. Rav speaks to these 

assumptions on his tours. The language is tailored to his audience, but the assumptions 

and equations of the body percolate throughout. The historical accuracy of the militarized 

Khalsa male in the colonial period has been mobilized by some to espouse a kind of 

normative Sikh identity that follows this history, knowingly or not.
187

 In preparation for 

the First World War–tour in Europe, Rav noted,  

I hope we can enjoy a GurSikh (fully devoted) environment, 

and learn about the Sikh soldiers who served in World War 

I, where soldiers of the regiments were comprised of 

Amritdhari GurSikhs. (Rav, WhatsApp Chat 2016) 

As we will see on-tour, history is decontextualized and used to sacralize the spaces of 

Sikh tourism, as well as the process of touring itself—during tours, audiences are asked to 

mimic these devotional qualities as attributed to the soldiers. Rav is coaching the group 

prior to the tour to experience it in a way that directly links (a specific) religiosity and 

historical consciousness. 

On tour, this melding was furthered through other narratives that centered on 

ethnoreligious embodiments, as well. In example, Rav noted on one tour in Central 

London, “they [the British] knew if Sikhs stay with Sikhs, there’s a 10% increase in it 

[fighting spirit]—chaaldi kalah.” This is an historically coded dialogue with his audience: 

later in the tour, I was walking with an upwardly mobile older man in his fifties, sporting 
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what would have been an historically accurate sepoy (but will now likely be read as a 

hipster’s) curled mustache (moocha maroor). I’m not sure what prompted it, perhaps a 

feeling of lightness and leisure from context, but as we walked into a park from the busy 

streets of London, he took a deep breath of the slightly fresher air and offered with a 

smile,  

You know you hear all these amazing stories about the 

Sikhs in the trenches [during the First World War] with 

nothing but their turbans to protect them. They’re just 

running out to meet the Germans with their knives and 

swords, and they don’t even care and you think how can 

that be?? But it’s chaaldi kalah. Have you heard this? . . . 

It’s like [pause]. It’s Sikh. You feel comfortable no matter 

what is happening. You’re confident that you’ll be reborn 

or end the cycle and so [pause]. It’s chaaldi kalah [he beats 

his chest, puffing it outward]. Chaaldi kalah, you see? 

You’re happy no matter what! It’s a Sikh thing. (Streets of 

London Tour 2016a) 

 

He turned to a young man wearing a do-rag-style turban, and asked, “Have you heard 

this?” The young man simply responded, “Oh! Ya, no it’s totally chaaldi kalah.”  

In this way, the tourist encounter with the past evokes feelings of Sikhness—this long 

historically contingent trajectory of ideologies and explanations conveniently termed 

within a narrative surrounding a space of encounter with the past and embodied in the 

sepoy. The content of chaaldi kalah is linked inextricably to Sikh military service, and 

thus to a Khalsic expression of Sikhism for (most) Sikhs—if we remember, in part 

because of colonial recruitment practices during the First World War. It will permeate the 

tour we are about to explore, and it is perhaps best surmised by what one mother, a casual 

observer at the EF&W exhibit, told me when I asked if her son was enjoying their visit. 

As we watched her three-year-old son’s patka—a kind of “trainer” turban for young Sikh 
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boys with kesh—bob and weave around the displays she replied with a smile, “Oh yes! 

He’s very religious; he loves swords and all that.”  

Visit, Remember, Never Forget 

The resulting identities from these ideologies are not necessarily the sum of their 

parts, and new ways of relating to place and enacting these ideologies within specific 

contexts are performed and reformed during the act of touring. The introduction noted 

that tourism is necessarily also an encounter with space, mediated by the body (Massey 

1993)—which we have just seen to be experienced and understood for Sikh tourists as 

ethnoreligious intersection—and requires special attention to any venue’s power relations 

and representations (Knott 2009). In this section, the case study of a First World War–

tour in Europe’s mainland is one where place is read with temporal and physical 

distance—European places are imbued with existing meanings of leisure. It further allows 

tourists to enact being British and Sikh together against an audience other who claims 

neither, as well as offers “British” memorial space—places delineated and maintained by 

the UK’s Commonwealth War Graves Commission’s (CWGC), which exist within a 

socialized rubric of how to engage it as commemorative. It is a straightforward frame of 

expectations and the equation of soldering with citizenship (Sivan & Winter 2000) that 

the tourists intentionally interrupt with explicit religiosity, but do not contend or 

dismantle—commemorative activities that (re)inscribe the implicit assumptions of white 

Christian actions in the past that delineates the places visited.  
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Rav, his son, and three tourists in France, 25 May 2014  

(reprinted with permission from Little History of the Sikhs) 

In 2016 I attended one of the largest of Rav’s standard First World War–tours. About 

fifty tourists participated, all drawn from different existing groups in London. This 

particular tour included participants from two London Gurdwaras, a religious study 

group, an extended family with two sisters who had married white Christians and were 

raising their children as keshadhari Sikh, and associates from a Central London Sikh 

professionals group, one of whom brought his Hindu girlfriend (they were both Indian 

nationals working in finance). Rav had childhood friends and/or current associates and 

fellow Gurdwara attendees in each group.  

Much like the UKPHA tour that introduced Anand to a deeper relationship with 

history in chapter 2, we on the Little History tour began our one-day journey in the early 

morning and intended to arrive back in London around midnight that night. The UKPHA 
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had met up on their way to the Eurotunnel crossing in Folkstone—one car from North 

London and the other from West London. However, this tour met in East London at a 

Gurdwara where Rav and a majority of the tourists lived and where a smaller number of 

about ten tourists regularly worshipped. The program began with 4am ardas (prayer) 

before we were to board the bus and leave for Folkstone together. 

 

Photo of the itinerary (reprinted with permission from Little History of the Sikhs) 

The tourists took their seats on the bus near one another such that the five groups 

carved out pockets for themselves in discrete areas. Despite this informal 

territorialization, the ambiance of the space invited them to identify with a shared, more 

encompassing and ethnoreligiously-based identity: the same kirtan (devotional music, 

here Sikh-specific) echoed through the space periodically; the same video entitled Sikhs 

at War, where young turbaned men read and acted out Indian soldier’s letters from the 

Western Front, played on the audio-visual system; everyone received the same historical 

packet from Rav with an itinerary, some quotes, and a lot of photos of Sikh sepoys posed 

around recognizably European architecture; and of course the same places were visited by 
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all participants. Other ethnoreligious elements on the trip included a documentary on a 

Holla Maholla celebration in Punjab (a popular Sikh festival in the diaspora that is set up 

as a kind of Sikh-specific version of Holi), a Sikh prayer at one memorial, and lectures 

that were often recapped by Rav in Punjabi for those who understood it (I would say 

about half) or understood it better than English (five individuals, each over the age of 

sixty). 

The tour stops followed a widely accepted route that is specific to Sikh and South 

Asian interests. Most First World War–tours focus on battlefields and political hubs, but 

offer a range of experiences, taking tourists to the Somme, Ameins, Verdun, Vimy Ridge 

and Ypres—as one newspaper put it, their top tour recommendation, “will be of particular 

interest to those with Australian, New Zealand and Canadian interests, and, of course, 

those from the British Isles,” (Andres 2017).
188

 The UKPHA, and other groups such as 

Anglo Sikh Heritage Train (ASHT) and Galina International Study Tours Ltd. Battlefield 

Study Tours all follow a more standardized circuit through France and Belgium’s 

battlefields, cemeteries, and monuments, which serves to give the First World War a kind 

of shared landscape for the South Asian community, and here, the Sikhs. The first stop is 

usually the Neuve Chapelle Indian Memorial, a large area in rural France that is 

designated to commemorate the British Indian Army’s involvement in the First World 

War. It is an important site for the war; by November 1914, most troops from the Lahore 

and Meerut divisions had been moved to the Givenchy-Neuve Chapelle sector, and 

fourteen months of intensive engagements followed. The white stone compound, 

“commemorates more than 4,700 Indian soldiers and labourers who lost their lives on the 

Western Front during the First World War and have no known grave,” (Commonwealth 
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War Graves Commission 2019). The memorial’s explicit connection to the British Indian 

Army and the serenity of its rural and less-frequented location makes it an easy emotive 

experience to facilitate. 

 

The tour then took us to Sanctuary Wood Museum, which is not particular to the 

British Indian Army; Rav’s tour was the only Sikh tour that I came across that includes 

this stop. Associated largely with Canada’s participation, it is an interactive space, where 

the group stopped to get refreshments and walk through trenches. Rav had intended to 

stop at Grootesbeck British Cemetery, as the UKPHA had, but opted to skip it and go 

straight to Sanctuary Wood Museum due to time constraints. Finally, the group stopped in 

Ypres, Belgium to see the Menin Gate—a Commonwealth-specific memorial and another 

standard space of Sikh-specific touring. Ypres is a popular tour stop for non-South Asian 

tours as well, due to the museum there—In Flanders Fields Museum—and the Last Post 

at the Menin Gate. Each stop is explored at length below. 

Even before we left our East London Gurdwara, we were reminded of the financial 

support networks that subsidized our trip and their goals for our experience. The tour was 

supported by two Gurdwaras that had provided funds and attendees. This involvement 
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 During the centenary, the popularity of these stops were partially dictated by anniversary dates.  
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came with several stipulations, which Rav navigated with deftness, given the diversity of 

his touring group. First, there were dietary restrictions that not everyone on the trip will 

have associated with “Sikhness.” Foreseeing this, Rav addressed this dietary diversity 

preemptively on the tours WhatsApp group: 

Info Point 13 . . . Although I will not check (and I feel 

hesitant in writing this) – please do not bring any 

meat/egg/fish products. All Sikh History Tours are 

supported by both Gurdwara [Name] and Gurdwara 

[Name], as well as [Religious Group] and [Central London 

professionals] Sikh Group. I would like the whole tour to 

be aligned to the principles of GurSikhi. . . . I hope we can 

enjoy a GurSikh environment, and learn about the Sikh 

soldiers who served in World War I, where soldiers of the 

regiments were comprised of Amritdhari GurSikhs. 

Also, please do not purchase or consume any alcohol in 

Belgium or France. . . . Many of you will be welcomed as 

Sikhs in Ypres, and I do not wa[n]t any other person at the 

Menin Gate Memorial Ceremony to have their first 

experience of meeting a Sikh, to be associated with alcohol.  

This is a polite request, without prejudice . . . 

announcements will reconfirm this requirement on the 

coach. (Rav, WhatsApp preparatory message 2016) 

 

Rav’s “hesitancy” in writing the message was later tempered on the tour.
189

 He did 

not want “photos of someone tucking into a roast chicken,” he explained jokingly, but 

seemingly with discomfort as he softened to a point that, “you can have anything in 

Belgium, but on the coach be sensitive,” since he was “using the Gurdwara’s logos.” 

Here, it is further justified by positioning the religious proscription as one that arises out 

of respect to the First World War–sepoys—some of whom would have at the time been 

provided with and eaten jhatka meat, which comes from animals killed instantaneously 

and was prescribed specifically in some rahit against halal.  
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Even with this explanation, the issue would be raised time and again, always with 

humor. At a stop for snacks and gas, a young woman noted, “I fancy a bacon roll, but I 

don’t think I’m allowed,” to which her male friend replied, “Oh yes! I’d prefer that too,” 

with an exaggerated long face, accompanied by some writhing. At the same time, a 

mother and her young daughter entered, and Rav commented over the young friends, 

“Here comes our youngest historian!” The little girl beamed with pride and the tourists 

gave a collective “Aw,” steering the conversation away from food and toward the 

generalized social value of the trip for the little girl. The prohibitions on alcohol were not 

addressed, and seemed much more accepted, possibly given that they appear in the broad 

Sikkh Rahit Maryādā.  

We left England and crossed the Chunnel; entering France, we were “randomly” 

screened. The bus was asked to move to the side and someone yelled from the back, 

“raaaaaacism,” which generated a laugh. Someone answered, “Random check? Ya, we’re 

used to this,” which generated another buzz. However, the mood became strained as a 

female officer began to swab our cabin for explosives—over the heads of a man dressed 

in Nihang blue robes, an elderly woman sitting stock straight with a chunni (transparent 

scarf) covering her head, and our “youngest historian,” who was on her best behavior as 

she watched the officer with rapt attention. Rav was very business-like—accommodating, 

but tense. He hushed one man several times who was keen to keep the earlier joke 

going—the man finally stopped, embarrassed as Rav stooped closed to him and hissed, 

“Shut up.”
190

 A white man, one of the inter-faith couples, whispered to me, “[It’s a] 
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 As stated earlier, Rav is very good at negotiating the politics of historical encounter, and making all 

groups feel welcomed on his tours through personal attention.  
190

 This may have been because he was referencing marijuana, however, the drinking of which is a 

contentious practice for some Sikh community members and a religious experience for others. 
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terrorist check; if you have a turban, you have to be checked,” rolling his eyes and 

shaking his head to denote how ridiculous the whole exercise was.
191

 Once the officer left 

and we were ushered through, someone breathed a long sigh of relief. The atmosphere 

lightened; Rav laughed and, taking charge of the mood said, “#SikhLivesMatter should 

be a thing!” A brainstorming session for potential slogans and social media strategies for 

the campaign followed. One man in his mid- to late-fifties solemnly noted that the 

security check was “the result of Brexit,” clearly annoyed that the all-too-common 

securitization had become a joke. 

The banter quieted and each individual settled back into their respective group. My 

attentions turned to the informational packets Rav had given us. On the front were six 

photos from the First World War—one was the same photo of the French woman pinning 

a flower to an older Sikh man that the UKPHA had used, but the woman was cropped 

out. I suspected this was also in response to the “GurSikh environment,” as inter-faith 

marriage and debates around its prohibition or allowance in Britain’s Gurdwaras was a 

highly publicized issue at the time. A white woman touching a (likely married) 

amritdhari man would also breed questions of impropriety, perhaps.
192

 The front of the 

packet also had a list of sponsors, and a picture of a khanda poppy pin—the Sikh-specific 

remembrance poppy, available for purchase online. Finally, in bold letters, the bottom 

portion of the packet had the phrase, which also headed each page inside the packet, 

“SIKH HISTORY TOURS [:] Visit ◊ Remember ◊ Never Forget.”  

                                                 
191

 He would later ask for his exit survey back, “I forgot to write ‘Partition’ [as an important moment in 

Sikh history]; I’d be ashamed if I forgot our role in that.” While on the bus, he read, The Trouble with 
Empire; he and his wife disengaged from the crowd, and there was a bit of whisper surrounding them 
throughout the cabin. Certain kinds of historical engagement with colonialism can be read adversely by 
mainstream members of the Sikh community. 
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The packet must have occupied other tourists, as I overheard two or three men going 

through it a few seats away. Page by page, I caught snippets of a conversation that 

explicitly discussed colonialism. One man steered clear of British involvement or its 

legacies: “three fourths of Africa was French,” “Belgium was built on slaves [in the 

Congo] and [Belgian] atrocities,” “the Brits had very little in Africa.” His companion 

responded, “[slams finger into packet] They murdered the original people of the West 

Indies; these are all stolen.” I’ve been through the packet and it is unclear what he was 

pointing to and if he was agreeing with his companion’s assertions about the French, 

countering with British involvement, or otherwise. They were facing the history head-on 

however, and navigating it together, prompted by Rav’s tour materials.  

 

Figure 3: First stop,  

Neuve Chapelle Indian Memorial 
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 It is interesting that UKPHA used this photo as the primary photo for their own project—an image 

imbued with a delicacy that is almost intimate, and inclusive of Europe, but with the subject decidedly Sikh.  
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We came to our first stop around noon—the Neuve-Chapelle Indian Memorial in 

France—and were the only group there, as is typical given it is in a rural area and specific 

to South Asian tours. We quickly parked in the provided lot and got down from the bus. 

Entering a circular, walled complex, the tourist does not so much notice the chhatris
193

 at 

the entrance and far end, an obelisk, or the names of fallen soldiers on the walls, so much 

as the feeling of being immediately met with an almost silent green expanse, stark white 

light from the stone, and pink, blooming trees. As the tourists stepped into the space, 

conversation almost immediately died down and they began to solemnly mull about the 

outer wall. For this place, Rav did not unearth a “hidden” tale; the memorial itself is 

hidden in the cornfields of France to be discovered and the names of Sikhs and other 

South Asian combatants were starkly present where they had fought and fallen.  

The tourists ran their fingers deliberately over the engravings. Everywhere, small 

children looked for their names on the walls in their parents’ strategic game of silence, 

concentration, and reading comprehension. Breaking through the general air of 

contemplation, one little girl of about four squealed and rolled in the grass. Her father 

hushed her with a furrowed brow, but when she looked confused and began to cry, “but 

why?” He softened and said, “[Be]cause this is a place you remember dead people—

people who died. Do you understand?” He picked her up and she buried her little sobs in 

his shoulder as he continued to read the names.  

Slowly, the tourists began to note their observations or ask what seemed to be largely 

rhetorical questions: “They’re all mixed—which ones are Sikh?” or “Our grandparents’ 

                                                 
193

 Chattris are domed roofs used to denote “Indian” heritage in British architecture; they are commonly 

used to depict pride or honour in Rajput, Maratha, and Jat architecture and often denote where cremation 
pyres were set. 
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generation had hardcore names; we’re all named ‘Preet’ and ‘Pal . . .’ [pauses, points to a 

name on the wall] Khazana means ‘treasure.’” A little boy yelled triumphantly to his 

smiling mother, “They’re all Singhs!” Meanwhile, a young couple stood apart from the 

crowd, and the husband confidently noted to the turbaned wife, “Ishar was the most 

popular name at the time.” She seemed impressed and squeezed his arm, glancing at him 

side-eyed with a confident smile.  

I became aware that we were being wrangled by a couple of people from the religious 

group—we were asked to stand on the green in front of the Stone of Remembrance (see 

figure 3, above), which resembles an altar and is inscribed with the phrase, “Their Name 

Liveth For Evermore.” I was told by a young man
194

 in an authoritative and blunt manner 

that we all would be doing Ardas—a main prayer in the Sikh tradition meaning 

“supplication,” that highlights the central position of history in the Sikh tradition, as  

a continually changing devotional text that has evolved 

over time in order for it to encompass the feats, 

accomplishments, and feelings of all generations of Sikhs 

within its lines. (Sikhiwiki 2018) 

—and that I should tell my husband to cover his head and remove his shoes in 

preparation.
195

 Then Rav arranged us in radial lines of five around the Stone of 

Remembrance. Once everyone had settled, the ceremony began. First, several children 

on-tour laid a wreath of poppies in front of stone. Then, the young man who had wrangled 

me began Ardas.
196

 In the middle, he gave an interpretive supplication, as is typical
197

—
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 The young man was wearing a with a dummala-style turban, which is sometimes associated with 

Nihangs or Ravidasis, and was very popular among young, urban Sikhs in London and Canada at the time. 
195

 Interestingly, they chose this spot over a chattri and a pillar that says, “God is One, His is the Victory,” 

in English, Arabic, Devanagari, and Gurmukhi.  
196

 Ardas and other Sikh prayers are almost always performed in Punjabi, as was the case here.  
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eyes still closed, hands in prayer, and facing the stone—that iterated a few times that the 

Sikhs who died here, “were fighting for righteousness, just as we do every day.” He 

mentioned the “internal fights we all undertake in our Sikhi journey,” and how “victory is 

only possible through the grace of Maharaj Ji (the Guru).” He ended with a long pause, a 

satisfied nod, and the phrase, “Waheguru Ji Ka Khalsa, sri Waheguru Ji ki Fateh,” (“The 

Khalsa owes allegiance to God, sovereignty belongs to God alone”).
198

 The group 

disbanded, but back at the wall of names, the ambiance had gone flat, and we returned to 

the bus shortly thereafter.  

 

“Look, my name!” (Above) 
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 Ardas has 3 parts—an set opening from a scripture, the Dasam Granth, a historical review of the 

Khalsa’s trials and a petition that is changeable but generally agreed upon (as the man performs above, and 
a set closing (Cole & Sambhi 1978, 180–3).  
198

 Every First World War–tour does this Ardas and every First World War–tour has photos of children 

finding their name.  
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“Their Name Liveth For Evermore” (Below) 

 

On the bus, I asked Rav about this occurrence, and he said that each tour included the 

“commemoration,” but did not elaborate. The implications are fairly obvious even if my 

understanding of the motivations is incomplete. Here, the organization of the tour and its 

planned activities order engagement with the historical place through religious practice. 

Further, it highlights certain power dynamics at play on the tour that influenced the 

experience qualitatively. One of the largest, most cohesive cohort was the religious 

education group—there were about seven of them that had grown up together, men and 

women, and many attended one of the Gurdwaras that sponsored (presumably partially 

funded) the trip. They each had either brought family or friends on tour, which widened 

the periphery of their group, even if their relations did not typically engage in the same 

style of Sikhi as the religious group seemed to.  

Overall, the religious group marked a specific preoccupation on the trip in the 

aforementioned frames of Sikhi and espoused Khalsic identities, which helped bolster the 

“Gursikh” environment that the Gurdwaras desired. They also typify an assumed 

hierarchical component to Sikh identity—they would change the temperature settings on 
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the bus without consulting others, closed the tour with an interpretive explanation of Sikh 

scripture (katha) over the bus’s audio-system, and tried to block several requests from 

other tourists that Rav turn the kirtan volume down. Some members would give a 

periodic, historically accurate “war cry” of “Bole So Nihal,” which initially garnered the 

appropriate response of, “Sat Sri Akaal,” but received less and less response from others 

with each iteration. Individually, these assertions were subtle, but in aggregate the 

intention to shape the tour as something religious was clear.  

However, there were other forms of ethnic identifiers that tourists who were not part 

of the religious group, or who did not don a Khalsic identity used to assert their belonging 

to the tour, as well. A clean-shaven Sikh from Punjab on the tour, Deep, confided in an 

interview that he was confused by their religious practices and even amused. He was, I 

felt, actively excluded by members of the religious group at several points on the trip, 

though he did not seem to care; he would confidently and serenely respond to their 

remarks with military historical facts and assertions of his own identity as Punjabi-born 

and ex-military. Another clean-shaven man, Raj, mobilized similar themes in resistance. 

Invited by Rav, Raj had been visibly annoyed by the group throughout the tour and began 

to avoid them early on. Towards the end of the tour, he became more assertive of his own 

identity; this included detailing his and his wife’s devotion to teaching their young 

children Punjabi—making the point that they spoke it fluently, and some of the religious 

group did not—and making allusions to his socioeconomic status as a member of Central 

London’s inner circle of Sikh politicians and artists. Raj also noted that he was on a 

Gurdwara board, and he threw out details of the reification of Sikh identity during the 

Singh Sabha movement, thus confirming that historical knowledge is a token of power.  
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As such, the Sikhi frames that privileged a Khalsa identity were shared by other 

tourists to varying degrees, but also served to set the religious group apart as the assertive 

one. Overall, they remained confident in their position at the top of an amrit hierarchy, 

despite not sharing Raj or Deep’s other ethnic connections to the Punjab like language, 

birth, and historical knowledge. Further, any resistance of the other tourists seemed more 

in opposition to the religious group’s particular ideological leanings, rather than a 

collective assertion that the tour should be less ethnoreligious in nature. The tourists 

dutifully lined up for Ardas at the memorial, without question, and tacitly moved through 

the religiously-rooted commemoration. 

We moved on in the tour, stopping at Sanctuary Wood Museum, a private museum 

that is located on a battle site and claims to have maintained the original trenches. They 

had a curios room with a sizeable collection of First World War artifacts, said to have 

been found on-site. More to the point for our tourists’ desires, the Museum sold tea and 

coffee and had clean restrooms. To make enough time for the museum, we skipped the 

Grootebeek British Cemetery that Rav had planned to visit due to our being behind 

schedule—the joke on every tour being that we were perpetually doomed to be “on 

Punjabi time.” This would have been the same cemetery in which Anand had his 

encounter with historical consciousness in chapter 2. Instead, after the trenches, we went 

straight to Ypres, Belgium and toured the city, specifically the Menin Gate memorial.  

The Menin Gate is another ubiquitous stop on Sikh tours of the First World War; the 

memorial is impressive, and beautifully frames the city of Ypres, where some of the worst 

warfare and much of the British Indian Army’s involvement took place. The city and 
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Menin Gate took up seven pages in our informational packets and had the most written 

historical information. According to the packet:  

The Menin Gate Memorial to the Missing 

commemorates those soldiers of the British Commonwealth 

– with the exception of Newfoundland and New Zealand – 

who fell in the Ypres Salient during the First World War 

before 16 August 1917 . . . it was built and maintained by 

The Commonwealth War Graves Commissions. . . . 

The memorial’s location is especially poignant, as it lies 

on the eastward route from the town, which allied soldiers 

would have taken towards the fighting – many never to 

return. Every evening since 1928 [sic]
199

 (except for the 

period during the Second World War when Ypres was 

occupied by Germany), at precisely eight o’clock, traffic 

around the imposing arches of the Menin Gate Memorial 

has been stopped while the Last Post is sounded beneath 

the gate by the local fire brigade. This tribute is given in 

honour of the memory of British Empire soldiers who 

fought and died there. (Tour Packet 2016) 

 

The Menin Gate, photo credit: Little History of the Sikhs 
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 The Last Post Ceremony, has been a daily occurrence in Ypres since 1929 and began among villagers as 

a grassroots movement in 1928 to keep the memory of the First World War alive, “Every night at 8.00pm 
(20:00 hours) a moving ceremony takes place under the Menin Gate in Ieper - Ypres. The Last Post 
Ceremony has become part of the daily life in Ieper (Ypres) and the local people are proud of this simple 
but moving tribute to the courage and self-sacrifice of those who fell in defense of their town” (Great War 
2019).  
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Rav had arranged in advance for the tour group to present a wreath at the Last Post, 

and he included the email response from “Ian Connerty, Last Post Association” in the 

informational packet. Rav made the point in the packet that, it was “mandatory for [the] 

group to reconvene at 19:45 Menin Gate for the Last Post Ceremony.” This was reiterated 

to the group before we went into town as Rav and a few helpers handed out poppies for 

us to wear. Once we had our poppies, Rav let us go with a, “Let’s go meet some white 

people; they’ve been so good to us, ha-na [right]!” This got a laugh, so he exclaimed, 

“No! It’s happened before—everyone wants a picture with a Sikh.” With this final 

(implicit) warning that we were on display and should behave accordingly, the group 

spread out through Ypres for ice cream and veggie burgers, as there wasn’t time for the In 

Flander’s Fields Museum.
200

  

We reconvened, more or less on time, that night for the Last Post Ceremony. Even 

though the memorial itself is specific to the Commonwealth, all participants in the battles 

surrounding Ypres are honored at the Last Post Ceremony. The British Indian Army 

played a crucial role in holding the line during the earliest stages of the war, usually in the 

most vulnerable positions. In addition, two Sikh companies of the Fifty-Seventh Rifles 

were deployed during the First Battle of Ypres (Madra & P. Singh 1999). In my group, 

only the ex-military tourist, Deep (who had joined the tour, surprisingly, because he 

enjoyed history) had known this background. Rav made a couple attempts to fill out this 

narrative as the bus pulled in to Ypres, but the general hum surrounding photo ops of the 

memorial had prompted him to stop the effort.  
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 We contented ourselves by reading about it in the packet instead. 
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When the small group of tourists I was with arrived, there was a throng of people, 

pushing to see the event—during the summers, the crowd can top out at one thousand 

individuals (Visit Flanders 2019). Two false-alarms of hushing were sent through the 

crowd before the bugler arrived and began the ceremony with “The Last Post,” a minute 

of silence in remembrance, and “Revere.”
201

 One by one, participants stepped forward 

with wreaths dedicated to the memory of specific groups as a marching band played a 

solemn tune; they processed to a staircase that T-ed and ascended to a second level, 

surrounded as they walked by the names of commonwealth men with unknown graves 

and the flashes of cameras. For our group, Rav had chosen an “UncleJi”—an elderly and 

stately man with a peaked turban that beautifully and starkly framed his sallow face and 

long white beard—to present the wreath. He was flanked by an older boy in a patka to his 

left, who was quite tall for the group, and a young girl with a long, unshorn braid to his 

right. These choices clearly marked specific, Khalsic-leaning identities. When their turn 

came they marched forward to the music’s rhythm and laid their wreath with the others.  

Commemorative rites are a particularly salient category of material heritage for 

anthropological study, and the Last Post here is no exception.
202

 As Durkheim (1995) 

would have us see, the sacred inevitably fades, and the presence of the profane tends to 

push it from memory; commemorative rites enable the community to reunite and revisit 

the moral codes they should be living by—the act of commemoration is, “a morality and a 

cosmology at the same time as it is a history” (379). For participants here, the spaces of 

Europe—Menin Gate and Neuve Chapelle Indian Memorial—denoted this kind of 
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 For a full list of the event, see The Great War 2019 (accessed). 
202

 The UKPHA’s Empire, Faith & War and other centenary projects are, in part, commemorative 

endeavors. They seek to create a conception of a single past event, illustrate its importance, and enact it 
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semantic memory production, folding them into the larger story of the continent on which 

they now reside and their predecessors once died. Hidden in the sacralization of 

nationalistic space, however, are the Sikh groups’ conceptions of religiosity; they are 

welcomed into two cosmologies—Christianity and Sikhism—and they interrupt the 

former with the latter within the same equation between military service and citizenship.  

Music, standardized movements, and costumes here work with the names in stone to 

separate this moment from others and bolster the degree of proximity the individual has 

with the past moment being enacted; it serves to bring the experiential nature—the 

intimacy and immediacy—of intersubjective experience into the realm of semantic-

cultural memory. There is an intensity of historical proximity—the place where the event 

happened is said to have greater proximity to the past for the individual (Zerubavel 2003; 

41, 43). Thus this proximity is embodied; “public commemoration and bodily practices” 

are performative, “for images of the past and recollected knowledge of the past . . . are 

conveyed and sustained by (more or less ritual) performances,” (Connerton 1989; 4). This 

broad space-based historical consciousness contrasts with the intimate exchanges that 

rehome the Sikhs in London. In the next section, we will see that the memory systems 

that go into rooting the Sikh community in London’s landscapes hinge on episodic 

memories and biographical experiences—“home” rests on a more complex set of layering 

new meanings with old ones, and a close attention to the perceptions of the public within 

which the tourists move. Here, the Sikh community is acknowledged as a constituent 

component of these ritual performances. Their presence is not an interruption; they do not 

seek to interrupt outside set practices in the same way they did at the Neuve Chapelle 

                                                                                                                                                 
materially—coffee table books, lesson plans, reenactors, and battlefield site visits with specific, socialized 
modes of experiencing the past with each.  
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Indian Memorial. However, their presence may have been an interruption to some 

viewers given the general understanding of Commonwealth participation as (white) 

Canadian and ANZAC (Australia and New Zealand), as well as the fact that fewer Sikhs 

reside in France and Belgium.
203

 

Rav was kind enough to not just allow me to administer entrance and exit surveys on 

most tours, but he had a hand in tailoring them to address his own goals for polling and 

would often print them for me before each tour (I did not have access to cost-effective 

printing in London). As we left Ypres and made our way back to the Calais Eurotunnel 

crossing, I asked the participants to fill out the survey (see appendix A). Almost all of the 

survey responses dealt with the experience of the Last Post in some way, and on the bus, 

tourists discussed how “powerful” and “significant the Last Post Ceremony was to their 

experience.
204

 One man noted in his survey that it was what he would remember most, 

“standing together, with people from all over the world/nationalities, for the same cause 

of remembrance & reverence.” A woman from London wrote, “The music played at the 

Menin Gate,” was what she would remember most, as “it was very moving.” She told me 

she hoped to find out what a particular song had been when she got home so she could 

play it for herself, privately—as a researcher, she thought I may have recognized the tune. 

Although most of the tourists exit surveys mentioned the Menin Gate ceremony, and 

none the Ardas at Neuve Chapelle memorial, many participants did seem to read the 

overall experience as one of instilling a kind of (spiritual?) gratitude—one that is 

projected into the sacrifice of the soldier’s—they couldn’t believe “the environments 
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 The generally agreed on figure is 10,000 in France and slightly fewer in Belgium. 
204

 It was the last experience that tourists had that was part of the tour’s curriculum, but still denotes the 

draw of the ceremonial.  
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soldiers had to fight in,” were happy they had the opportunity to “learn something about 

our Sikh soldiers [and] to pay homage to the fallen,” and would “remember sacrifices 

soldiers [made] for us,” after leaving the tour. This framing of gratitude seems in contrast 

to the individualized messages of Sikhi-centric, self-styled sovereignty that the young 

man gave his speech on, but I do believe the Ardas helps to amplify this aspect of 

remembrance/homage, and launches typically nationalistic sentiments into a religious 

plane.  

After the ceremony ended, back on the bus, a rumor swept through the group that a 

Sikh man on the tour had caught a European girl from the band who fainted during the 

ceremony—he was too modest to step forward, and speculation continued as to who it 

had been. I found it oddly reminiscent of the propaganda posters of the First World 

War—the Sikh sepoy called upon to save the women of Belgium from the transgressions 

of the German army. Otherwise, things were quiet on the way back to London, as 

everyone was exhausted from the twelve-hour day. They passed around snacks and an 

Uncle Ji sitting behind me made the point of reoffering me some Bombay snack mix 

saying, “You really should try this; it’s a very Desi snack!” He laughed when I puckered 

up from the lime and noted, “Whoa! That’s tikat (spicy).” It went back to silence. At one 

point, someone randomly asked, “Hey Rav, what is or where is Mesopotamia?” Rav 

promptly and sleepily said, “Mesopotamia? Um, Iraq.” 

After the tour, the conversations continued virtually. The WhatsApp group (2016) 

was primarily filled with photos of ridiculously happy children with captions like,  

For me this photo says everything about the trip. It was all 

about the Belgian ice cream! Everything else was just a lead 

up to this moment! :D  
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There were also a few reposts of anti-Muslim propaganda from platforms like 

Facebook, presumably meant to bolster growing Sikh norms in the UK around 

vegetarianism and non-halal consumption that were espoused on the trip:  

 

This is part of a long undercurrent of purity politics discourse surrounding meat 

consumption, which continues to be understood in relation to Muslim consumption 

practices—strict vegetarianism, as noted earlier, is often espoused by a diasporic Sikhi.
205

 

Whatever the history, hardline campaigns against halal meat in particular has seen a rise 

(or at least visibility) in Britain’s Sikh diaspora, and in that context can be seen as part 

and parcel of drawing distinctions between themselves and specifically Muslims in the 

                                                 
205

 In my research, there were additional, emerging ideals associated with Khalsic identities, stemming from 

the AKJ, that dictate amrit Sikhs may only take food prepared by amrit Sikhs, and then only using iron for 
preparation and consumption (McLeod 2005, 167). In the Punjab, vegetarianism is practiced often by 
households or individuals, but conversely many households/individuals consume chicken, mutton, or fish as 
well.  
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UK (Gulzar 2010). The post was left uncommented on by the other 49 or so adult tourists 

on the group chat—complicitly.  

There were also some suggested resources that related to the tour’s content, albeit 

tangentially:  

Person 1: Interesting lecture on the Great Game: 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=HZhNI

udJGng
206

 

 

Person 2: This is actually giving the economic and political 

background to Saraghari. Good set of speakers that day[.] 

Person 3: ☝will save and listen in tonight 

Person 1:  

 

Central London tours incorporated some of these components, and all of these 

concerns. I never saw Ardas performed at monuments there, but in the absence of prayer, 

religious stories and texts were brought up in response to Rav’s narratives—like the 

example of chaaldi kalah or, as we will see, the incorporation of kirtan in Christian 

religious space. The WhatsApp groups did not always include anti-Muslim rhetoric, but 

the tourist did often paint themselves in direct opposition to—or at least overtly distanced 

from—Muslim practices, as will be explored in the next case study and chapter 5. 

Fortunately, smiling children consuming sweets was an ever-present occurrence. 

London as Postcolonial Place 

In understanding what is ethnically and religiously shared and what is not in the 

cohorts above, we must now account for the histories embedded in London that associate 

individuals with one another and lend the landscape meaning. For the majority of Sikh 
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tourists I worked with, religion was not a self-contained field and the sovereign-self was 

not possible without a community. Tour participants were deeply embedded in the social 

worlds that, by word of mouth (or Facebook and Twitter’s echo-chamber), allowed them 

to access Rav’s tours. Individuals usually attended as and with other members of a family, 

Gurdwara, seva (service) volunteer group, or preexisting Sikh-specific professional 

network. Thus, unlike many UKPHA volunteers, they were not drawn into the promise of 

a community, rather they were drawn through one.  

Membership into these groups and coded exchanges between inter- and intra-group 

members was a key component to the overall tourist experience. For the Streets of 

London tours, it will be even more important to understand, as groups occupy and thus 

have more complex relationships and layered associations with the places of London than 

they had with that of Europe. The themes presented here underlie important assumptions 

in the historical imaginaries of participants and their perceptions about one another, 

specifically as British citizens living in London. My analysis hovers around a generalized 

metropole of Central London, and the peripheries of East and West London—the 

promises of citizenship the return to London entailed throughout the colonial era, and the 

challenge to implicit assumptions of white, Christian-based citizenship that migrant 

bodies’ presence in the metropole assert (Paul 1997, 22; Singh & Tatla 2006, 3, 33, 55; 

Colley 1992, 328).
207

 Here, they are presented within a specific tension in the discourse of 

“home” among tourists.  
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 This was from “The Royal United Services Institute (RUSI) is one of the world's leading research think-

tanks in the fields of defense and security,” according to the RUSI Careers page on their website. 
207

 And that authorities seek to control through immigration policies.  
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As part of the design of London at the turn of the century explicitly incorporated not 

just colonial dominion, but the intersections of class. As Rappaport (2002) aptly points 

out in her discussion of Regent Street, invoking Schneer (1999): 

By imagining that imperial architecture could and should 

remain untainted by mass commerce and mass tastes, these 

civic architects and government officials . . . felt that 

architecture should celebrate ‘British heroism on the 

battlefield, British sovereignty over foreign lands, British 

wealth and power’, as Jonathon Schneer has recently 

explained. . . . 

However, they also felt that architecture could be a means 

to keep consumers and retails from designing the city which 

they desired. (Rappaport 2002, 98)
208

 

In this sense, these spaces, the landscape that Little History tourists read themselves into 

and that Public Historians are recognized within (as we will see in the next chapter, 

chapter 5) were underwritten by a specific kind of state-based sovereignty, in opposition 

to the kind this dissertation’s Sikh-centric histories espouse, and by a desire rooted in 

gatekeeping along the same intersectional lines of presumes race and class that these 

individuals oftentimes find themselves caught within. 

I hadn’t known about Rav’s tours prior to coming to London for fieldwork, and I 

found my way into a first tour mid-2016 through the kind of winding associations that I 

had come to expect from history’s deep hold in the Sikh community. I attended a spoken-

word event in Central London; a Sikh professional network for a tech company had 

posted about the event and it found its way onto a UKPHA WhatsApp group through one 

of its members. The event was open to the public and would showcase Jaspreet Kaur—an 

elementary school history teacher who is better known as the “spoken word artist from 
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East London,” who goes by Behind the Netra. As her website states, she is, “focused on 

sharing her thoughts on gender issues, historical topics, positive social change and taboo 

subjects both in the Asian community and wider society,” although I felt much of her 

work may be somewhat inaccessible to someone poorly versed in Punjabi culture—she 

used a lot of Punjabi vocabulary and cultural contexts in framing her performances 

(Behind the Netra 2019a). A contact I had made, a middle-aged woman working at the 

Central London company—who was an active facilitator for Sikh adult religious 

education groups, also in East London—wrote me just after Jaspreet’s event with a flyer 

attached,  

Thanks for your email. Apologies for the late and brief 

reply but needed to tell you about this opportunity. [T]he 

friend I mentioned who does tours to Belgium is doing one 

in London. Let me know if you are interested? I've asked 

him to reserve a place for you. 

 

 

Streets of London walking tour flyer 

                                                                                                                                                 
208

 This is an extensive body of literature, the review of which is outside the scope of this dissertation. I am 

indebted to Erika Rapport for pointing me to Schneer 1999, Driver & Gilbert (eds.) 1999, and Matera 2015. 
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Rav’s flyers follow this formatting; some photos change based on the locations the 

tour will visit, in keeping with the set circuit defined by a letter. The quotes, colors, and 

template remain the same; the Central London skyline always starkly hovers over the 

advertised tour. As the flyer suggests, Rav relies on similar assumptions of “forgetting” 

that motivated audiences for EF&W. Prominently placed, his quote from The Lost 

Library further hints at what the imagery of young citizen historians sought to 

communicate—a sense of the past as exuberant and animated (“alive,” “life,” “young and 

young at heart”), and that liveliness as “power,” as agentive—the past can be “saved” 

through the tourists’ acts of remembrance and their pursuit of historical knowledge. As 

historical knowledge has “power,” this section’s case study will try to decipher its civic 

and self-sovereign contours.  

Although, as noted in the introduction to this dissertation, caste associations are not 

used to organize my analysis of the content of this historical consciousness, they are part 

and parcel of reading its “power.” Tourists overwhelmingly affiliated themselves de facto 

with an assumed caste identity—a history based on caste-associations was key in 

determining where participants have ended up living in the UK and what their current 

socioeconomic status is (Singh & Tatla 2006; 27, 39, 53–4, 73–7), as well as how they 

culturally express holdovers from regional differences in the Punjab (R. Kaur 1986, 222; 

Ballard 1994, 93–5), even though the religion eschews caste distinctions in teaching.
209

  

Tourists were largely either Jat or “twice-migrants” from London—mainly 

Ramgharia (carpenters), with smaller numbers of Ramdasia (weavers) or Chimbas 
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 Doaba is the area where most of the current members of the British Sikh community can trace their 

origins (Ballard 1994; 93, 95). 
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(tailors).
210

 Interestingly, presumably as waves of migration funneled these East African 

castes into similar neighborhoods and occupations in London, or as second and third 

generation community members have moved, there are occasionally tourists passing for a 

tour’s Gurdwara’s affiliated caste.
211

 For example, one tour participant observed:  

Everything in this country [Britain] in terms of Sikhi is 

caste-related in the temples, right? So people assume I’m a 

certain caste because I’ve always attended a Ramgharia 

temple. . . . People who grew up with me just assume I’m 

one of them... My grandfather [came from that city in 

Punjab], my father worked in similar roles that people do . . 

. and had a lot of those friends. (Tour Participant Exit 

Interview, January 2017, emphasis mine) 

 

Often, these differences were largely subsumed by tourists as differences between Jats 

and twice-migrant Sikhs through turban-styles, geography, and the perception of upward 

mobility. Individuals from India were largely outside this framing altogether, and their 

participation was seen as more superficial and leisure-based by British Sikhs.
212

 The way 

in which certain memories are circulated among these individuals on tour would be a 

fruitful space for future research, but was outside the scope of this dissertation. What is 

relevant for this discussion is that the tour participant explicitly points to the relevance of 

his caste in Gurdwara settings, with the sense that it is both informing and contrary to his 

experience that day on-tour. Assumptions about caste identity necessarily underlie many 

tour group exchanges, and some individuals are made more aware of belonging along 
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 These occupations are typically no longer associated with these caste affiliations.  
211

 Barrier (1999) is an excellent case-study in the connections between Gurdwaras, politics, and caste. 

Also see Dhesi (2009) for a history of Gurdwara building in the UK.  
212

 Indian nationals, mainly from Punjab or Delhi, attended through family members; I had the overall sense 

that these families attended so the visitors could see London, and that they were excluded from 
conversations surrounding British Sikhs’ biographies with the sites. Older participants were looked to for 
additional or “authentic” information, as we will see in the next chapter. In a telling moment, a grandfather, 
bored with Rav’s narratives, abruptly left half-way through the tours, calling back in Punjabi that he could 
navigate his own way home as descending the stairs at the South Kensington Tube Station, on our way to 
the V&A Museum.  
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caste lines than others who are implicitly comfortable in their affiliation. Relatedly, as I 

showed in chapter 2, a lack of caste-based belonging (exemplified by Amrit) or caste-

specific socialization (exemplified by Thalbir) can be a strong motivator for an 

individual’s cultivation of Sikh-specific historical consciousness. Overall, East London-

based “twice-migrants” made up the bulk of tourists on Streets of London tours, with 

some Jat families from West London or the Midlands, and some newer migrants from the 

Punjab, also residing in West London.  

 

Peripheries and Metropole.  

Yellow indicates the areas that Sikh tourists live and brown indicates the areas they toured in London. They 

are strongly associated with established Gurdwaras. 

Thus, in the diaspora those early movements based on caste have now taken on 

aspects of and are read within the salient features of class—a complex of hierarchical 

socioeconomic statuses, historically rooted in caste, but now qualitatively cultural and 

economic renderings primarily articulated within Britishness. Cohorts are still inscribed 

in London’s landscape, though in new ways. Here, we can speak of two cohorts that find 

their way into Rav’s tours—upwardly mobile professionals that work in Central London 

and are typically connected through occupational networks, and individuals typically 

connected to Gurdwaras on the peripheries of East and West London or the Midlands, 
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who lived, worshipped, and worked there. Central London professionals typically 

attended the tours with their nuclear families, suggesting a distance from the extended kin 

networks that joined from East and West London groups. Although these professionals 

commuted to prestigious positions in finance, technology, and government in Central 

London, they continued to largely live near where they grew up, which intersected with 

the lived experience of those who worked in the periphery. In this sense, regardless of 

actual caste, the Central London professionals brought a different set of episodic 

memories associated with Central London on tours than groups with fewer interactions 

with the places of metropole.  

 

However, those rooted in the periphery and those occupying places in Central London 

did share broad associations with London’s landscape. Semantically, “Central London” is 

assumed to hold power and authority, and that power is visited through Westminster 

borough, Scotland Yard, and Whitehall. Socially, it also denotes exclusivity and 

bourgeoisie cosmopolitanism—Chelsea borough, the Victoria and Albert Museum, and 

the Lounge at the Royal Horseguards are all visited, as well. Finally, as seen in the First 

World War–tour, Streets of London visits places formulated by state projects to remind 
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tourist of their duties toward nationalistic sacrifice and contribution; these include tour 

stops at the Commonwealth Memorial Gates, Flanders Fields Memorial Garden, and the 

Suffragette Memorial.
213

 The toured places are further held in a qualitatively different 

position from places periphery to Central London, where many of the tourists live and 

experience life daily—East London and its associations with working-class white culture 

and entrepreneurial migrants, West London and its associations with early Sikh migration 

and activism over representation and civic rights, or the Midlands to the North that is 

associated with all these things, in addition to postindustrial decline. 

These are shared messages by virtue of growing up in London or Britain—calling the 

Midlands “Black Country” due to the industrial pollution (BBC Staff 2008) or walking 

past the Indian Worker’s Association in Southall (Indian Workers Association 2016). The 

meanings are as ubiquitous as the advertisement below (figure 2), which was displayed on 

Tubes during 2016. The depiction ignores East London and skips over places like Ealing 

and Hounslow (zones 3–5) in West London where many Sikhs reside, favoring the 

boroughs where Rav’s tours take place (zone 1), and Heathrow Airport (zone 6) where 

many Sikhs are employed (Singh & Tatla 2006, 207). Toured places are held in similarly 

dichotomous and co-habitus meanings, depending on the tourists’ situatedness.  

                                                 
213

 Each of these examples are from Central London, but the last category is the primary form of meaning 

on the European First World War–tour. Memories of the First World War, as we have and will continue to 
see, do take on the first two semantic and episodic meanings in the UK though, suggesting the very specific 
place of the First World War in the Sikh imaginary, the many uses of low-intensity memories, and the 
importance of place in mediating these meanings.  
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Figure 3: An advertisement on the Tube (Mayor of London 2016) representing London.  

[photo credit: EA Weigler] 

Rav understands the importance of this shared “British” mapping for his tourists. He 

uses it in his own life to structure his goals, as is seen in the next section, but he also uses 

these maps to reach out to his audience. For classes and retreats, he synthesizes spatial 

tools, such as a (Milton-Bradley style) monopoly board that correlates objects and 

memorials with the places in London where they reside to create a very real, yet stylized 

map—an abstraction in place and semantic memory—of how and where to encounter 

Sikh heritage. In Rav’s words:  

Whilst presenting a short [P]ower[P]oint presentation on 

Anglo-Sikh History to children attending the camp in April 

2011, I found myself engaging the children through 

locations in London they may have heard of or visited – the 

Tower of London, Oxford Street, Trafalgar Square, 

Leicester Square etc. 
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It was then that I started a personal project and a challenge 

to see if I could map all of the locations on the British 

Monopoly Board to aspects of Anglo-Sikh and Sikh history. 

At the time, I did not have any idea of how locations like 

Marylebone Station, Park Lane or Piccadilly would present 

a Sikh link and learning opportunity. And so the challenge 

begun . . . location by location, to finally complete the 

Anglo-Sikh Monopoly Board in April 2012. . . . 

Learning about paintings of Sikhs in the Royal Collection 

at Buckingham Palace, the citations referring to Sikhs and 

the Punjab on the plinths of statues in Central London, the 

links through buildings to notable historical figures and the 

archives of the numerous museum collections made the 

project an enriching and rewarding experience. . . . 

Through the locations on a familiar Monopoly Board it was 

evident that children aged 7–17 were able to absorb 

information and learn about various aspects of Anglo-Sikh 

and Sikh history. Interestingly however, the format also 

worked for adults who are a less enquiring but more 

appreciative audience! (WhatsApp, Rav 2016b) 

This shared framework of space and presence of a “Sikh link” in places that are 

associated with royalty or a kind of iconic British past, such as the Tower of London, acts 

as an avenue that channels a new Sikhness through an existing association with 

Britishness—a heightened ability to “absorb information and learn about . . . Sikh 

history,” vis a vis the familiar, but too often contended, landscape of home. Rav forges 

meaningful connections with Punjabi-Sikh history and culture through this new 

geography of the viewer’s episodic experience that he builds/reinscribes for his students, 

in what he refers (and is popularly referred) to as “Anglo-Sikh History.” It denotes a 

shared history between Britain and Punjab, but also something shared in the experiences 

of those Sikh individuals living—often translocally—in the diaspora. 

Touring thus offered a process whereby people from the periphery are not just 

emplaced in the metropole in new roles and permutations, they are emplaced in ways 

more in tune with who they wish to be—through interrupting the space, they come to see 
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themselves as embedded, not just as a British citizen or upwardly mobile worker, but as a 

specific kind of British Sikh. Thus, tours recenter the metropole itself, attributing its 

power and desirability to the Sikh community. In touring, the metropole itself is 

reoriented as “Sikh,” and the community’s actions in the place’s history can be projected 

into its future—history gives them narrative agency over the space. Much like EF&W, the 

Sikh community ceases to be part of white, English history and space, rather the English 

become a part of their “British Sikh History,” necessarily extending the meaning of and 

belonging to Britishness. The maps that Rav introduces them to does not remake 

metropole, rather it claims it; his maps unearth its inherent Punjabiness and justify 

participants own desires for that label.  

“Almost Home” 

During my fieldwork, once and sometimes twice a month I would walk through 

Central London with Rav on his Streets of London tours. Together we, his tourist 

audience, would relearn the landscape of London, operatively, together—no longer 

overlooking the statue of a random white man, but now seeing a general with ties to 

Punjab campaigns and a close relationship with the Sikhs under his command; or 

rewriting ornate steps not as an aesthetically pleasing indicator of some bygone era of 

opulence, but as the steps on which the Ghadar Party revolutionary, Udham Singh, shot 

and killed Michael O’Dwyer in retaliation for the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre.
214

 

For me, the tours are a whirl of vignettes; taken together, they mostly offer 

impressions. The main current among tourists was one of leisure, punctuated by ruptures 
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 Some tourist would further see the steps as spoils, taken from Punjab and other colonial possessions, 

while most focuses on Udham Singh as a martyr (a religiously imbued term) and the two men as individuals 
without the systemic trappings of world events.  
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between lived experiences and expectations that most often found a quotidian expression 

as discomfort from gaps in knowledge, boredom (not everyone was motivated from 

genuine interest), or the unremarkable rigors of keeping track of children in public space. 

One twenty-eight-year-old man’s entrance survey sums up the prospects for most tourists; 

when asked why he had attended, he responded, “Hangout with friends and get some 

history . . . . [It’s] a great way to see London! And £11; that’s cheap!” Other surveys 

furthered these sentiments into an overarching familiar comfort with the type of 

experience and with the program—in response to the question, “Why did you decide to 

join this tour today,” one couple from London (aged thirty-two and twenty-nine) 

responded,  

Heard about it from friends that have gone before so was 

interested in going [sic]. Price was reasonable and we know 

Rav from before/previous tours/events so knew what to 

expect [sic]. (Streets of London Entry Survey 2016) 

 

When asked what their favorite part was, they responded, “Rav’s jokes .”  

We will begin our tour at an important stop, which was always included and that 

began some of the tour routes—the grounds of the Royal Hospital Chelsea. Select 

pensioners from the British Army retire on its grounds, and the place holds an interesting 

mix of monuments dedicated to Britain’s military prowess, quiet grounds in gated space, 

a museum, a café, and the pomp and circumstance of gilded halls that honor the memory 

of the Nation-State’s wars. The route around the Royal Hospital often changed as a matter 

of logistics—we were sometimes asked to enter through different gates or were split into 

two groups if the tour was too large. The walk was also quite far from the Sloan Square 

tube station where we met, and depending on the type of tour, we may have first ate at the 

café that took us further afield from the historical stops on the property. 
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The stops within the Royal Hospital were largely the same, however. Rav would 

invite the tourists to peek into the chapel where the Pensioners worshipped and, while 

taking photos, the tourists would often ask me about some of the Christian figures painted 

on the walls, or ask Rav if there were non-Christian Pensioners. These photos were 

expected, and tourists were guided to the space as one of beauty. However, they would 

sometimes construct their own experiences of opulence; there was a large gold-plated 

statue in the courtyard that Rav was always annoyed to find the tourists taking photos of. 

“What? Desis’ love gold!” one tourist apologized jokingly to him; Rav shook his head in 

resignation and replied, “But it doesn’t mean anything.” When the museum was open, 

tourists would be asked to do a scavenger hunt for specific medals of the British Indian 

Army displayed on the walls there. Back near the chapel, we would be led to the cafeteria. 

Every war was listed in gold against a wood paneling, with dates and important battles 

subdivided. The space would typically prompt several mothers to grab the distracted little 

children running around the place to whisper into their ears with reverence and reproach, 

“Look. It’s on the walls—every battle the Sikhs fought in.” Intent on a single section, the 

children would have their photo taken in front of the “Indian Mutiny 1857–1859,” “India 

1895–1898,”
215

 or “The First World War 1914–1918” (see below). 
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 Referring to a campaign on the Northwest Frontier that began with the siege of the fort at Chitral in 

1895; it has been called the Chitral Campaign (Naval & Military Press 2019). The battle of Saragarhi was 
fought in 1897, and is likely the impetus for these photographs.  
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Children line up to have their picture taken in the Royal Hospital Chelsea Cafeteria (photo credit: EA 
Weigler, printed with Little History permission) 

About half-way through my fieldwork, Rav started including the Chillianwalla 

Memorial in our tours, which stands a little further out from the buildings of the Royal 

Hospital as a tall obelisk that shoots up from a field.
216

 Each of the four sides are 

inscribed with names that gradually taper to a golden orb at the top; under the names, a 

large “1849” is near the fading words, “To the memory of two hundred and fifty five 

officers, noncommissioned officers, and privates . . . who fell at Chillianwalla.” 

Chillianwalla was the last battle of the Second Anglo-Sikh War, and The East India 

Company’s (EIC) victory resulted in the annexation of Punjab in 1849 and the loss of 

Sikh-led sovereignty in the region—what is often called the Kingdom of Maharaja Ranjit 

Singh (although he had died in 1839) or the Sikh Kingdom (although it was a 

multicultural government). The battle is thus a watershed moment for the Sikhs’ 

relationship with the British Empire; it lays the foundation for shared history, but also 

marks the beginning of racialized colonial relationships—the popular narrative is one 
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 It is the site of the annual Royal Horticultural Society’s Chelsea Flower Show, which adds to the 

associations with power and exclusivity. This is show is the first association that tourists tend to have with 
the space.  
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where losses were so high for the British and the tactics of the Maharaja’s army, complete 

with French generals and the newest technologies in artillery, that the British and Sikhs 

forged a mutual respect for the others’ military prowess. It was the seed of what would 

later become martial race theory. Finally, Chillianwala is now in present-day Pakistan, so 

the battle further alludes to a rupture in space for the Sikhs through Partition, similar to 

Lahore.
217

  

The excerpt below is from my fieldnotes, fleshed out by informal conversations with 

participants after the stop at Chillianwalla; it illustrates the impressions of Rav’s 

sentiment, and contrasts their deployment across tours: 

The Sikhs had fought bravely at Chillianwalla. The battle 

was the decisive turn in the Second Anglo-Sikh War that 

ended Sikh sovereignty in the Punjab. The battle put 

Punjab “temporarily on-loan to the British.” [At the end of 

the battle,] “The British were broken;” they wrote their 

superiors that if something didn’t change by the next 

morning, they would have to surrender. But, “in the night, 

[the Sikhs] didn’t know their own strength and 

retreated.”
218

 Thus, with reduced manpower and resources 

(presumably), the Sikhs were forced to surrender in an 

“unbelievable turn of events.”  

Rav then produces a small info-sheet from his roller-

bag for “The Punjab Medal;” we would be seeing it next in 

the museum and were in for “a special treat.” “This is a 

dual story,” he begins, “See, [there is an image of] Sikhs 

bowing down to the British. [But] we were saying fateh.” 

The British thought the “warriors were bowing down to 

them, but they were actually bowing to their 

shastars,(weapons)” and lamenting that “the spirit of 

Maharaja Ranjit Singh was gone.” But the British thought 
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 As noted in chapter 1, The Sikh Empire—the newest installation of UKPHA—also plays off the pan-

Punjabi identities forged in Lahore pre-Partition.  
218

 This is an interesting change to other, India-centric narratives such as those from ASHT that place the 

Dogra brother’s retreat at fault and relate it to present, “Though won by the Khalsa, [Chillianwalla] 
ultimately ended in a defeat for the Sikhs because of the treachery of its Hindu Dogra officers, even when 
the British forces were poised to retreat. . . . The current politician, Karan Singh of Kashmir - a man often 
associated with the right-wing and fundamentalist Vishwa Hindu Parishad - is a direct descendant of the 
scoundrels.” (Sher 2014).  
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it was to them. “The[ British] were so moved by it that they 

decided to memorialize it on the medals, not realizing the 

true significance for the Sikhs enacting it.” It was “one of 

the greatest episodes in Sikh history,” yet “the tourists that 

come are usually unaware of this history.” (Weigler 

Fieldnotes 2016) 

 

Here, the tourists receive affirmation of their communal knowledge as intertwined 

with, but qualitatively different than that of the British. The emphasis here and elsewhere 

is often a trope of the well-meaning, but bumbling British colonial, who needs to have 

South Asian cultural norms explained—a kind of flip to the paternalist relationships that 

structured the military during the colonial period (Jack 2006). Similar to the British’s 

misunderstanding of fateh, and Britain’s hubris in institutionalizing it on subsequent 

medals, Rav also tells the story of Koh-i-noor similarly—the diamond from Punjab that 

sits in the crown jewels today. Told at the base of a statue of Lord Lawrence in 

Westminster, “Ruler of the Punjaub during the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857, Viceroy of India 

from 1864 to 1869,” with two children chosen from the tour to play-act the defeated boy-

king Maharaja Duleep Singh and Queen Victoria:  

Rav: Basically when they opened the doors of the 

Toshakhana (Lahore’s treasury), they’re looking for the 

Koh-i-noor, as well as nicking everything else they can get 

their hands on—rubies, diamonds, everything else. Putting 

it into caskets and sending it over to England on a ship.  

 

[A woman in the crowd audibly gasps.] 

 

Rav: They’d been doing this raid for quite a few weeks 

now, and they can’t find this Koh-i-noor diamond. . . . So 

basically, they get a call from Parliament here—telegram, 

not call— 

 

[Crowd laughs]  
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Rav: “Where is the Koh-i-noor? We’ve got all this other 

stuff that you’ve sent [but] we’ve got this exhibition 

coming up in 1851 and we want the Koh-i-noor; where is 

it??” And John Lawrence is sitting there, [maybe] playing 

with it, I don’t know. 

 

[Rav smiles and rolls his eyes and the crowd chuckles.]  

 

Rav: “I’ve looked everywhere, I’ve nicked everything else . 

. .” Time passes by . . .And then Gangaram turns up one 

day with a biscuit tin!  

 

[Crowd laughs as he hands the tin to the girl.]  

 

Rav: and he says, “Sahib Ji, is this what you were looking 

for?” 

 

[Woman laughs]  

 

Rav: And John [Lawrence] says it doesn’t look much like a 

diamond, but this must be it then!  

 

[crowd laughs]  

 

Rav: and he actually threw it out because it didn’t look 

valuable, and it wasn’t shiny like jewels . . . who said we 

never chuck anything out in India; we always save it in a 

biscuit tin. You know like your mom does with the subji.  

 

[Crowd laughs.].  

 

Rav: So basically he said this must be it, then, and he 

sent—he personally brought it over the Koh-i-noor; he 

didn’t let go of it. He brought it back to Parliament here for 

the [pause] 1851 Exhibition. (Participant Home Video 

2016) 

 

This story plays with the idea that the Sikh audience has a special privilege as both 

knowledgeable in Indian and British culture. The story is rooted in the material reality of 

colonialism’s extractive political economy—the woman who gasps is asked to meet this 
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reality head-on. The character of Gangaram is an interlocutor; he simultaneously resists 

the British, but is a privileged part of the “nicking” process. Finally, I see it as also 

extending the idea that the Punjab is still merely “on-loan,” furthered by virtue of the 

tourists’ own continuing access to these materials as British citizens.  

As such, there is another side to these monuments; it stakes a claim on the meaning of 

London through the viewer’s biographical experiences in the landscape, as both victim 

and privileged participant. Importantly, back at the Royal Hospital Chelsea, Rav noted 

that he used to see the Chillianwalla memorial as a child. When his family would go to 

India, they always flew back via Heathrow: 

I would look for it, and whenever I’d see the [pillar?], it 

was a sign that we were almost home. Now, 20 years on, I 

know the deeper meaning. (Weigler Fieldnotes 2016) 

 

The first occasion I heard him tell this story, the tour group was smaller—seemingly 

more intimate, especially after a half-day together. Rav had wanted to show us the 

Chilianwalla memorial in particular, but the area was closed to the public for an event. He 

stood at the gate with his hand around the bars, giving extra details: 

“[Chillianwala Memorial] was a sign we were on our 

way home . . . twenty years later, I know! I couldn’t believe 

it had been so important a battle for the British to be on 

Chelsea grounds.”—his voice swelled with pride.  

Abruptly, Rav then asked the time. He tells the group 

they will break for lunch, and that there is a café. His 

daughter squealed, but he shook his head no, saying a firm 

“Not for you!” which received a fake pout from her. He 

then turned, joking to the crowd, “We’re proper Punjabis! 

We make our own praņtha [bread]!” (Weigler Fieldnotes 

2016) 
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Here, the group is initiated into an underlying knowledge about the city, one that is 

not just important to the Sikhs, but important to the subversive fabric of their place in 

London’s geography. It rests on the cultural knowledges in the Koh-i-noor narrative and 

the resilient (and cheap) Punjabi who brings his own bread to tour, but it is primarily a 

bridge between the semantic and the episodic—it is “important for the British” because of 

the power of the metropole, and important to Rav for evoking a feeling of home, yet 

together they allow Rav to uncover a “20 year” desire for “the deeper meaning.” Each 

time Rav told his story at Chillianwalla, intentionally or no, there was an implicit 

camaraderie as the tourist shared similar landmarks in their own heritages, as well as a 

sense of unfinished sovereignty for the Punjab—just an “unbelievable” series of events 

that brought them all to that monument.
219

 There was always an unfinished sense to Rav’s 

narrative of home and the rediscovery of the monument twenty years later; they were each 

time “on our way home,” or “almost home.”  

In the narrative arc of these tours, this Sikh-specific knowledge is something other 

present-day tourists and white British lack across time—ongoing and detrimental to their 

full understanding. Finally, Rav ends his narrative by juxtaposing this assertion to 

London’s space and ownership of its history with a cultural reference that asserts their 

position as “proper Punjabis—” real Punjabis, who act like original Punjabis, despite 

calling London home. Thus, these memorial spaces hang in the present almost as 

unfinished as they appear in citizen-historian homes. Tensions between London and 

Punjab/ white British cultural knowledge and Indian (implicitly Punjabi-Sikh) are never 

fully resolved and move situationally across the narrative. In this next section, we come to 
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 This mirrors how the tourists also read sovereignty in the Punjab. In example, one young man noted why 

he was interested in the time period just prior to colonialism, “how that transition could have happened?” he 
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see this as part of the fabric of Little History tours and a key draw for the communities 

that take time from their weekends to engage with them. In the next chapter, we explore 

how the tourists interact more specifically with the fabric Rav provides, catering aspects 

of it to their liking.  

A Little History of the Sikhs  

It’s about them finding their heritage within London [emphasis mine].  

—R. Singh 2017 

Rav Singh’s Little History of the Sikhs is a public historical project with a strong 

online presence and broad scope of audiences are typically rooted in religiously-based 

social connections—networks of professionals in Central London who grew up together, 

and/or Gurdwara-based groups from East London, North London, and the Midlands.
220

 

The project began as a personal endeavor by Rav to reach out to Sikh children in his East 

London Gurdwara’s Punjabi language classes via his existing interest in collecting what 

he refers to, variously, as “Sikh objects of interest.” As he put it,  

Teaching Punjabi to third-generation kids is really difficult. 

. . . It just became an additional language. I started 

introducing Sikh history to the classes, bringing in artefacts, 

old coins, old stamps . . . and the half hour at the end [was] 

really about Sikh history. (Singh, R. 2017) 

 

The physicality of objects holds a primary place in these encounters. The tactile 

connection to “seeing” and “holding” the past is augmented through the children drawing 

or scene acting—it encourages an individualized expression of whatever these objects 

may mean for the student during class, similar to EF&W’s Remembrance Wall.  

                                                                                                                                                 
shook his head with wide eyes.  
220

 These cohorts are largely discrete by geography and background. 
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A young girl draws Maharaja Ranjit Singh during one of Rav’s Gurdwara-based language classes 
(reprinted with Little History’s permission: A Little History of the Sikhs 2017) 

Rav’s incorporation of history extends from practices that I’ve found in other 

language classes; however, in choosing to overtly and materially address history, he gives 

the students more control over its interpretations and meanings.  

In other Gurdwara-based language classes that I attended during my time in London, 

history came up in class fairly often, but the dialogue did not resonate with students as it 

does in Rav’s classes. They typically result in a series of meaning-making misfires by the 

teacher—children with little to no knowledge of Partition, Punjabi gender norms, or 

Operation Bluestar receive a series of seemingly random connections between Partition 

and religious space in Pakistan or Muslim othering and the “honor” of Sikh women. In 

one example from a West London language class, we were discussing the Ardas. 
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In this case, a twenty-two-year-old young woman
221

 began a discussion surrounding 

the mention of Partition in Ardas—that the community be reunited with their holy sites in 

Pakistan. She said that a Gujarati friend of hers at work had told her that  

“When the Punjab was split during Partition, the British 

went in a room and they didn’t draw the line according to 

Sikhism or—it was just the land [they were interested in]. 

A lot of people died crossing that line, I guess?” Her eyes 

were wide and the story was very straight-forward. Our 

teacher responded, “My husband was one of those people.” 

Her air was very nurturing, and gave a soft smile as she 

continued to talk about Partition. The villagers [husband’s 

village?] had lived with their “Muslim neighbors in peace” 

for many years, “But you see, people from the outside had 

no connections to the neighbors, so they did the killing . . . 

The funny thing is, this was all started by the British, but 

they [the British] came and helped them out [liberated them 

from the besieged Gurdwara]. The British Army saved 

them.”  

She then went on to describe several disjointed 

incidents from her own family’s history, including an aunt, 

whose father and brothers—“tied her to a bed and burnt 

her. She had a twisted leg, what could they do? She was a 

woman, so you know what the [mobs] would do to her. So 

they burnt her alive.” The 22 year old girl was clearly 

shocked, leaning forward with her mouth open and her eyes 

wide, shaking her head slightly in confusion. “I can see you 

are feeling so emotional,” the teacher said to comfort her, 

“I’m worried about Trump and nationalization! India 

doesn’t want us; who will take us?” The girl still stared at 

her—her mouth was closed now, but she was incredulous. 

She did not connect belonging in India with belonging in 

the US—she was British.  

The teacher laughed and asked how we got onto the 

subject. “Oh, I said something, Miss, about my Gujarati 

frien—” the girl began. “Yes!” the teacher interrupted. “So, 

that’s why we must learn Punjabi. We read Punjabi and 

realize why we are who we are. . . . You have to go back in 

history to understand; unless you know your background, 

you won’t understand.”  

                                                 
221

 The class consisted of me, a brother and sister in their early twenties, and several children between the 

ages of eight and 11—a boy in a patka who could not attend his lessons (or speak Punjabi), a little girl who 
worked very hard at her lesson, a little girl who did not, and two brothers with short hair who spoke perfect 
Punjabi, although they admitted some of the vocabulary from home was different in class. 
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There was silence. The teacher looked around 

approvingly and we opened our books to page 21. (Weigler 

London Language Class fieldnotes 2017).  

 

Here, the conflicting meanings surrounding Pakistan and America as national spaces 

for the student and teacher exacerbate the tacit cultural (and moral) assumptions each 

makes. In this format of transmission, Rav’s approach of encounter and exchange is a 

significant departure from the norms of Punjabi language study—the students (and 

tourists) explore and assemble their heritage through their own episodic recollections, and 

while it is not through those of their teacher, they do choose from a set of artifacts, 

memorials, and narratives that Rav presents.  

For Little History, history creates a relationship with Punjabi language, providing the 

main frame of meaning to a language practice. However, this history is also inscribed in 

space and projected to the students’ present experiences and interests; it forms a map of 

heritage-based identity they are free to place themselves within in malleable ways—as 

seen in the previous section’s discussion of the Sikh Monopoly Board.
222

 Rav’s choice of 

describing his histories as “Anglo-Sikh and Sikh,” denotes a priori that they are shared. 

To be shared, they must also be discrete in many ways. A “shared past” is the phrasing of 

choice for most community-based initiatives for the First World Wars, as well—notably 

Legacy of Valor in Reading, projects of the Anglo-Sikh Heritage Trail (ASHT), and Jay 

Singh Sohal’s work with Saraghari, all of which are investigated in the next chapter. 

Here, it is important to note the implications of hyphenated histories for students who are 

British, where Punjabi and its cultural expressions is “just” “an additional language” 

without the history. They denote, among other things, that Rav’s program occupies a 
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 Much like Angad’s love of running or Amrit’s love of music.  
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liminal space with one foot in the (white) heritage sector and one foot firmly placed in the 

Sikh communities it caters to.  

Rav has since extended these early concerns into public history talks at Sikh retreats 

that reach both children and young adults, depending on the retreat type. Judging by the 

postings from his Facebook group, the centenary for 2014 served as a catalyst for more 

regular tours. Thus, these early (2003) lessons have since developed into several public 

historical endeavors, including walking tours of Sikh History in Central London, Sikh 

History on the Streets of London, which follow the general format of engagement laid out 

in the language classes—connect objects, historical events, and current interests (bodies) 

through London (space). In many ways, these experiences of being emplaced in Britain’s 

“monopoly board” inform Rav and his audiences’ tourism encounters—how and why he 

engineers encounter, and how and why others seek to tour his constructions. For 

participants, as also seen in chapter 2, India—the (at times) dichotomous connections felt 

between it and London—and the messages they received on how they should feel about 

the Punjab as a space was a key catalyst in pursuing a more individualized historical 

consciousness. In a public interview with Qasa Alom for BBC Asian Network in 2016, 

Rav Singh—who runs Sikh history day-tours in Central London under the umbrella 

program Little History of the Sikhs—Rav summarizes this theme:  

Qasa: That’s what I was going to say! The eyes light—what 

kind of feedback do you get from, you know, the people on 

your tours and the younger people you teach? 

Rav: Ya, so basically they are always start thinking it’s 

going to be boring, you know. But you’re telling stories and 

how you tell the stories and what you tell them, how you 

tell them; it’s about them finding their heritage within 

London. My problem was, when I used to go to India 

regularly—I always feel like a foreigner in India. Yet we’re 

told that ah—about the land, you know? 
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Qasa: Ya.  

Rav: and where our homeland [is]—so really, for me really 

London is my home. So, the Anglo-Sikh heritage, as well as 

the Sikh heritage, as well as the Indian heritage as well as 

the African heritage ha [yes], you know? London heritage. 

And people start to connect, you know, you’re connecting 

with the environment around you and those stories. People 

just say it’s amazing, you know, they go past these places 

everyday. 

(Singh, R. 2017) 

 

Emplacement and materiality are key in the process of engineering emotive-

connective experiences—the draw of Central London as a heritage landscape for Sikh-

specific public historical productions. However, is not just a sense of community and 

belonging within London (explicitly London) that Rav describes, or a disconnected 

knowledge of India that both he and Amandeep have described; rather, there is a 

collective that is being called upon in phrases like, “people start to connect,” “we’re told . 

. . where our homeland [is],” and Amandeep’s core question of “what we were,” from 

chapter 2.  

To ensure that the tourists, “[find] their heritage within London [emphasis mine],” 

each tour is tailored to a specific audience. Rav draws from or is typically contracted by 

existing groups within the Sikh community; different, geographic-, occupational-, or 

Gurdwara-based acquaintances who make up (between one and five) distinctive groups of 

belonging on each tour. Each group’s ethnoreligious knowledge is calibrated by Rav and 

reflected in his use of Punjabi language and religious concepts when addressing the 

tourists. As noted in the previous section, even though, “people who I’ve designed the 

tour for, they want to see this, they want to see that; I ring those [places] to make sure we 
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can see [them],” (Rav interview, Feb. 2017), the majority of stops are constant—

rearranged in two or four main themed tours depending on the season.  

So I talk to people and I make sure that I know where 

they’re coming from and what their background is, and then 

I tailor the tour. So when we had the suffragette lady 

coming in, I tailored the tour with that little bit before [on] 

the suffragettes. When we had the musicians coming, we 

made sure we asked [questions] on the instruments 

[referring to V&A]. So all of these little things just help 

to—if I do my research, I can add a lot of value on the tour. 

If I had a West-African group coming, I could explain to 

them a lot about West-African history, you know? World 

War One history, as well. Because the monuments are the 

same; it’s a Commonwealth monument. I’m just telling you 

the Sikh aspect of it. (Rav Interview 2016) 

 

Here, there is an important emphasis on the standardized and stable form of the places 

they visit—“because the monuments are all the same.” The physical stops’ perceived 

permanent applicability denotes an understanding of those histories as being always 

somehow “shared,” and just needing to be tailored. By grounding tours in this preexisting 

framework for interaction with the monument, the tours are more malleable to the forms 

of interruption being sought. Thus, some tours allow participants to eat meat, and some 

bar it; some tours are given primarily in Punjabi, others in English; some tours paint 

moments as fixed in the Punjab, other tours paint these moments as fixed in Britain. In all 

moments, they share underlying framing for and are socialized into an ability to interrupt 

place.  

Rav Singh 

Rav is typically a part of these overlapping communities, and was certainly socialized 

within the same moments. He shares in their moral world and deeply values it. 

Pragmatically, broadening his shared networks of individuals is an ever-looming need for 
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Rav—finding community members who wish to emplace themselves in London through 

history in order to extend this moral world beyond its current reach. As Rav and his 

tourists are engrained in religious-based networks, they are often sensitive to the moral 

motives of Little History; tourists know that the fee “includes small donations,” to the 

places they visit, and Rav sends out an accounting of all the tours finances at the end of 

the year—the balance left for himself is $0.  

Rav himself is a jovial and endearingly positive individual—a knowledgeable and 

entertaining tour guide, and simultaneously open and good-humored, but personally quite 

private. His children are intelligent, yet work hard for knowledge. They are well-versed in 

everything from Punjabi history to the Koran’s teachings and back to Japanese culture, 

which would be intimidating, but their share of their father and mother’s
223

 humility and 

earnestness makes it impossibly endearing. Despite this unaffected family nature, Rav is a 

savvy manager of his public relations, and his changeability to meet the expectations of 

his audiences makes it difficult to get a handle on his personal convictions.  

A deep commitment to the basic tenets of his Sikh faith and a childhood that 

necessitated the constant diffusion of tense situations provide some clues as to how he 

approaches running Sikh tours that (re)assert themselves within (white British) public 

space. His biography and how he connects it to history reads similarly to previous 

participants, such as Sim or Amandeep:  

Rav: My passion has always been, “yes, we’re going to 

learn Punjabi, but we have to give these kids [pause] 

confidence in their Sikhi.” If they’re not confident, they’ll 

mess up themselves, you know, ha-na? So I moved from a 
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 Rav’s wife is otherwise largely absent from the Little History projects. They tag-team language classes, 

but “She doesn’t like history. But I don’t like Bollywood! So you see, we learn to live with it!” (Rav 
Interview Feb. 2017). 
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school, which was [pause]. Well, very few Sikhs; there 

were very few Asians.  

He went on to characterize the demographics—“a handful of Sikhs, maybe eight,” fewer 

Muslims than that, some European families:  

And then 85% white.... we were exposed to a lot of 

ignorance and a lot of bullshit [growing up] that—I didn’t 

get involved . . . so it was the kind of environment I grew 

up in where it was tough. You know? 

 

Elizabeth: Ya.  

 

Rav: And [pause] I was always a bright kid in school; I was 

the top of the school in terms of grades and top of the 

school in terms of science, so I thought kind of, “Oh, I 

don’t need to be dragged down.” (Rav Interview 2016) 

 

Rav tempers these assertions with caveats but his initial reaction—the feeling of being 

weighed down and pulled in negative directions by the concerns of your environment—

remains. These early experiences must have been quite difficult to navigate. His East 

London neighborhood, close knit as it was, was impacted by substance abuse and race-

based violence. Thus, in addition to creating a sense of dichotomous race-relations, Rav 

was also set apart from his community in his attitude toward non-engagement and 

cerebral avoidance. In some ways, he exhibits the belonging that so many volunteers cite 

as crucial to Parmjit and Amandeep’s ability to speak for those more distanced from Sikh 

normative culture, but he is also separated by education and motivation from that segment 

of the community, of which his viewers and volunteers are often deeply embedded. He 

continued as we spoke to discuss this sense of intimate knowledge of Sikh, European 

cosmopolitan, and white British communities, but also communicated that he was outside 

them in many ways: 
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Rav: So I studied genetic engineering between ’96 and ’99 

[at Imperial College] [laughs]. 

 

Elizabeth: No? I didn’t know that about you! 

 

Rav: Ya. It was about then that I got out of East London. I’d 

already learnt Italian, I’d learnt French; I’d gotten to meet 

French people, I gotten to meet Italian people. I was in 

South Kensington, I was surrounded by museums, and it 

was then that I kind of grew up to be the person I want to 

be. So all of the books I’d read at the library, all the stuff 

that I used to get exposed to—that [teachers?] exposed me 

to, rather than, you know [referring to East London]. 

But they told me at the beginning that, “you will 

struggle,” in all my interviews. “We’ll allow you in, but 

you will struggle.” And I know why they said it; they could 

see—and I didn’t speak with an accent. I don’t speak with 

an East-London accent, I don’t . . .  [It’s] [b]ecause they 

were looking at my postcode; they were looking at where I 

came from . . . [but] I had confidence! . . . I think I did. 

(Rav Interview 2016) 

 

This emphasis on the self in a changeable and often contradictory environment is 

important to Rav’s sense of sovereignty and sense of belonging; Rav was pulled between 

his predominantly white school/ Sikh neighborhood (where his family lived), and Central 

London where he could “be the person I want to be,” but was still read within the 

confines of his postcode. Here, class, culture, ethnicity, and aspiration all primarily mark 

London’s landscape—an enduring legacy of the city planning Rappaport (2002) and 

Schneer (1999) discussed earlier. These experiences are an important and common story 

in the diaspora, and the experiences of contingent racialization and its intersections with 

socioeconomic status reverberate in Rav’s current tours—as we will see, the tours 

confront these contingencies head-on in the episodic recall of participants, even though 

they are not a part of his explicit itinerary. 
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What can be seen as an explicit nod to this experience is Rav’s desire and ability to 

reconnect and redefine his Sikh-specific networks in novel ways. Little History is unique 

in that, along with UKPHA, it is one of the only grassroots initiatives that actively tries to 

forge alliances outside the Sikh community and to speak to British history more 

broadly—decoupling Sikhness from the vacuum that many community members believe 

it emerges from. Rav works with a church in Chelsea, giving tours there and even 

presenting a wreath with his son during their Remembrance Day services as a special 

guest; it harkens back to Sim’s desires for Remembrance Day representation—“I don’t 

recall ever seeing a Sikh soldier anywhere . . . . So during the Centenary—during the 

actual 100 years—you’ve seen everyone.” Further, his professional network-based tours 

sometimes include the white colleagues of Sikh professionals,
224

 he presents Sikh history 

lectures to children at Christian schools, and he has invited a white suffragette reenactor 

to help give a special “Women’s Day” tour celebrating Sikh females in history. He noted 

of his time at University:  

I joined the Sikh Society, but I didn’t want to be [just?] a 

Sikh down there, so I asked the Italian friends I had, the 

other friends I had at [Name] Society to come and join the 

Sikh one. So we had the numbers. So it was just broadening 

out the Sikh [stock?]. And there was a lot of programming; 

on the website that my years [sic]—96 to 99—there’s all 

colors in the Sikh Society. As soon as I left, it goes back to 

that five turbans and three cut-hair Sikhs that are in Sikh 

Society, and it can’t survive. Of course you can’t survive. 

(Rav Interview 2016) 
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 This is a fascinatingly voyeuristic trend in and of itself. I have attended other tours where a Sikh 

individual invites, or more often is asked to show one to three white friends around Gurdwaras or attend 
tours such as Rav’s with them. As will be discussed, this is a double consciousness of interruption and 
performance for everyone involved (Du Bois 1904ed.).  
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Whether this partially functioned to include his non-Sikh friends in something 

important to him, an attempt to broaden what it meant to be Sikh—he seems to say he 

wanted to be more than the boundaries of “Sikh” and “East London” would allow in 

South Kensington—or something else, what becomes clear is that Rav understands the 

Sikh community as primarily a minority community; he needs the support of non-Sikhs to 

survive—their participation and recognition—and he has an intimate knowledge of how 

to get it.  

 

Figure 4: Illustrative example of a self-guided walking tour and the importance of Central London as an 

anchor of meaning and metropole. 
[www.mylondonodyssey.wordpress.com] 

Figure 4 is a self-guided tour that was released during Vaisakhi 2017. It illustrates 

Rav’s most popular stops, but was created in partnership with @London_Odyssey, a 

London couple who was living in Singapore at the time and has produced other South 

Asian history walking tours. It is typical of Rav’s willingness to collaborate. Its emphasis 
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on Central London and institutions associated with the Royal Family illustrates the 

paramount importance of the metropole, while its coupling of the space with depictions of 

turbaned males illustrates the importance of an interrupive representation. Its aesthetics 

further illustrate popular conceptions that combine Sikh history with current movements 

toward personalization that mark contemporary cosmopolitanism. 

In addition to this conception of his and the Sikh community’s place in wider British 

society as being one of central, hidden, and potentially powerful importance, Rav had an 

impressive understanding of the Sikh-specific socializations that have been discussed 

throughout chapters 2 and 3. His primary concerns during our interviews centered around 

engineering the Little History’s program encounters, and he was keen to discuss his 

audiences’ engagement—barriers they may have or the quality of how they engaged with 

history. Taken together, his upbringing, religious rooting in inclusion and kindness, and 

(similar to Amandeep and Parmjit) analytical knowledge of the Sikh community, make it 

difficult to get a handle on where Rav stands in the politicized milieu of Sikh heritage 

that he’s chosen to engage.  

But then again, that is the point. Rav seeks to engage and inspire the individual, just 

as UKPHA does. He once noted in an interview with me:  

Rav: Gossip is a negative spiral . . . . That struck to me 

from an early age, you know? You have the five sins . . . 

ego, you know, greed, lust and all that, and then gossip; he 

[the granthi] said gossip is another one, right? And I—that 

made an impression on me at an early age. So I think—and 

I will; I’ve got stamps, I’ve got notes, I’ve got books, I’ve 

got things, and for the kids especially. I think if you put 

them in your house, someone will come in and say, 

“What’s that?” Or “Who’s that?” And then that becomes a 

discussion point. Suddenly, you’re not talking about your 

next-door neighbor’s problems or your aunt’s, you know, 

this that or the other. It’s a negative thing; gossip is very 
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negative. I don’t like it. 

 

Elizabeth: So it sounds like [part] of the motivation is to 

steer away from certain topics; maybe steer it towards Sikh 

topics or away from [gossip]? 

 

Rav: Possibly. But you know, if I’ve sown a seed on a Sikh 

tour, then this is the way it’s going to grow. It’s not going 

to grow by coming on another Sikh tour because that’ll be a 

year away! You know? [laughs] Or six months away. You 

need to go on Google, you need to go on a website, you 

need to follow some of these things that we’re doing—I do 

have a list of organizations whom I would happily say, “Go 

on their websites,” but I forget to print it; give it. I just need 

to do it properly on every tour, you know? And it does 

include Empire, War, and Faith, [sic] it does include Anglo 

Sikh Heritage Trail, it does include Sikhs in the Army, it 

does include Basics of Sikhi. Because these are people who 

work with a passion, right? Who am I to kind of rank and 

say, “That’s wrong,” or whatever? I’ve leant from them, so 

why can’t someone else learn from them, you know? 

 

Elizabeth: Ya. (Rav Interview 2016) 

 

Here Rav not only mobilizes conceptions of passion that are similar to those 

mentioned in earlier chapters, but he gives two senses: the first extends the idea of the 

Sikhs as a minority. His conception of passion is one where intentionality is a central 

player in public initiatives; he eschews judgement and is willing to set his own 

sensibilities aside to cultivate a united front for a small community that has primarily 

been painted as fragmented (McLeod 2005). However, he is also setting up something 

much more important and central to his project; he immediately continued: 

Rav: So . . . once the kids start to do that, then. I said to [my 

daughter], even if you’re interested in jewelry, there are 

Sikh artists who are making jewelry, you know? The House 

of [pause] Waris in New York is such a designer label; he’s 

a Sikh! You know? So even if you’re interested in textiles, 

there’s a Sikh doing it; if you’re interested in architecture, 
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there’s so much Sikh architecture: the architecture of our 

historic Gurdwara’s and Bhai Ram Singh who was bought 

to England in the late 1800s, that you could bring back a 

few designs in this country, you know? If you’re interested 

in music, my God! There’s so much Sikh musicology out 

there. Whatever you want, you know, there is a Sikh aspect 

to it. Even if it’s humanitarian—c’mon! There’s so much 

that you can come up with. You can use Sikh history to 

inform your passion. For music or whatever. Our kids don’t 

know that. All our kids think you can do is you go to the 

Gurdwara, sit quietly for an hour, eat food, and go home. 

You know? 

 

Elizabeth: Ya. 

 

Rav: They can’t use their faith to inspire them to lead a 

good life. You know? Things are happening. Lots of 

grassroots projects are taking place now; things are 

happening . . . a new confident generation who are taking 

their Sikhi out into the wider community, or being the local 

champions for national and international Sikh projects. 

Our elders worked hard to create the buildings that we now 

take for granted, but now many Gurdwaras I visit lack a 

sense of passion, spirit and commitment to a cause – which 

maybe reflects the current state of a large proportion of our 

community.  By lack [I mean] a sense of passion, spirit, and 

commitment.  

He noted that this was because children were no longer able to be sevadaars (volunteers) 

in Gurdwaras; if they could not prepare food, how would they learn to see it as “a 

community initiative with strong principles that sets the foundation for a good way to 

lead your life”? Thus, Sikh civic life was bookended by passion and public action, 

through elders who achieved “brick and mortar” builds on one end, and youth who work 

as “local champions” on the other.  

The langar halls of Gurdwaras’ in yesteryear were also the 

areas where discussion took place and Sikhs mobilized 

together for a cause, where political discussions took place 

and actions were agreed and then implemented, you know?  

(Rav Interview 2016) 
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This conversation details how multiple threads are assumed to have connectivity in 

Little History in alliance and contrast with the goals and outcomes of EF&W. There is the 

restructuring of conventional religious space, and the emergence of grassroots projects, 

among them heritage-based, to fill that vacuum of public action and sovereignty. There is 

also the connection between Sikh history and passion and the further connection between 

project leaders’ goals to cultivate individual striving—the desire to have those they reach 

out to expand on their work and do their own investigations, regardless of the outcomes 

(“these are people who work with a passion, right? Who am I to kind of rank and say, 

‘that’s wrong?’”). Intimately, there is an understanding that some of the familial 

relationships used to structure Sikh heritage in chapter 3 go awry if not properly 

cultivated—at different times in our interview, by spending time with your children,
225

 

engaging in religious education curriculum, or here by emphasizing individual knowledge 

and confidence (self-sovereign). Finally, there is a claim to and desire for actions that 

constitute a Sikh-centric cosmopolitanism that corresponds to the cosmopolitanism of 

Central London within civic engagement. 

However, Rav is extending the civic role of the public historian in Sikh society into 

something that is closer to vicarious religion (Davie 2007). Vicarious religion posits the 

idea that a few individuals in society can and do act through religious practice for the 

benefit of other community members, who may not engage in the same rituals, but who 

none-the less benefit from the practices of others as part of a religious whole—belief is a 

“job” (22–23). In a worldly vein (indicative of Sikh householder traditions), Rav suggests 
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 “Another reason I spend a lot of time with my kids (in addition to liking their company) is because if 

you want influence, then you have to spend bloody time with them!” 
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something similar in his positioning of passion and heritage—by engaging his audience, 

by having “sown a seed in a Sikh tour,” he is not only placing emphasis on the individual, 

but on how that reverberates in the whole of Sikh society and a betterment of the culture 

through replacing pernicious cultural practices like “gossip” with a rich conversation 

about their shared heritage. History is a civic-religious pursuit that creates a better society 

and an inspired religious life—specifically mobilized from a religious platform—that 

satiates personal interests (“faith to inspire them to lead a good life”).  

This confluence began as our point of departure for this chapter—to explore the 

proliferation of the religious into the public vis à vis cultivating an individualized 

historical consciousness that inspires a Sikh-specific engagement with the landscape of 

London. In this section, a young Rav embodied his desired self through place—

Kensington holds the materials and socioeconomic meanings that gave Rav access to that 

self through museums, diverse and affluent peers, and cosmopolitan commitments (e.g. 

his vision of an inclusive Sikh Society). The spaces that Rav guides his tour participants 

through are mapped in a very similar way, and tourist expectations and shared meanings 

of British or European space help us understand what selves they, like Rav, desire. In 

finding Sikh history and transposing themselves in these already “British” spaces, tourists 

confirm their belonging as British citizens and their right to interrupt those meanings as 

an intrinsic part of the landscape. 

Conclusion  

The viewers in this chapter are tourists who primarily seek out and engage Sikh-

specific heritage outside the home—still in conjunction with family-based networks, but 

more broadly rooted in largely caste-based Gurdwara or longtime friend/neighbor 
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(residential) cohorts.
226

 What underlying semantic fields of knowledge do these tourists 

mobilize in their reactions to leisure-based encounters with Sikh heritage (wrapped in 

centenary) endeavors, and what might they share with contributors like citizen historians? 

What commitments do Sikh tourists manifest in that public space when speaking to both 

community members like themselves and to others who are not? How are their 

experiences tied to geographic place-making and (bodily) emplacement? What is the role 

of religious markers in that emplacement? 

In this chapter, I have begun to unravel the active reframing of (public) Sikh identities 

from racialized readings in (implicitly hierarchical white, Christian) space toward desired 

ethnoreligious ones. Taken together, tourists’ actions emplace the individual in Europe, 

specifically Central London; they engage in intentional, engineered interruptions to civic 

systems (Mercer 1988)—an assertion of rights to public places as British citizens, rather 

than a commitment to upend those frameworks. As such, through Sikhi-like conceptions 

of the body’s ethnoreligious nature and the embodied frames of religious experience, 

many experience historical tourism as an innately “religious” and “ethnic” experience. 

Finally, tourism here is seen as an extension of Sikh- and British-specific citizenship 

frames—civic commitment to better futures for the community. 

Further, in Central London, tourists have a complicated relationship with the space as 

a “home,” and with their audience as both like them and not through citizenship and 

ethnoreligious subjecthood. In Europe, they are unabashedly outsiders, and can be British 

and Sikh together against an audience “other” who they assume is neither. Yet in both 

cases, they are subject to the perceptions of their audiences—among themselves between 
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 Again, by “caste” I primarily mean to suggest the sets social and historical commonalities of experience 

and understanding that help each discrete group code belonging to one another.  
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distinctions like “Jat,” “Khalsa,” or “twice migrant,” and visible to outsiders (“Everyone 

wants a picture with a Sikh.”). As we saw, spaces of nationalized contribution and 

primarily sacrifice are the basis of tours in the European First World War–tour. In 

Europe, they are not recalled with the associations to power and prestige found in the 

personal experiences of London’s viewers. However, First World War–memories, as we 

have and will continue to see, in Britain do take on the semantic and episodic meanings 

of other Sikh historical narratives of place. This suggests the very specific place of the 

First World War in the Sikh imaginary post-centenary, the many uses of low-intensity 

memories, and the importance of place in mediating those uses and meanings. 

Therefore, as a spatial experience marketed to British citizens, tourists also mobilize 

cultural memories of British hierarchies of class and race—historically and currently—

that are mapped onto the places Rav takes them. These are a salient point of departure for 

the interruption of that landscape by Sikh participants. Hidden histories lurk beneath the 

metropole’s surface, but are also partially derived from those broader, shared frames of 

Britishness. Overall, these assumptions work together, such that representation—just the 

presence of the Sikh community in those spaces—bears meaning; it is similar to those 

many viewers who when touring EF&W primarily saw and felt a weight to the sepoy’s 

physical presence in Central London—particularly the turbaned, male body—as valuable 

regardless of the historical context or identity politics surrounding it.
227

 As such, tourists 

are not so much “returning” to the metropole as a colonial frame would have it, rather 

they are turning the metropole on its head to reclaim the place as “home” and (re)inscribe 

it as “Sikh—” specifically British-Sikh.  
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While there is an assumed shared quality to what tourists might encounter in any give 

place, or what another tourist might glean, cultural and experiential currencies deeply 

change what is shared in the presented past. Regardless of how much “Sikhness” and 

“Britishness” tourists circulate, each person encounters a spatialized and 

emplaced/embodied legacy of Punjabi and British colonial relations—processes that 

redistributed the Punjab, and embedded it in London’s landscape. It is an encounter with 

an ethnoreligious self within London; they provoke one another, are integrated into one 

another, and, together, form a new semantic narrative for participants to be and become 

uniquely British Sikh—how and why they live in the city, how and why they will inhabit 

it moving forward, and with whom they are sharing it. In the next chapter, we take up 

these concerns within and against a specifically Muslim other. 

In working within that system they also maintain its obscurity and a relatively 

privileged space within the very frames they find so unwanted. Their interruption of 

public space has resulted in a change—not so much to the overarching frames of 

racialization in which they found themselves, but an accommodation within it. The Sikh 

community in the UK is a segmented [complex] diaspora (Werbner 2000; 6). Broadly, 

those second-, third-, or even fifth-generation community members have a wide array of 

tangible heritage—and increasingly the public historical projects surrounding them—to 

anchor their communities, future goals, and experiences within. Historical encounter can 

be framed within cultural memory work—the knowledges that circulate, the episodic 

evidence (recalled biographical memories) participants’ offer up to their peers, and the 

resulting semantic (collective) narratives through which those experiences and desires are 
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 This was well-illustrated by Sim’s assertion in the last chapter that the history she was studying would 

eventually fade from public memory no matter what, but the inclusion of Sikhs in commemoration that it 
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expressed and reach consensus.; an individualized relationship with the past—historical 

consciousness—as a malleable and agentive capacity in individuals to (re)create 

relationships in the world.  

Thus, in many cases, these individuals find they are the winners and losers of colonial 

movements and events—they read about economically-induced farmer suicides in the 

Punjab, visit distant relatives in the region to remain assured of the “authenticity” of rural 

Punjabi life, or in the case of the woman above project an upward mobility onto 

themselves at the expense of their predecessors (perceived or actual). In making a British 

Sikh identity, they are both racialized and the racializers of other groups in a bid to keep a 

relatively privileged position in British society, and thus maintain their status as co-

beneficiaries. While this chapter focused on the spaces of interruption and the engineering 

of an historical encounter as intentional—beneficial and religiously moral—the next 

chapter focuses on where the militarized Sikh body is and is not welcome and how those 

contingencies are navigated by research participants, especially when individuals come 

into contact with the institutions of metropole.  

                                                                                                                                                 
helped prompt would have a lasting impact in the public civic sphere.  
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V. Civic Futures and the Conditions of Recognition 

We have seen how the Little History of the Sikhs (Little History) projects are 

intersubjective dialogues between the goals of its project leader, Rav, who seeks to build 

a better community through a self-actualizing, ethnoreligiously motivated engagement 

with heritage, and his audiences who were largely socialized within a specific moment in 

Sikh history that emphasizes an ethnic consciousness and religiously embodied set of 

practices in an understanding of “Sikhness.” Rav’s approach leaves his heritage narratives 

open to the gravitas of tourists’ bodies, knowledges, experiences, and readings, as well as 

the ethos of the places he takes them to. Brought to heritage tourism through a frame of 

leisure and drawn through its circuit by an existing community, the vignettes from the last 

chapter largely illustrated how Rav and his audiences intersubjectively engineered set 

encounters with heritage, and that the community’s history and conceptions of Sikh 

religiosity that have arisen from the migrations and watershed moments that formed the 

British Sikh diaspora are implicit in the structure of those encounters. Thus, heritage 

became a way to exert a communal authority through their understandings of 

ethnoreligious-based commemoration and its role in public action, at times as an 

interruption within Britain’s existing frames of metropole, nationalistic sacrifice, and 

memorial place. 

Last chapter, we saw that the “hidden” Sikh pasts and the spaces they create hold the 

power to materially address the contradictions that lie between an ideal citizenship and its 

lived subjecthood.
228

 However, this power is often unpredictably provoked by politicizing 
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 As noted in the last chapter, these are fractured along several socioeconomic fronts.  
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forces—a lived Britain from which these assemblages of desire and futurity draw 

inspiration. As chapter 4 outlined a foundation for the assumptions of place, embodiment, 

and ethnoreligiosity that travel through circuits of heritage engagement, this chapter will 

focus on how, where, and why the situatedness of those projects are experienced. I 

highlight contemporary political discourse in Britain and its historical antecedents, which 

treat racialized subjects and ethnoreligious subjects differently, such that in addition to 

the Sikh-specific considerations previously explored, contemporary Western discourse on 

citizenship and its rights/responsibilities often encourage Sikh individuals’ to reframe 

their identities around ethno-religiosity—e.g. to maintain those ethnoreligiously-based 

rights (to carry kirpan) against racial and gendered readings (being stopped at security as 

part of governmental “anti-terrorism” advice) (Saeed 2016).
229

 History becomes not just a 

way to build a semantic memory with a fuller precedence of geographic rootedness in the 

now, but a way to address day-to-day tensions, desires, and dissonances that suggest 

agency, belonging, and sovereignty may be lacking in constructions of a British 

“home.”
230

  

At the annual commemoration of the Chattri Memorial—on the South Downs near 

Brighton where Hindu and Sikh soldiers who died while convalesced at the Brighton 

Royal Pavilion were cremated—I asked fourteen by-standers to explain “the story of 

Indian participation in the First World War in about thirty seconds.”
231

 Everyone initially 
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 See this chapter’s section, History in the Civic Now.  
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 London will continue to lend meaning as metropole and as a space that uniquely emplaces the social 

movements, racializing projects, and historical events that are central to the form of diasporic Sikh 
experience and, thus, cultural memory production. 
231

 I received fourteen responses from twenty inquiries; although keen to participate, similarly to citizen 

historians, those six who could not be convinced felt they would do an injustice to the men of the Indian 
Army through a lack of knowledge. I sought to mirror the demographics of the crowd by ethnicity, gender, 
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laughed, but were keen to participate, and the knee jerk reactions—the quick calming as 

they sought to succinctly and persuasively make their points—were telling of the more 

popular meanings that the British—white and South Asian, but specifically Sikh—

community held when they came to such centenary commemorations. The responses 

ranged from family members of wounded sepoys who highlighted their connection to that 

spot across time, to individuals who helped organize the event from a sense of civic duty, 

and back to locals who made the long trek out to the Chattri Memorial (2016) out of 

curiosity and/or for the sake of leisure. However, one young man in his mid- to late-

twenties, “Interviewee #7,” perhaps summed up most of their perspectives in his 

response; as bagpipes trilled and droned in the background he said: 

I think it, as a Sikh, it comes down to the British identifying 

us as a community—as a martial race. We have that 

warrior-ness in our religion, in our culture, in our history. 

So I think that is where it came from. And the British 

picked up on that and from the beginning they put Sikh’s in 

the army, and that participation— [pause]. And they 

figured out the reasons why Sikhs fought the way they did. 

It was through the faith, so they kept every tenant of the 

faith. They kept the Sikhs with the beards, the turbans, even 

though they had helmets and things like that, they didn’t 

make them break their rules and traditions cause they knew 

it was what—their faith—what made them strong. So 

participation itself is something I’m extremely proud of. 

[It’s] one of the reasons I joined as a British Army officer, 

and, ah, yeah, it’s um something to be massively proud of. 

Not appreciated as much [pause]. So, you know, I mean, 

it’s one of those things where as a community, we need to 

raise our voices up a bit, and tell people, you know, what 

we did, and why we’re here. You know, people tell us to go 

home well [pause]. You know what? We fought for this 

home too and we call it home ourselves, so you know, 

that’s what’s important. (unedited)  

                                                                                                                                                 
and age/familial status (as minors were never a part of my formal interviews, in keeping with ethical 
standards).  
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How this sentiment moves in the world has structured this dissertation. But it is further 

the goal of this chapter to investigate the broader socio-political landscape that has been 

assumed and thus obscured in his beautifully distilled response. Here the young man is 

aware of what “we have” as Sikhs—“religion” and ethnicity (“culture and history”)—and 

the contingent relationship of that core to what the British “picked up on,” “figured out,” 

“kept,” or “made them” do. There is a further need to address this, and find a place from 

which to speak and to validate against racist remarks which draw upon those power 

relations to question “why we’re here.” Importantly, those contingencies are not in 

conflict with the sense of self-sovereign pride the core engenders for this young man—

“participation itself—” or the fact that materially he is in Britain, regardless of those 

power relations—“we call it home ourselves.” 

Thus, this chapter is interested in ideological constraints, materialized discrimination, 

and the way the history of the First World War thus becomes unintentionally politicized 

by enacting its power through an agentive Sikh body. This contingent politicization 

suggests a liminality—the liminal position of Sikhs between ethnoreligious and racial, or 

between white and Muslim in this context. This liminatlity is primarily investigated 

through the situatedness of the body—where the militarized male Sikh body is and is not 

welcome in public space, as well as the predictable and unpredictable aspects of its 

reception. Thus, the politicization of these public historical endeavors offer moments of 

communicative memory
232

 that, as is oftentimes the role of public memory, “secure[s] a 

space, however permeable, from which to speak and to act,” (Huyssen 2003, 25), despite 

the unintended and undesirable fact that heritage spaces are shared by identity politics.  
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The engineered interruptions of the last chapter are here explored via moments of 

explicit tension that occur during public historical experiences for Sikh participants—

moments that starkly unearth the labels and boxes that Sikhs must navigate in the politics 

of recognition that accompany multiculturalist approaches to governance. Multicultural 

denotes a particular kind of modern governance that seeks to address a wide range of 

citizen-subject types based in religious, ethnic, cultural, or other perceived difference; 

policies operate on the basis of communal recognition, determined by a largely fixed set 

of identifiers or contributions unique to the community in question. In contrast, modern 

securitizing rhetoric post 9/11 and 7/7, which seeks to control the “radicalization” of 

some citizen types, is highly situational—ongoing national and international events, 

viewers, and contexts—and runs along racialized and gendered frames (Saeed, 2016, 4–5, 

33).
233

 What is mainly explored in this chapter is thus the tension between the recognition 

of fixed differences that mark multicultural policies for entire groups, and the fluidity and 

individual specificity of securitizing practices. In Britain, these have been experienced as 

changing discourses surrounding migration and the construction of whiteness, increased 

incidents of racially and religiously motivated hate crimes,
234

 and nostalgic constructions 

of empire that are linked to the rise in income inequality in Britain since it was 

dismantled in the 1970s, and subsequent entry into the European Union. The 
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 Communicative memory denotes experiences that are fluidly interpreted in real-time by the individual 

and communicated between them on a day-to-day basis (see dissertation introduction).  
233

 I have found Werbner’s conception of “dialogical citizenship,” in which minority actors repeatedly 

negotiate within national and international events beyond their control (2005, 764).  
234

 The British Sikh Report noted this in 2018 as a contributing factor to mental illness among Sikh men. 

More recently Slough MP Tanmanjeet Singh Dhesi, in solidarity with the Muslim community in Britain, has 
publically demanded an apology from PM Boris Johnson in the wake of an increase in hate crime after the 
latter’s’ remarks comparing “burqa-wearing Muslim women to bank robbers and letter boxes,” (Woodcock 
2019; also see Tell MAMA 2019 and Bienkov 2019).  
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memorialization and performance of the First World War offers a unique way of 

encountering these socio-political facts, and accepting or rejecting Sikh roles in them.  

Historically, the legal and normative social practices surrounding place and 

multiculturalist recognition necessarily involve underlying religious and cultural 

ideologies—namely ethnically white and religiously Christian norms. According to 

Kathleen Paul (1997), this has meant that in practice, as in rhetoric, “residents of the 

United Kingdom were assumed to be white, Christian, conservative, and the true 

custodians and owners of the title ‘British,’” within conceptions of Empire (22). 

Subsequently, this stance was legalized through migration policies explored in the last 

chapter and, recently, accommodation projects by the state; migrants can become British 

in “both title and substance,” but it has typically been understood that, “the external 

trappings of Britishness could [only] be acquired so long as the basic building blocks of 

genetic similarity were in place,” (Paul 1997, 84). In a sense, my participants’ presence, 

despite how they feel, is both invited and accommodated in metropole spaces that carry 

implicit assumptions about the religious and racial contours of British identity (Gildea 

2019). This deeply affects public historical experiences and how they are interpreted 

subsequently into semantic memories by participants like the young man above.  

Theoretically, an audience gaze is implicit in the frames of recognition and reception 

this chapter investigates—summations of “substance.” The context of diaspora and the 

civic dimensions of public heritage maintenance changes debates and assumptions in how 

and why the heritage tourist acts or belongs in space, specifically the gaze of 

performativity. An “exchange of glances,” (Chaney 2002; 200, discussing Fiske 1989) 

suggests the exchange between tourists and the places—including other bodies—that they 
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tour; we must assume an audience and extend the received glance as a performative 

aspect to the tourist experience. With tourists’ encounters as both a generative process 

and as a performance, “glancing” assumes an agency that still articulates a normativity 

and right to what is toured—“the participants are, in principle, on an equal footing,” 

(ibid). Rav’s tourists and the other performers in this chapter may desire to enter the 

space as neutral participants who control the contingencies of their “glance,” but they are 

pulled into situations that remind them that their presence as British citizens is liminal, 

without a stable civic right to the space as either performer or onlooker, caught between 

ethnoreligious legality and racialized security. This situatedness, the “specificity of local 

spaces” as last chapter explored, is central to public historical experience. The 

reinterpretation of meanings and engagement clings to specific places; diaspora 

problematizes the tourist body, its reception, and its intentions. 

Heritage tourism as a place-making practice has an attendant sense of nostalgia—

nostalgia as a process of understanding the possibilities of the future through a dislocation 

with a past as reflective, but also nostalgia as validation and longing that seeks repose 

from the (temporal and spatial) dislocations of modernity, and to recapture a proximity to 

collective place as restorative (Boym 2001). During public historical encounter, 

participants reflect on the past and romanticize it as much as they seek to restore moments 

of community cohesion and proximity to others like them under shared meanings and 

milieus. I wish to discuss these movements not as losses to memory function in new 

formats of media memory and its amnesias, or as new ruptures in perceptions of 

temporality as anxiety (Huyssen 2003, 22; Nora 1989), but rather temporality’s current 

role as part of a process of nostalgia and futurity. As, “nostalgia, as a historical emotion, 
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is a longing for that shrinking ‘space of experience’ that no longer fits the new horizon or 

expectations,” (Boym 2001; 7), it is aptly suited to address the discord between lived and 

ideal British citizenship; above all, nostalgia is driven by displacement and the resulting 

void—one that Hervieu-Léger and Werbner have seen as a creative space for action and 

representation, respectively—is one that desires freedom from deterministic progress.
235

 I 

see both reflective and restorative forms of nostalgia as animating historical 

consciousness and as motivating the choice of tourism as an interruptive endeavor and 

motivating the production of heritage in many contexts. In this sense, Brexit debates can 

be seen as framed specifically around the material losses that accompanied the fall of the 

British Empire and ushered Her into the EU, for whites and South Asians. However, as 

this chapter shows, it is coded through nostalgic process into the spaces of recognition for 

project leaders.  

Within this theoretical context, the first section of this chapter seeks to interrogate the 

social and legal capitals that can and cannot be claimed through the tours of chapter 4. I 

begin to connect the inevitabilities of reading identity politics within Sikh heritage, here 

as rhetorical racisms harbored by institutions. I primarily examine an incident where a 

tour group was barred from a public museum in Central London for exhibiting articles of 

Sikh faith, protected by law in Britain—the 5Ks. As mentioned previously, the 5Ks are 

embodied symbols of both ideology and identity; the tour group responds to The Museum 

in a collectively written letter explaining the incident, their position, and the discord 

between how they are seen and how they see themselves. Further, the rupture inherent in 
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 As noted in the last chapter, it is in this void that I understand the movement of religious affect—what 

we will see as a proliferation of the “religious” into public historical space through processes of tradition, as 
rooted in historicism (Hervieu-Léger 2001). 
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unstable moments of racialization during tours highlights the contingencies of self 

experienced by tourists in daily practice.  

In the second section, I bring these anecdotal moments into dialogue with socio-

political climates surrounding it, focusing on Brexit. The Brexit referendum vote took 

place in June 2016 and has resulted in Britain’s ongoing attempts to leave the European 

Union (EU). I highlight this contemporary moment’s material, historical, and ideological 

connections to Empire—namely, the postcolonial rise in income inequality in Britain, the 

continuing dominance of the spaces and systems of Empire in public life, and the 

mobilization of history to validate Nation-based standards of space, citizenship, and 

meaning.
236

 The politicization of the First World War, a “Sikh” space previously 

described as a “pure” one free of identity-politics, illustrates the persistent mobilization of 

external racialization against pure space, despite the desires of practitioners and 

participants explored previously. I end with a discourse analysis of Jay Singh-Sohal’s 

public historical projects and their connection to the British Army—illustrating the 

plurality of frames that Sikh heritage project leaders use to act upon the future. It 

specifically underlies a frame of citizenship and sacrifice that in many ways embraces a 

racialized Sikhness, and is an apt example of a project that very much negotiates the 

assertions of postcolonial institutions, preferring to orchestrate with the ebb and flow of 

established public memories in Britain. 
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 Here I draw from and signal the ideas of Appadurai (1996a/b) locality and sovereignty within modern 

nation states, such that, “it is the nature of local life to develop partly by contrast to other localities by 
producing its own contexts of alterity (spatial, social, and technical), contexts that may not meet the needs 
for spatial and social standardization prerequisite for the modern subject-citizen,” (Appadurai 1996a, 43).  
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The third section focuses on public history reenactment groups—primarily the 

Fifteenth Ludhiana as a project of the NAM.
237

 Their connections to the landscape of 

Britain and its institutions illustrate the embeddedness of Empire, while their presentation 

and reception by their audiences illustrates that contemporary racial hierarchies and 

securitizing fears are being expressed and combated in some aspects of the First World 

War commemoration. Their connections to the NAM, the Anglo-Sikh Heritage Trail 

(ASHT), and The British Army help explain the Sikh’s visibility in commemorations, 

State interests in bolstering that connection, and individual actor’s motivations for 

“living” heritage in a deeply embodied manner. The section ends by reconnecting the 

publicness of this racialized Britain with grassroots project leaders through the 

institutions that enable and constrain their endeavors. I interrogate the categorical 

boundaries that seek to pin down the Sikh community in representation—boxes often in 

conflict with the ways in which individual Sikhs encounter subjecthood daily through the 

rest of the chapter.  

In sum, this chapter focuses on the communicative memories produced at the 

intersection of Sikh bodies and Western socio-political discourse. The biographical 

fodder for semantic memory creation and maintenance is created through public historical 

engagement, primarily through the reception of upwardly mobile young Sikh 

professionals. I primarily seek to unravel the strategies that Sikh participants use to speak 

to a Western public that unpredictably reads them under various multiculturalist, 

securitized, and model minority labels, continuing to interrogate the role of the Muslim 

other in these strategies and resistances. I focus on the central importance of both Sikh 
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 I implicitly draw from the experiences of the 36
th

 Sikhs, as well.  
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understandings of themselves as “martial,” and public dialogues that normalize a Sikh 

expression of history through ethnoreligious “warrior-ness,” without insulating it against 

the occasional brush with the boundaries of racialized securitizing rhetoric. When 

provoked, how do participants navigate these liminal moments of heritage creation and 

maintenance that, till now, have been viewed unsavorily as “politics?”  

History in the Civic Now 

Looking at where participant experiences of public historical engagement intersect 

with the national stage and still exploring interruptive moments where they come up 

against and experience tension with the “ossified” structures of Western institutions 

(Mercer 1998), I want to briefly return to the Sikh History on the Streets of London tours. 

These experiences highlight the hardened barriers where the contradictions of citizenship 

discourse are most intensively felt. Dee* was invaluable in helping me see this. I met Dee 

on-tour; she called herself “Dee” because her Central London work associates have 

trouble saying her name, which is Punjabi. I said I wished I had been at her table in the 

Royal Hospital Chelsea café when Rav introduced artifacts, as her “group looked so 

engaged with one another!” She responded,  

Dee: It just so happened that I knew quite a bit; I had 

helped with the exhibition on the Golden Temple at SOAS 

awhile back. 

 

Elizabeth: Did you! I work with Aman and Parm (UKPHA) 

quite a bit; that’s wonderful! 

 

Dee: Really? Ya, did you go?  
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I said no and we concluded that I should have gone—really, be present—as the 

feeling of the experience was much greater than the sum of the substance/materials used:  

Dee: They had recordings of people who had met Maharaja 

Ranjit Singh in their own voices! I think they really kept the 

voice. [By that] I mean, I think they must have written 

letters about it while traveling, but their experiences were 

theirs—their voice. I really wanted to volunteer, actually. 

They gave wonderful tours! And so I asked if I could help 

out. My goodness; after 45 minutes we weren’t even a little 

way through the exhibit and I was taking so many notes!  . . 

. In the end they needed people just to fill some roles.
238

 

That’s what you find here; like even Rav, they all work 

together and will be able to put you in touch with people . . 

. There’s no ‘Oh that’s my area” or anything like that. I can 

give you some websites, if you like? (Streets of London 

Tour 2016b) 

She proceeded to tell me about her and her husband’s commitment to a “mindfulness 

practice.” They had recently attended “an event in Coventry, and they have Kirtan (used 

here as “Sikh devotional music”) there—in the church!” This is to say that through her 

interactions with me, Rav, and other group-members, she was prompted to connect her 

engagement with Rav’s work within the frame of other experiences—my shared affective 

responses to UKPHA material, her own that forged an historical consciousness for 

herself, and the excitement she felt as a catalyst for other’s in her proximity to share in 

that historical consciousness.  

“In the church,” is also important here; it signals a second consideration of the 

centrality of space in these tours—white, Christian, and/or hierarchical space. A core stop 

in Little History tours is Saint Luke’s Church, in Chelsea. Two side-chapels of Saint 

Luke’s serve as the memorial chapels—a chapel dedicated to the Punjab Frontier Force to 
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the right of the ambulatory, and a chapel dedicated to the 3rd Gurkha Rifles to the left. 

The church has housed the official records of each until recently. Rav and his son present 

a wreath for Remembrance Sunday each year—surrounded by gilded crosses, glass etched 

with British Indian Army regimental insignia, and a congregation that can afford their 

homes and hand-knit baby sweaters from Spain because of very specific extractive 

policies of Empire (Staff 2015a).
239

 Yet, in cultivating that relationship in this specific 

frame, Rav has a deal of influence on making the Sikhs a desirable and visible part of the 

history of the church for the congregation. Rav noted that the pastor had “changed his 

whole sermon to be about the Sikhs” after they spoke and he was invited to participate.  

Rav’s approach to Saint Luke’s and his audience’s responses denote a kind of 

engineered interruption to place that mobilizes both British and Sikh senses of belonging 

and assertion. Outside the church, Rav often quizzes his tour participants—“This church 

was built around the time that Charles Dickens was writing and was featured in his first 

novel! Does anyone know the novel?” or “See the buttresses? This church was designed 

by a famous gothic architect; does anyone know who it was?” Some people brazenly get 

the answers wrong—“Of Mice and Men!”—while most tentatively whisper a response. 

One woman quietly suggested “John Nash,” as the architect, to which Rav responded, 

“No, but good guess! James Savage.” The woman nodded her head, “Ah. I’ve heard all 

the names, you know? It just takes a moment to place them.” In recalling and placing the 

names, the woman is mobilizing an existing semantic field of knowledge that comes from 
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 The UKPHA have a significant amount of agency in who they choose to represent them; see chapters 

one and two. 
239

 History and prestige are tied and ubiquitously evoked in these spaces. According to the article, Kate 

Middleton, “the Duchess, a history of art graduate, who studied the Florentine masters, has an acute sense of 
history,” and thus her children (and those of Chelsea’s Sunday Services) wear Spanish clothing that, as one 
clothier put it, are the “most handmade items, very simple items, nothing ostentatious." 
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her being British—raised in the UK, educated in British history at school. She is being 

asked to place her Britishness alongside her Sikh interest in the church. 

While the British past of the church is quizzed, the Sikh past is experienced. Upon 

entering the church, there is a respectful hush over the crowd. Rav leads the tourists to the 

right-side chapel where the Punjab Frontier Force has a dedicated space. On the floor, 

there are hand-embroidered cushions for the officers to kneel on when they visit. As the 

story goes, after Partition, the Regiment documents had been disintegrating in Punjab, 

with NAM stating they could not house them in England, where preservation techniques 

could surely save them. Some officers associated with the congregation at St. Luke’s 

begged the church to take them in, which they did—just the Gurkhas and the Sikhs. The 

religious and racial messages that story necessitated never explicitly came up. Rather, the 

message was always that, “items on the walls narrate the story of the Force . . . loyal 

during the Mutiny of 1857,” and complete with a, “book of remembrance [for the] 

officers,” on display. 

Rav would allow the tourists to look around at these artifacts before he asked them to 

be seated so he could begin a short history of the Punjab Frontier Force. Afterward, most 

tourists chose to sit in the silence the church offered. When we first started touring the 

church, Rav let the silence naturally develop; after it happened often enough, he 

integrated it into his tour, playing prerecorded kirtan for some groups so they could sit in 

nam-simran (meditation). It is an interesting movement from the tourists’ recognition of 

the space as one that should be used to concentrate on the history they were told, to one 

where the opportunity was seized up on to broaden the memorialization of that history 
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into an explicitly religious experience—mediation within an overt frame of Sikh 

religiosity and practice.  

Toward the very end of the tour I was able to reconnect with Dee. I stood in front of a 

monument in the Whitehall Gardens on the Thames—it was a pedestaled statue of Sir 

James Outram, 1
st
 Baronet, Lieutenant-General during the “Indian Rebellion of 1857” (as 

the inscription read). By 1857, Outram had already made a name for himself as a military 

commander and politician on the North West Frontier—an unsubdued area in 

predominantly present-day Afghanistan, which Punjab was the buffer against for the 

colonial period. Rav’s story had followed the Sikhs role in the Indian Mutiny of 1857, as 

a watershed moment that solidified British Sikh relations and the Sikh’s preferred role in 

the military. However, I watched as the mother looked pensively up at the looming figure 

of Outram, who had physically anchored Rav’s narrative, after the guide and group had 

moved on.  

Walking over, I noted how interesting the stop had been. Dee hummed assent and 

then quickly commented that she used to work here. “You know, I would take lunch here, 

I would walk through here on my way to work.” She paused and stated evenly: “I never 

knew this was here.” “Oh really?” I asked. She said she couldn’t give details of her work 

because she had held a security clearance. Something seemed to shift for her, and looking 

up at the white buildings she quickly added, “But getting that position was difficult. You 

know, they asked me in the interview if he,” glancing ahead at her husband as we walked, 

“was an extremist. Look at the guy! Ya, he keeps a turban, but it’s not huge and it’s not 

like he has a full beard or anything.” The interviewers had danced around the question, 
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asking her multiple times “how committed [he was] to his religion.” She paused, smiled, 

and changed the subject. We haven’t spoken about it since.  

As British citizens on tour, these second- and third-generation Sikhs belong to public 

memorial spaces. However, as racialized, gendered, and securitized subjects, they often 

do not. In this context of a contingent personhood, the mode of civic and political 

intervention has been twofold: public outreach and education, especially within a 

religious and ethnic framing—as one woman on tour declared as group members 

exchanged stories of being “randomly” selected for security screenings
240

 and called 

racial slurs reserved for Muslims while out shopping, “Yes, but if we can’t tell the 

difference, how can we expect gorè (whites) to?” There is a seeming sense of cultural 

onslaught as a religious minority within a South Asian minority. One father on tour noted,  

And already my daughter’s said things like, ‘But that’s 

Muslim.’ And I’m like, ‘Ya, but you shouldn’t be saying 

that.’  . . . My wife corrects it—ya, she’s quite young, but 

my wife corrects it. They’re faced with a lot of people [like 

that?] in school. On the playground, they’re in a school 

where 40 to 50% of the kids are Muslim. And they talk to 

her, ‘why do you eat this? Why is this not Halal? Why is 

this?’ And she knows the answer. She can speak back and 

respond, but if you can’t then suddenly you come into their 

way of thinking, you know? (Streets of London Tour, Exit 

Interview 2016c) 

Conversations like this are implicitly fearful of the permeable boundaries between Sikh 

and Muslim in Britain’s geography and racial formations. Throughout this chapter we see 

both de facto structuring of the Sikh community against a Muslim majority, as well as 

overt racism by Sikhs against the Muslim community in the UK and in South Asia. 
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 Indeed, I crossed the French/UK border with Sikh groups on four occasions, twice at each country, and 

we were randomly selected for additional security measures on all four occasions.  
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The community has secondly, as noted, sought accommodation and recognition 

within existing systems—such as motorcycle helmet laws and public service uniform 

accommodations for turbaned subjects. These histories were widely celebrated on tours 

and additionally cited in connection to the importance of the First World War by amateur 

historians: 

So the Sikhs would actually unwind their turbans after a 

fight and bullets would fall out! Actually, that was one of 

the arguments in the [19]70s when they were protesting 

motorcycle helmet laws; they had the white officers write 

letters to the court testifying that the bullets fell out [during 

the First World War], and that’s the— [pause] If they 

protect against bullets, then it’ll protect [the person on the 

motorcycle].
241

 (Streets of London Tour 2016a) 

Social reproduction of religious identities serves to emplace the turbaned Sikh body 

within a desired ethnoreligious, rather than racialized frame, while the use of history to 

understand the value of accommodation and recognition as political/inter-communal 

strategies ultimately produces their reified meanings and materials as heritage. 

If we continue to take interruption as a process and tool, it too highly is situational 

and contingent of others. The rise in Sikhi noted in the last chapter coincides with a rise in 

a discursive attempt to homogenize Sikh identity in the UK—a strategic essentialization 

(Spivak 2003) initially geared toward state recognition in a multiculturalist frame, but 

which has since increasingly conflated “Sikh” with a particular tradition of code-based 

expression in Sikhism, “Khalsic.” Scholars of British Pakistani and Muslim identity have 

also pointed to Sikh recognition efforts within these frames; in problematizing the 
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 This connection can be traced back to several of Parmjit’s public lectures in association with UKPHA.  
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practice of Islam as a de-territorialized identity among Pakistani British youth, Saeed 

(2016) notes: 

The expression of such a religious identity proved 

problematic within the Western notion of citizenship and 

belonging. It further brought into question the parameters of 

the Race Relations legislation which, [as a consequence of 

the 1983 ruling that a “Sikh” student had the right to wear a 

turban in school as part of his “ethnic” identity—Mandla v. 

Dowell Lee], included ‘Sikh minorities’ in the definition of 

an identity protected against ‘discrimination’ by virtue of 

their ‘ethno-religious’ identity, but not Muslims . . . . 

Ironically, it was the heterogeneous nature of the Muslim 

religious identity that prevented the same level of legal 

protection against racism as was guaranteed to the Sikh and 

Jewish communities (Saeed 2016, 31; discussing O’Toole 

et al. 2013, 30).  

This persistent reframing of Sikh identity around ethno-religiosity, as we have seen, is an 

important tool for the community. It is within this conception of the relationship between 

Sikhness, (British) space, and Punjabiness that is moving sovereignty away from the 

Punjab region and into the ethicized self, counter to a conception of Muslim that although 

religious becomes racialized in Western discourse. 

On another level, new ways of engaging space and new meanings associated with the 

material world are forged through this process of place-making; Dee, in front of a 

colonial administrative figure who was instrumental in bringing the Sikhs into the fold of 

the British Indian Army—a key position that changed the form and substance of the 

community substantially—was prompted to place herself and the people she loves into 

the frames of that legacy of racialization. Racial readings by the British public are 

situational, and many Sikhs I worked with found those racial rubrics confounding—

directing the conversation to religious or ethnic traits they hoped would educate against 
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racial framings. Where Natalie from chapter 3 grew up in the frames of race and wishes 

to tackle their boundaries head on, the mother here expresses an incredulity that she 

should be associated within this history, but also a stronger intuition as to how such 

mistakes come to form in white minds—a function of being mis-represented as a possible 

“extremist” (to that end, what style of beard or turban might dismay that reading if not the 

kinds her husband keeps??), a discomfort with and deflection as to how those religio-

political ideologies have become racialized in the Western present, and the unbelieving 

barrier that association made for her career as a British citizen in a position of state 

authority. 

However, in touring together—traversing place collectively to generate locality—

there was an embodied habitus that asserted belonging beyond these barriers and that was 

being circulated between tourists—together they offer a kind of nostalgic return to the 

historically accurate turbaned male in Central London, or the shared experiences of 

others. It is a process, in many ways following what Appadurai (1996a/b) has termed the 

production of locality. In this frame, “life-worlds constituted by relatively stable 

associations, relatively known and shared histories, and collectively traversed and legible 

spaces and places,” (1996a, 42) are created. Here, the integration of episodic memories 

and creation of further biographical experience to draw from in order to produce these 

“relatively stable association,” is an integral part of public historical engagement; to 

“collectively traverse . . . places” that one might experience each day as a minority 

transformed on tour through a majority-Sikh grouping is a significant act in and of itself. 

In an apt and ubiquitous understanding of the ethnoreligious underpinnings of experience, 

the “Singh nod,” was often illustrated for me.  
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The Singh Thing . . . you’re just like, [smirks and 

confidently bobs his head quickly upwards in a single 

stroke] and they always say hi back. It’s just a little nod, but 

even with just the bangle and even in London, there’s the 

nod. (Streets of London Tour 2016a)  

The act of coming together in aggregate creates a kind of shared experience de facto, but 

there are a range of embodied desires for community and social reproduction within 

spaces that are at once majority Sikh, can be (depending on the groupings) religiously and 

culturally hierarchical, and yet must content within the white, Christian spaces of new, 

diasporic experiences of Sikhness.  

In the next section, we look to the counter; Andreas Huyssen (2003) speaks to the 

politicization of memory space as primarily a loss of locality, he importantly augments 

these themes with the observation that public memory satiates, “the fundamental need of 

modern societies to live in extended forms of temporality and to secure a space, however 

permeable, from which to speak and to act,” (25). While I do not look at these public 

historical productions as fundamental structural shift to memory function, despite what 

many memory theorists have hailed in alarm as a fundamental shift in memory structure 

and experience resulting in loss (Nora 1989), Huyssen’s emphasis on temporality in the 

politicization of public historical space is of key importance; these past memory spaces 

exert a pull on the future in a myriad of material and affective ways. Thus, we turn to a 

tour experience that did not produce the desired interruption, but rather opened a 

different, politicized, opportunity to “secure a space . . . from which to speak and act,” 

motivated by self-sovereignty and subsequently institutionalized. 
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Race and Securitization the West 

The above vignettes are examples of how Sikh tourists, primarily Central London 

professionals, experience racial frames in their everyday lives and seek to work 

themselves and their understandings of the subjecthood into their historical consciousness 

on-tour, as well as other leisure activities, such as experiencing Sikh devotional music in 

Christian religious space. What happens though when Sikh tourists are suddenly faced 

with a situation that explicitly marks the tensions and intersectionalities of their 

racialization by a (largely) white British majority through altercation? How do individuals 

and the touring group as a whole work both within and outside the institutions that seek 

to securitize and gender their identity? How do they resist and assert their right to 

interrupt those colonized systems—why is this sometimes possible and other times not? 

Further, why interrupt civic space within and against other strategies in the first place? 

Centrally, what is gained in the “dynamism” of the body as place— 

First, by means of its spatial aspects- the way in which it is 

practiced, represented and lived . . . -and, secondly, by 

means of the processes of production and reproduction that 

form it and allow it to generate new spaces? (Knott 2009, 

156; discussing Lefebvre 1991, 38–40 & Knott 2005, 35–

58) 

Here, I emphasize particular attention to the body as an anchor, a place, around which 

new spaces and rule to engage with them may be generated—and the particular 

situatedness of the Sikh (Khalsic) body as embodying a religiosity within and against the 

racialization of brown, South Asian, or (variously) black bodies in the UK.  

With this in mind, I now turn to an incident that took place during a Streets of London 

tour in mid-2017, which I was not personally present for, but that has left a mark on Little 
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History and spurred a documented exchange between the Sikh tour group barred from 

entering a Central London Museum—the Museum of London—and the Museum’s 

administrators. In this section, I use the group’s collectively drafted “Record of Event” 

and it’s cover letter written from the first-person perspective and signed by Rav—Formal 

Complaint; subsequent email correspondence between the Museum and Rav; and email 

correspondence between myself and both Rav and a volunteer named Deep who helped 

the group negotiate with the Museum of London and bring a sense of closure to the 

incident. 

In analyzing the arguments made by the Sikh tour group—their rights and legal 

framings, how they paint themselves as “good” citizens, and the language they use to 

build, reject, and work within particular subjecthoods—this case study offers an 

important glimpse into the mediation and construction of an ethnoreligious self within 

and against a discourse of terror and securitization in the West. Operatively, this tour 

group’s experience is an example of the everyday occurrences and recent histories that 

public historical tourism seeks to ameliorate through unearthing a more distant past. 

Further, when engineering “heritage,” Rav and other public historical practitioners must 

be ever cognizant of the contingent reactions of a (white) public that seeks to make them 

racialized subjects.  

The tour group was a charity-based one from East London. A total of 23 tourists set 

out in the morning, and “given the attendees were largely sourced from the [X] Charity, 

there was a ‘family fun’ feel to this group at the onset of the tour, as most individuals 
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were known to one another,” (“Record of Event,” 19 May 2017).
242

 They, with Rav, had 

planned a roughly three-and-a-half hour tour that followed a similar format as the Central 

London Streets of London tours from last chapter through the boroughs of Chelsea and 

Westminster, but from the, “walking tours available . . . requested the Women in Sikh 

History Tour,” (“Record of Event,” 19 May 2017) “with a focus on some amazing Sikh 

women whose contribution to the UK will be revealed” (Tour Flyer).
243

 As part of this 

focus on women, the tourists planned to visit a piece of artwork that The Museum of 

London had commissioned. The Museum of London lies fairly far outside the regular 

circuit of Chelsea and Westminster, and it was thus to be their first stop before heading 

on the tube to the more walkable circuit of the tour’s core. This painting was to catalyze 

the tour, setting the stage for an intimate connection with history as it: 

Details a Sikh contribution to the UK. Few amongst the 

group were familiar with the work of the Singh Twins, [two 

participants’] and I explained that a story is detailed in the 

painting showing the history of Sikhs in the UK – from 

Maharaja Duleep Singh as the first notable Sikh, Sophia 

Duleep Singh and her leadership of the suffrage movement 

through to modern day Sikhs who are making a 

contribution to the UK, such as Fauja Singh (from our local 

community) and Madhu Singh who was featured in 

Britain’s Got Talent Final in 2007. I do not carry images of 

the painting, as I like [Rav] to see people see the painting 

for the first time and make their own connection with the 

art. [“Record of Event,” 19 May 2017]  

The intention of the tour was partially, therefore, to celebrate a long and ongoing 

history of “Sikh contribution to the UK;” in keeping with Rav’s encounter-based 
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 After immediately describing the various activities of the Charity, such as “making and serving hot 

meals to the homeless community in [English cities] on a weekly basis,” this is how the group chose to 
define themselves—noting immediately after the above quote, “The group included families with children 
from the ages of 3 to 16.” 
243

 “The group included families with children from the ages of 3 to 16, with a breakdown as follows: Adult 

Males: 6; Adult Females: 8; Children Male: 4 (ages 3, 7, 12, 12), Children Female: 4 (ages 6, 8, 9, 15)” 
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approach detailed in the last chapter, this engineered encounter was meant to connect the 

tourists in “their own” way to that history—a history carefully placed in East London 

through a shared geographic connection with Fauja Singh, and to the UK more broadly 

through other popular culture references. The art of the Singh Twins—sister artists who 

work collaboratively and live in Canada—is well-suited to the wider ethos of Little 

History that seeks to find Sikh heritage within London; the two artists combine the 

perspective and palettes from Mughal-era miniature portraiture with modern scenes of 

diaspora. The painting commissioned by Museum of London, EnTWINed, is an excellent 

example of their work and Rav’s intentions illustrate the Singh Twin’s impact on local 

communities (Artctualite 2015). 

The touring group arrived at the Museum of London around 1:30pm. At security, Rav 

set off the scanner: “I was asked if I was wearing a belt and responded ‘yes’.[..] I was then 

allowed through.” Rav then waited for the others at reception—variously wrangling 

children (and I’m sure adults) and filling out paperwork.
244

 After a few minutes, he was 

approached by a Security Officer, “who began to point out the ‘Male Sikh Adults’ and 

asked them all to go back to the Security area at the entrance,” (“Record of Event,” 19 

May 2017). All six adult males were detained because, as the security guard noted 

according to the tour group, “knives were not allowed in the museum,” (“Record of 

Event,” 19 May 2017).  

However, the men were carrying kirpans—small, ceremonial blades worn under the 

clothing of Sikh individuals (typically Khalsa) who carry the 5Ks. In explaining this 
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 The “Record of Event,” stated that Rav was filling out paperwork when the men were barred from the 

Museum; I believe Rav would have been confirming a “group booking form,” that the museum requests in 
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situation in the formal complaint, the tourists make a distinction between the “Amritdhari 

(baptized) Sikhs’ each wearing a kirpan,” and label the other two “non-Amritdhari,” 

without further explanation or detail. Legally the kirpan is something distinctively 

religious and protected as a right through UK law (see below). I see the tour group’s 

language choices as an act of resistance toward the museum, or at least as one of 

intentional cognitive interruption to the authorities reading their testimony. Certain forms 

of cultural knowledge are needed to ascertain whether all six were wearing kirpans. 

Undoubtedly, the men with kirpans will have also been wearing turbans to keep their 

kesh (unshorn hair). Further, Rav may have been engaging in resistance or self-

preservation to the security check by responding as he did to the officer—he answers 

“yes” to the question of whether he is wearing a belt, without entering into a dialogue 

regarding his other religious articles. Again, the dynamics of gaze and setting within 

tourism is problematized by the necessarily guarded power-dynamics of race and 

securitized institutions.  

As the situation unfolded, the several women in the group who also carried kirpans 

were not detained; at one point,  

It was clear that Davinder and Jatinder Singh [males], had 

already explained the status of the Kirpan to security—and 

security then asked to see the kirpan. Jatinder Singh showed 

his kirpan, which was discretely placed under his shirt. He 

explained his experience of the security scanning process to 

[Rav], the questions asked and the use of the handheld 

scanner . . . . Davinder had by then requested to speak to a 

manager.  

Whilst awaiting for the manager to arrive, the 6 adult males 

were joined by . . . others from the group who arrived to ask 

                                                                                                                                                 
advance for adult group over 10, but I am not sure; information can be found on their website under Group 
Visits. 
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what was happening. Vir [female] asked why the Sikh 

women wearing kirpans were not stopped at reception, and 

preferred to stay with those held at reception. [Rav] then 

went back to the larger group of women and children to 

explain. It was now clear that we had amongst us more 

am[ri]tdharis’ – the Sikh ladies were allowed to proceed 

through but the Sikh men were kept together at the security 

entrance.  

(“Record of Event,” 19 May 2017) 

Here, the religiously-affiliated male body is considered militarized and threatening, 

where the similarly religious female is not. Sikhism is—despite many cultural practices 

and some odd ideological work-arounds to justify inequality in the diasporic gravitation 

toward essentialist categories—radically gender egalitarian. Vir’s act is one of 

interruption to the gendered frames in which she and the other amritdhari Sikhs find 

themselves; she seeks to impose a similar valuation of her body as that of the men. She 

enacts the readings of Sikhism that Jinder or Jupp similarly do in chapter 3—a 

disassociation of “martial” and “masculine” in the Sikh tradition. Within the gendered 

frames of the security personnel and Museum, it is Jatinder and Davinder’s male bodies, 

however, that are subject to the scrutiny and, I would say, violation—exposure and 

vulnerability—of those readings.  

According to the group, despite the situation, the general feeling was of “confidence” 

that “those held at reception would join as soon as we had spoken to the Manager and . . . 

that a senior manager of the Museum would be aware of the status of the Sikh Kirpan,” 

(“Record of Event,” 19 May 2017). The situation escalated, however, and after an 

exchange with Security where the men were asked to remove their kirpans— 

It was quite clearly stated by the individuals that “we will 

not remove our kirpan”. We explained the status the kirpan 

has to Sikhs, especially baptised Sikhs, and this is protected 
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under UK law. We also explained that the individuals are of 

sound mind and part of an organised tour group. At the 

time, a solution [Rav] offered to the security officer was 

that they are welcome to accompany [us] . . . We were 

hoping to visit and view just 1 item in the Museum 

collection and then needed to leave and move on for the 

rest of the tour. (“Record of Event,” 19 May 2017) 

The reassertion throughout of the group as individuals, and the legal framings they use 

are very important here and should be kept in mind, as it is discussed below. Here, the 

kirpan is experience as something liken to self-sovereignty—an external symbol of an 

internal state. To yield their kirpans would be to lose that sovereignty over themselves.  

After a series of escalations to the Manager and then a Senior Manager, Rav asked to 

speak personally to the Senior Manager and read aloud the Criminal Justice Act 1988 

(section 139) and Offensive Weapons Act 1996 (section 3 and 4), which legally 

“safeguards the rights of Sikhs to carry the Kirpan as it is deemed a necessary part of their 

religion,” (“Record of Event,” 19 May 2017). Eventually placed on the phone with a final 

Senior Manager, Rav—speaking for his group and his community—calmly reread those 

dates, sub-sections, and legal sanctions from a little piece of paper he carries with him, 

detailing public policies toward his religion, granted on the basis of his ethnicity; “it is 

legal . . . for a Sikh to carry a kirpan with a blade for religious reasons.” According to the 

complaint, the Senior manager responded,  

“It may be your position, but our policy has been 

approved by the Anti-Terrorism Police Unit.”  

This was quite an offensive statement to me [Rav] 

personally and my tone became more defensive.  

I stated that if you are unwilling to grant access to the 

museum, and you have now stated that your position is 

based on an anti-terrorism response, then I have no 
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alternative but to leave the Museum with the whole group. 

The matter will be raised professionally and legally with 

[the Museum] and will involve a response from our 

respective MPs 

At 1.58pm we proceeded to leave the premises of [the 

Museum]. (“Record of Event,” 19 May 2017) 

There are legal safeguards for Sikhs in the face of racial profiling in Britain—hard-fought 

ones. This exchange only took approximately 20 minutes, but it speaks volumes about the 

situational and contingent place of the religiously-embodied, visible, and militarized Sikh 

body in London.  

The group sent their formal complaint to the Museum and a testimony in a “Record of 

Event.” A member of the Sikh Council UK and an informal historical advisor to Little 

History were cced on the submission, and there was a flurry of social media statements 

from all sides. The formal letter of complaint illustrates how the concerns of creating 

public encounters are intermixed with a contingent identity for the Sikh tourists, under the 

auspices of the institutions they visit and as a minority within public civil space: 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

I am writing [a] formal complaint to the senior 

management team at [the Museum], following an incident 

that took place this weekend. . . . 

I provided details of the safeguarded rights of Sikhs 

under UK law twice, but the matter it appeared was being 

viewed as an Anti-Terrorism response with no flexibility 

from the strict deployment of [the Museum] policy, in 

which no accommodation of UK law is made. Being 

subject to procedures according to ‘anti terrorist advice’, 

made our group look like terrorists to the other visitors to 

the Museum.  

I therefore would like absolute assurance that this will 

not happen again, and seek a formal apology in writing to 

bring closure to the matter. . . . 
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I hope that the Museum can initiate an open dialogue 

with the Sikh community with regard to visiting the 

museum in the future, which will be a positive outcome 

from the experience our group was subject to this weekend.  

Yours sincerely,  

(Formal Complaint, 19 May 2017) 

Operative in this letter is the phrase, “Being subject to procedures according to ‘anti 

terrorist advice’, made our group look like terrorists to the other visitors to the Museum.” 

First, the group does not necessarily question the motivations of or systems within which 

the Museum acted—the category of “terrorist” is not in and of itself questioned. It is 

partially the community’s modus operandi of interruption, but it was also an integral part 

of place-making at this moment in time, especially in the metropole where Street of 

London tours take place. During my fieldwork, London was targeted by a rash of terrorist 

attacks. At the end of 2016, there was an attempted bombing on the Jubilee line, but more 

impactful were, in 2017, a series of stabbings, vehicular attacks, and one tube bombing. 

They occurred on five separate occasions, including not just bridges, pubs, and trains 

where escape was next to impossible and the targets random, but a mosque where victims 

were chosen based on race and religion.
245

 Fear was part of the landscape at this time. 

However, as part and parcel of these securitized spaces and framings, the tourists are, 

as “subject,” stripped of their agency in the place. They are homogenized and conflated 

with undesirable subjects—they are mis-categorized. How the tourists further portray 

themselves in their report is an important part of their interruption—their desire to be 
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 On the 22
nd

 of March, there was a vehicular and knife attack on Westminster Bridge with 40 injuries and 

six fatalities; on the 3
rd

 of June, there was a similar event on London Bridge resulting in 48 injuries and 11 
deaths; on the 19

th
 of June, there was a vehicular attack on Muslims leaving Finsbury Park Mosque in 

London with 11 injuries and one death; on the 25
th

 of August two police were injured by a man wielding a 
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individualized, and their savvy in navigating the intersectionalities of their lives in 

Britain. The group notes that their party included one “young Sikh lady who had studied 

Human Rights,” and as the letter concludes with a “Post Incident Reflection,” they further 

characterize themselves thus: 

The group were [sic] largely working age parents with well-

behaved children. At no point was any offensive language 

or tension presented to security or the staff of the Museum. 

The matter was not escalated to a level that police 

involvement was required. However, some people did say 

that if the police were called then the matter may have been 

resolved quickly – however, with a large group, I felt that 

this would have not been the right avenue to take. Children 

were present, and we were in the actual City of London – 

any call to the police from [the Museum] would have 

resulted in a heightened response, wasting valuable 

resources. (“Record of Event,” 19 May 2017) 

The phrasing has the hallmark of working through what could and could not have 

been done—the additional emotional labor that targets must take on long after the 

perpetrators have forgotten the incident. However, this reflection also paints a very 

specific image of a desirable national subject. They are British citizens. They raise well-

behaved children. They contribute their labor to the economy. They study Human Rights 

at uni[versity]. They do not waste public resources.  

In the end, Rav and the group turned this event into a civic opportunity. In his own 

words over a year later,  

With respect to the Museum - it all went really well 

following that day....we were invited to speak to the CEO, 

who of course expressed her apologies for the day. Since 

then, all staff had formal training from a contact that your 

friend [Deep] recommended. They have received training 

                                                                                                                                                 
sword and intending a vehicular attack outside Buckingham Palace; finally on the fifteenth of September, a 
bomb was partially detonated on a tube train injuring 22 individuals.  
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on not only Sikh items but also many other faiths. The 

training went well, and is part of the Museum's formal 

programme now. Policies have now been changed and 

updated to incorporate allowances for the Kirpan. Basically, 

they adopted an 'off the shelf' policy from the City of 

London police (given the location and terrorist threat 

levels), which has now been updated to accommodate the 

law! Better still, all staff have been trained, and can make 

sensible decisions as a result of awareness rather than 

blanket reference to policies. Goes to show how what they 

paid for and implemented front from the Police [sic], was 

not really appropriate for the Museum and the people they 

serve! (Email Correspondence, 23 April 2019) 

In the end, the networks of the tourists and more importantly Rav served to turn the 

experience into something that he sees as a positive outcome. In many ways it is, but as 

specific to space, these bodies’ situatedness and their recourse for engagement is deeply 

reliant on “location.” The systems that negated the first set of legal rights are never fully 

addressed—they remain obscured, and as such, their rights remain in jeopardy. They are 

still citizen-subjects, but their place holds new meanings for the institutions that subject 

them—“awareness.”  

What we see in this story is a moment where the nostalgic dimensions of these public 

historical tours are suddenly overturned by their episodic realities. The subtleties of 

communal memory is ruptured by an experience that results in the realization that the 

Punjabiness of London is built on ongoing formulations of racial hierarchies deeply 

reliant on colonial projects. Here, that realization is bare; unmediated by the past. Much 

of the work this dissertation investigates resides in the power of the past to provoke the 

“hidden” realization that London really is home and that the Sikh body belongs there. 

Here we see exactly what aspect of that past remain hidden and what becomes starkly 

acted on through public historical engagement—what types of subjective experiences 
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move tourists to encounter and develop a relationship with past. The outcome of this 

encounter is a win, but it is a loss, as well—in the end the experience is just a brief 

interruption to the structures that remain. 

Empire and the Brexit Moment 

In many ways, the Sikh body in public space cannot help but be politicized.
246

 The 

legal and normative social practices surrounding place and multiculturalist recognition 

practices necessarily involve underlying religious and cultural ideologies—namely 

ethnically white and religiously Christian norms. As Kathleen Paul (1997) has described,  

Despite the existence of an imperial nationality, working-

class subjects, subjects of color, female subjects, and other 

‘outsiders’ all found their access to material wealth, 

education, and privilege severely limited by economic, 

gender, and ‘racial’ status . . . practical divisions . . . 

suggest competing definitions and communities of 

Britishness which reflect separate spheres of nationality: an 

inclusive formal nationality policy and an exclusive 

informal national identity, (19). 

These intersections live on today. Contemporarily, those assumptions have been 

enshrined in Brexit (the recent referendum to leave the European Union, discussed below) 

debates and through spaces of citizenship socialization. In example, the primary and 

secondary education’s core curriculum of “British Values” has been criticized by 

academics and educators precisely because value is understood through these ethnic and 

religious assumptions, and more recently because of the unit’s explicit connection to 
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 Sikh religious identifiers could be interpreted as being visible by design. Some scholars have pointed to 

Guru Gobind Singh’s emphasis on heroism and political ascendency when instating the 5Ks (Mann 2004, 
40–44; McLeod 1989, 36), while others have seen this interpretation of the turban as “visible” as part of 
“the duplicitous style of cultural encounter mediated by colonialism and, more recently, multiculturalism,” 
(Mandair 2006, 41).  
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counter-terrorism policy (Habib 2019; Elton-Chalcraft et al. 2016). However, as citizens, 

my participants have a vote in how these ideas percolate through British society.  

On June 23, 2016 there was a referendum vote to determine whether or not Britain 

should leave the European Union (EU)—“Brexit.” To the shock of many public 

commentators and London residents that I worked with, Brexit passed with a nationwide 

vote of 52 percent “Leave” and 48 percent to “Remain.” The Leave campaign emphasized 

that Brexit would allow Britain to regain control, primarily over economic decisions and 

the borders. Most of the Brexit Leave campaign was specifically against migration from 

the EU—both refugees from Muslim-majority countries like Syria, and Eastern 

Europeans with low socioeconomic status—and employed a range of misdirection tactics 

and racist rhetoric that tested the bounds of ethical journalism (Harding 2017). Yet, with 

the United Kingdom (UK) so inextricably intertwined with Europe materially, 

systemically, and emotionally—labor, trade, and kin—even before entering the EU in 

1973, the public was forecasted to vote Remain.
247

  

As reporters, political analysts, and citizens tried to work through the unforeseen 

outcome to Leave, one of the more talked about demographics was the British South 

Asian community, many of whom unexpectedly voted Leave. Nationwide, ethnically 

diverse areas tended to vote to Remain; however, overlooked were the working-class 

areas that, although typically predominantly white, are oftentimes ethnic enclaves. These 

South Asian-heavy areas tended to vote to Leave (Bengali, 2016). One report from the LA 

times emphasized that “friction between Muslims and Sikhs, as well as other 

communities, has sometimes resulted in violence,” such that  
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some Sikh voters said they were swayed by arguments from 

the Leave campaign that quitting the EU would prevent 

migrants from Syria and the wider Muslim world, who 

arrived in Europe by sea, from ending up in Britain—even 

though few such arrivals have been recorded. 

“People are coming to Europe in boats and no one is doing 

anything about it. People wanted to put a stop to this,” said 

Dipinder Kaur Chana, who came to Birmingham as a child 

when her parents migrated from the Indian state of Punjab 

in the 1950s.  

“It’s not about racism. We also faced racism when we came 

here. But people in the campaign were saying that in Britain 

there is no housing and no jobs, so we need to control 

immigration.” 

(Bengali, 2016) 

While such discourse pitted Sikhs and Muslims against one another, the issue has 

been shown to be more strongly linked to fears surrounding Eastern European 

migration—the sense that migrants from poorer, ethnically “white” countries were 

directly competing with minority British citizens. There is, in effect, a lingering 

knowledge that the whitening of South Asians through ideal citizenship criteria is liminal 

and precarious. Leave campaigners thus emphasized migration from the EU and in the 

months leading up to the June vote, some campaigners distributed leaflets in Punjabi, 

Hindi and Urdu claiming that if Britain left the EU, Commonwealth citizen could more 

easily migrate in place of Eastern Europeans (Pickard 2016). These claims were bolstered 

by economic promises to trade more within the Commonwealth, although in reality, 

rhetoric by prominent Leave politicians like Nigel Farage, Boris Johnson, and Daniel 

Hannan emphasized majority white settler nations, “our close commonwealth allies, 

Australia, Canada and New Zealand,” according to Tory Leadership (Conservatives 

2015). This left some to comment on the stark reality that,  
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 England and Wales voted Leave, while Scotland and Northern Ireland voted Remain (BBC Staff 2019). 
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Nearly every Commonwealth country opposed Brexit. 

Leavers are wrong to hope old imperial patterns will 

replace EU trade. (Jack 2018) 

Demographically, the majority of voters for Leave lived primarily outside London,
248

 

which motivated the basis for op-eds from Brown Girl Magazine (J. Singh 2018b) and the 

Guardian, below, (Crooks & Buist 2017) to focus on the North, outside London’s pull of 

metropole, in the name of multicultural cosmopolitanism. However, as political science 

researcher Rakib Ehsan pointed out during his time with London School of Economics, 

London jurisdictions with a population of South Asians over 25 percent also voted for 

Brexit, including non-white-majority areas at the borough-level—West London’s Ealing 

and Houslow, in example (Ehsan 2018).  

What might be at the core for Leave support—according to one op-ed from The 

Guardian that asked, “why did places where more than 50% of the population have recent 

origins outside the UK vote for a policy of exclusion?”—may come down to exactly what 

this dissertation has explored as the majority’s homogenization of individual ways of 

identifying with and experiencing the socioeconomic intersectionalities of ethnoreligious 

identity. As the Guardian op-ed says, before exploring a variety of opinions from voters 

in a multicultural city in the Midlands, Smethwick:  

Today’s politicians speak relentlessly about “engaging” and 

“understanding” these alienated “communities”. But even 

their use of the word “community” is loaded – often based 

on race or religion or class, as if there were no diversity of 

opinion among them. (Crooks & Buist, 2017) 
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 “Outside London, nearly every constituency with a double-digit South Asian population voted Leave. 

Luton has a 25 percent Asian population; Leave won there with a 19 percent majority. Places like Pendle, 
Oldham, Sandwell, Walsall and Wolverhampton also have high South Asian populations and voted Leave 
with large majorities. The only exception was Leicester, with its 30 percent Asian population – narrowly a 
Remain town, with a 2 percent majority,” (Abbasi 2016).  
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“Relentlessly” communicates a kind of exhaustion for the members of communities that 

are the target of these rhetorical devices, which place them just outside the core of British 

white-Christianity. Brexit illustrates that South Asians and people of South Asian descent 

are very much aware of their liminal position in a white Britain—regardless of how much 

wealth they have accumulated, how well-qualified they are as workers, or how 

impeccably they have mastered the language and culture of the majority. Despite it “not 

[being] about racism,” as many of the news articles’ interviewees know is the appropriate 

answer in neoliberal Western politics, they are acutely aware of the racial politics that led 

to many of their votes to “leave” rather than “remain” within an even larger white 

majority of Europe. No matter how they vote, the Sikhs interviewed for these news 

articles know they will “bear the brunt” of anti-migrant rhetoric, either through anger and 

violence or through economic fear; as The Guardian concluded,  

Residents here now eye the future warily. Many have been 

upset by an increase in incidents of racism nationwide, 

causing some Leave voters to worry they’ve helped unleash 

greater intolerance. 

Harminder Singh Bansal, whose family migrated from 

Uganda in 1968, said his fellow Sikhs often were though by 

non-Asian communities to be Muslim. 

“Whenever there’s an instance of Islamic extremism, we 

bear the brunt. We should be more tolerant of one another,” 

said Bansal, 52, who said he voted Remain for the sake of 

his young daughters, 9 and 7.  

“When we came in 1968, we also suffered problems and 

struggles to fit in. So I hope we don’t close the door. People 

should have the same opportunity we had.” (Crooks & 

Buist 2017) 

With eyes turned to the future and minds in the past, what does the Brexit moment 

mean for the memories of the First World War and for the overarching frame of historical 

consciousness for the Sikh community in Britain? In a very general sense, it provides the 
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means to establish their value as citizens and, as it has been argued long before Brexit, “to 

weave themselves [Punjabis, but we can extend to other South Asian communities] into 

the national tapestry,” via military sacrifice, which is often equated to citizenship 

(Qureshi 2011, 400). It solidifies their place in the future of civil society with historical 

precedent, and apparently Britain’s citizens desire a different future from the one they are 

on-track for.  

Nostalgia and the Sepoy 

Numerous op-ed pieces have pointed to and debated the connection between 

colonialism and Brexit in largely superficial ways. The Guardian declared, “Colonial 

nostalgia is back in fashion, blinding us to the horrors of empire,” (Andrews, 2016), while 

more recently the Washington Post asserted that, “Britain clings to imperial nostalgia as 

Brexit looms,” (Tharoor, 2019) even while Prospect magazine flippantly responded, “that 

it hardly mattered in the first place,” (Saunders, 2019).  

However, there remains a more material connection to empire than the memory of the 

world wars—nostalgia is linked to a reflective dislocation to possible (desirable) futures 

through a rupture with the possibilities of past. The end of empire saw the rise of income 

inequality in Britain between 1976 and 2016; joining the EU in 1973 could not remedy 

with mutual exchange the exploitative ones lost to the fall of empire throughout the 1970s 

(Dorling & Tomlinson 2019a/b). However, a large number of South Asians (and Sikhs) 

also arrived during the colonial era to claim a citizenship right that has placed them in a 

privileged position outside the purview of those who stayed at home up until the 1968 

Act, which severely limited migration opportunities for non-British (non-whites) in the 
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Commonwealth (El-Enany 2017). A similar time period for social advancement prior to 

the end of empire was thus (unequally, but trended) for both white and South Asians 

living in Britain. Overlooked by the op-eds, I encountered many Sikhs, especially with 

East African roots who looked back on their relative position of privilege in the empire 

with nostalgic fondness—a privilege that increasingly is financially either actually or 

often perceived as unobtainable, but more often is thwarted concretely with the confused 

position they now hold in the racial hierarchies of a postcolonial, post-Brexit Britain. As 

such, “This dynamic – the link between the end of empire and the rise of inequality in 

Britain – has not yet been given the weight of importance it should have in analysis of the 

Leave vote,” (Dorling & Tomlinson 2019b). This link provides a means by which 

colonial nostalgia leaks into the national sub-conscious. 

An apt example comes from one family I sat with for several hours on an 

organizational trip with Bikram and Harbakhsh.
249

 We were there for a family history, but 

I had the pleasure of hearing an elderly Uncle Ji recount stories of his childhood in 

Lahore, while his wife, son, and daughter recounted his bold career moves, gratitude 

swelling in their voices, that allowed them upward mobility and a brief, but happy home 

in Kenya prior to its independence.
250

 According to Uncle Ji, the family had been given—

at some point—700 acres of land in Punjab by Queen Victoria. This put the family in 

such a positon in society that their son was later discovered as a talented artist and 

designer, eventually travelling to England with a white man to whom he was apprenticed. 

The craftsman built up the land in Lahore, adding stables that Uncle Ji remembered 
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 I worked with this family for a total of three meetings and one day-tour under the auspices of UKPHA.  
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 The son still travels to Africa, primarily Uganda, often for work.  
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fondly—his uncles would ride until they were tired, and then lift him onto one when he 

was a young boy. He simply explained, “It was a good life,” quietly.  

Reflections on this “good life” led organically into reflections of life in Kenya. The 

family were all smiling at the adventure they felt in the landscape—the wildlife that 

would creep up to their back porch, the open-air jeep Uncle Ji gave his son rides in—and 

how much easier it had been to stay on top of housework with good help—the Africans 

were “more trustworthy than Indians, most definitely!” It did not last. The son launched 

into explaining the situation surrounding their landholdings in the Punjab; he reiterated 

they had been given 700 acres by the Queen [Victoria] initially—“We heard all these 

stories,” he said, “of how the land was reduced to 330, then 65 acres.” Uncle Ji 

interjected, “Five brothers!” to which his son replied, “Yes, then we came back and it all 

had to have been split between five brothers.” The son then lamented the loss of several 

items—letters, photos, and tools of the craftsman progenitor—that a cousin had in India, 

but would not share. “They belong to my father—my father’s brothers and the village 

[pause]; to the world, really.” This seemed to strike Harbakhsh and he reiterated 

affirmatively and solemnly that historical materials, especially ones so important, should 

belong to the world. 

This family was upper-middle class, or solidly middle-class by my estimation, but 

they were something more when their progenitor met the Queen of England. These 

fraught connections between the comfort and affluence of empire for some, and the 

current rise in inequality are written in the spaces where public history takes place for the 

Sikhs. Unilaterally, public historical programs and endeavors bring founders, participants, 

and viewers tantalizingly close to what would once be fully understood as the heart of 
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Empire—the buildings and institutions that reaped the benefits of colonization and still 

hold the gilded spoils of global power.  

As previously mentioned Amandeep has been awarded an OBE—Officer of the Most 

Excellent Order of the British Empire—for which he is often teased by his peers. He and 

Parmjit were hosted at 10 Downing Street by the then Prime Minister David Cameron to 

receive #521 and #522 Points of Light awards for a commitment to Sikh and Punjabi 

culture. In this chapter we further find the British Sikh Report is annually launched in the 

Houses of Parliament, and that reenactment groups are brought to the Royal Military 

Academy Sandhurst to perform drills during Heritage Day. Outside its scope, the late and 

former president of the Anglo-Sikh Heritage Trail (ASHT), Harbinder Singh Rana, was a 

guest of the Prince of Wales on the Spirit of Chartwell barge for the Diamond Jubilee 

pageant,
251

 while the NAM’s Community Curator, Jasdeep Singh, has stood next to and 

spoken with the Queen of England, Elizabeth II, last Empress of India, regarding a 

prominently displayed Nihang turban he curated and interpreted.
252
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 His presence caused a national scandal, as newspapers caught wind that he was a convicted sex 

offender. The Royal Family claimed they were unaware of his “criminal past,” although he continued to 
move in the London’s high-society, at least when I knew him during my 2016–17 fieldwork 
(DailyRecord.co.uk 2012).  
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 The caption for the turban in the picture to the left reads, “Britain began trading in India from 1600. . . . 

Sikh Punjab was the last independent kingdom to come under Company control. The Company’s army 
fought and defeated the fiercely militaristic Sikhs in 1849, incorporating them into its ranks . . . ironically 
the British exploited the much older Akali and Nihang warrior traditions to make the Sikhs into the Indian 
Army’s shock troops.” 
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(Left) A permanent display at the NAM (photo credit: EA Weigler)  

(Right) “Jasdeep Singh shows The Queen a traditional Sikh warrior turban…” (@RoyalFamily2017) 

Regardless of whether these material benefits motivate practitioners (indeed, for most it is 

vital they not be read as wishing to participate to keep their “purity” and “passion” 

labels), as individuals in Britain they are embedded within them. It is not that these are 

not honorary spaces—they are. It is not that the Sikh, like most other, individuals are not 

somehow rewarded by being there—they are. It is to say that their recognition as 

outstanding and impactful citizens still lies in spaces of sovereignty that were built by, 

and in some cases still bear the name of, Empire. There is no way to be recognized 

outside those places and institutions.  

Newspaper reports and op-eds flippantly assert that it is nostalgia driving Brexit, but 

given this material reality to Empire’s past and present, it significantly shapes how the 
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future is assessed. It is not necessarily in privileged narratives of those that still reside in 

power and run a gamut of political leanings. It is a longitudinal process of assessing the 

past in direct relationship to material discomforts, uncertainties, and losses in the present. 

Again, these highlight temporality’s current role as part of a process of nostalgia and 

resultant civic futures. To illustrate, one interviewee during Brexit coverage, Saquib 

Bhatti, a board member for Vote Leave who helped orchestrate Muslim- and broad South 

Asian-targeted campaign materials. He noted, 

“South Asian immigrants have ancestors who fought in the 

world wars, they sacrificed a lot, they speak the language, 

they have the skills, they are well educated,” said Mr. 

Bhatti. “But they find it hard to come in compared to other 

individuals from Europe who may not speak the language, 

understand the culture or have the skills.” 

The leaflets also emphasise the increasingly far-right tinge 

to politics in Slovakia, Hungary, Austria, Germany and 

Denmark. “We don’t want them influencing our laws and 

our policies,” said Mr. Bhatti. (Pickard 2016) 

This quote by Mr. Bhatti mirrors the general themes of Brexit concern, vulnerability, 

and socioeconomic intersections with race—what does it take to claim whiteness, and in 

that precarious battle it is understandable that the immigration debates surrounding Brexit 

have triggered the lingering sense of vulnerability that many South Asians feel as a 

racialized subject. This is apparent in his code-switching—“the language,” “the culture,” 

“the skills” that these systems promote, in and against new migrants “influencing our 

laws and our policies.”  

We can ask of Mr. Bhatti why then the Muslim community was so quiet about their 

participation in the First World War, where Sikhs’ as fellow citizens have been so vocal. 

Again, it is the work of this dissertation—the central importance of Sikh understandings 
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of themselves as “martial,” but also the current political rhetoric that allows them to paint 

their history through warfare endeavors, just outside the core of securitizing rhetoric. As 

much as Sikhs draw from history to paint themselves as having a “special relationship”—

an British Sikh history—so does the British public draw from colonialism—its ideologies 

and the material realities those produced—to create a world where that kind of public 

action is still desirable and safely in “British interests,” as the projects of Jay Singh-Sohal 

will illustrate.  

Sikhs at War 

The broader discourse of Sikh history in Britain prominently contains what 

informants described to me consistently as “a special relationship” between “Anglos and 

Sikhs,” formulated in the shorthand as “Anglo-Sikh history” (as mentioned in chapter 4). 

The movement toward reframing racialized identities into ethnoreligious ones by 

participants, emphasizes the historical construction of the Muslim other within this 

Anglo-Sikh relationship, especially salient within the contemporary securitization of 

(brown) bodies in the context of Western Islamophobia in Britain. Interestingly, it relies 

on similar frames of race. Religiosity is racialized as something internal and immutable, 

such that “martial race” is embraced, giving shared frames for communicating 

desirability.  

Jay Singh-Sohal used this phrasing pointedly during my interview with him. He 

popularized the battle of Saragarhi, discussed in chapter 3 in connection with Jupp Kaur. 

He is known for Turbanology, a public exhibit surrounding turban laws and 

accommodations in the UK that seeks to promote an understanding and adoption of the 
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turban among community members, as well as to educate the non-Sikh public on the 

religion—as “Turbanology” suggests, that imagery is mainly Khalsic, and follows much 

of the logic seen in the last chapter’s discussion of Sikhi. This is problematic for 

inclusivity in the present day and counter to many historical practices; it embraces a 

Singh Sabha iteration of Sikhness in keeping with the movements of the last chapter. Jay 

was quoted in chapter 1 as criticizing the UKPHA’s affiliation with sanatan Sikhs that 

embrace the role of other religions in the development of Sikhism, and which critically 

assess the colonial state’s influence on Sikh identity and sovereignty practices.  

Jay is vocal about his praise and his criticisms of other groups. However, his logic and 

motivations are perhaps the most clearly formulated of anyone I spoke with; in our 

interview, he offered eloquent sound bites and presented a coherent narrative of his own 

work and that of others related to his endeavors, even amid the swirl of the busy Central 

London coffee shop where we met. Amandeep and Jasdeep of NAM have similar 

demeanors. Amandeep offers more context and his messages seem more open-ended, but 

the three men all speak with confidence, and play a role of socialite. The difference lies in 

where Jay is most often seen—on Conservative politicians’ Twitter and Facebook feeds, 

at Sikh events handing out business cards with a bright orange turban and a Khalsa badge, 

and at The Royal Saragarhi Cup annual polo match (Ham Polo Club 2017).
253

 Jasdeep 

can rub elbows with the Queen and Amandeep can be an OBE, but the general consensus 

seems to be that there is a dividing difference between political activities as self-serving 

                                                 
253

 As one of Rav’s tourists put it, “Ya, that event, it’s high-brow . . . there won’t be many people there, but 

it’s the people who like photo ops, like EY supports it.” He looked for the date on his phone, but giving up 
continued, “So right there it’s not in keeping with Sikhi since Sikhi is common to all men.” 
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and heritage activities as pure and self-actualizing, even though both occur in remarkably 

similar realms.  

 

Vaisakhi 2012 Flyer for Turbanology at EY (SikhNet 2012)  

Jay is also a British Army Reservist, which links him differently with the affect of 

military service and structure, as well as the institutions (and is often accompanied with 

the hashtag, “Twice the Citizen”). He is most active in areas that other project leaders 

who see themselves more fixed in Public History find periphery to their own efforts and 

inauthentic. Jay crowdsourced funds for a Sikh memorial at the National Arboretum in 

Litchfield through his Sikhs at War initiative (Staff 2015a). However, even as other 
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project leaders see this negatively, he set himself apart from the “political” in his creation 

of memorial space: 

Jay: So, I’ll be rather candid—and I’ve always been quite 

candid about the Sikh Memorial and the [need for Sikh?] 

memorial. Because it becomes a political issue that certain 

Sikh political groups call for the government to create a 

Memorial or a Monument. And I think it’s quite a bad thing 

that happened in 2016, they’re asking for the Government 

to go for handouts in order to establish a monument or 

something that [will] recognize the Sikh bravery. So, my 

idea for the project began [pause] through the grassroots—

community project—to try to galvanize and support 

practically. To actually making it happen, not just, uh, 

paying lip-service to it or saying, “ya, ya, we want the 

government to help us [inaudible],” or whatever.  

 

Elizabeth: Right.  

 

Jay: But actually making something happen, because it’s 

quite a big—an occasion to mark the contribution of 

Indians, generally, and Sikhs most importantly . . . . Let’s 

put the politics aside; let’s just make it happen.
254

  

Elizabeth: Um, was there any sort of concerns about your 

own agency in that? So it’s a-political, and it’s making sure 

that it’s coming from the community, but is part of that 

linked to political agendas? 

 

Jay: Yup. So, there’s a certain amount of politics that 

always comes with Sikh or Indian events or issues—you 

probably [Elizabeth laughs] ha! You appreciate [it]. I felt 

what was important was that we were young, enthusiastic 

people that—as a team—that wanted to achieve something, 

so we went out and did it and we didn’t mind who worked 

with or who helped us or who fundraised for us or who 

donated.  

 

                                                 
254

 Here, Jay emphasized that 25 percent of donor were non-Sikhs with connections to the Punjab through 

their family’s military service—“they felt it was important to recognize Sikh bravery—and these are stories 
that they were raised on from their grandfathers or great-grandpas that had served alongside Sikhs and they 
felt it was important to recognize it.” And that a further 50 percent of donors were under the age of 35.  
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Elizabeth: Ya.  

 

Jay: What we did mind was about people jumping onto the 

bandwagon.
255

 So when we came to launching the 

memorial and actually create and leave a lasting legacy, I 

worked to make sure that the only people invited were 

those who had supported and donated to us, and weren’t 

people who were just basically there for a free-ride. And so 

we recognized the contribution of certain Sikhs and we 

recognized the contribution of, ah, I call them “heritage 

enthusiasts,” people who contributed to our project. But the 

key thing for all this was that it was non-political and and 

[cross?] polity, if you like.  

 

Elizabeth: Ya. 

 

Jay: And we achieved that by setting up a brand new 

charity structure. (Singh-Sohal interview 2016, Emphasis 

mine) 

Jay’s take on the First World War, the relationship between the British and the Sikhs, 

and military service writ-large strongly differs from Amandeep and Parmjit’s emphasis on 

human stories and cultural context, and from Rav’s emphasis on opening anti-colonial 

structure. However, the function of heritage here is very similar. Jay emphasizes the 

grassroots nature of his endeavor, the desire to act in the world in a concrete way, and the 

pulling together of community members that he feels an affinity for—non-Sikhs with a 

military background and Sikh youth who are firmly third-generation or more “British.” 

He also displays an idealized citizenship that is similar to Rav’s dealings with the 

Museum of London—he emphasizes activeness and traits such as “young and 

enthusiastic,” and that his project did not take government “handouts.” Like Rav’s 

tourists who do not seek to take from London’s resources in defending themselves against 
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 Harbakhsh Grewal of UKPHA has call them “glory hunters,” and other project leaders have called those 

who do not work for their knowledge “bandwagon boys.”  
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securitization or Angad’s desirability as a young entrepreneur by the newspapers in 

chapter 2, Jay calls upon very similar conception of his appropriate participation in neo-

liberal citizenship.  

Interestingly, Rav and Jay seem to closely align on the religiosity of those histories, as 

well—more attune to the moment of Sikhi socialization than political leanings. It was 

Jay’s Dot Hyphen Productions that created the dramatic readings of First World War–

soldier’s letters that tourists watched on their way through Little History’s tour of 

Belgium and France. Jay takes some of what Rav was accomplishing in his tours—kirtan 

in a church and Ardas in a memorial—and explicitly marks this as pilgrimage. When 

discussing the reasons that the Sikhs at War memorial would be at the National 

Arboretum, Jay noted,  

So the National Memorial Arboretum is the place where 

people—from far and wide, all up and down the country, as 

well as abroad—go to remember. It’s the UK’s national 

center of remembrance. [A culture block tried?] to set it up 

in Westminster, ah, but the National Memorial Arboretum 

is designed to [sic] people whose families served in past—

or current—conflicts. [And you] can actually go there, can 

actually remember, can actually take some time out and 

reflect in peace and tranquility. It’s a very serene site. And I 

felt it was very good to have a Sikh recognition and then 

have that first national World War One Sikh Memorial at 

that site. And we find [pause] what we discover when 

people visit—some people are surprised to discover a Sikh 

represented there, which is a good thing because they learn 

something new. Other people have actually undertaken the 

pilgrimage—which we’re encouraging, people to actually 

go there and pilgrimage to learn about Sikh service and 

remember Sikhs, as well as other regiments and people who 

have served as well. So, it’s a great site in the middle of the 

country where people can gravitate towards [pause] 

undertake that pilgrimage—that act of taking time out of 

their day or their lives to travel there, to reflect, to 
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remember, and feel that serenity that that site gives. (Singh-

Sohal Interview 2016) 

While I still ask of my own analysis where that distinction between tour and 

pilgrimage begins and ends, here Jay is very confident in that line for himself and his 

desires for the community—heritage, commemoration, and memorialization is an act of 

rupture from daily life such that pilgrimage must be a labor. In choosing the site, he 

reiterates his closeness to current military institutions (he notes it’s important that the 

space was set up intentionally for service members and their families), and the 

importance of sacralizing the delineated space to remember.  

Finally, much like other projects, Jay’s construction of cultural memory is equally 

rooted in emotional attachments that come from episodic memories of civil rights battles 

in Birmingham’s context and acting as a reservist in the British Army—he would later 

note, “because that tradition of being more—that connection to [a] tradition [of] Sikhs 

who served, we feel quite proud; certainly, I feel quite proud of wearing my regimental 

cap badge on my turban.” Where he chooses to publically act is different, but he seeks 

similar outcomes in the present, desires something for the future, and his episodic 

memory-work functions heavily in that process of acting on heritage. As such, although 

Sikhs at War intended to address “the historic contribution made during the world wars,” 

(Singh-Sohal 2013, 105) the historical events collapse together (see below) until all that 

remains are the “partners and sponsors,” the feelings of pride that traditions of an “Anglo-

Sikh” specificity engender, and the material outcomes of those labors.  
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Screenshot from Jay Singh-Sohal’s Sikhs at War homepage; the “FILMS” has been expanded.  
(Dot Hyphen 2019)  

In interviewing Jay, these formation come from his own unique experiences growing 

up in the Midlands—when I followed up as to why Dot Hyphen Productions had 

“naturally” gravitated towards histories, Jay responded, “I think I’ve always been 

interested in Sikh history, but I’ve always wanted to [pause] connect it or equate it to 

what it means to me as a young Brit or as someone who’s quite proud of being British.” 

He went on to note how he explicitly sought “that inspiration from my own faith and my 

own identity,” and linked those to his growing up in Birmingham as the historical center 

of the “Turban Rights Movement . . . a civil rights movement that had to be won.” So for 

Jay, his identity—as radically open to not just a gaze, but to public activism—is tied into 

history in similar ways as the other projects this dissertation investigates, but 

acknowledges the politicized place of the turbaned male body and actively seeks to 
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engage that space. It is not a newer space of public history, but tactics of public history 

thrust into old spaces of multiculturalist representation and a binary of Sikh vs. anyone.
256

  

Jay has another, more emotive connection to the battles he studies, which has been a 

largely silent voice excepting Deep from the Little History First World War–tour who, as 

an ex-soldier for the Indian Army brought a genuine love for orders of battle and 

regimental histories, and Nam the Fifteenth Ludhiana reenactor who hoped to enlist in the 

Army soon. Jay is a British Army Reservist, and he sees this as the second component of 

a “natural” connection to history:  

And secondly, with my own interest—someone who serves 

[as] an Army Reservist—and someone who connects that 

back to the idea of Sikh service to Britain. [pause] I felt it 

was very poignant and very strong a connection to feel that, 

not only do I serve as a third-generation British Sikh, but 

also there’s this history that I’m building on and 

continuing—hopefully inspiring other young people to 

continue, as well. By looking at my own history and where 

we’ve come from and those stories of gallantry and bravery 

and free—and fighting for our freedoms. [E: Hmm.] And 

trying to maintain that reputation into the future. (Singh-

Sohal Interview 2016) 

As such, we find the Anglo-Sikh connection is one that itself is being contested in 

Rav, Parmjit, and Amandeep’s histories, but is here being promoted from a platform that 

reads accommodation very differently—that reads it as the tourists did, with an affective 

lens that feels the turbaned body as “truth, justice and selflessness,” and thus “free,” 

despite the systems of accommodation they work within. However, Jay’s work is very 

much institutionalized:  

                                                 
256

 This comes from Gell (1996), and is discussed below.  
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Jay: So the key organization that I work with [pause] is the 

British Army. And certainly for Saragarhi Day, I 

approached the British Army to ask if they could launch my 

Saragarhi book at Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst. [It 

was my] aspiration, ambition for the book to be launched 

there because Sandhurst is home—has an Indian Army 

Memorial room, which is in remembrance and recognition 

of Indians, generally, who fought. An amazing venue, and 

amazing site to actually do the launch of that. And through 

conversations with the Army, we developed an idea of 

doing a book launch, but also making the book launch into 

a reoccurring commemorative event, which engaged with 

Indians and Sikhs in particular, about this history. And we 

use Saragarhi as an example of bravour [sic; portmanteau 

of bravery and valour] of Sikhs fighting for Britain, and 

what we can be achieved through that public service. 

(Singh-Sohal Interview 2016) 

Public service is just as salient here, within this “political” project as it was for 

UKPHA and Rav.
257

 However, the individualized aspirational qualities are different; they 

seek to tap into institutions that would not, in the eyes of volunteers from chapter 2, make 

the participants self-sovereign or pure.  

In the preface to his work on Saragarhi, Jay explicitly links his motivation for telling 

the story to Sikh religious-based society through history, though from a racialized 

framing: 

[T]he story this volume tells is about duty and sacrifice, 

tradition and honour, about the trust between the British 

and Sikhs. . . . 

The reason I want to tell it is because the story had 

meaning for the Sikhs and British in the immediate 

aftermath of the battle. It established the Sikhs as loyal and 

brave soldiers under British rule. . . . 
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 In his book, Saragarhi: The Forgotten Battle, Jay writes, “It is my sincere wish that reading about this 

will inspire others to research further and deeper into this episode and other historic events at large,” 
(Singh-Sohal, 2013, 17). 
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It should highlight Sikh values and the bravery and 

staunch nature of a race whose belief system has created a 

warrior-saint society that abides by truth, justice and 

selflessness.  

And as long as they remain true to the religious tenets 

enshrined within the holy scriptures of Guru Granth Sahib, 

the Sikhs can continue to benefit from the blessings 

bestowed upon them by their Gurus. (Singh-Sohal, 2013, 

17; emphasis mine)  

The portions that these similar sentiments bookend offer a very different, and what 

other project leaders often describes as “political,” take on the relationship between 

Britain and Sikhs—as Jay put it, “there’s a natural legacy there, a natural kind of 

evolution—the British Sikh interaction; I call it [a] special friendship” (Singh-Sohal 

Interview 2016). 

Of course, this Anglo-Sikh relationship denotes something further; it still rests on the 

othering that fed it during the colonial era. Early on in the interview (above) Jay had 

slipped this into the logic of the Sikh War Memorial—“to mark the contribution of 

Indians, generally, and Sikhs most importantly.” The sentence itself is indicative of what 

we have seen time and again in this dissertation regarding boxes, labels, affiliations, and 

the all too self-conscious way that Sikhs are obliged to address or not address their 

Indianess, Sikhness, Britishness, and Punjabiness. However, later in the interview, Jay 

noted that he was hoping to inspire and create more art around Saragarhi as another way 

of telling the story and hopefully attracting new audience members. I asked him what he 

meant by a “new audience,” and he responded that he wanted to find a broader-based 

appeal: 

Jay: I think Sikhs, generally, are aware of Saragarhi, ah 

even though they pick a lot of myths on Saragarhi and what 
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Saragarhi represents to them. There’s a lot of myths out 

there. What I’m hoping to kind of broaden across to 

nonsense in a way that 300 Thermopoly has. . . . 

The strands that we’ve picked up, and I’ve picked up—

the British Army and . . . why Saragarhi was relevant to 

British Sikhs and the Sikhs’ service. Not just a uniform, but 

a public sense generally. I’m sure there are other strands 

that people can pick up out there. I mean certainly one 

pointed political strand can be [pause] fights against 

Jihadis and the Sikhs that fought against Jihadis at 

Saragarhi. Something that I’ve [called?] at, but, you know, 

somebody may want to look at in a different direction, 

which I’m hoping, you know, our work—my work, will 

inspire other people to tell the story and [such]. 

 

Elizabeth: Ok. And “Jihadis.” So this is [pause] do you 

want to talk about some of the connections between sort of 

current political— 

 

Jay: So—ya, so just in a brief nutshell. Saragarhi is the 

story of 21 Sikhs fighting against 10,000 Pathans—Jihadis. 

So these 10,000 were in—were, were roused by their 

[Mullahs?] to wage jihad against Britain and British 

interest. . . . So, in terms of jihad, the feelings were the 

same with what we’re facing with militarism Jihadis today. 

You know, religious leaders—clerics—will rally them up . . 

. and send them out to fight against Western interest—

British interests. And the Sikhs were at the fore in that, in 

defending that in Saragarhi. But it’s not too dissimilar to—

historically what we’ve been seeing and today what we’re 

seeing. What I’m saying is, and what Saragarhi points to is, 

a way of being able to deal and tackle with Jihadis. Um. In 

a nutshell, by wiping it out. [Pause] which we need to take 

seriously now; it’s not that conversation [we need with] 

killers, it’s about meeting them on the battlefield and 

dealing with them accordingly. (Singh-Sohal Interview 

2016) 

The parallel that he draws here is quite stark. It supports a current political positon 

toward foreign policy while ignoring the securitizing effects those policies and the logic 

underlying them have had on Sikhs in the West. Instead, the Sikh community is the front-
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line—“the Sikhs were at the fore in defending,” “British interests.” Here, heritage is 

strategy, but that shouldn’t negate the felt qualities and Jay’s ability to compartmentalize 

private and public. He, at the core draws from the same affective attachment, a platform 

of deeply personal historical consciousness in form as Parmjit did in chapter 2, despite 

the content being quite different:  

British Sikhs . . . have this very rich history that we can fall 

back on of British and Sikh interaction, and I think that’s 

quite important to be where aware of and to promote 

because it says a lot about where we are today and where 

we’re going. (Singh-Sohal Interview 2016) 

Thus, the use of the phase “a special relationship,” is a kind of divisive anthem in project 

leaders’ debates surrounding the role of public history and historical consciousness in 

society. To what extent do the Sikhs participate in, promote, and benefit from those 

structures across time—what are the benefits to and consequences for being “special?” 

Rav was predominantly sitting just outside the beautiful stained glass that delineated 

the congregation at Chelsea Church, whereas Jay has been invited inside the Indian 

Memorial Room at Sandhurst. Both could engage on a limited, historically-informed 

basis, and belonging was further complicated by their connections to the Sikh community. 

This is mirrored in Dee’s language as she described her interview for a government 

position, and the tour group’s experience as Museum of London attendees. As such, I 

believe it is important for this chapter to communicate an understanding of the very real 

materiality of what some Sikh groups have come to call, “a shared Anglo-Sikh history,” 

which mobilizes colonial normative relations and hierarchies to achieve or maintain the 

benefits of those materials—forms of recognition, personal platforms of self-

actualization, and a desirable place in Britain’s highly classed systems.  
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Reenacting Sikh Identities 

Military representations are somewhat nostalgic in nature, and the impulse is 

expressed in representations. Recently, I was tagged by a subscriber to an article he found 

interesting on Facebook about the Jodhpur Lancers, a largely Hindu regiment provided by 

the Jodhpur Princely State as part of the Fifteenth Imperial Service Cavalry Brigade; the 

banner photo was of Jasdeep Singh of the NAM in his Fifteenth Ludhiana Sikh 

reenactment uniform (MacGregor 2019). Public historical projects, especially those that 

are well-funded and have the means to meet a high production value, have an extensive 

reach. Currently established institutional lines reify and privilege the work of Sikhs—

from the nostalgic impulse of colonial messages and materials, they have come to be one 

of the only (and, when coupled with white nostalgia for Empire, desirable) sources of 

Indian Army imagery and representation. Such images Sikh-wash what was a majority 

Muslim British Indian Army during the First World War. 

 

Top: a screenshot of the Facebook post, which appears on the banner (MacGregor 2019) 
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Bottom: Photo from the article of the 1
st
 Jodhpur Lancers (MacGregor 2019). 

 

Jasdeep is an important node in both the heritage sector and specifically within Sikh 

public historical projects. As Community Curator for NAM, he was the individual that 

made the decision to bring in and support the UKPHA as collaborative interpreters of 

NAM’s collection, he pitched and runs one of the only British Indian Army reenactment 

groups—the Fifteenth Ludhiana Sikhs—and he makes creative decisions surrounding 

curation and display in the aforementioned exhibits surrounding Empire troops in NAM’s 

new museum near Chelsea Royal Hospital. Some of his creative license has far-reaching 

consequences, however. He chose an all-Sikh regiment because of its popularity and his 

own ability to use existing networks to find volunteers. He also mentioned the aesthetics 

of having a homogenous group of men—how he envisioned a line of similarly dressed, 

and thus more “visually striking” young men as the face of NAM reenactment, in lieu of 

what might have been a mixed regiment. With the British gaze in mine, Jasdeep further 

plays with the notion of marital race; although I’m not sure the content—whether he 

ascribed to aspects or if he likes the notion as an historical interest—it comes up fairly 
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often and off-handedly; once in speaking of two reenactors who would join us: “they’re 

both about 6’4’’, 6’5’’. It’s a great plus! Proves my martial races theory,” or another time 

when speaking about what the reenactors should be eating:  

Jas: The British Raj thought men from the south were weak 

since they ate rice, and men from the north were strong 

cause they ate 

 

Elizabeth: Meat? 

 

Jas: Wheat . . . chapatti [holds his hands in front of him 

heavily to show substance].
258

 (Weigler Fieldnotes 

Sandhurst Heritage Days 2016) 

Overall, the staging and reenacting of the Indian Army on the Western Front and 

elsewhere—the nationalistic sacrifice of many Punjabis—was disproportionately 

subsumed by or assumed through Sikh imagery. There is no denying that the Sikhs are 

overrepresented in the First World War centenary attention to the contribution of imperial 

troops, in a way that the representation of a much smaller diasporic population of 

Gurkhas is less politicized. No matter the over-representation of the community in the 

Army during that time, this positionality is ultimately tied to global politics and state 

projects as much as the emotive resonance of Sikhs toward their sepoy predecessors.  

I first encountered the NAM’s reenactment group for the Fifteenth Ludhiana Sikhs at 

the annual London Mela in 2015—I had gone expressly to see the group in action, and I 

found them in the “Knowledge Bazaar” along with the charity Gurkha Welfare Trust, The 

Bhavan training in “Indian Arts,” and the Middlesex Association for the Blind, oddly 

enough. On the periphery a blood bank, a small for-profit university, and a white woman 
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advertising “psychic readings and tarot cards” had all set up booths. It seemed an eclectic 

mix, but the group of khaki-turbaned men, an especially tall one standing rigidly at 

attention next to NAM’s main banner, drew by far the largest crowd. They were the face 

of, as the banners inside stated, “British Armies in the First World War,” whose colorful 

banners told stories of campaigns that weren’t just fought by the British Indian Army or 

Indian Army Expeditionary Forces, but the West Africa Frontier Force, British West 

Indies Regiment, Australian Imperial Force, and the King’s African Rifles, among 

others.
259

 

At some point, the men were called by their (white) British commissioned officer 

(BCO) to assemble in front of NAM’s tent. A whisper had gone through the group a little 

beforehand to be prepared—they would be doing a set of reenactment drills shortly, so if 

they had to use the restroom or tighten anything, now was the time. At the BCO’s call—

addressing them always as, “15
th

 Ludhiana”—the men scrambled to make a line on the 

green outside NAM’s tent; through a series of commands, the regiment turned and 

marched in unison outside the “Knowledge Bazaar” and around the Mela, drawing a 

larger and larger crowd as they stopped periodically to run firing and bomb (the grenade’s 

predecessor) drills.  

The crowd was quite diverse, and their reactions equally so. A Muslim couple 

crouched smiling with their toddler as he pointed a chubby finger and echoed everything 

that the BCO called in incomprehensible yells, eyes fixed on the men. A group of five 
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 For additional information, please see his public lecture on recruitment and martial race ideology, J. 

Singh 2016.  
259

 From left to right, in x rows of three, the armies mount read: British Army, Indian Army Expeditionary 

Forces, British West Indies Regiment, [new row] Australian Imperial Force, Canadian Expeditionary Force, 
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Indian men with Velcro and plastic sandals watched pensively and followed the Fifteenth 

Ludhiana as they marched silently back to the tent before perusing the exhibit themselves. 

In the back of the crowd, a tall man in his twenties with red-colored hair and large, 

brightly colored sun-glasses whispered, “Nice reminder of colonialism, eh?” to his South 

Asian girlfriend who looked over and hummed an avid affirmative, bobbing her shaved 

head. Elsewhere, three white teenage boys mocked the men’s movements— crossing their 

eyes to communicate a lack of intelligence, and then immediately looking around for an 

audience of their own—while a couple of young South Asian women whispered and 

giggled, trying to catch the eye of the Fifteenth Ludhiana’s older men.  

 

London Mela 2015 (photo credit: EA Weigler) 

                                                                                                                                                 
West Afric Frontier Force, [new row] New Zealand Expeditionary Force, Newfoundland Regiment, King’s 
African Rifles, [new row] South African Overseas Expeditionary Force, West Indian Regiment.  
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Much like the tours, this display paints fleeting impressions for me. The most 

prominent is the juxtaposition of Western (in many strains) distain and South Asian 

passivity—both of which are mobilized unproblematically by the crowd. Problematized 

responses—the white man’s reference to “colonialism” or the black woman who seems 

shocked to see young boys with guns in figure two—seemed more knee-jerk and 

performative of certain opinions than necessarily questioning or contextualizing. For most 

audience members, there was, again, an element of leisure. However, this display of 

public history fixes the faces of Sikh sepoys, and only Sikh sepoys, saving a single 

Muslim soldier largely ignored by the crowd for photos, as the face of not just the British 

Indian Army, but of the Empire’s contribution to the First World War.  

The group mainly played this public relations role—there were five interpreters who 

cycled in and out, four white men and a white woman, inside the tent to answer questions 

about the exhibit mounts and help Mela-goers try on helmets and gas-masks. Most 

reenactors were also well-versed in the weapons they used, battles they had been in, the 

regiment’s insignia, and the soldier’s rations. As Jasdeep told me during a subsequent 

event for Remembrance Day in 2016, in response to my asking why the young men 

seemed so nervous to give interviews, “When we first started, we were getting so much 

attention and some of the boys, since they were so excited and into it, and they would just 

say whatever came into their heads! Well, it just took some time to get them media ready 

. . . They have to have a set of messages,” He laid out their speaking points—rations, 

insignia meaning, equipment—with a stiff right hand and continued, “So there wasn’t any 

issue, it’s just, that was the context. And did you see! I got there and [reenactor] had his 
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[ammunition] across his right shoulder . . . . I mean, that shouldn’t be happening!” 

(Weigler Fieldnotes Remembrance Day 2016). 

With this emphasis on historical accuracy—Jasdeep, “always tell[s] them to put their 

buttons in their pockets if they come off,” to save the special reproductions. The group, 

officially called “War and Sikhs: Road to the Trenches” travels the UK, on display and 

performing a specific military history (Richardson, 2014). In public forums and to 

colleagues at events Jasdeep is very clear about the overall tone of the group: 

I don’t like to do [large displays for] Remembrance Sunday 

anymore. When we did, something just didn’t sit right, and 

I think the focus should be on the actual veterans . . . as 

long as there is the explanation that it’s an interpretation 

[the reenactment] then it’s fine. I don’t have a problem as 

long as it’s clear that it’s just an interpretation. (Weigler 

Fieldnotes Remembrance Day 2016) 

Equally echoed online, “The project takes as its focus the soldiers – or sepoys – of the 

Fifteenth Ludhiana Sikh Regiment in the Indian Army which, with the help of volunteers 

from the British Sikh community, we’ve recreated in the present day,” (Richardson 

2014).  

However, for the men, there is a supremely embodied aspect of this focus. They do 

not just learn about the sepoys “daily experiences of war,” but they cook their food, eat it, 

sleep in their tents, and go through their kits. Learning about the past echoes in the 

reenactor’s lives outside these events in various ways, and NAM showcased those 

reenactors for whom there is a profound effect. One was Kuljit, who, when described by 

others was considered an exemplary example of centenary engagement for not just his 

personal connection to the war hero Manta Singh who died and was cremated in 
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Brighton, but for his personal involvement. Kuljit explained his connection for himself on 

the UKPHA’s Facebook page in a post from April 12, 2015: 

My name is Kuljit Singh Sahota and my great great 

grandfather, Subedar Manta Singh of the 15th Ludhiana 

Sikhs, fought in the Battle of Neuve Chapelle during WW1. 

It is during this battle in which Manta Singh heroically 

rescued his friend and Captain, George Henderson, who 

attained significant injuries amidst battle.  

Unfortunately, whilst selflessly attempting to save his 

comrade, Manta Singh was wounded in the process 

himself. Later, he was brought to the military hospitals in 

Brighton where he tragically passed away. However, 

following his death, relationships between the two families 

flourished, Capt. George Henderson’s son fought alongside 

Manta Singh's sons in WW2 and our two families are still 

in touch to date (the photo you can see is me with Ian 

Henderson at UKPHA's parliament reception last year). 

Over the past year I have volunteered with the National 

Army Museum (NAM) through which I have had the 

opportunity to re-enact the 15th Ludhiana Sikh regiment of 

the Indian army, of which Manta Singh was a Subedar. In 

an attempt to commemorate the significant contribution of 

Sikhs in WW1, we participated in a range of English 

heritage events across the UK, including one such event at 

the Royal Pavilion in Brighton.  

Coincidently, I am currently a student of Brighton and 

Sussex medical school and therefore spend most of my time 

within Brighton. My involvement with this project has been 

an entirely overwhelming experience, during which I have 

also been able expand on my knowledge of both my 

family’s history and that of the Sikhs as a whole. 

Our re-enactment group has been working closely in 

conjunction with the UKPHA who have been extremely 

supportive in providing accurate historical references and 

helping us engage with the wider community. I have come 

to appreciate the profound effort and amount of work that 

this organisation puts in, in their endeavours to honour men 

like my great great grandfather Manta Singh who paid the 

ultimate sacrifice, as well as their overall attempts to 
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preserve, commemorate and communicate our rich Sikh 

history.  

For this I am very grateful and hence, I fully support 

Angad Singh and Satnam Singh in their admirable 

endeavour to run the Brighton Marathon in support of this 

fantastic cause. Please support them at [EFW Brighton 

2015]. (Sikh Discover Inspire 2015) 

When retelling his story, others noted with awe and perhaps a hint of jealousy that 

Kuljit had, “a link himself. . . . He studies in Brighton, but his Great Grandfather died in 

Brighton!” 

Another reenactor, Nam, had, according to Jasdeep, logged “100 hours—to give 100 

hours to the project is amazing!” However, according to group members, he had also 

undergone a personal transformation. I’m not sure why he had initially joined; it was 

likely casually through the same personal networks and word-of-mouth that brought many 

others to the group. His participation picked up after the group attended an intensive 

reenactment weekend (discussed below). Further, “[Nam] was one of these guys who 

would trim his dhardi (beard) . . . but after joining he stopped for about two years,” 

making it so participation, “become about identity for him . . . he totally embraced it.” As 

Jasdeep noted, “[we’re] not enforcing anything, but we need to make it accurate, and 

since the Fifteenth [Ludhiana] didn’t trim their beards historically, they shouldn’t 

contemporarily.” Last I heard, Nam had, “most significantly . . . just enlisted in the Army; 

at first as a reservists,” which I took to mean that either the intention or the expectation 

was that he might eventually enlist in the regular Army.  

Several reenactors commented that the experience had led to a similar sense of 

connection to the Sikh past, one saying that playing the role had reaffirmed his 
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commitment to keep kesh and, “live the kind of lifestyle befitting their legacy.” Another 

time, I was taking a photo of a reenactor in front of a monument at his request. When he 

checked the photo, he began to chuckle to himself. “What’s so funny?” I asked with a 

smile; he responded that he had done a similar stance, unknowingly, for another photo he 

had taken while in reenactment gear, and dismissed it as “odd” or something similar. 

However, this stance—the confident stare and serene half-smile that was also indicative 

of Jupp Kaur’s—is part and parcel of a Sikh imaginary, and part of how the sepoy’s body 

is mobilized by those who seek to commemorate and remember him. Indeed, as Jasdeep 

pointed out, the reenactors themselves were always, “stand out—[a] visually striking 

element . . . [their presence] take[s] it to a different level.” 

However, Jasdeep was often quick to comment that even though for some, such as the 

men above, their participation was deeply felt, he didn’t want to give the impression that 

all the volunteers did the same amount of work or that they all had a “transformative 

experience . . . . I’m really looking for just the average man,” which he described at times 

as “a family man,” or “a lawyer; someone who might be looking to learn about history in 

a more active way—” someone who might become “bored with lectures.” As such, he 

found that for most of the men, “it worked . . . to be more physical in [their] learning.” 

There is also the sense of camaraderie that comes along with participating in this 

bodily experience, very similarly described by UKPHA members or Jay Singh-Sohal 

although research, reenactment, and Army Reservist are three seemingly disperate 

interactions with the past. When speaking with Jasdeep, he suggested that I ask the 

reenactors what their favorite memory was, because when they had meetings, the past 

experiences they have come up the most frequently; “so they always have favorite 
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recollections and memories . . . [those] reinforce and confirm for them it’s something 

worth doing—that it’s something important to people.” One of these favorite memories is 

showcased on NAM’s website—the annual, long-held Kelmarsh Hall reenactment event 

that was renamed History Live! in 2014. As Jasdeep remembered: 

Our first reenactment was May 2014 and I went alone 

to the first event. We started out as a reenactment group and 

they can be [pause] really [pause]. They’re into it, so I 

didn’t know how it would be taken. People just kept 

coming up to me and were like, “bang on!” and just really 

supportive . . . [the BCO and co-coordinator] comes from a 

reenactment background, so it started off [that] we wanted 

it to be a reenactment group. It’s a really immersive 

experience for the men, so we camped and the first event 

we all went to, I didn’t know how they would react to us. 

So we were all in the beer tent after [and] just everyone was 

so supportive; they all came up to us. (Weigler Fieldnotes, 

Jasdeep Interview 2016) 

Emboldened by this first event,  

So we, ah this is a great story! We went to Kelmarsh 

Hall, which is the major reenactment event. There were 

probably 2,000 people there . . . We were camping and the 

group next to us was a Scottish Highlanders regiment who 

had actually been with the 15
th

 Ludhiana Sikhs. We were 

nervous, but they gave us lots of props. There was a lovely 

sunset and someone was playing around with a cricket ball, 

and they yelled over if we had a bat, which we had! And we 

had a cricket game with them, in uniform! . . . 

 

Other camps watched . . . it was so epic! One of the 

reenactors was going to go home that night, but he stayed 

because of the game. He was like, he played for his county! 

And we beat them 19-3. I had a dolé I’d play every time we 

scored and when we won everyone broke out in bhangra! 

Then it was someone’s birthday and we ordered pizza and 

just sat around and watched the sunset. [Here, Jasdeep 

gives a sigh and smiles.] The next day was more of the 

normal stuff . . . but when we went around to just talk to 

reenactors and [raise awareness/outreach?] there were 
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Romans, gladiators, Nazis . . . they were all great about it. . 

. .  

At the end they have this parade . . . they marched us in 

chronological order, and as you go through you line up on 

the side so we had to walk through a wall and they cheer 

you on each in their tradition . . . and we were the last to 

walk through; they were all cheering and we got a standing 

ovation! That’s just—first time! It was amazing! And there 

was even this guy in the crowd and he gave us a “boleeeeee 

so nihal!” but we were so nervous and wanted to stand [at 

attention] . . . no one replied! [Laughs]. (Weigler 

Fieldnotes, Jasdeep Interview 2016) 

  

  

 

To the left, a reenactor at Sandhurst looks over regimental histories in a moment away from the crowds 

(photo: EA Weigler); to the top-right, a Fifteenth Ludhiana reenactor with Roman Legion reenactors 

(Richardson 2014). 
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Where is the militarized Sikh body publically welcome and where it is not? It was 

welcomed at Kelmarsh Hall, and has generally been welcomed—with Gurkhas—into 

other military spaces. I want to provide a contrasting story in another such space of 

military history, to bring into contrast how this invitation—based in a martial race 

rhetoric and the trappings of loyalty and sacrifice—can manifest as a benign game of 

cricket between colleagues, or as a diatribe that homogenizes and subjugates. History is a 

selection and de-selection process, and those choices may be lived in very different ways 

depending on the situatedness of their retelling.  

Shared Histories: Us and Them 

This section is a case study of one young reenactor’s experience at Sandhurst Heritage 

Day. Sandhurst Heritage Day is an annual event, which typically takes place on the third 

June of each year. The event is centered on, not so much the British Army, as the 

Academy, with marketing slogans that typically follow the format, “Discover and enjoy 

the architecture, history and culture of The Royal Military Academy Sandhurst,” 

according to the 2018 and 2017 Marketing Posters for The Royal Military Academy 

Sandhurst. What one reenactor discovers in the course of his conversation with a curator 

of military history is a situation in which he must strategically navigate his own 

racialization within and against who is represented in that “architecture, history and 

culture.” The young man works to interrupt an older curator’s frames of race through an 

assertion of religion and ethnicity—both by acting complicit in othering the Muslim 

community in Britain, and by resisting the curator’s attempts to homogenize, gender, and 

sanitize his experiences of racism as a Sikh. It highlights the contingent nature of British 
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Sikh identity and a dark reality of hidden racial hierarchy in Britain today, expressed—at 

times—through the centenary.  

 

Sikh attendee and reenactor take photos of the Royal Logistic Corps Silver Stars Parachute Display 

(photo credit: EA Weigler) 

I was in the aforementioned Indian Memorial Room, where the much-used stained 

glass image that graced Jay Singh-Sohal’s invitation to the EY event comes from. 

Because the Indian Memorial Room is associated with Sandhurst as a military college 

that produced white commissioned officers, not Indian ones, during the colonial era, all 

the plaques commemorate white officers and the Indian regiments—Sikhs, Rajputs, 

Gurkhas—to which they were attached. In example, there hung four paintings on one of 

the walls; the three at the top were of white officers, and there was a fourth of an Indian 

officer at the bottom—only the top three had descriptions and names associated. On 

another wall, there were more descriptions of the Indian-themed paintings, but these were 

invariably, pictures of Indians defined only by their racial, religious, and geographical 

grouping—“Native officers” of the 2
nd

 regiment—coupled with images of white officers 

mentioned by name and deed.  
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I was walking through the historical exhibit that had been placed in the room with one 

of the reenactors during a break from their interpretation duties.
260

 I had been there earlier 

that day and had struck up a conversation with one of the exhibitors—he was a fairly 

high-ranking curator and military historian, and when he found out I was working with 

the Sikh community he trilled, innocently enough, that he had recently been interviewed 

by a Sikh; “Their bravery is legendary in the First World War.” As the reenactor and I 

subsequently approached, he said hello to me and warmly welcomed the reenactor to the 

information booth. The curator told the reenactor with a knowing smile that they recently 

“had some Sikh school children here with the British Sikh Association.” Pausing, the 

reenactor somewhat confusedly responded that he hadn’t heard of them. After the curator 

made two attempts to jog the reenactor’s memory with organizational details, he threw up 

his arms jokingly, “C’mon! It’s the Sikh Association!” The reenactor calmly returned, 

“There are a lot of Sikh associations, you know.” The curator laughed, “My, aren’t you 

particular,” a term he would call the reenactor again several times throughout the 

conversation.  

The curator shrugged and continued his story about the schoolchildren: 

Curator: The bravery of the Sikhs is legendary! Your 

people’s bravery . . . the only [group] absolutely loyal to the 

British Crown during the Mutiny, I like to tell them [the 

children?]. The Sikhs and the Gurkhas, they stayed 100% 

loyal to the British. There’s been talk of a Sikh regiment; 

well now, you guys deserve that! 

 

Reenactor: Yes, but the thing is, right now, we’re talking 

maybe 100 or 200 individuals and that’s not enough. 
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 This conversation has been recreated from jottings and main quotes/other notes made both during and 

immediately following the conversation. I truly believe its content to be largely accurate, the language to be 
moderately verbatim, and the flow of topics to be true to the original.  
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Maybe if we had more, like thousands. 

 

Curator: Another way to do it would be to get an area with 

a lot of Sikhs, like Slough or Hays . . . and have a regional 

regiment. That’s how you can get around it! 

I decided after unsuccessfully trying to join in the conversation several times, that I 

would awkwardly look at some exhibit literature on the table. They continued. The 

curator turned the conversation, “But you see, with today’s political [climate], well, it 

being the way it is out there, if you let someone that deserves it have something you have 

to let everyone have it. [Pause] I think you know what I’m saying.” He leaned forward 

with a meaningful look and the reenactor said swiftly and definitively, “Muslims.” “Yes,” 

the curator replied, and with the growing crowd I vaguely caught, “you see if you get one 

they have to have one too and we trust . . . the one will turn on us . . . give them guns . . . 

it’s a distinction,” the gist being that recognition was a distinction some racial groups 

deserved and that others did not, with particular attention to national security. I reengaged 

and moving forward, the curator addressed us saying, “Now Sikhs, I like you. You’re the 

most British of them!”  

It was the reenactor’s turn to offer something and he moved seamlessly into a 

discussion of the turban, and how Britain really had acknowledged that connection in 

official uniforms and the motorcycle helmet accommodation. He noted that the Sikhs had 

worn it in war and thus, they agreed, “the Sikhs should have the right to wear it any other 

time.” The reenactor launched into a story about how he had been stopped at an airport 

while on vacation in the Caribbean, and placed in a side-room by security for refusing to 

remove his turban. His mannerisms became quite intense as he recreated the scene, a tall 

young man in First World War–khaki, staring intensely at an aging authority on military 
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history, explaining his present-day position: “This is fabric, just like any other part of my 

clothing.” He calmly and deliberately stood perfectly erect, his palm opened upwards and 

slowly scanning his person vertically, “’It’s the same as taking any other part of clothing 

off’ . . . now, I said, ‘you show me. You show me [punctuated] where it says I have to take 

this off.’” He continued his arguments about clothing and scanners and a vague 

accusation they had made that he “might be carrying medical supplies?!” before abruptly 

turning to me and saying with a smile, “Now, do not write this, ok? But,” and he now 

leaned in close to the curator, boxing me out and said, “It’s not the same. To me, it’s not 

the same.” The curator agreed emphatically, “They shouldn’t be able to wear that, what it 

is? [pause] burqa.” The reenactor responded, “Right! Covering your face? That’s wrong.” 

The dialogue quickly escalated and the once tense turban-talk became almost jovial. 

The curator immediately returned that he agreed—the reenactor was absolutely right, 

“And someone wanted to let men and women worship together, ‘How can we do that?! 

With their’,” he made an hourglass figure with his hands, and grabbed the resulting 

imaginary Muslim woman from behind with both hands abruptly as she bent in prayer. 

The reenactor laughed as the curator continued to explain, “Ha! Ya, you know, because 

they bend over to pray. But they [Muslim men] said that! That makes men just seem 

weak. I mean, I see a girl on the street in a mini-skirt, I don’t feel the need to jump on top 

of her! Control your urges, man.” The reenactor shook his head and responded, “Exactly.” 

The reenactor looked straight at me (I’m sure at this point I was not controlling my facial 

reactions as well as I had been earlier), his smiling gaze was a clear indication that I was 

no longer (ever?) welcome and I left. He made some motions over his face, presumably 

recreating a burqa, as the two smiled and nodded at one another. A few minutes later, the 
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two men clasped hands—both were smiling but the reenactor retained his controlled and 

looming demeanor—and the reenactor moved swiftly over to reclaim my time and 

attention for the rest of the exhibit.  

This is an important lesson on intersectionality—the supremely situated nature of how 

Sikh men are expected to behave to reap the benefits of an institution like the Army. An 

ascendant and prestigious past is inscribed in gilded spaces like Sandhurst, and the 

images stand immobile in stained glass with the caption, “Afghanistan 1919,” surrounded 

by plaques commemorating only the names of white British officers, and the martial races 

to whom they were attached. 

I like this particular reenactor. Although I do not agree with the Islamophobic tone of 

his comments—his complicity and assertion—or his and other reenactor’s comments to 

myself on Sikh identity, that degrade non-Keshadhari Sikhs, explored below, I do believe 

that it is of the utmost importance that his position be acknowledged and understood. The 

emotion of his own, ongoing, ordeal with securitization, catapaulted him into an alliance 

with a man that sees “your people” in a very specific light and in terms of a very specific 

connection to the British nation-state—her wars and her hegemony.  

What I see is a young man working to interrupt those frames in a manner that moves 

away from race and into religion and ethnicity (culture and history). He actively creates 

cracks in the curator’s narrative, and mobilizes that man’s existing (institutionalized, 

military service-based) affinity for himself as a Sikh with a bare rendering of how he is 

affected daily by, “the political [climate].” The reenactor’s body language and responses 

remained measured and controlled—he did not partake in play-acting the (presumably) 
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sexual assault of a Muslim woman who needed protected from the men in her religious 

community, nor would he concede to the homogenization of his own religious community 

under the rubric of a single “Sikh” association. Further, he shared his perspectives with an 

affective distance that kept the unbridled emotion of the curator at bay—that kept the 

reenactor in control and thus met the curator, with whom he began disadvantaged, 

eventually on even, if not higher, ground.
261

 

In this chapter and the last, I have presented multiple formulations and boundary-

making endeavors against a Muslim “other” in other public history exchanges, each time 

as just one part of a story with some other significance. While such ideas cannot be 

condoned, what is important is that they are understood as strategic and contingent—

responses to existing discursive claims of racialized category in the British public. I 

believe that by calling upon a religious other to frame their own identity, many Sikhs 

contend with race as a category they do not claim and do not desire—even while others, 

like Jay, do when confronted with or seeking the same settings—and instead turn the 

discussion to the ways that religion can inform their sense of both communal identity and 

embodied self. In seeing oneself as religiously inscribed, policing boundaries with a 

recognizably religious other helps cope with the undesirably and, to some, unrecognizable 

ways that ethnicity and religion becomes racialized, feared, and securitized by whites in 

the West. As British, however, Sikhs themselves are whitened—initiated into and 

allied—by this fear. 
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 Granted, this is a behavioral tactic he should not be obliged to perform, but he is obliged here and he 

does perform it well. 
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“You’re either Sikh, or you ain’t . . .” 

The reenactor and I left the exhibit and the curator and made our way back to our own 

exhibition tent. Among the accolades of the majority white viewers, a group of three 

young Sikh men walked over. I don’t remember anything extraordinary about their 

conversation; it took place almost entirely in Punjabi. I do remember thinking that the 

reenactor had a lovely way of interacting with people—offering information and playing 

the role of sepoy with a committed deftness, and when talking to one of the young men 

(who was a migrant from India and a current member of the British Army) that he seemed 

equally kind and interested in the history. The other thing that I remember is the reenactor 

coming up to me after the three Sikh men left, shaking his head in agitation, to whisper,  

This guy that was over there, he doesn’t have a beard or a 

turban, and he’s trying to lecture me on Sikhism. He’s not a 

Sikh then. We have a very simple religion. You’re either a 

Sikh or you aren’t. (Weigler Fieldnotes, Sandhurst Heritage 

Days 2016) 

I have heard this a few other times, but it was always from military personnel. In an 

institutional framework such as the military, accommodation takes on an intensive 

rigidity. Where uniformity is key, the individuals in military regiments must belong to—

have a right to claim—those identities. I want then to circle back to the language of 

subjectivity—the multicultural policies, but also the male Sikh self as a proxy to the 

community he stands for.  

As stated earlier, the participants that I primarily worked with during my fieldwork 

voted overwhelmingly to Remain.
262

 However, they also imbued historical narratives 
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 I ran into a few individuals that planned to vote Leave or who were on the fence during Little History 

tours, as well as one secondary volunteer in the UKPHA who voted Leave, despite being both West 
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with frames of whiteness, that may have been triggered more acutely by the Brexit 

debates—exclusionary rhetoric—that surrounded them at the time, but certainly predated 

the critical juncture of the Brexit vote. An especially pointed example come from one 

conversation with a Sikh man in his mid-fifties, Gil*, who had volunteered for his 

Gurdwara’s attempt to put on an exhibit on the First World War, but had left the 

committee because it became too “political.”
263

 

Gil: You know the Caucuses? It’s supposed to be where 

everyone came from—it’s probably some bullshit Victorian 

theory because it’s somewhere in the middle 

[geographically]. 

 

Elizabeth: Sure. 

 

Gil: But you go there and you can see they look like 

everyone! Their culture—it isn’t Asian and it isn’t 

European; it’s somewhere in the middle. And [Gil smiles 

and excitedly continues] if you look at those ethnicities, I 

mean, we could be their cousins. The same nose and the 

[pause]. You know, there’s this guy in my village with 

really tight curly brown hair, not like an afro, but he has 

bright bright blue eyes and even a little ginger and he’s 

dark. Like where did he get that from? I bet if you look at 

the DNA, we’re the same . . . 

So Caucuses. It’s where the word “Caucasian” comes 

from—like you or me. (Weigler Fieldnotes, Gil Interview, 

2016) 

Gil then went into the research he had done on the subject—books he had read and 

some articles from Museum websites, the in’s and out’s of which I was unable to capture 

as he excitedly listed author names and places he had been. However, the Mughal/Turkic 

                                                                                                                                                 
London-based and objectively successful financially and thus bucking the nation-wide trends. However, 
overwhelmingly conversations about Brexit were couched, not in terms of migration and protectionism, but 
rather within systemic concerns for economic inequality that produced a dialogue between sending and 
receiving nations.  
263

 Gil noted, “We don’t care about the politics. We care about the spirituality and history.” 
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invasions of Punjab played a key role in his geography of whiteness that brought the 

Caucuses down into the Punjab, through the Khyber Pass. Gil had only been to his village 

once, with his parents as an adult. This narrative placed Gil squarely in a genetic lineage 

that isn’t necessarily “Indian,” and that allows him to, at least partially, join the culture of 

Britain he feels most comfortable in—it is a similar embodiment of ethnicity, but the 

ethnicity he gives his “Sikhness” is Caucasian. He also connected it to the Second World 

War, further rooting his ideas translocally—his village and Europe—noting: “It’s crazy 

that Hitler decided to appropriate that. Arya— [pause] Aryan! And turn an Indian symbol 

of peace into one of hate. [Pause] A people that he probably looked down on.” Thus, he 

ends his narrative by reconfirming the precarious place of his whiteness through 

history.
264

 

Gil is clean-shaven and fairly removed from the frames of Sikhi that motivated most 

Little History tourists. In his and other formulations, there is something deeply personal 

and specifically expansive of South Asian, Sikh, and diasporic ethnicity. In understanding 

the role of the turban in frames of Sikhness, Gell (1996) presents the story of a nineteen-

year-old British Sikh in the Midlands (he would be thirty-nine now, a generation removed 

from Gil), who in recounting a visiting sejdhari (clean-shaven) cousin who “looks 

Italian,” wonders who he himself may become without his own turban. As Gell (1996) 

has put it,  

Sikh appearance has become the critical threshold 

between being “Sikh” or not . . . between being someone [-] 

a dutiful son, and affectionate grandson, a responsible 

elder-brother, and being anyone—British, Italian, Hindu, 
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 Connections with Aryan culture have been used throughout citizenship battles and and in justifying 

martial race theories in colonial Punjab (Metcalf 2007, 72; also see Ballantyne 2002). 
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Muslim . . . [in Britain’s diaspora] another reality that is 

culturally radically different . . . the possibility of this all-

too-easy dissolution that renders it imperative that the Sikh 

look be held onto. (Gell 1996, 38) 

It is within this binary of being a Sikh or being “anyone” that Gil asserts one side of 

and that the nineteen-year-old—and the reenactor above—asserts the other side of. Gil 

seems to embrace this ambiguity. This may be part of what Gell goes on to categorize as a 

tension between public image and internal reality, particular to northern India. Her 

analysis springs from Punjabi-Sikh culture with what Uberoi (1991) has called the 

“negation of negation—” where the Sikh male personifies the community itself, 

embodied through a kesh that covers his individual features. In some ways, this negation, 

“has found a particular expression among the Sikhs, whose religion demands that they 

become explicit and veritable images themselves, dramatically open to the gaze” (Gell 

1996, 38).  

In understanding the adoption of this binary by many diasporic Sikhs, their daily 

situatedness is of supreme importance. In contexts where Gil feels Caucasian, tourists are 

read as terrorists, school-aged children are continually asked why they cannot participate 

in majority-Muslim peers’ practices, and poor whites from Eastern Europe upset existing 

frames of migration and citizenship, a subject-self that exists in an easily packaged binary 

of “simple . . . you’re either Sikh or you aren’t,” could be understandably attractive to 

some.  

What does this look like in reality though? I was recently going through Instagram, 

and was struck by a post by the same young woman whose spoken word event ushered 
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me into the network that would connect me to Rav. Behind the Netra had just posted her 

latest poem in diminutive lower-case:  

the tick box 

i ain’t your tick box 

i ain’t your diversity quota 

i wasn’t meant to be trendy like yoga 

i ain’t your splash of colour – literally 

i guess it gets to me 

because my lived experience was never a ratio 

a percentage 

an incentive not to be offensive, but it is 

yes, representation matters 

but i’m not always flattered 

when i walk into a room that is a sea of white 

and i’m only there 

because the balance wasn’t right 

there is power in truth 

and if the truth be told 

insidious forms of prejudice 

is getting pretty old.. 

(@behindthenetra 2019b)  

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 have focused on the interpersonal and internal boxes that 

participants use to categorize themselves to audiences, family members, and their way of 

being—the language of subjecthood that has been adamantly denied and ridiculed. Some 

permutation of the phrase “ticking boxes” appears in most every conversation with 

UKPHA core members and volunteers. It is the subject of creative expression, sense of 

self, and materially impacts priorities or criteria when seeking heritage sector funding.  

This framing is an important factor in understanding the dialogue between top-down 

and bottom-up identity formation in the UK and some of the inherent tensions between 

citizenship’s fixed frames and daily experiences of subjecthood in Britain. 

Multiculturalist projects that see to encourage an inclusive British identity through 
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recognition generate categories that become a fixed representation of ethnoreligious 

identity—the boxes that national heritage organizations create to foster inclusion and the 

rhetoric of essentialist multicultural categories employed in public debate are often in 

opposition to the lived experiences and internalized subjecthoods of those they denote 

(Modood 1998; Alleyne 2002). An integral part of producing heritage is to produce a 

more representative image of a lived British Sikh self, one that often dwells outside these 

boxes.  

As discussed in chapter 1, academic forums have criticized group-based (specifically 

religiously- or ethnically-labeled) initiatives as “celebratory,” “divisive,” or “insular” 

following the initial call for and implementation of projects that help the public 

“understand the first world war.”
265

 However, in the backlash of “failed” European 

multiculturalism (Howarth & Andreouli 2012), reified ethnoreligious community 

boundaries—seen in endeavors such as bussing school children in the 1970s from Indian 

neighborhoods to white ones or the French Turban Ban of 2004—have reinforced lived 

experiences between those that are identified under such labels; projects rooted in those 

identities simply offer a clearer choice for individuals looking to contribute to a centenary 

project and can, with less ambiguity or convincing, tap into existing social networks 

(Interview NAM personnel, November 2016).  

Despite the HLF goal to localize heritage and its consumption, the tensions in and 

utilities of blanket categories become strikingly clear when there is a disconnect between 
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 This denotes an emphasis on the interpretation (translation) of heritage with strong “community input” 

as seen in the HLF’s website for Understanding the First World War, and their press release for UKPHA’s 
grant. The UKPHA engages heavily in this and is rewarded with continued funding, networking, and the 
voice these resources lend.  
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how the community self-identifies and the types of narratives external forces wish to 

encourage,  

UKPHA Representative: We had an organization before we 

started UKPHA, actually. [Laughs] Now that I think back 

on it. And of course, I’m like “Aaaaasian Art Foundation” 

or something? Short-lived, one-off type. I can’t remember 

what it’s called now. Asian Arts Partnership!  . . .because 

it’s just “Asian” is such a [pause]. It’s such a [pause]. It’s 

not how Asians in the very common [sense] self-identify. 

Elizabeth: Ya, right—  

UKPHA Representative: Right? It’s the box that we tick. 

We—when you see something “Asian” you know it’s come 

from the government [laughs]! Or somebody else, because 

it’s not actually how we choose to self-identify 

ourselves.
266

 (Representative Interview 2017) 

These tensions are a reflection of multiculturalism and its hard categories, and while 

those criticism laid out in chapter 1 are valid, for those practitioners in the trenches, they 

are placed in a difficult position where the pragmatic need to mobilize community interest 

in volunteering labor, funds, and spaces—like Jasdeep from NAM—in which to conduct 

activities can be in direct opposition to the “box they tick” for government funding. They 

must become masters at navigating these needs to be successful, and the context differs 

based on who their target audience is. This additional issue of audience is a central one to 

Project Leader’s ability to express the kinds of messages they would otherwise broadcast. 

Conclusion 

This final chapter has sought to better understand the processes and logics that 

welcome the militarized (male) Sikh body in some spaces, but bar it from others. 
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 This language is learnt and incorporated into volunteer assessments, as well. I was shocked recently 

when having a casual conversation with one participant—I was discussing some of the uncomfortable racial 
dimensions of the project when he offered an exasperated, “Ugh—it’s just ticking boxes, right??”  
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Sensitive to the liminal place of the Sikh community in racial hierarchy, it interrogates the 

places and systems of Empire that both benefit and debase Sikh citizen participants. Thus, 

this chapter embeds the memories of the First World War within current events and 

broader places of historical consciousness to work towards an understanding of that 

liminality as part of a process of historical consciousness formation and mobilization. 

Even as Sikh-specific sovereignty shifts into the body and bleeds into civic space as an 

actor and location, claims to space have a tandem, national stage of multicultural 

recognition projects. Together, they inform a process that is redefining how space and 

sovereignty interact in Britain for Sikhs, who have fought for territory—variously 

understood, but always emanating from self-sovereign individuals—since the 1400s. 

Historical consciousness spans what “Interviewee #7” expressed as self-actualization and 

rootedness, despite being obliged to act within colonized space.  

I have offered an alternative to the pasts, presents, and futures explored in the first 

four chapters. The Britian presented here is one that must be reacted to and negotatied 

with; it is an unstable Britain that contrasts the desires and the realities of home for 

British Sikhs. Importantly, the ways in which participants frame themseleves as subjects 

illustrates the mediation and construction of an ethnoreligious self within and against the 

discourse of racialized terror and securitization in the West. Previous chapters’ have 

hinted at the persistence of reframing Sikh identities as ethnoreligious ones. In this 

chapter, we find that in the past, legal rights have stemmed from the British 

governement’s recognition of Sikhs as an ethno-relgious community. However, 

increasingly they are individually and unpredictably moved into a racialized category that 

the West feels must be monitored. Thus, the individual may be associated with 
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conceptions of a dangerous male Muslim other, while the Sikh community retains 

desirable ethnoreligious status’.  

I have used the tension between these frames to illustrate how histories have remade 

the image of the First World War–sepoy (Sikh or otherwise) within a Sikh-specific model 

of desirability against that of an imaginary Muslim subject, even as those Sikhs engaging 

with that space suffer the exhaustion that comes with performing “Britishness” in your 

own home, as well as enjoy the agency to explore and enact their Sikhness in a unique 

process of nostalgic futurity. Thus heritage spaces are not immune to this onslaught of 

presumed and precarious otherness, but they offer tools—namely historical precedence, 

geographic rootedness, and a degree of autonomy—that have offered reprieve.  

As seen throughout this dissertation, project leaders regularly and emphatically 

distance themselves from those institutions and heritages they and their participants see as 

“politics.” This disavowal is closely allied with the need to project the “purity and 

passion” image from chapter 2; however, the existence of that community desire for a 

space free from politicizing forces is the key to understanding the chapter’s exhaustion 

with identity politics that cannot be won—even they reap the daily benefits of British 

citizenship. With these destabilizing forces that often focus on their very bodies, spaces 

of pure heritage or firm boundaries of Sikhness become desirable for some participants.  

Through a range of moments that engage public history—tourism, military 

reenactment, theatre and literature, and politicized calls for Sikh-specific memorial 

space—this chapter has focused on how experiencing public history can accept, reject, or 

change the structures they are encountered within. Those experiences can further inform 
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future goals for those public historical projects, and (re)create a sense of why they are 

necessary, meaningful, or impactful for civil society. In exploring with more granularity 

how groups and individuals behave at the intersection of narratives of past and civic goals 

for the future—those of Little History and of the institutions that partially dictate the 

horizons of their daily lives—this chapter has illustrated the importance of an 

ethnographic methodology that pays close attention to the situatedness of bodies, 

communities of emotion and historical consciousness, and the historical particularism of 

institutions.  

However, it is difficult to draw conclusions. Brexit is a culmination of moments that 

illustrate that the Sikh community—and South Asians, broadly—are aware of and are 

subjected to their liminal position in an assumed white Christian Britain. They have a 

complicated relationship with empire, having benefited in some ways—forcing avenues 

for accommodation, and being denied others. I cannot presume to know what shape these 

ongoing socio-political factors will take. I can however assert the importance of heritage 

spaces for both starkly unearthing and ameliorating the tensions between religion, 

ethnicity, and politicization, and it should be clear that the process of heritage creation 

and maintenance snakes along nodes of self-understanding, lived reality, historical 

precedent, and subjecthood. The centenary commemorations have passed, and the 

instances of discrimination and hate crimes they inadvertently addressed through the body 

of the sepoy are on the rise. However, as the conclusion to this dissertation will illustrate, 

anniversaries and polemics will continue to fuel a process of nostalgic futurity between 

lived and desired worlds. Since the experiences explored here occur while touring or 

interpreting history, participants take these biographical experiences into future semantic 
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constructions, such that relevant biographical memories are both recalled and created 

during public historical engagement—it is a dialogue. They are the changes that must be 

consciously and methodically enacted by minority groups who cannot ebb and flow 

within multiculturalist systems as the “norm” of whiteness is allowed. It must be self-

conscious. It must be recognizable as “Sikh.” 

Meanwhile, British Sikhs continue to count London as their “homeland” and dig 

beneath the city in search of their progenitors’ agency within its landscape—even as they 

are sometimes physically barred from enacting it themselves. Navigating these 

contradictions of Western National belonging—in economy, citizenship, and daily life—

is increasingly done through history, specifically the pursuit of “hidden” or “shared” 

histories that might find overlap in these tensions and promise to represent the subtle 

discomforts and empowerments of their lives. 
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Conclusion: What is “Civic” about History? 

On April 13, 2019, Amandeep and Parmjit launched their new book, Eyewitness at 

Amritsar: A Visual History of the 1919 Jallianwala Bagh Massacre at the NAM. The 

launch coincided with the one hundred year anniversary of the event, where troops from 

the British Indian Army were ordered by Brigadier General Reginald Dyer to fire into a 

crowd of unarmned civilians in Amritsar, Punjab, killing and injuring over 1,400 people, 

including children. It occurred in a context of social and political unrest following the 

British decision to extend repressive wartime measures with the passage of the Rowlatt 

Acts. As history, the event highlights the effect that the First World War had on colonial 

relations between India and Britain. In the month or so leading up to the day, Jallianawala 

occupied the public imagination as heritage with headlines in India like, “UK govt [sic] 

fails to issue apology for Jallianwala Bagh massacre during Commons debate” (Canton 

2019), and headlines from Britain asking, “What is the Jallianwala Bagh massacre and 

why is Britain facing renewed calls to apologise?” (Bremner 2019).  

Decidedly more politicized by Britons—Sikh and non-Sikh alike—than the inclusion 

of formerly colonized communities in the commemorations surrounding the First World 

War, Parmjit and Amandeep, with most project leaders and professional historians, 

weighed in. On social media, Parmjit and Amandeep’s book advertisement was 

accompanied by the caption, “The Bloodiest Act of Colonial Violence in 20
th

-Century 

British India[,] told by the people who were there,” while on BBC Radio London, 

Amandeep noted pointedly (with Parmjit nodding in agreement beside him) that the lead-

up to “the horrific events in 1919” was a direct result of British policies after the First 

World War, which reneged on promises of home rule and were “all about extending the 
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kind of constraints that [the British Raj] put on political freedoms after the war,” (Kashi 

House 2019). On Twitter, George Morton-Jack—a prominent popular-historian of the 

British Indian Army and one that I would characterize as Anglocentric in his 

interpretations, certainly in his early career—wrote, “As we remember #Amritsar1919, 

it’s vital context that the British Empire's toolkit of tyranny across India had always 

included military atrocity on civilian targets,” (@GMortonJack 2019).  

While it is outside the scope of this dissertation to offer a full analysis of the 

Jallianwalla Bagh commemoration, it is incredibly important, as my arguments come to a 

close and as the First World War centenary becomes an historical moment itself, that we 

ask ourselves one last time, “What is ‘Civic’ about History?” The anniversary of the 

Jallianwala Bagh Massacre is just one more in an inevitable and ongoing stream of public 

histories with the potential to unsettle the status quo of ethnoreligious hierarchies and 

colonial silences with new, discursive assemblages of semantic memory and materials of 

heritage, if individuals feel a need. This dissertation has been dedicated to the materials 

and the actions that stem from heritage production. I have shown that these materials and 

actions make substantive changes outside the heritage sector, changes in how the things 

that people say are viewed by others, how they are received into and assert themselves 

within space, how they voice and achieve change in society, how they look to a better 

future, and how they record and interpret the lives they tell in this ongoing process.  

This quality, this futurity of heritage production and engagement, is why it is 

imperative to understand how and to what ends heritage acts in the world—publically and 

intimately—especially in cases where individuals and instituions seek to harness, bind, or 

limit others’ access to its power to remake and reorient our worlds. Talbir captured both 
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the public and private side of how episodic memory changes our individual courses and 

reshapes our semantic understandings. In speaking on his initial draw towards the 

UKPHA, he noted:  

One thing they like to talk about is, “Ya, there were all 

these different types of Sikhs back in the day,” and you 

didn’t have to look like “this” to be a Sikh. You could be 

that, that, that, or that and you’re still determined and 

acknowledged as being within the Panth. So Parmjit calls it 

“the Christian’s truth theory,” right. So what you have here, 

is you’ve got “Sikh” today [and] it’s just “this.” In the 

words of that 1990s BBC sitcom—comedy sketch show: 

“Man, pugh; pugh, man; Sikh.”
267

 Alright. That a man in a 

turban equals Sikh. What is [up with that]? Parmjit’s kind 

of got this thing about back in the day—[I mean,] that’s 

that, but back in the day there were all kinds of different 

people defined as Sikhs. (Thalbir Interview 2016) 

As he went on, he said he liked how his work with heritage changed his community: “in 

normal we sort of gently rip that world—we’re very comfortable not doing 

[“orthodoxy”].” Historical consciousness—his individual relationship with the past—

gives him the means to quietly and “gently” make more than waves in this world, and he 

is sovereign to do so as he chooses.  

Agency Manifest  

This dissertation has focused on Sikh individuals’ participation in the First World 

War centenary, the public historical projects that surround its commemoration, and other 

forms of public historical engagements and imaginaries that inform its interpretation. As 

G. Singh (2014) has noted, “The First World War challenged the colonial essetializations 

of effeminacy, masculinity, and loyalty that provided the ideological solvent for British 
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 Pugh is a word for “turban.” I believe the show he is referring to is Goodness Gracious Me.  
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rule in India,” producing the postwar tensions that carried serious consequences for the 

violence in India that shaped much of the postcolonial period (345). Similarly, Sikh 

involvement with these projects has opened a new space to negotiate public discourses of 

British colonial history and its legacies, minority concerns for the current contradictions 

of Western national belonging as British citizens, and perceptions of desired and 

undesirable roles in those concerns. However, as this dissertation particularizes, this 

heritage most often takes a deeply personal form and materializes in unexpected ways. 

Individuals draw from personal experience and incubate conclusions in the body that 

ultimately acts upon them. Participants seek overlap in those tensions through the pursuit 

of hidden and shared histories, which promise to represent the subtle discomforts and 

empowerments of their daily lives at home in Britain. 

As a grassroots movement, the UKPHA explicitly wrote the individual into its 

interpretive frameworks, labor processes, and emotive language. As my research 

continued, I found other projects, like Little History and reenactment groups, had similar 

goals—cultivating specific kinds of Sikh individuals with an eye towards the panthic 

whole by facilitating experiences. These projects thus acknowledged and inadvertently 

made visible the nodes of transmutation that take individual experience/desire (affect) on 

the one hand and collective concern on the other and join them in a material, narrative, or 

place (heritage) through labor (action/striving). The intersection of vicarious religion and 

civic imagination is the best vantage point from which to view this goal: history is a 

civic-religious pursuit that creates a better society while cultivating self-actualization. 

These concerns are arguably more timely now than they were when this work began in 

2014. Since entering public and individual consciousness, the histories, bodies, and 

artifacts that mark this intersection have been given new weight as empire pointedly 
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entered the civic and political debates that culminated during and after the Brexit 

referendum. This history is one aspect of ongoing grassroots conversations that firmly 

root diasporic Sikh identities and Punjabiness within European homes, and which 

mediates and makes visible the colonial processes that undergird the formation of 

ethnoreligious British subjects and the diaspora’s contemporary materiality. 

In putting Sikh studies in dialogue with diasporic studies, I wanted to address two 

trends in the study of Sikh communities in this dissertation. First, I reoriented the focus in 

Sikh Studies on the nation-state, its multiculturalist projects, and policy and law as the 

primary drivers for and modes of civic participation for Sikh diasporic communities—

relationships with “host nations.” In dialogue with diasporic studies, I located multiple 

forms of “Sikhness” in communities of historical consciousness in response to the 

development of a segmented-complex diaspora, especially in the UK, that warrants the 

expansion of the largely caste-heavy or generational readings of “community” in Sikh 

studies.
 268

 In doing so, this dissertation represents diverse individuals and their 

perspectives: Some are drawn to a sense of belonging, and some into historical 

imaginaries by existing communal belongings. But however they come to these projects 

and whatever the underlying interpretive frames they bring, these communities inhabit the 

same spaces of Sikhness via heritage. There is value in the tensions and easements those 

new spaces produce. I have importantly illustrated that experiencing heritage further fuels 

its formation, offering new vocabularies for and reasons to construct the past—an 

ongoing and mutually-constituted relationship between episodic and semantic memory 

systems within intimate dialogues.  
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 See footnote 85 on Geoffrey White and trends in Emotion Theory.  
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Although the nation-state, caste, and generation are important components of this 

research, I have offered a complementary analysis of Sikh civic participation as lived—

embodied, shared, and highly situational—and emanating from a particular way of doing 

ethnoreligiosity. This has brought nuance to the often homogenized connection between 

Sikhs and the Punjab under the rubric of homeland—how, when, and why homeland is 

mobilized as a term—and has problematized its demonstrably mutable meanings. 

“Home” now orients the stories of daily life where they take place; the history of the First 

World War is one aspect of ongoing grassroots conversations—and their acceptance in 

British public life—that firmly root diasporic Sikh identities and “Punjabiness” within 

European space, and that mediates and makes visible the colonial processes that 

undergird the formation of ethnoreligious British subjects and the diaspora’s materiality.  

In participating, the First World War centenary has further highlighted the situational 

nature of subject formation, and the complications of authority that diasporic civic know-

how and liminality bring to knowledge production and historical consciousness 

formation. First, rather than seeking to undermine the systems they navigated, public 

action is most mobilized with the goal of interruption to existing frames—rearticulating, 

but not substantively rebuilding discourses of citizenship and belonging. Sikh individuals 

often seek to secure advantageous positions in British society, or reframe negative 

positions with accommodation, often against a Muslim other. This negotiation is 

exhausting; the highly situational nature of Sikh reception in British society is unstable 

and often unpredictable. The body—the presence of ethnoreligious selves—is one tool to 

combat this; the body holds a representational short-hand that is interruptive in and of 

itself. Yet, working within these frames long-term necessitates other tools—tools that 

rework what the body represents. Public historical practitioners signal to their audiences 
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that they are aware of this weariness through rubics and performances of “purity” and 

“passion.” Through these, heritage creates a space desirable and distanced from the on-

slaught of recognition-based politics and its intrusion into Sikh participants’ senses of 

self, more open to the possibilities of not just public representation, but self-actualization 

and acceptance of multiple permutations of religious, ethnic, and sovereign.  

Ultimately, this has meant that the dissertation tracks active efforts to reframe 

systemic racial identities into affective ethnoreligious ones. In a contemporary context of 

situational citizenship, this has become the story of an emergent, self-sovereign individual 

in the diaspora. Mobilizing from a shared understanding of the Sikh sovereign self, 

participants are eager to speak past their differences in this new space of Sikhness for the 

sake of leisurely respite, against the homogenizing onslaughts of an ill-informed non-Sikh 

public. While there are implications for the neoliberalization of the individual in Western 

discourse, here I stress the Sikh-specific conceptions of religiosity and sovereignty, 

especially within British and Indian history that have likely influenced this movement of 

sovereignty. Socially reproduced with purpose, the tools of memory production have been 

shifted to nurture that kind of “Sikh” individual—transgressing the boundaries of what is 

desirable about “martial” vs. “masculine.” As was seen in chapter 3, this movement of 

sovereignty also denotes a reorganization of social reproductive labor for women. In the 

case of Amrit, Sim, Jinder, Natalie, and the Bawa’s, heritage-based social reproductive 

labor is more closely allied with family historian’s own interests, desires, and self-

cultivation, but still works within the existing frames of women’s kinship work and 

sacrificial British citizenship. 

In sum, leaving the field has been difficult for me. In the course of writing this 

dissertation, heritage projects—their practitioners and audiences—have moved on 
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without me, achieving much and adding to their archives. Little History has begun to 

incorporate the newly opened NAM’s displays into its tours—one school group even 

received a surprise visit from Jasdeep—and Rav’s project has expanded into Scotland to 

explore Sikh connections throughout the United Kingdom.
269

 Meanwhile UKPHA’s 

second exhibit, Empire of the Sikhs (2018), was abuzz with viewer discourses of Lahore-

based belonging that spans the boundaries of Partition and religion (Lahore is now on the 

Pakistani side of Punjab). The exhibit fed off the energy of the Victoria and Albert 

Museum’s temporary exhibit, Lockwood Kipling: Arts and Crafts in the Punjab and 

London (V&A 2017). Of equal importance, Natalie will be heading to University soon, 

Jay Singh-Sohal has been selected to run for West Midlands Police and Crime 

Commissioner as the Conservative candidate, Sher will be volunteering in India after 

completing her medical residency, and Angad—after expanding his B-corporation to 

Eastern Europe and Canada—has shed the outward symbols associated with Nihang 

identity. With these changes publically and personally, I look forward to seeing what 

shape all this will take—acknowledging that such mutability of structure and meaning is 

exactly what makes the process I have been studying so powerful.  

Operatively, I wonder how their individual experiences, at the core of cultural 

memory maintenance and production, will shift. I also feel fear as we further enter a post-

Brexit era of protectionism that seeks, in part, to cut Britain off from the geographies, 

challenges, and interests of Europe’s mainland, curtail migration—broadly conceived as 

“non-white” through intersections of race, ethnicity, gender, and class—and that 

privileges relationships with former White Dominion commonwealth nations. As our 
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 Rav has also reposted on Facebook from Kashi House’s latest publication Stories for South Asian 

Supergirls by Raj Kaur Khaira, the young adult book featuring biographies of South Asian women.  
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lives change materially and symbolically, so will our histories. What anniversaries will 

emerge?
270

 What new racial formations, ethnoreligious categories, and fearful 

assumptions will these events address and reshape? How will those attempts for 

minorities be enabled and constrained by government policies and public opionion? What 

new modes of engagement might the Sikh community call upon? Will heritage and its 

ability to “gently rip” at the world be enough to actualize the British futures my 

participants’ have desired, within and against what they know, and have worked to 

meaningfully share throughout this dissertation?  
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 On August 31, 2019 my social media feeds were alight as the “Google Doodle celebrate[d] Punjabi 

writer Amrita Pritam’s 100
th 

birthday,” (Elassar 2019), while broadly on the same day, the 80
th

 anniversary 
of the start of the Second World War has slowly begun to punctuate public discourse (Gera 2019).  
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Appendix I 

Sikh History Entry Survey 
Anglo Sikh History Tours 

The goal of this survey is to help organizers and academics better understand a) the 

participant’s level of engagement with Sikh heritage, b) where they are able to access this 

knowledge and if additional learning resources are needed, and c) what aspects of Sikh history 

participants are most interested in in exploring further.  

Participation is completely optional; you may choose to answer any question at your discretion. 

Thank you for your insights! 

Questionnaire 

1. On the line below, please create a timeline that includes any historical events you 

consider important to the Sikh community. In example, the birth of Guru Nanak Dev Ji 

has been inserted as a starting point (though you may choose an earlier event).  

Please feel free to provide as many or as few relevant events as you wish; do not worry 

about exact dates, but please be as specific as you can: 

1469              

2016 

 

 

2. What are the top three places you go or could go to learn about Sikh history? 

a.   

b.   

c.   

3. What events would you like to see covered in future Sikh history tours? 

 

 

4. Is there anything you feel has especially shaped your historical interests?  

(In example, it may be a region you have visited or are from, a specific religious 

commitment [e.g. Amritdhari parents], stories from your childhood, questions from 

peers at work, etc.) 
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Sikh History Exit Survey 
Anglo Sikh History Tours 

The goal of this survey is to help organizers and academics better understand a) the 

participant’s level of engagement with Sikh heritage, b) why that history is important to the 

individual and community, and c) what motivates individuals to explore their heritage.  

Participation is completely optional; you may choose to answer any question at your discretion. 

Thank you for your insights! 

 

Questionnaire 

1. On the line below, please create a timeline that includes any historical events you 

consider important to the Sikh community. In example, the birth of Guru Nanak Dev Ji 

has been inserted as a starting point (though you may choose an earlier event).  

Please feel free to provide as many or as few relevant events as you wish; do not worry 

about exact dates, but please be as specific as you can: 

1469              

2016 

 

 

1. What will you remember most about today’s tour?  

 

 

a. What made that experience significant for you? 

 

 

2. Why did you decide to join this tour today?  

(In example, was it to be with friends, see a new country, teach your children 

something, etc.) 

 

Do you have any additional comments? 




